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INDETERMINATES,
COSMIC DETERMINATIONS AND THE INDETERMINABLE
The Unseen with whom there can be nopragmatic
relations,
unseizable, featureless,
unthinkable,
undesignable by name, whose
substance is the certitude of One Self, in whom

world-existence is stilled, who is all peace and
bliss-that

is the Self, that is what must be

known.

Mandukya Upanishad.*

One sees it as a mystery or one speaks of
it or hears of it as a mystery, but none knows
it.

Giia-f

When men seek after the Immutable, the
Indeterminable,
the Unmanifest,
the AllPervading, the Unthinkable, the Summit Self,
the Immobile, the Permanent,-equal in mind toall, intent on the good of all beings, it is to
Me that they come.
Gita.t

High beyond the Intelligence is the Great
Self, beyond the Great Self is the Unmanifest,
beyond the Unmanifest is the Conscious Being.

Tliere is nothing beyond the Being,-that is the
extreme ultimate,

that the supreme goal.
Katha Upanishad.§

Rare is the great of soul to whom all is
the Divine Being.
Gita.\\

A

Consciousness-Force,everywhere inherent in

Existence, acting even when concealed,is the
creator of the worlds, the occult secret of Nature.
* Verse 7.

-f II. 29.

I XII.

ll vasudevah sarvamiti,

3,4.
VII.

§111.10,11.
19.
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But in our material world and in our own being

consciousnesshas a double aspect; there is a force
of Knowledge, there is a force of Ignorance. In
the

infinite

consciousness

of

a self-aware

infinite

Existence knowledge must be everywhere implicit
or operative in the very grain of its action; but we
«ee here at the beginning of things, apparent as the
base or the nature of the creative world-energy, an
Inconscience, a total Nescience. This is the stock
with

which

the material

universe

commences:

con-

sciousnessand knowledge emerge at first in obscure
infinitesimal movements, at points, in little quanta
which associate themselves together; there is a
tardy and difficult evolution, a slowly increasing
organisation and ameliorated mechanism of the
workings of consciousness, more and more gains are
written

on

the

blank

slate

of

the

Nescience.

But

still these have the appearance of gathered acquisitions and constructions of a seekingIgnorance which
tries

to

know,

to

understand,

to

discover,

to

change slowly and strugglingly into knowledge. As
Life here establishesand maintains its operations
with

difficulty

on a foundation

and in an environ-

ment of general Death, first in infinitesimal points
of life, in quanta of life-form and life-energy, in
increasing aggregatesthat create more and more
complex organisms, an intricate life-machinery,
Consciousness
also establishesand maintains a growing but precarious light in the darkness of an
original Nescience and a universal Ignorance.

Moreover the knowledge gained is of pheno-
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mena, not of the reality of things or of the foundations

of existence.

what

Wherever

our

consciousness

seems to be a foundation,

that

meets

foundation

wears the appearance of a blank,-when it is not
a void,-an original state which is featurelessand
a multitude of consequenceswhich are not inherent
in the origin and which nothing in it seems to
justify or visibly to necessitate;there is a mass of
superstructure which has no clear native relation to

the fundamental existence. The first aspect of
cosmic existence is an Infinite which is to our perception an indeterminate, if not indeterminable.
In this Infinite the universe itself, whether in its

aspect of Energy or its aspect of structure, appears
as an

indeterminate

finite",-paradoxical
would

seem

to

determination,

a *'boundless

but necessaryexpressionswhich
indicate

that

we

are

face

to

face with a suprarational mystery as the base of
things; in that universe arise-from

where?-a

vast

number acid variety of general and particular determinates which do not appear to be warranted by
anything perceptible in the nature of the Infinite,
but seem to be imposed-or, it may be, self-imposed
-upon it. We give to the Energy which produces
them the name of Nature, but the word conveysno
meaning unless it is that the nature of things is
what it is by virtue of a Force which arranges them
according to an inherent Truth in them; but the
nature of that Truth

itself, the reason why these

determinates are what they are is nowhere visible.
It has been possible indeed for human Science to
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detect the processor many processesof material
things, but this knowledge does not throw any light
on the major question; we do not know even the
rationale of the original cosmic processes,for the
results do not present themselvesas their necessary
but only their pragmatic and actual consequence..
In

the

end we do not

know

how

these

determinates.

came into or out of the original Indeterminate or
Indeterminable

on which they stand forth as on a

blank and flat background in the riddle of their
ordered occurrence. At the origin of things we
are faced with an Infinite containing a mass of
unexplained finites, an Indivisible full of endless
divisions, an Immutable teeming with mutations
and differentiae. A cosmic paradox is the beginning of all things, a paradox without any key torn significance.
It is possible indeed to question the need of
positing an Infinite which contains our formed
universe, although this conception is imperatively
demanded by our mind as a necessary basis to its

conceptions,-for it is unable to fix or assigna limit
whether in Space or Time or essential existence
beyond which there is nothing or before or after
which there is nothing,-although
too the alternative is a Void or Nihil which can be only an abyss
of the

Infinite

into

which

we refuse

to look;

an

infinite mystic zero of Non-Existence would replace
an infinite % as a necessarypostulate, a basis for
our seeing of all that is to us existence. But even

if we refuseto recogniseanything asreal exceptthe
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limitless expanding finite of the material universe
and its teeming determinations, the enigma remains
the same. Infinite existence, infinite non-being or
boundlessfinite, all are to us original indeterminates
"or indeterminables; we can assign to them no
distinct charactersor features, nothing which would
predetermine

their

determinations.

To

describe

the fundamental character of the universe as Space
"or Time or Space-Time does not help us; for even
if these are not abstractions of our intelligence
which we impose by our mental view on the cosmos,
the mind's necessaryperspectiveof its picture, these
too are indeterminates and carry in themselvesno
-clue to the origin of the determinations that take
place in them; there is, still no explanation of the
strange processby which things are determined or
"of their powers, qualities and properties, no revelation of their true nature, origin and significance.
Actually to our Sciencethis infinite or indeterminate Existence reveals itself as an Energy, known

not by itself but by its works, which throws up in
its motion wavesof energism and in them a multitude of infinitesimals; these, grouping themselves
to form larger infinitesimals, becomea basis for all
the creations of the Energy, even those farthest
away from the material basis, for the emergenceof
a world of organised Matter, for the emergenceof
Life, for the emergenceof Consciousness,
for all the
still unexplained activities of evolutionary Nature.
On the original processare erected a multitude of
processeswhich we can observe, follow, can take
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advantage of many of them, utilise; but they are
none of them, fundamentally, explicable. We know
now that different groupings and a varying number
of electric infinitesimals can produce or serve asthe

constituent

occasion-miscalled

the

cause, for

here there seems to be only a necessary antecedent

condition-for
the appearance of larger atomic
infinitesimals of different natures, qualities, powers;
but

we

fail

to

discover

how

these

different

dispositions can come to constitute these different
atoms,-how
occasion
constituted
certain

the

or cause

differentiae
necessitate

outcome

in
the

or result.

combinations

of

the

constituent

differentiae
We

certain

know
invisible

in
also

the
that

atomic

infinitesimals produce or occasion new and visible
determinations quite different in nature, quality
and power from the constituent infinitesimals; but
we fail to discover, for instance, how a fixed formula

for the combination of oxygen and hydrogen comes
to determine the appearance of water which is
evidently something more than a combination of
gases, a new creation, a new form of substance, a

material manifestation of a quite new character.
We see that a seed developsinto a tree, we follow
the line of the processof production and we utilise
it; but we do not discover how a tree can grow out
of a seed, how the life

and form

of the tree come

to be implied in the substance or energy of the
seed or, if that be rather

the fact, how the seed can

develop into a tree. We know that genes and
chromosomes are the cause of hereditary trans-
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missions, not only of physical but of psychological
variations; but we do not discover how psychological characteristics
in this

can

inconscient

be contained

material

and

vehicle.

transmitted

We

do not see

or know, but it is expounded to us as a cogent
account of Nature-process,that a play of electrons,
of atoms

and

their

resultant

molecules,

of

cells,

glands,chemical secretionsand physiologicalprocesses
managesby their activity on the nervesand brain of
a Shakespeareor a Plato to produce or could be
perhaps the dynamic occasionfor the production of
a Hamlet or a Symposiumor a Republic; but we fail
to discover or appreciate how such material movements could have composed or necessitated the
composition of these highest points of thought and
literature: the divergencehere of the determinants
and

the

determination

becomes

so wide

that

we are

no longer able to follow the process, much less
understand

or

utilise.

These

formulae

of

Science

may be pragmatically correct and infallible, they
may govern the practical how of Nature's processes,
but they do not disclose the intrinsic

how or why;

rather they have the air of the formulae of a
cosmic Magician, precise, irresistible, automatically
successful

each in

fundamentally

its field,

but

their

rationale

is

unintelligible.

There is more to perplex us; for we see the
original indeterminate Energy throwing out general
determinates of itself,-we might equally in their
relation to the variety of their products call them
generic indeterminates,-with
their appropriate
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states of substance and determined
forms of that
substance:
the latter
are numerous,
sometimes

innumerable
which

is

their

variations
base:

on

but

the

none

substance-energy

of

these

variations

seemsto be predetermined by anything in the nature
of the general indeterminate. An electric Energy
produces positive, negative, neutral forms, of itself,
forms that are at once wavesand particles; a gaseous
state of energy-substanceproduces a considerable
number of different gases;a solid state of energysubstance from which results the earth principle
develops into different forms of earth and rock of
many kinds and numerous minerals and metals; a

life principle produces its vegetable kingdom
teeming with a countless foison of quite different
plants, trees, flowers; a principle of animal life
produces an enormous variety of genus, species,
individual variations: so it proceeds into human
life and mind and its mind-types towards the still
unwritten end or perhaps the yet occult sequel of
that unfinished evolutionary chapter. Throughout
there is the constant rule of a general samenessin
the original determinate and, subject to this substantial

sameness of basic substance

and nature,

a

profuse variation in the generic and individual
determinates;

an identical

law obtains

of sameness

or similarity in the genus or specieswith numerous
variations often meticulously minute in the individual. But we do not find anything in any general
or generic determinate necessitating the variant

determinationsthat result from it. A necessityof
8
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sameness at the base, of free and unvariations
on the surface seems to be

the law; but who or what necessitates or determines?
What

is the rationale

of the determination,

what

is its original truth or its significance? What

compelsor impels this exuberant play of varying
possibilities which seemto have no aim or meaning
unless it be the beauty or delight of creation? A
Mind, a seeking and curious inventive Thought, a
hidden determining Will might be there, but there
is

no

trace

of

it

in

the

appearance of material

first

and

fundamental

Nature.

A first possible explanation points to a selforganising

dynamic

Chance that

is at work,-a

paradox necessitatedby the appearanceof inevitable
order

on

one

side,

of

unaccountable

freak

and

fantasy on the other side of the cosmic phenomenon
we call Nature. An inconscient and inconsequent
Force, we may say, that acts at random and creates

this or that by a general chance without any determining principle,-determinations coming in only
as the result of a persistent repetition of the same
rhythm of action and succeedingbecause only this
repetitive rhythm could succeedin keeping things
in being,-this is the energy of Nature. But this
implies that somewhere in the origin of things
there is a boundless Possibility or a womb of
innumerable possibilities that are manifested out of
it by the original Energy,-an incalculable Inconscient which we find some embarrassmentin calling
either

an Existence

or a Non-Existence;

for with-
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out some such origin and basis the appearanceand
the action of the Energy is unintelligible. Yet an

oppositeaspectof the nature of the cosmicphenomenon,as we see it appearsto forbid the theory of
a random action generating a persistent order.
There

is too much of an iron

insistence

on order,

on a law basing the possibilities. One would be
justified rather in supposing that there is an
inherent imperative Truth of things unseen by us,
but a Truth capable of manifold manifestation,
throwing out a multitude of possibilities and variants
of itself which the creative Energy by its action

turns into so many realised actualities. This brings
us to a second explanation-a mechanical necessity
in things, its workings recognisableby us as so many
mechanical laws of Nature;-the

necessity, we might

say, of some such secret inherent Truth of things
as we have supposed,governing automatically the
processeswe observein action in the universe. But
a theory of mechanical Necessityby itself does not
elucidate the free play of the endless unaccountable

variations

which

are

visible

in

the

evolution

:

there must be behind the Necessityor in it a law
of unity associatedwith a co-existentbut dependent
law of multiplicity, both insisting on manifestation;
but the unity of what, the multiplicity of what?
Mechanical Necessity can give no answer. Again
the emergence of consciousness out of the Incon-

scient is a stumbling-block in the way of this theory;

for it is a phenomenonwhich can have no place in
an all-pervading truth of inconscient mechanical
10
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Necessity. If there is a necessitywhich compelsthe
emergence,it can be only this, that there is already
a consciousness

concealed

in the Inconscient,

wait-

ing for evolution and when all is ready breaking
out from its prison of apparent Nescience. We
may indeed get rid of the difficulty of the imperative order of things by supposingthat it does not
exist, that determinism in Nature is imposed on
it by our thought which needssuch an imperative
order to enable it to deal with its surroundings,
but in reality there is no such thing; there is only
a Force experimenting in a random action of
infinitesimals which build up in their general
results different determinations by a repetitive
persistenceoperative in the sum of their action;
thus we go back from Necessityto Chanceas the
basis of our existence.

But what then is this Mind,

this Consciousness
which differs so radically from
the Energy that produced it that for its action it has
to impose its idea and need of order on the world
she has made and in which it is obliged to live?
There

would

then

be the double

contradiction

of

consciousnessemerging from a fundamental Inconscience

and

of

a

Mind

of

order

and

reason

manifesting as the brilliant final consequenceof a
world createdby inconscientChance. These things
may be possible,but they need a better explanation
than any yet given before we can accord to them
our acceptance.

This opens the way for other explanations
which

make Consciousness

the creator of this world
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out of an apparentoriginal Inconscience.A Mind,
.a Will seems to have imagined and organised the
universe, but it has veiled itself behind its creation;
its first erection

has been this screen of an incon-

"scient Energy and a material form of substance,at
>oncea disguise of its presenceand a plastic creative
basis on which

it

could

work

as an artisan

uses

for his production of forms and patterns a dumb
and obedient material.

All

these things

we see

.around us are then the thoughts of an extra-cosmic
Divinity, a Being with an omnipotent and omniscient Mind and Will, who is responsible for the
mathematical law of the physical universe, for its
artistry of beauty, for its strange play of samenesses
and variations,

of concordances and discords, of com-

bining and intermingling opposites,for the drama
"of consciousnessstruggling to exist and seeking to
affirm

itself

in

an

inconscient

The fact that this Divinity

universal

order.

is invisible to us,

undiscoverable by our mind and senses, offers, no

"difficulty, since self-evidenceor direct sign of an
extra-cosmic Creator could not be expected in a
cosmoswhich is void of his presence: the patent
signals everywhere of the works of an Intelligence,
of law, design, formula, adaptation of means to end,
constant and inexhaustible invention, fantasy even
but restrained by an ordering Reason might be
considered sufficient proof of this origin of things.

Or if this Creator is not entirely supracosmic,but
is also immanent in his works, even then there need

be no other sign of him,-except

indeed to some
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consciousness
evolving in this inconscient world, but
only when its evolution reached a point at which
it could become aware of the indwelling Presence.
The

intervention

of this

evolving

consciousness.

would not be a difficulty, since there would be no
contradiction

of the basic nature of things in its

appearance;
an omnipotentMind could easilyinfuse
something of itself into its creatures. One difficulty

remains;it is the arbitrary nature of the creation,
the incomprehensibility of its purpose, the crude
meaninglessnessof its law of unnecessaryignorance,
strife and suffering, its ending without a denouement or issue. A play? But why this stamp of so
many undivine elements and charactersin the play
of One whosenature must be supposedto be divine?
To the suggestion that what we see worked out in
the world is the thoughts of God, the retort can
be

made

that

God

could

well

have

had

better

thoughts and the best thought of all would have
been to refrain from the creation of an unhappy
and unintelligible universe. All theistic explanations of existence starting from an extra-cosmic
Deity stumble over this difficulty and can only
evade it; it would disappear only if the creator
were, even though exceeding the creation, yet

immanentin it, himself in somesort both the player
and the play, an Infinite castinginfinite possibilities
into the set form of an evolutionary cosmic order.
On that hypothesis, there must be behind the
action of the material Energy a secret involved

Consciousness,
cosmic,infinite, building up through
13

the action of that frontal Energy its means of an
evolutionary manifestation,"a creation out of itself
in

the

boundless

finite

of the

material

universe.

The apparent inconscience of the material Energy
would be an indispensable condition for the
structure

of the material

world-substance

this Consciousness intends

to involve

in which

itself

so that

it may grow by evolution out of its apparent
opposite; for without some such device a complete
involution would be impossible. If there is such
a creation by the Infinite

out of itself, it must be

the manifestation, in a material disguise, of truths
or powers of its own being:

the forms or vehicles

of thesetruths or powers would be the basic general
or fundamental

determinates

we see in Nature;

the

particular determinates, which otherwise are unaccountable variations that have emerged from the
vague general stuff in which they originate, would
be the appropriate forms or vehicles of the
possibilities that the truths or powers residing in
these

fundamentals

bore

within

them.

The

principle of free variation of possibilities natural
to an infinite Consciousness
would be the explanation of the aspect of inconscient Chance of which
we are aware in

the workings

of Nature,-in-

conscient only in appearance and so appearing
because of the complete involution in Matter,
because

of

the

veil

with

which

the

secret

Consciousnesshas disguised its presence. The
principle of truths, real powers of the Infinite
imperatively fulfilling themselves would be the
14
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explanation of the opposite aspect of a mechanical
Necessitywhich we see in Nature,-mechanical in
appearance only and so appearing because of
the

same

veil

of

Inconscience.

It

would

then

be perfectly intelligible why the Inconscient
does its works with a constant principle of mathematical architecture, of design, of effective
arrangement of numbers, of adaptation of means
to ends, of inexhaustible

device and invention,

one

might almost say, a constant experimental skill and
an automatism of purpose. The appearance of
consciousnessout of an apparent Inconscience
would also be no longer inexplicable.
All the unexplained processesof Nature would
find their meaning and their place if this hypothesis
proved to be tenable. Energy seems to create
substance,but, in reality, as existence is inherent
in Consciousness-Force,

so also substance would

be

inherent in Energy,-the Energy a manifestation of
the Force,

substance

a manifestation

of the

secret

Existence. But as it is a spiritual substance, it
would not be apprehended by the material sense
until it is given by Energy the forms of Matter
seizable by that sense. One begins to understand
also how arrangement of design, quantity and
number

can

be

a

base

for

the

manifestation

of

quality and property; for design, quantity and
number are powers of existence-substance,quality
.and property are powers of the consciousnessand
its force that reside in the existence; they can then
be made manifest and operative by a rhythm and
15
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processof substance.The growth of the tree out
of the seed would

be accounted

for, like

all

other

similar phenomena, by the indwelling presenceof
what we have called

the

Real-Idea;

the

Infinite's

self-perception of the significant form, the living
body of its power of existence that has to emerge
from its own self-compressionin energy-substance,
would be carried internally in the form of the seed,
carried

in

the occult

consciousness

form, and would naturally

involved

evolve out of it.

in

that

There

would be no difficulty either in understanding on
this principle how infinitesimals of a material
character like the gene and the chromosome can
carry in them psychologicalelements to be transmitted to the physical form that has to emerge from
the human

seed; it would

be at bottom

on the same

principle in the objectivity of Matter as that which
we find in our subjective experience,-for we see
that the subconscientphysical carries in it a mental
psychological content, impressions of past events,.
habits,

fixed

mental

and

vital

formations,

fixed

forms of character,and sendsthem up by an occult
process to the waking consciousness,thus originating or influencing many activities of our nature.
On the samebasisthere would be no difficulty
in understandingwhy the physiological functionings
of the body help to determine the mind's psychological actions: for the body is not mere unconscious
Matter; it is a structure of a secretly conscious
Energy that has taken form in it. Itself occultly
conscious, it

is, at the same time,

the

vehicle

of
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expression of an overt Consciousnessthat has
emerged and is self-awarein our physical energysubstance. The body's functionings are a necessary
machinery or instrumentation

for the movements

of this mental Inhabitant; it is only by setting the
corporeal instrument in motion that the Conscious
Being emerging, evolving in it can transmit its mind
formations,

will

formations

and turn

them

into

a

physical manifestation of itself in Matter. The
capacity, the processesof the instrument must to
a certain extent reshape the mind formations in
their transition from mental shape into physical
expression; its workings are necessary and must
exercise their influence before that expression can
become actual. The bodily instrument may even
in some directions dominate its user; it may too by

a force of habit suggest or create involuntary
reactions of the consciousness inhabiting

it before

the working Mind and Will can control or interfere.
All this is possible because the body has a
"subconscient"

consciousness

of

its

own

which

counts in our total self-expression;even, if we look
at this outer instrumentation only, we can conclude
that body determines mind, but this is only a minor
truth and the major Truth is that mind determines
body. In this view a still deeper Truth becomes
conceivable; a spiritual entity ensouling the
substancethat veils it is the original determinant
of both mind and body. On the other side, in the
opposite order of process,-that by which the mind
can transmit its ideas and commands to the body,
2
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it to be an instrument

for new action, can

even so impress it with its habitual demandsor
orders that the physical instinct carries them out
automatically even when the mind is no longer

consciouslywilling them, those also more unusual
but well attestedby which to an extraordinaryand
hardly limitable extent the mind can learn to determine the reactions of the body even to the overriding of its normal law or conditions of action,these and other otherwise unaccountable aspectsof
the relation between these two elements of our being

become easily understandable: for it is the secret
consciousnessin the living matter that receivesfrom
its greater companion; it is this in the body that
in its own involved and occult fashion perceives or
feels the demand on it and obeys the emerged or
evolved consciousnesswhich presides over the body.
Finally, the conception of a divine Mind and Will
creating the cosmosbecomesjustifiable, while at the
same time the perplexing elements in it which our
reasoning

mentality

refuses

to

ascribe

to

an

.arbitrary fiat of the Creator, find their explanation
as inevitable phenomena of a Consciousness
"emerging with difficulty out of its opposite-but
with the mission to override these contrary phenomena and manifest by a slow and difficult evolution
its greater reality and true nature.

But an approach from the material end of
Existence cannot give us any certitude of validity
for this hypothesis or for that matter for any other
explanation of Nature and her procedure: the
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veil cast by the original Inconscience is too thick
for the Mind to pierce and it is behind this veil
that is hidden the secret origination of what is
manifested; there are seatedthe truths and powers
^underlyingthe phenomenaand processesthat appear
to

us in

the

material

front

of

Nature.

To

know

with greater certitude we must follow the curve of
Devolvingconsciousnessuntil it arrives at a height
.and largeness of self-enlightenment in which the
primal secret is self-discovered;for presumably it
must evolve, must eventually bring out what was
held from the beginning by the occult original
"Consciousnessin things of which it is a gradual
manifestation. In Life it would be clearly hopeless
to seekfor the truth; for Life begins with a formulation

in

which

consciousness

is still

submental

and

therefore to us as mental beings appears as inconscient or at most subconscious, and our own investi-

gation into this stageof life studying it from outside
"cannot
our

be

more

examination

fruitful
of

of
Matter.

the

secret
Even

truth
when

than
mind

"develops in life, its first functional aspect is a
mentality involved in action, in vital and physical
needs and preoccupations, in impulses, desires,
.-sensations, emotions, unable to stand back from these

things and observeand know them. In the human
mind there is the first hope of understanding,
"discovery, a free comprehension; here we might
.seem to be coming to the possibility of selfknowledge and world-knowledge. But in fact our
.mind can at first only observe facts and processes
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has to make

deductions

and

inferences, to construct hypotheses, to reason, to>

speculate. In order to discoverthe secretof Consciousness

it

would

have

to

know

itself

and

determine the reality of its own being and process;
but as in animal life the emerging Consciousness
is.
involved in vital action and movement, so in the

human being mind-consciousness
is involved in its.
own whirl of thoughts, an activity in which it is.
carried on without rest and in which its very reason-

ings and speculations are determined in their
tendency,trend, conditions by its own temperament,.
mental turn, past formation and line of energy,.
inclination, preference, an inborn natural selection,
"-we do not freely determine our thinking according to the truth of things, it is determined for us,
by our nature.

We can indeed stand back with a

certain detachment and observethe workings of the
mental Energy in us; but it is still only its process.
that we see and not any original source of our
mental

determinations:

we can

build

theories

and

hypothesesof the processof Mind, but a veil is still
there over the inner secret of ourselves, our consciousness, our total nature.

It is only when we follow the yogic processof
quieting the mind itself that a profounder result
of our self-observationbecomespossible. For first wediscover that mind is a subtle substance,a general determinate-or generic indeterminate-which
mental energy when it operates throws into formsor particular determinations of itself, thoughts,/
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concepts, percepts, mental sentiments, activities o£
will and reactions of feeling, but which, when the
energy is quiescent, can live either in an inert torpor
or in an immobile silence and peace of selfexistence.

Next

we see that

the

determinations

of

our mind do not all proceed from itself; for waves
and currents of mental energy enter into it from
outside: these take form in it or appear already
formed

from

some

universal

Mind

or

from

other

minds and are accepted by us as our own thinking.
We can perceive also an occult or subliminal mind
in ourselvesfrom which thoughts and perceptions
and will-impulses and mental feelings arise; we can
perceive too higher planes of consciousnessfrom
which a superior mind energy works through us or
iipon us. Finally we discover that that which
observes all this is a mental being supporting the
mind substance and mind energy; without this
presence, their upholder and source of sanctions,
they could not exist or operate. This mental being
or Purusha first appearsas a silent witness and, if
that were all, we would have to accept the determinations of mind as a phenomenal activity imposed
upon the being by Nature, by Prakriti, or else as a
creation presented to it by Prakriti, a world of
thought which Nature constructs and offers to the
observing Purusha. But afterwards we find that the
Purusha, the mental being, can depart from its
posture of a silent or accepting Witness; it can
become the source of reactions, accept, reject, even
rule and regulate, become the giver of.^tbg.
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command, the knower. A knowledge also arisesthat this mind-substance manifests the mental being,.

is its own expressivesubstanceand the mental
energy is its own consciousness-force,
so that it is.
reasonable

to conclude

that

all mind

determinations.

arise from the being of the Purusha. But this conclusion is complicated by the fact that from another
view-point our personal mind seems to be little
more than a formation of universal Mind, an engine

for the reception, modification, propagation of
cosmic thought-waves,idea-currents,will-suggestions,.
waves of feeling, sense-suggestions,
form-suggestions.
It has no doubt its own already realised expression,.
predispositions, propensities, personal temperament
and nature; what comes from the universal can only

find a place there if it is accepted and assimilated
into the self-expressionof the individual mental
being, the personal Prakriti of the Purusha. But
still, in view of these complexities, the question
remains

entire

whether

all this

evolution

and action

is a phenomenal creation by some universal Energy
presentedto the mental being or an activity imposed
by Mind-Energy on the Purusha's indeterminate,
perhaps indeterminable existence, or whether the
whole is somethingpredetermined by somedynamic
truth of Self within and only manifested on the
mind

surface.

To

know

that

we would

have to

touch or to enter into a cosmic state of being and
consciousnessto which the totality of things and
their integral principle would be better manifest
than to our limited mind experience.
22
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consciousness

is

such

a state

or

principle beyond individual mind, beyond even
universal mind in the Ignorance; it carries in itself
a first direct and masterful cognition of cosmic
truth: here then we might hope to understand
something of the original working of things, get
some insight into the fundamental movements of
cosmic Nature. One thing indeed becomesclear;
it

is self-evident

here

that

both

the individual

and

the cosmoscome from a transcendent Reality which
takes

form

in

them:

the

mind

and

life

of

the

individual being, its self in nature must therefore
be a partial self-expressionof the cosmic Being and,
both through that and directly, a self-expressionof
the transcendent Reality,-a

conditional

and half-

veiled expression it may be, but still that is its
significance. But also we see that what the
expression shall be is also determined by the
individual

himself:

only what he can in his nature

receive, assimilate, formulate, his portion of the
cosmicbeing or of the Reality, can find shapein his
mind and life and physical parts; something that
derives from Reality, something that is in the
cosmoshe expresses,but in the terms of his own
self-expression, in the terms of his own nature.
But the original question set out for us by the
phenomenon of the universe is not solved by
the Overmind knowledge,-the question, in this
case, whether the building of thought, experience,.
world of perceptionsof the mental Person,the mind
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Purusha, is truly a self-expression,a self-determina-

tion proceedingfrom sometruth of his own spiritual
being, a manifestation of that truth's dynamic
possibilities,or whetherit is not rather a creationor
construction presented to him by Nature, by
Prakriti, and only in the senseof being individualised in his personal formation of that Nature
can it be said to be his own or dependent on him;
or, again, it might be a play of a cosmic Imagination, a fantasia of the Infinite imposed on the blank
Indeterminable of his own eternal pure existence.
These

are

the

three

views

of creation

that

seem

to

have an equal chance of being right, and mind is
incapable of definitely deciding between them; for
"eachview is armed with its own mental logic and
its appeal to intuition and experience. Overmind
"seemsto add to the perplexity, for the overmental
view of things allows each possibility to formulate
itself in its own independent right and realise its
own

existence

in

cognition,

in

dynamic

self-

presentation, in substantiating experience.
In Overmind, in all the higher ranges of the
mind, we find recurring the dichotomy of a pure
-silent self without feature or qualities or relations,
;self-existent, self-poised, self-sufficient, and the
mighty dynamis of a determinative knowledgepower, of a creative consciousnessand force which
precipitates itself into the forms of the universe.
This opposition which is yet a collocation, as if

these two were correlatives or complementaries,
although apparent contradictions of each other,
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sublimatesitself into the co-existenceof an impersonal
Brahman without qualities, a fundamental divine
Reality free from all relations or determinates, and
a Brahman with infinite qualities, a fundamental
divine Reality who is the source and container and
master of all relations and determinations-Nirguna,

Saguna. If we pursue the Nirguna into a farthest
possible self-experience, we arrive at a supreme
Absolute

void

the ineffable

of all
first

and

relations

and determinations,

last word

of existence.

If we

enter through the Sagunainto someultimate possible
of experience, we arrive at a divine Absolute, a
personal supreme and omnipresent Godhead, transcendent as well

as universal,

an infinite

Master

of

all relations and determinations who can uphold in
his being a million universesand pervade each with
a single ray of his self-light and a single degree of
his
x

ineffable

existence.

The

Overmind

conscious-

.ness maintains equally these two truths of the
Eternal which face the mind as mutually exclusive
alternatives; it admits both as supreme aspects of

,6ne Reality: somewherethen behind them there
must be a still greater Transcendence which
originates them or upholds them both in its supreme
Eternity.

But what can that

be of which

such

oppositesare equal truths, unless it be an original
indeterminable Mystery of which any knowledge, any
understanding by the mind is impossible? We can
know it indeed to some degree, in some kind of
experience or realisation, by its aspects, powers,
constant seriesof fundamental negativesand positives
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through which we have to pursue it, independently
in either or integrally in both together; but in the
last resort it seemsto escapeeven from the highest
mentality and remain unknowable.

But if the supreme Absolute is indeed a pure
Indeterminable,

then no creation,

no manifestation,

no universe is possible. And yet the universe exists.
What then is it that creates this contradiction,

is able

to effect the impossible, bring this insoluble riddle
of

self-division

kind

into

existence?

A

Power

it must be, and since the Absolute

of

some

is the sole

reality, the one origin of all things, this Power must
proceedfrom it, must have some relation with it, a
connection, a dependence. For if it is quite other
than the supreme Reality, a cosmic Imagination
imposing its determinations on the eternal blank of
the Indeterminable,

then

the sole existence

of an

absolute Parabrahman is no longer admissible; there
is then a dualism at the source of things-not
substantially different from the Sankhya dualism of
Soul and Nature.

If it is a Power, the sole Power

indeed, of the Absolute, we have this logical
impossibility that the existence of the Supreme
Being and the Power of his existence are entirely
opposite to each other, two supreme contradictories;
for Brahman is free from all possibility of relations
and determinations, but Maya is a creative Imagina-

tion imposing thesevery things upon It, an originator
of relations

and

determinations

of

which

Brahman

must necessarilybe the supporter and witness,-to
the logical reason an inadmissible formula. If it is
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accepted, it can only be as a suprarational mystery,
something neither real nor unreal, inexplicable in its
nature, anirvacaniya. But the difficulties are so great
that it can be accepted only if it imposes itself
irresistibly

as the inevitable ultimate,

the end and

summit of metaphysical enquiry and spiritual
experience. For even if all things are illusory
creations, they must have at least a subjective
existence and they can exist nowhere except in the
consciousnessof the Sole Existence; they are then
subjective determinations of the Indeterminable. If,
on the contrary, the determinations of this Power are
real creations, out of what are they determined, what
is their substance? It is not possible that they are
made out of a Nothing, a Non-Existence other than
the Absolute;

for that will

erect a new dualism,

a

great positive Zero over against the greater indeterminable x we have supposedto be the one Reality.
It is evident therefore that the Reality cannot be a
rigid Indeterminable. Whatever is createdmust be
of it and in it, and what is of the substance of'the

utterly

Real must itself be real:

a vast baseless

negation of reality purporting to be real cannot be
the sole outcome of the eternal Truth,

the Infinite

Existence, It is perfectly understandable that the
Absolute

is and must

be indeterminable

in the sense

that it cannot be limited by any determination or
any sum of possible determinations, but not in the
sensethat it is incapable of self-determination. The
Supreme Existence cannot be incapable of creating
true self-determinations of its being, incapable of
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upholding a real self-creationor manifestation in its
self-existent

infinite.

Overmind, then, gives us no final and positive
solution; it is in a supramental cognition beyond it
that we are left to seek for an answer. A Supramental

Truth-consciousness

is

at

once

the

self-

awarenessof the Infinite and Eternal and a power
of self-determination
inherent in that self-awareness;
the first is its foundation
and status, the second is

its power of being, the dynamis of its self-existence.
All that a timeless eternity of self-awarenessseesin
itself as truth of being, the consciouspower of its
being manifests in Time-eternity. To Supermind
therefore the Supreme is not a rigid Indeterminable,
an all-negating Absolute; an infinite of being
complete to itself in its own immutable purity of
existence, its sole power a pure consciousness
able
only to dwell on the being's changelesseternity, on
the immobile delight of its sheerself-existence,is not
the whole Reality. The Infinite of Being must also
be an Infinite of Power; containing in itself an
eternal reposeand quiescence,it must alsobe capable
of an eternal

action

and creation:

be an action in itself, a creation

but

this too must

out of- its own self

eternal and infinite, since there could be nothing
else out of which it could create; any basis of
creation seemingto be other than itself must be still
really in itself and of itself and could not be some-

thing foreign to its existence. An infinite Power
cannot be solely a Force resting in a pure inactive
sameness,an immutable quiescence; it must have
28
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in it endless powers of its being and energy: an
infinite
Consciousness must hold
truths of its own self-awareness.

would appear to
to our spiritual
its dynamis, to
formulations of
would

within
it endless
These in action

our cognition as aspectso£ its being,
senseas powers and movements of
our aesthesis as instruments and
its delight of existence. Creation

then be a self-manifestation:

it would

be an

ordered deploying of the infinite possibilities of the
Infinite. But every possibility implies a truth of
being behind it, a reality in the Existent; for without that supporting truth there could not be any
possibles. In manifestation a fundamental reality
of the Existent would appear to our cognition as a
fundamental spiritual aspectof the Divine Absolute;
out of it would emerge all its possible manifestations,
its innate dynamisms:

these again must create or

rather bring out of a non-manifest latency their own
significant forms, expressivepowers, native processes;
their own being would develop their own becoming,
svarupa,svabhava. This then would be the complete
processof creation: but in our mind we do not see
the complete process,we see only possibilities that
determine themselvesinto actualities and, though we
infer or conjecture, we are not sure of a necessity,
a predetermining truth, an imperative behind them
which capacitates the possibilities, decides the
actualities.

Our

mind

is an observer of actuals, an

inventor or discovererof possibilities, but not a seer
of the occult imperatives that necessitatethe movements

and

forms

of a creation:
29
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universal existencethere are only forcesdetermining
results by some balance of the meeting of their
powers; the original Determinant or determinants,
if it or they exist, are veiled from us by our
ignorance. But to the supramental TruthConsciousnesstheseimperatives would be apparent,
would be the very stuff of its seeingand experience:
in the supramental creative processthe imperatives,
the nexus of possibilities, the resultant actualities
would be a single whole, an indivisible movement;
the possibilities and actualities would carry in
themselves the inevitability of their originating
imperative,-all their results, all their creation
would be the body of the Truth which they manifest
in predetermined significant forms and powersof the
All-Existence.

Our fundamental cognition of the Absolute, our
substantial spiritual experienceof it is the intuition
or the direct experience of an infinite and eternal
Existence,

an infinite

and eternal

Consciousness, an

infinite and eternal Delight of Existence. In overmental and mental cognition it is possible to make
discrete and even to separatethis original unity into
three self-existentaspects: for we can experience a
pure causeless eternal Bliss so intense that we are
that

alone;

existence,

consciousness

seem

to

be

swallowedup in it, no longer ostensiblyin presence;
a similar experienceof pure and absolute consciousness and a similar exclusive identity with it is
possible, and there can be too a like identifying
experience of pure and absolute existence. But to
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a supermind cognition these three are always an
inseparable Trinity, even though one can stand in
iront of the others and manifest its own spiritual
determinates; for each has its primal aspectsor its
inherent self-formations, but all of these together
are original to the triune Absolute. Love, Joy and
Beauty are the fundamental determinates of the
Divine Delight of Existence, and we can seeat once
that these are of the very stuff and nature of that
Delight: they are not alien impositions on the being
of the Absolute or creations supported by it but
outside it; they are truths of its being, native to its
consciousness,powers of its force of existence. So
too

is it

with

the

fundamental

determinates

of

the

absolute consciousness,-knowledge and will; they
are truths and powers of the original ConsciousnessForce and are inherent in its very nature. This
authenticity becomes still more evident when we

regard the fundamental spiritual determinatesof the
absolute Existence; they are its triune powers,
necessaryfirst postulates for all its self-creation or
manifestation,-Self,

the

Divine,

the

Conscious

Being; Atman, Ishwara, Purusha.

If we pursue the process of self-manifestation
farther, we shall see that each of these aspectsor
powers reposes in its first action on a triad or trinity;

for Knowledge inevitably takes its stand in a trinity
of the Knower, the Known and Knowledge; Love
finds itself in a trinity of the Lover, the Belovedand
Love; Will is self-fulfilled in a trinity of the Lord
of the Will, the object of the Will and the executive
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Force; Joy has its original and utter gladnessin a

trinity of the Enjoyer,the Enjoyedand the Delight
that unites them; Self as inevitably appears and
founds its manifestation in a trinity of Self as subject,
Self as object and self-awarenessholding together
Self assubject-object. These and other primal powers
and aspectsassume their status among the fundamental spiritual self-determinationsof the Infinite;
all

others

are

determinates

of

the

fundamental

spiritual determinates, significant relations, significant powers,significant forms of being, consciousness,
force, delight,-energies, conditions, ways, lines of
the truth-processof the Consciousness-Force
of the
Eternal, imperatives, possibilities, actualities of its
manifestation. All this deploying of powers and
possibilities and their inherent consequencesis held
together by supermind cognition in an intimate
oneness;it keeps them founded consciouslyon the
original Truth and maintained in the harmony of
the truths they manifest and are in their nature.
There is here no imposition of imaginations, no
arbitrary creation, neither is there any division,
fragmentation, irreconcilable contrariety or disparateness. But in Mind of Ignorance these
phenomena appear; for there a limited consciousness sees and deals with everything as

if all wereseparateobjectsof cognition or separate
existences
and it seekssoto know, possess
and enjoy
them and gets mastery over them or suffers their
mastery: but, behind its ignorance, what the soul in
it is seeking for is the Reality, the Truth, the
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Consciousness,
the Power, the Delight by which they
exist; the mind

has to learn to awaken to this true

seeking and true knowledge veiled within itself, to>
the Reality from which all things hold their truth,
to the Consciousness

of which

all consciousnesses

are

entities, to the Power from which all get what force
of being they have within them, to the Delight of
which all delights are partial figures. This limitation o£ consciousnessand this awakening to the
integrality of consciousness
are also a processof selfmanifestation, are a self-determination of the Spirit;
even when contrary to the Truth in their appearances,the things of the limited consciousnesshave
in their deepersenseand reality a divine significance;
they too bring out a truth or a possibility of the
Infinite.

Of some such nature,

as far as it can be

expressedin mental formulas, would be the supramental cognition of things which seesthe one Truth
everywhere and would so arrange its account to us-

of our existence, its report of the secret of creation
and the significance of the universe.
At the same time indeterminability is also a
necessaryelement in our conception of the Absolute
and in our spiritual experience: this is the other
side of the supramental regard on being and on
things. The Absolute is not limitable or definable
by any one determination or by any sum of determinations;

on the other

side, it is not bound

down

to an indeterminable vacancy of pure existence.
On the contrary, it is the source of all determinations:
3

its

indeterminability
33
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necessary
conditionboth of its infinity of beingand
its infinity of power of being; it can be infinitely
all things becauseit is no thing in particular and
exceedsany definabletotality. It is this essential
indeterminability of the Absolute that translates
itself into our consciousnessthrough the funda-

mental negating positives of our spiritual
experience, the immobile immutable Self, the
Nirguna Brahman, the Eternal without qualities,
the pure featurelessOne Existence, the Impersonal,
the Silence void of activities, the Non-being, the
Ineffable

and the Unknowable.

On the other side

it is the essence and source of all

determinations,

and this dynamic essentiality manifests to us
through the fundamental affirming positives in
which the Absolute equally meets us; for it is the
Self that becomesall things, the Saguna Brahman,
the Eternal with infinite qualities, the One who
is the Many, the infinite

Person who is the source

and foundation of all personsand personalities,the
Lord of creation,

the Word,

the Master of all works

and action; it is that which being known all is
Inown: these affirmatives correspond to those
negatives. For it is not possible in a supramental
cognition to split asunder the two sides of the

One Existence,-even to speakof them as sides
is excessive, for they are in each other, their
"co-existence

or one-existence

is eternal

powers sustaining each other found
.manifestation

and their

the self-

of the Infinite.

But neither is the separatecognition of them
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'entirely an illusion or a complete error of the
Ignorance; this too has its validity for spiritual
experience. For these primary aspects of the
Absolute are fundamental spiritual determinates or
indeterminates answering at this spiritual end or
beginning to the general determinates or generic
indeterminates

of

the

material

end

or

inconscient

beginning of the descending and ascending Maniiestation. Those that seem to us negative carry in
them

the

freedom

of

the

Infinite

by its own determinations;

from

their

limitation

realisation

dis-

engages the spirit within, liberates us and enables
us to participate in this supremacy: thus, when
-once we pass into or through the experience of
immutable self, we are no longer bound and limited
in the inner status of our being by the determinations and creations

of Nature.

On the other,

the

dynamic side, this original freedom enables the
'Consciousness

to

create

a world

without being bound by it:
withdraw

from

what

it

of

determinations

it enables it also to

has created

and

re-create

in

.a higher truth-formula. It is on this freedom that
is based the spirit's power of infinite variation of
the truth-possibilities of existence and also its
"capacity to create, without tying itself to its workings,
.any and every form of Necessity or system of
order: the individual being too by experience of
these negating absolutes can participate in that
dynamic liberty, can pass from one order of selfformulation to a higher order. At the stage when
.from the mental it has to move towards its supra35
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mentalstatus,one mostliberatinglyhelpful, if not
nn!ispcn.sable
experience
that may interveneis the
euMAinto a total Nirvanaof mentalityand mental
e;;o, a passageinto the silenceof the Spirit. In anywise, a realisation of the pure Self must always
pieerde the transition to that mediating eminence
ni fin* consciousness

from

which

a clear

vision

of

tin- ascendingand descendingstairs of manifested
exigence is commandedand the possession
of the
fire power of ascent and descentbecomesa spiritual

puTogati\e. An independent completenessof
identify with eachof the primal aspectsand powersnot narrowing as in the mind into a sole engrossing
experience seeming to be final and integral, for that
unuld he incompatible with the realisation of theunity of all aspects and powers of existence-is a
capacity inherent in consciousnessin the Infinite;that indeed is the baseand justification of the overmind cognition and its will to carry each aspect,.

each power, each possibility to its independent
fullness. But the Supermind keepsalwaysand in
e\erv statusor condition the spiritual realisationof
the Unity of all; the intimate presenceof that unity
is there even within the cotnpletestgrasp of each-.
thing, each state given its whole delight of itself,
powerand value: there is thusno losing sight of the-

affirmativeaspectseven when there is the full:
acceptanceof the truth of the negative. TheOvermind keepsstill the senseof this underlying
Unity; that is for it the securebase of the
independentexperience.In Mind the knowledge.
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of the unity of all aspectsis lost on the surface, the
consciousnessis plunged into engrossing, exclusive
separate affirmations; but there too, even in the
Mind's ignorance, the total reality still remains
behind the exclusive absorption and can be
recoveredin the form of a profound mental intuition
"or else in the idea or sentiment of an underlying
truth of integral oneness;in the spiritual mind this
can develop into an ever-present experience.
All aspects of the omnipresent Reality have
their fundamental truth in the Supreme Existence.
Thus even the aspect or power of Inconscience,
which seems to be an opposite, a negation of the
eternal Reality, yet correspondsto a Truth held in
itself by the self-aware and all-conscious Infinite.
It is, when we look closely at it, the Infinite's power
of plunging the consciousnessinto a trance of selfinvolution, a self-oblivion of the Spirit veiled in its
own abysses where nothing is manifest but all
inconceivably is and can emerge from that ineffable
latency. In the heights of Spirit this state of cosmic
or infinite trance-sleep appears to our cognition as
a luminous uttermost Superconscience: at the other
end of being it offers itself to cognition as the Spirit's
potency of presenting to itself the oppositesof its own
truths of being-an abyss of non-existence, a profound Night of inconscience, a fathomless swoon
of insensibility from which yet all forms of being,
consciousnessand delight of existence can manifest
themselves,-but they appear in limited terms, in
slowly emerging and increasing self-formulations,
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evenin contrary termsof themselves;it is the play
of a secretall-being,all-delight, all-knowledge,but
it observes the rules of its own self-oblivion,

self-

opposition,self-limitationuntil it is readyto surpassit.

This is the Inconscience and Ignorance that

we see at work

in the material

universe.

It is not

a denial, it is one term, one formula of the infinite
and

eternal

Existence.

It is important to observehere the sensethat
is acquiredin sucha total cognitionof cosmicbeing
by the phenomenon of the Ignorance, its assigned
place in the spiritual economy of the universe. If
all that we experience were an imposition, an
unreal creation in the Absolute, both cosmic and

individual existencewould be in their very nature
an Ignorance; the sole real knowledge would be the
indeterminable

self-awareness of the Absolute.

If

all were the erection of a temporal and phenomenal
creation over against the reality of the witnessing
timeless Eternal

and if

the

creation

were

not

a

manifestation of the Reality but an arbitrary selfeffective cosmic construction, that too would be a

sort of imposition. Our knowledge of the creation

would be the knowledgeof a temporarystructureof
evanescent consciousnessand being, a dubious
Becoming that passesacross the vision of the

Eternal,not a knowledgeof Reality; that too would
be an Ignorance. But if all is a manifestation of

the Reality and itself real by the constituting
immanence,
the substantiating
essence
and presence
of the Reality, then the awarenessof individual
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being and world-being would be in its spiritual
origin and nature a play of the infinite selfknowledge and all-knowledge: ignorance could be
only a subordinate movement, a suppressed or
restricted cognition or a partial and imperfect
evolving knowledge with the true and total selfawareness

and

and behind it.

all-awareness

concealed

both

in

it

It would be a temporary pheno-

menon,
not the cause and essence of cosmic
existence; its inevitable
consummation
would be a

return of the spirit, not out of the cosmos to
a sole supracosmic self-awareness,but even in the
cosmositself to an integral self-knowledgeand allknowledge.
It might be objected that the supramental
cognition is, after all, not the final truth of things.
Beyond the supramental plane of consciousness
which is an intermediate step from overmind and
mind to the complete experienceof Sachchidananda,
are the greatest heights of the manifested Spirit:
here surely existencewould not at all be basedon the
determination of the One in multiplicity, it would
manifest solely and simply a pure identity in oneness. But the supramental truth-consciousness
would not be absent from theseplanes, for it is an
inherent power of Sachchidananda: the difference
would

be

that

the

determinations

would

not

be

demarcations, they would be plastic, interfused^
each a boundless

finite.

For

there

all

is in each and

each is in all radically and integrally,-there would
be

to

the

utmost

a

fundamental
39
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identity, a mutual inclusion and interpenetration
of consciousness: knowledge as we envisage it
would

not exist,

-.since all

would

because it would
be direct

action

not be needed,

of consciousness

in

being itself, identical, intimate, intrinsically selfaware

and

all-aware.

But

still

relations

of

con-

sciousness,relations o£ mutual delight of existence,
relations of self-power of being with self-power of
being would not be excluded; these highest spiritual
planes would not be a field of blank indeterminability, a vacancy of pure existence.
It might be said again that, even so, in
Sachchidananda

itself

at least, above

all

worlds

of

manifestation, there could be nothing but the selfawarenessof pure existence and consciousnessand
a pure delight of existence. Or, indeed, this triune
being itself might well be only a trinity of original
spiritual self-determinations of the Infinite; these
too, like all determinations,

would

cease to exist in

the ineffable Absolute. But our position is that
thesemust be inherent truths of tHe supremebeing;
their utmost reality must be pre-existent in the
Absolute even if they are ineffably other there than
what they are in the spiritual mind's highest
possible experience. The Absolute is not a mystery
of infinite blankness nor a supreme sum of negations; nothing can manifest that is not justified by
some self-power of the original and omnipresent
Reality.

CHAPTER
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neither by our negations,neti neti,-for we cannot
limit it by saying it is not this, it is not that,-nor
by our affirmations, for we cannot fix it by saying
it is this, it is that, iti iti. And yet, though in this
way unknowable to us, it is not altogether and in
every way unknowable; it is self-evident to itself
and, although inexpressible, yet self-evident to a
knowledge by identity of which the spiritual being
in us must be capable; for that spiritual being is
in its essenceand its original and intimate reality
not other than this Supreme Existence.
But although thus indeterminable to Mind,
becauseof its absolutenessand infinity, we discover
that this Supreme and Eternal Infinite determines
itself to our consciousness
in the universe by real and
fundamental truths of its being which are beyond
the universe and in it and are the very foundation
of its existence. These truths present themselves
to our conceptual cognition as the fundamental
aspects in which we see and experience the
omnipresent Reality. In themselves they are
seized,directly, not by intellectual understanding
but by a spiritual intuition, a spiritual experience
in the very substance of our consciousness;but
they can also be caught at in conception by a large
and plastic idea and can be expressedin some sort
by a plastic speechwhich does not insist too much
on rigid definition or limit the wideness and
subtlety of the idea. In order to express this
experienceor this idea with any nearnessa language
has to be created which is at once intuitively
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metaphysical and revealingly poetic, admitting
significant and living images as the vehicle of a
close,suggestiveand vivid indication,-a language
such as we find

hammered

out

into

a subtle

and

pregnant massivenessin the Veda and the
Upanishads. In the ordinary tongue of metaphysical thought we have to be content with a
distant indication, an approximation by abstractions,
which may still be of some service to our intellect,
for it is this kind of speechwhich suits our method
of logical and rational understanding; but if it is
to be of real service, the intellect

must

consent

to

pass out of the bounds of a finite logic and
accustom itself to the logic of the Infinite. On
this condition alone, by this way of seeing and
thinking, it ceasesto be paradoxical or futile to
speak of the Ineffable: but if we insist on applying
a finite logic to the Infinite, the omnipresent
Reality will escape us and we shall grasp instead
an abstract shadow, a dead form petrified into
speech or a hard incisive graph which speaks of

the Reality but doesnot expressit. Our way of
knowing must be appropriate to that which is to
be known; otherwise we achieve only a distant
speculation, a figure of knowledge and not veritable
knowledge.

The supreme Truth-aspect which thus manifests itself

to

us is an

eternal

and

infinite

and

absoluteself-existence,
self-awareness,
self-delightof
being; this founds all things and secretly supports
and pervades all things. This Self-existencereveals
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itself again in three terms of its essential nature,self, conscious being or spirit, and God or the
Divine Being. The Indian terms are more
satisfactory,-Brahman the Reality is Atman,
Purusha, Ishwara; for these terms grew from a root
of Intuition and, while they have a comprehensive
preciseness,are capable of a plastic application
which avoids both vaguenessin the use and the
rigid snare of a too limiting intellectual concept.
The Supreme Brahman is that which in Western
metaphysicsis called the Absolute: but Brahman
is at the same time the omnipresent Reality in
which

all

that

movements;

is relative

this

exists

as its

is an Absolute

forms

which

or

its

takes all

relativities in its embrace. The Upanishads affirm
, that all

this

is the

Brahman;

Mind

is Brahman,

Life is Brahman, Matter is Brahman; addressing
Vayu, the Lord of Air, of Life, it is said "O Vayu,
thou art manifest Brahman"; and, pointing to man
and beast and bird and insect, each separately is
identified

with

the One,-"O

Brahman,

thou

art

this old man and boy and girl, this bird, this
insect."

itself

Brahman

is the

Consciousness

in all that exists; Brahman

that

knows

is the Force that

sustains the power of God and Titan and Demon,
the

Force

that

acts

in

man

and

forms and energies of Nature;
Ananda,

the secret Bliss

animal

and

Brahman

of existence

which

the

is the
is the

ether of our being and without which none could
breathe or live.

Brahman

is the inner

Soul in all;

it has taken a form in correspondencewith each
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inhabits.

The

Lord

of

Beings is that which is conscious in the conscious
being, but he is also the Conscious in inconscient
things, the One who is master and in control of the
many that are passivein the hands of Force-Nature.
He is the Timeless and Time; He is Spaceand all
that is in Space; He is Causality and the cause and
the effect: He is the thinker and his thought, the
warrior and his courage, the gambler and his dicethrow. All realities and all aspectsand all semblances are the Brahman; Brahman is the Absolute,

the Transcendent and incommunicable, the Supracosmic Existence

that sustains the cosmos, the Cosmic

Self that upholds all beings, but It is too the self
of each individual: the soul or psychic entity is an
eternal portion of the Ishwara; it is his supreme
Nature

or Consciousness-Force

that has become the

living being in a world of living beings. The
Brahman

alone is, and because of It all are, for all

are the Brahman; this Reality is the reality of everything that we see in Self and Nature.

Brahman,

the Ishwara, is all this by his Yoga-Maya, by thepower of his Consciousness-Forceput out in selfmanifestation:
he is the Conscious Being, Soul,.
Spirit, Purusha, and it is by his Nature, the force-

of his consciousself-existencethat he is all things;
he is the Ishwara, the omniscient and omnipotent
All-ruler, and it is by his Shakti, his conscious
Power,

that

he manifests

governs the universe.

himself

in

Time

and

These and similar statements

taken together are all-comprehensive: it is possible
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for the mind to cut and select, to build a closed

systemand explain awayall that doesnot fit within
it; but it is on the complete and many-sided statement

that

we must

take our stand

if we have to

acquire an integral knowledge.
An absolute, eternal and infinite

Self-existence,

Self-awareness,Self-delight of being that secretly
supports and pervades the universe even while it is
also beyond it, is, then, the first truth of spiritual
experience. But this truth of being has at once an
impersonal and a personal aspect; it is not only
Existence, it is the one Being absolute, eternal and
infinite. As there are three fundamental aspectsin
which we meet this Reality,-Self, Conscious Being
or Spirit and God, the Divine Being, or to use the
Indian terms, the absolute and omnipresent Reality,
Brahman,

manifest

to

us

as Atman,

Purusha,

Ishwara,-so too its power of Consciousnessappears
to us in three aspects: it is the self-force of that
consciousnessconceptively creative of all things,
Maya; it is Prakriti,

Nature or Force made dyna-

mically executive, working out all things under the
witnessing eye of the ConsciousBeing, the Self or
Spirit; it is the consciousPower of the Divine Being,
Shakti, which is both conceptively creative and
dynamically executive of all the divine workings.
These three aspects and their powers base and
comprise the whole of existence and all Nature and,

taken together as a single whole, they reconcile the
apparent disparatenessand incompatibility of the
supracosmicTranscendence,the cosmic universality
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and the separativenessof our individual existence;
the Absolute, cosmic Nature and ourselves are linked

in onenessby this triune aspectof the one Reality.
For taken by itself the existenceof the Absolute,the
Supreme Brahman, would be a contradiction of the
relative

universe and our own real existence would be

incompatiblewith its sole incommunicableReality.
But the Brahman is at the same time omnipresent
in all relativities; it is the Absolute independent of
all relatives, the Absolute basing all relatives, the

Absolute governing, pervading, constituting all
relatives; there is nothing that is not the omnipresent
Reality. In observing the triple aspect and the
triple power we come to seehow this is possible.
If we look at this picture of the Self-Existence
and its works as a unitary unlimited whole of vision,
it standstogether and imposesitself by its convincing
totality: but to the analysis of the logical intellect
it

offers an abundance

of difficulties,

such as all

attempts to erect a logical systemout of a perception
of an illimitable Existence must necessarily create;
for any such endeavour must either effect consistency

"by an arbitrary sectioning of the complex truth of
things or else by its comprehensivenessbecome
logically untenable.
minable

determines

.For we see that the Indeteritself

as infinite

and finite,

the

Immutable admits a constant mutability and endless
differences,

the

One

becomes

an

innumerable

multitude,

the Impersonal creates or

supports

personality, is itself a Person; the Self has a nature

and is yet other than its nature; Being turns into
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becomingand yet it is alwaysitself and other than
its becomings;the Universal individualises itself
and the Individual

universalises

himself;

Brahman

is at oncevoid of qualities and capableof infinite
qualities, the Lord and Doer of works, yet a nondoer and a silent witness of the workings of Nature.
If we look carefully at these workings of Nature,
once we put aside the veil of familiarity and our
unthinking acquiescencein the processof things as
natural becauseso they always happen, we discover
that all she does in whole or in parts is a miracle,
an act of someincomprehensiblemagic. The being
of the Self-existenceand the world that has appeared
in it are, each of them and both together, a
suprarational mystery. There seems to us to be a
reasonin things becausethe processesof the physical
finite

are consistent

to

our

view

and

their

law

determinable, but this reasonin things, when closely
examined,seemsto stumble at every moment against
the irrational or infrarational and the suprarational:

the consistency,
the determinabilityof processseems
to lessenrather than increaseas we passfrom matter
to life and from life to mentality; if the finite
consents to some extent to look as if it were rational,

the infinitesimal refuses to be bound by the same
laws

and the

infinite

is unseizable.

As for

the

action of the universe and its significance, it escapes
us altogether; if Self, God or Spirit there be, his

dealingswith the worldand usareincomprehensible,
offer no clue that we can follow.

God and Nature

and even ourselvesmove in a mysterious way which
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is only partially and at points intelligible, but as a
whole escapesour comprehension.All the works
of Mayalook like the productionof a suprarational
magical Power which arrangesthings accordingto
its wisdomor its phantasy,but a wisdomwhich is
not ours and a phantasywhich bafflesour imagination. The Spirit that manifeststhings or manifests
itself in them so obscurely, looks to our reason like
a Magician and his power or Maya a creative magic:
but magic can create illusions or it can create
astounding realities, and we find it difficult to
decide which of these suprarational processesfaces
us in

this

universe.

But, in fact, the causeof this impression must
necessarily be sought not in anything illusory or
fantastic in the Supreme or the universal Selfexistence, but

in our own inability

to seize the

supreme clue to its manifold existence or discover
the secret plan and pattern of its action. The Selfexistent is the Infinite and its way of being and of
action must be the way of the Infinite,

but

our

consciousnessis limited, our reason built upon
things finite: it is irrational to supposethat a finite
consciousness and reason can be a measure of the

Infinite; this smallnesscannot judge that Immensity;
this poverty bound to a limited use of its scanty
means cannot conceive the opulent management of
those riches; an ignorant half-knowledge cannot
follow the motions of an All-Knowledge. Our
reasoning is basedupon our experience of the finite

operationsof physical Nature, on an incomplete
4
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observation and uncertain understanding of some-

thing that acts within limits; it has organisedon
that basiscertainconceptions
which it seeksto make
generaland universal,and whatevercontradictsor
departs from these conceptions it regards as
irrational, false or inexplicable. But there are
different orders of the reality and the conceptions,
measures, standards suitable to one need not be

applicable to another order. Our physical being is

built . first upon an aggregateof infinitesimals,
electrons, atoms, molecules, cells; but

the law of

action of these infinitesimals does not explain all
the physical workings even of the human body,
much less can they cover all the law and processof
action of man's supraphysicalparts, his life movements

and

mind

movements

and

soul

movements.

In the body finites have been formed with

their

"ownhabits, properties,characteristicwaysof action;
the body itself is a finite which is not a mere
aggregate of these smaller finites which it uses as

parts, organs,constituent instruments of its operations; it hasdevelopeda being and has a general law

which surpasses
its dependence
upon theseelements
"or constituents. The life and mind again are
."supraphysicalfinites with a different and more subtle

modeof operationof their own, and no dependence
on the physicalparts for instrumentation can annul

their intrinsic character;there is somethingmore
and other in our vital and mental being and vital
and mental forces than the functioning of a
physical body. But, again, each finite is in its
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reality or has behind it an Infinite which has buil

and supports and directs the finite it has made a
its self-figure; so that even the being and law anc
process of the finite cannot be totally understooc
without a knowledge of that which is occult withir.
or behind it: our finite knowledge, conceptions.
standardsmay be valid within their limits, but they
.are incomplete and relative. A law founded upon
.an observationof what is divided in Spaceand Time
cannot be confidently applied to the being and
action of the Indivisible; not only it cannot be
applied to the spacelessand timeless Infinite, but
it cannot be applied even to a Time Infinite or a
.SpaceInfinite. A law and processbinding for our
.superficial being need not be binding on what is
occult within us. Again our intellect, founding
itself on reason, finds it difficult to deal with what is
infrarational;
life is infrarational
and we find that

"our intellectual reason applying itself to life is
constantly forcing upon it a control, a measure,an
artificial procrustean rule that either succeedsin
killing or petrifying life or constrains it into rigid
.forms and conventions that lame and imprison its
capacity or ends by a bungle, a revolt of life, a
'decay or disruption of the systemsand superstructures built upon it by our intelligence. An instinct,
.an intuition

is needed

which

the

intellect

has

not

at its command and doesnot always listen to when
it comes in of itself to help the mental working.
But

still

more

difficult

must

it be for

our

reason

to

understand and deal with the suprarational; the
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suprarational is the realm of the spirit, and in the
largeness, subtlety, profundity, complexity of its,
movement

the

reason

is lost;

here

intuition

and

inner experience alone are the guide, or, if there is.
any other, it is that of which intuition is only a sharp
edge, an intense projected ray,-the final enlightenment must come from the suprarational Truthconsciousness, from a supramental vision and
knowledge.

But the being and action of the Infinite must.
not be therefore regarded as if it were a magic void
of all reason; there is, on the contrary, a greater
reason in all the operations of the Infinite, but it
is not a mental or intellectual, it is a spiritual and
supramental reason: there is a logic in it, because
there are relations and connections infallibly

seeni

and executed; what is magic to our finite reason is.
the logic of the Infinite. It is a greater reason, a
greater logic becauseit is more vast, subtle, complex.
in its operations: it comprehendsall the data which
our observation
results

which

fails to seize, it deduces from
neither

our

deduction

nor

themi

induction-

can anticipate, because our conclusions and inferences have a meagre foundation and are fallibleand brittle. If we observe a happening, we judgeand explain it from the result and from a glimpseof its most external

constituents,

circumstances

or

causes; but each happening is the outcome of acomplex nexus of forces which we do not and cannot
observe, because all forces are to us invisible,-but

they are not invisible to the spiritual vision of the
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Infinite: some of them are actualities working to
produce or occasion a new actuality, some are
possibles that are near to the pre-existent actuals
and in a way included in their aggregate;but there
can intervene always new possibilities that suddenly
become dynamic potentials and add themselvesto
the nexus, and behind all are imperatives or an
imperative which these possibilities are labouring
to actualise.

Moreover, out of the same nexus of

forces different results are possible; what will come
out of them is determined by a sanction which was
no doubt waiting and ready all the time but seems
to comein rapidly to intervene and alter everything,
a decisive divine imperative. All this our reason
cannot grasp because it is the instrument of an
ignorance with a very limited vision and a small
stock of accumulated and not always very certain

or reliable knowledge and because too it has no
means of direct awareness; for this is the difference
between intuition
and intellect,
that intuition
is
born

of

a

direct

awareness

while

intellect

is

an

indirect action of a knowledge which constructs
itself with difficulty out of the unknown from signs
and indications and gathered data. But what is not
evident to our reason and senses, is self-evident to
the Infinite Consciousness, and, if there is a Will of
the Infinite, it must be a Will that acts in this full

knowledge and is the perfect spontaneousresult of
a total self-evidence. It is neither a hampered
evolutionary Force bound by what it has evolved
nor an imaginative Will acting in the void upon a
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free caprice;it is the truth of the Infinite affirming"
itself in the determinations

of the finite.

'

It is evident that such a Consciousnessand Will

need not act in harmonywith the conclusionsof our

limited reasonor accordingto a procedurefamiliar
to it and approvedof by our constructednotions
or in subjection to an ethical reason working for a
limited and fragmentary good; it might and does.
admit things deemedby our reason irrational and
unethical becausethat was necessaryfor the final
and total Good and for the working out of a cosmic
purpose. What seemsto us irrational or reprehensible in relation to a partial set of facts, motives,.
desideratamight be perfectly rational and approvable

in

totality

relation

to

a

much

vaster

motive

of data and desiderata. Reason with

and

its

partial vision setsup constructedconclusions which
it strivesto turn into generalrules of knowledge and
action and it compelsinto its rule by somemental
device or gets rid of what does not suit with it:
an infinite

Consciousness would

have no such rules,

it would have instead large intrinsic truths governing automatically conclusion and result, but

adaptingthem differently and spontaneouslyto a
different total of circumstances,so that by this
pliability and free adaptation it might seemto the
narrower faculty to have no standards whatever. In

the sameway,we cannotjudge of the principle and
dynamic operationof infinite being by the standards

of finite existence,-whatmight be impossiblefor
the onewould be normaland self-evidentlynatural
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statesand motives for the greater freer Reality. It
is

this

that

makes

the

difference

between

our

fragmentary mind consciousness
constructing integers
out

of

its

fractions

and

an

essential

and

total

consciousness,vision and knowledge. It is not
indeed possible, so long as we are compelled to use
reason as our main support, for it to abdicate
altogether in favour of an undeveloped or halforganised intuition; but it is imperative on us in a
consideration of the Infinite and its being and action
to enforce on our reason an utmost plasticity and
open it to an awareness of the larger states and

possibilities of that which we are striving to consider.
It will not do to apply our limited and limiting
conclusions

to

That

which

is

illimitable.

If

we

concentrate only on one aspect and treat it as the
whole, we illustrate the story of the blind men and

the elephant; each of the blind inquirers touched
a different part and concluded that the whole animal
was some object resembling the part of which he
had had the touch. An experience of some one
aspectof the Infinite is valid in itself; but we cannot
generalise from it that the Infinite is that alone,
nor

would

it be safe to view

the rest

of the Infinite

in the terms of that aspect and exclude all other
view-points of spiritual experience. The Infinite
is at once an essentiality, a boundless totality and a
multitude;

all these have to be known

in order to

know truly the Infinite. To seethe parts alone and
the totality not at all or only as a sum of the parts
is a knowledge, but also at the same time an
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Ignorance; to see the totality alone and ignore the
parts is also a knowledge and at the same time an
ignorance, for a part may be greater than the whole
becauseit belongs to the transcendence;to see the
-essencealone because it takes us back straight
towards the transcendenceand negate the totality
and the parts is a penultimate knowledge, but here
too there is a capital ignorance. A whole knowledge
must be there and the reason must become plastic
enough to look at all sides, all aspects and seek
through them for that in which they are one.
Thus too, if we seeonly the aspect of self, we
may concentrate on its static silence and miss the

dynamic truth of the Infinite; if we see only the
Ishwara, we may seize the dynamic truth but miss
the eternal

status and the infinite

silence,

become

aware of only dynamic being, dynamic consciousness,
dynamic delight of being, but miss the pure
existence, pure consciousness,pure bliss of being.
If

we concentrate

on Purusha-Prakriti

alone,

we

may see only the dichotomy of Soul and Nature,
Spirit and Matter, and miss their unity. In considering the action of the Infinite

we have to avoid the

error of the disciple who thought of himself as the
Brahman, refused to obey the warning of the
elephant-driver to budge from the narrow path and
was taken up by the elephant's trunk and removed
out of the way; "You are no doubt the Brahman" said

the master to his bewildered disciple, "but why did
you not obey the driver Brahman and get out of the
path of the elephant Brahman?" We must not
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commit the mistake of emphasisingone side of the
Truth and concluding from it or acting upon it to
the exclusion of all other sides and aspectsof the
Infinite.

The realisation

"I am That"

is true, but

we cannot safely proceedon it unless we realise also
that all is That; our self-existence is a fact, but we
must also be aware of other selves, of the same Self

in other beings and of That which exceedsboth
own-self

and

other-self.

The

Infinite

is one

in

a

multiplicity and its action is only seizable by a
supreme Reasonwhich regards all and acts as a oneawareness

that

observes

itself

in

difference

and

respects its own differences,so that each thing and
each being has its form of essential being and its
form of dynamic nature, svarupa,svadharma,and all
are respectedin the total working. The knowledge
and

action

of

the

Infinite

is one

in

an

unbound

variability: it would be from the point of view of
the infinite Truth equally an error to insist either
on a sameness

of action

in all circumstances

or on a

diversity of action without any unifying truth and
harmony behind the diversity. In our own principle
of conduct, if we sought to act in this greater Truth,
it would be equally an error to insist on our self
alone

or to insist

on other

selves alone;

it is the

Self of all on which we have to found a unity of
action and a total, infinitely plastic yet harmonious
diversity of action; for that is the nature of the
working of the Infinite.
If we look from this view-point of a larger more
plastic reason, taking account of the logic of the
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at the difficulties

which meet our intelli-

gence when it tries to conceive the absolute and
omnipresent Reality, we shall see that the whole
difficulty is verbal and conceptual and not real. Our
intelligence looks at its concept of the Absolute
and

sees that

same time

it

it

must

be indeterminable

sees a world

emanates from

the Absolute

can

from

emanate

and

of determinations

at the
which

and exists in it,-for

nowhere

else

and

can

it
exist

nowhere else; it is further baffled by the affirmation,.
also hardly disputable on the premisses, that all
these determinates are nothing else than this very
indeterminable

Absolute.

But

the

contradiction

disappearswhen we understand that the indeterminability is not in its true sensenegative, not an
imposition of incapacity on the Infinite, but positive, a freedom within itself from limitation by
its own determinations and necessarily a freedom

from all external determination by anything not
itself, since there is no real possibility of such a
not-self coming into existence. The Infinite is
illimitably free, free to determine itself infinitely,.
free from all restraining effect of its own creations.
In

fact

the Infinite

does not

create,

it

manifests

what is in itself, in its own essenceof reality; it
is itself that essenceof all reality and all realities
are powers of that one Reality. The Absolute
neither

creates nor is created,-in

the current

sense

of making or being made; we can speak of creation
only in the senseof the Being becoming in form
and movement what it already is in substanceand
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status. Yet we have to emphasise its indeterminability in that special and positive sense,not as
a negation but as an indispensable condition of itsfree infinite

self-determination,

because- without

that the Reality would be a fixed eternal determinate

or else an indeterminate

fixed

and bound

to a sum of possibilitiesof determination inherent
within it.

Its freedom from all limitation,

from any

binding by its own creationcannotbe itself turned
into a limitation, an absolute incapacity, a denial
of all

freedom

of self-determination;

would be a contradiction,

it is this that

it would be an attempt.

to define and limit by negation the infinite and
illimitable.

Into

the

central

fact

of the nature

of the Absolute,

self-creative

or

dynamic,

of

the

two

sides

the essential and the

no real

contradiction

enters; it is only a pure infinite essencethat can
formulate itself in infinite ways. One statement is.
complementary to the other, there is no mutual
cancellation, no incompatibility; it is only the dual
statement of a single inescapable fact by human.
reason in human language.
The same conciliation occurs everywhere,when
we look with a straight and accurate look on the
truth of the Reality. In our experience of it we
becomeaware of an Infinite essentially free from all
limitation by qualities, properties, features; on the
other hand we are aware of an Infinite teeming with
innumerable qualities, properties, features. Here
again

the

statement

of

illimitable

freedom

is-

positive, not negative; it does not negate what we
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"see,but on the contrary provides the indispensable
condition for it, it makespossible a free and infinite

self-expression
in quality and feature. A quality
is the characterof a power of consciousbeing; or
we may saythat the consciousness
of being expressing what is in it makes the power it brings out
recognisable by a native stamp on it which we call

quality or character. Courageas a quality is such
a power of being, it is a certain character of my
consciousnessexpressing a formulated force of my
being, bringing out or creating a definite kind of
force of my nature in action. So too the power of
a drug to cure is its property, a special force of
being native to the herb or mineral from which it
is produced, and this speciality is determined by
the

Real-Idea

concealed

in

the

involved

conscious-

nesswhich dwells in the plant or mineral; the idea
brings out in it what was there at the root of
its

manifestation

and

has

now

come

out

thus

empowered as the force of its being. All qualities,
properties, features are such powers of conscious
being thus put forth from itself by the Absolute;
It has everything within It, It has the free power
to put all forth1; yet we cannot define the
Absolute as a quality of courageor a power of healing, we cannot even say that these are a characteristic

feature of the Absolute, nor can we make up a sum
of qualities and say "that is the Absolute". But
1The word for creation in Sanskrit means a loosing or
putting forth of what is in the being.
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neither can we speak of the Absolute as a pure

blank incapableof manifestingthesethings; on the
contrary, all capacity is there, the powersof all
qualities and charactersare there inherent within
it. The mind is in a difficulty because it has to
say, "The Absolute or Infinite is none of these
things, thesethings are not the Absolute or Infinite"
and at the same time it has to say, "The Absolute
is all these things, they are not something else than.
That, for
existence/'

That is the sole existence and the allHere it is evident that it is an undue

finiteness of thought conception and verbal expression which creates the difficulty, but there is in
reality

none; for it would be evidently absurd to

say that the Absolute is courage or curing-power,.
or to say that courage and curing-power are the
Absolute, but it would be equally absurd to deny
the capacity of the Absolute to put forth courageor
curing-power as self-expressionsin its manifestation.
When the logic of the finite fails us, we have to>
see with

a direct

and unbound

vision

what

is behind.

in the logic of the Infinite; We can then realise
that the Infinite is infinite in quality, feature,.
power, but that no sum of qualities, features,powers
can

describe

the

Infinite.

We see that the Absolute,

the Self, the Divine,.

the Spirit, the Being is One; the Transcendental
is one,

the' Cosmic

is one:

but

we see also that

beings are many and each has a self, a spirit, a
like yet different nature. And since the spirit and
essence of things is one, we are obliged to admit.
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that all thesemany must be that One, and it follows
that the One is or has become many; but how can
the limited

or relative

be the Absolute

and how can

man or beast or bird be the Divine Being? But
in erecting this apparent contradiction the mind
makes a double error. It is thinking in the terms
of

the

mathematical

limitation,

finite

the one which

unit

which

is less than

is sole in
two and can

becometwo only by division and fragmentation or by
addition and multiplication; but this is an infinite
Oneness,
which
and

can

it

is the
contain

the million

and

essential
the

and

hundred

billion

infinite
and

Oneness

the

and trillion.

thousand
Whatever

astronomic or more than astronomic figures you
heap and multiply, they cannot overpass or exceed
that Oneness;for, in the languageof the Upanishad,
it moves not, yet is always far in front when you
would pursue and seizeit. It can be said of it that
it would

not

be the infinite

Oneness

if

it

were

not

capable of an infinite multiplicity; but that does
not mean that the One is plural or can be limited
"or described as the s\im of the Many: on the
"contrary, it can be the infinite Many because it
exceedsall limitation or description by multiplicity
and exceedsat the sametime all limitation by finite
conceptual oneness. Pluralism is an error because,
though there is the spiritual plurality, the many
"soulsare dependent arid interdependent existences;
their

sum also is not the One nor is it the cosmic

totality; they depend on the One and exist by its
Oneness: yet the plurality is not unreal, it is the
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individual

in

these

many souls and they are eternal in the One and
by the one Eternal.

This is difficult for the mental

reason which makes an opposition between the
Infinite

and the finite

and associates finiteness with

plurality and infinity with oneness;but in the logic
of the Infinite there is no such opposition and the
"eternity of the Many in the One is a thing that is
perfectly natural and possible.
Again, we see that there is an infinite pure
status and immobile silence of the Spirit; we see
too

that

there

is

a

boundless

movement

of

the

Spirit, a power, a dynamic spiritual all-containing
'self-extensionof the Infinite. Our conceptionsfoist
upon this perception, in itself valid and accurate,
an opposition between the silence and status and
the dynamis and movement, but to the reason and

the logic of the Infinite there can be no such
opposition. A solely silent and static Infinite, an
Infinite without an infinite power and dynamis and
-energy is inadmissible except as the perception of
an aspect; a powerlessAbsolute, an impotent Spirit
is unthinkable: an infinite energy must be the
dynamis of the Infinite, an all-power must be the
potency

of

the

Absolute,

an

must be the force of the Spirit.

illimitable

force

But the silence,

the status are the basis of the movement,

an eternal

immobility is the necessarycondition, field, essence
even, of the infinite mobility, a stable being is the
"condition

and

foundation

of the

vast

action

of the

Force of being. It is when we arrive at something
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of this silence, stability, immobility that we can
base on it a force and energy which in our superficial

restless state would

be inconceivable.

The

opposition we make is mental and conceptual; in
reality, the silence of the Spirit and the dynamis
of the Spirit are complementary truths and inseparable. The immutable, silent Spirit may hold its
infinite energy silent and immobile within it, for it
is not bound by its own forces, is not their subject
or instrument, but it doespossessthem, doesrelease
them, is capable of an eternal and infinite action,
doesnot weary or need to stop, and yet all the time
its silent immobility inherent in its action and movement

is not

for

a moment

shaken

or

altered by its action and movement;

disturbed

or

the witness

silence of the Spirit is there in the very grain of
all the voices and workings of Nature. These
things may be difficult for us to understand because
our own surface finite capacity in either direction is
limited and our conceptionsare basedon our limitations; but it should be easy to see that these

relative and finite conceptionsdo not apply to the
Absolute

and

Infinite.

x

Our conception of the Infinite is formlessness,
but everywherewe seeform and forms surrounding
us and it can be and is affirmed of the Divine Being
that he is at once Form

and the Formless.

For here

too the apparentcontradictiondoesnot correspond
to a real opposition; the Formless is not a negation
of the power of formation, but the condition for the
Infinite's

free formation:

for otherwise
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be a single Form or only a fixity or sum of possibleforms

in a finite

universe.

The

formlessness

is the

characterof the spiritual essence,the spirit-substanceof the Reality; all finite realities are powers, forms,
self-shapingsof that substance: the Divine is formless.
and nameless,but by that very reason capable of
manifesting all possible namesand shapesof being.
Forms are manifestations, not arbitrary

inventions-

out of nothing; for line and colour, massand design.
which are the essentials of form carry always in

them a significance, are, it might be said, secretvalues and significancesof an unseen reality madevisible; it is for that reason that figure, line, hue,.
mass,composition can embody what would be otherwise unseen, can convey what would be otherwise

occult to the sense. Form may be said to be the
innate body, the inevitable self-revelation of the
formless, and this is true not only of external shapes,
but

of the unseen

formations

of mind

and life

which

we seize only by our thought and those sensible
forms of which only the subtle grasp of the inner
consciousness

can

become

aware.

Name

in

its

deeper senseis not the word by which we describe
the object, but the total of power, quality, character
of the reality which a form of things embodiesand
which we try to sum up by a designating sound,
a knowable

name, Nomen.

Nomen

in this sense,

we might say, is Numen; the secret Names of the
Gods are their power, quality, character of being
caught up by the consciousnessand made conceivable.
5

The

Infinite

is nameless, but
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lessness
all possiblenames,Numensof the gods,the
names and forms of all realities, are already envi-

sagedand prefigured, because they are there latent
and inherent

in the All-Existence.

It becomes clear from these considerations that
the co-existence of the Infinite and the finite, which

is the very nature of universal being, is not a
juxtaposition or mutual inclusion of two opposites,
but

as natural

and inevitable

as the relation

of the

principle of Light and Fire with the suns. The
finite is a frontal aspectand a self-determination of
the Infinite; no finite can exist in itself and by itself,
it exists by the Infinite and because it is of one
essencewith the Infinite. For by the Infinite we
do not mean solely an illimitable self-extension in
.Spaceand Time, but something that is also spaceless and

timeless,

a self-existent

Indefinable

and

Illimitable which can expressitself in the infinitesimal

as well

as in the vast, in a second of time,

in a point of space,in a passing circumstance. The
finite is looked upon as a division of the Indivisible,
but there is no such thing: for this division is only
apparent; there is a demarcation, but no real separation is possible. When we seewith the inner vision
.and senseand not with the physical eye a tree or
other object, what we becomeaware of is an infinite
one Reality constituting the tree or object, pervading its every atom and molecule, forming them out
of itself, building the whole nature, process of
becoming, operation of indwelling energy; all of
theseare itself, are this infinite, this Reality: we see
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it extending indivisibly and uniting all objects so
that none is really separatefrom it or quite separate
from other objects. "It stands" says the Gita "undivided in beings and yet as if divided." Thus each
<objectis that Infinite and one in essentialbeing with
.all other objects that are also forms and namespowers, numens-of the Infinite.
This incoercible unity in all divisions and
^diversities

is

the

mathematics

of

the

Infinite,

indicated in a verseof the Upanishads-"This is the
"complete and That is the complete; subtract the
complete from the complete, the complete is the
remainder."

For so too it may be said of the infinite

:self-multiplication of the Reality that all.things are
that self-multiplication; the One becomesMany, but
..all these Many are That which was already and is
.alwaysitself and in becoming the Many remains the
One.

There

is no division

of the One by the

.appearanceof the finite, for it is the one Infinite that
.appearsto us as the many finite: the creation adds
nothing

to the Infinite;

what it was before.

The

it remains after creation
Infinite

is not a sum of

-things, it is That which is all things and more. If
this logic of the Infinite contradicts the conceptions
"of our finite

reason, it is because it exceeds it and

"doesnot baseitself on the data of the limited phenomenon, but embracesthe Reality and seesthe truth
"of all phenomenain the truth of the Reality; it does
not seethem as separatebeings, movements,names,
forms, things; for that they cannot be, since they
"could be that only if they were phenomena in the
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Void, things without a common basis or essence,.
fundamentally unconnected, connectedonly by coexistence and pragmatic relation, not realities which
exist by their root of unity and, so far as they can be
considered independent, are secured in their independence of outer or inner figure and movement
only by their perpetual dependenceon their parent
Infinite,

their secret identity with the one Identical.

The Identical

is their

root, their cause of form, the

one power of their varying powers, their constitutingsubstance.

The

Identical

to our notions is the Immutable;

it is ever the same through eternity, for if it is or
becomes subject to mutation or if it admits of
differences,

it ceases to be identical;

but what we see

everywhere is an infinitely variable fundamental
onenesswhich seems the very principle of Nature.
The basic Force is one, but it manifests from itself
innumerable
forces; the basic substance is one, but

it develops many different substancesand millions.
of unlike objects; mind is one but differentiates.
itself

into

many

mental

states, mind-formations,

thoughts, perceptions differing from each other and
entering into harmony or into conflict; life is one,.
but the forms

humanity

of life

are unlike

and innumerable;

is one in nature, but there are different

race types and every individual man is himself and
in some way unlike others; Nature insists on tracing
lines

of difference

drives

differentiation

that

the

lines

on

on the leaves of one tree;
so far
one

that

man's
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from the lines of every other man's thumb so that
he can be identified by that differentiation alone,yet fundamentally all men are alike and there is no
essential difference.

Oneness or sameness is every-

where, differentiation is everywhere; the indwelling
Reality has built the universe on the principle of
the development of one seedinto a million different
fashions. But this again is the logic of the Infinite;
becausethe essenceof the Reality is immutably the
same, it can assume securely these innumerable
differences

of form

and character

and

movement,

for even if they were multiplied a trillionfold, that
ivould not affect the underlying immutability of the
'eternal Identical. Because the Self and Spirit in
things and beings is one everywhere, therefore
Nature can afford this luxury of infinite differentiation : if there were not this securebasiswhich brings
it about that nothing changesyet all changes,all her
workings and creations would in this play collapse
into disintegration and chaos; there would be
nothing to hold her disparate movementsand creations together. The immutability of the Identical
does not consist in a monotone of changelesssameness incapable of variation; it consists in an
unchangeablenessof being which is capable of endlessformation of being, but which no differentiation
can destroy or impair or minimise. The Self
becomes insect and bird

and beast and man, but

it

is always the same Self through these mutations
because

it is the One who

manifests

himself

infinite-

ly in endlessdiversity. Our surfacereason is prone
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to conclude that the diversity may be unreal, arc

appearanceonly, but if we look a little deeperwe
shall see that a real diversity brings out the real

Unity, shows it as it were in its utmost capacity,
reveals all that it can be and is in

itself,

delivers

from its whiteness of hue the many tones of colour-

that are fused together there; Oneness finds itself
infinitely in what seemsto us to be a falling away
from

its oneness, but

is really

an inexhaustible

diverse display of unity. This is the miracle, the
Maya of the universe, yet perfectly logical, natural
and

a matter

of

course

to

the

self-vision

and

self-

experienceof the Infinite. *For the Maya of Brahman is at once the magic
and the logic of an infinitely variable Oneness; if,
indeed, there were only a rigid monotone of limited
onenessand sameness,there would be no place for
reason and logic, for logic consistsin the right perceptions of relations: the.highest work of reason is.
to find the one substance,the one law, the cementing
latent reality connecting and unifying the many,.
the different, the discordant and disparate. All
universal existence moves between these two terms,.
a diversification
of the One, a unification
of the

many and diverse, and that must be because the

One and the Many are fundamental aspectsof the
Infinite. For what the divine Self-knowledge and
All-knowledge brings out in its manifestation must
be a truth of its being and the play of that truth is
its

Lila.

This, then, is the logic of the way of universal
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being of Brahman and the basic working of the
reason, the infinite intelligence of Maya. As with
the being of Brahman, so with its consciousness,
Maya: it is not bound to a finite restriction of itself
or to one state or law of its action; it can be many

things simultaneously, have many co-ordinated.
movements which to the finite reason may seem
contradictory; it is one but innumerably manifold,.
infinitely plastic, inexhaustibly adaptable.
Maya.
is the supreme and universal consciousnessand
force of the Eternal and Infinite and, being by its.
very nature unbound

and illimitable,

it can put

forth many states of consciousness
at a time, many
dispositions of its Force, without ceasing to be the
same

consciousness-force

transcendental,

for

universal

ever.

It

is

and individual;

at

it

once

is the

supreme supracosmic Being that is aware of itself
as All-Being, as the Cosmic Self, as the Consciousnessforce of cosmic

Nature,

and at the same time

ex-

periencesitself as the individual being and consciousness in all

existences.

The

individual

consciousness.

can see itself as limited and separate,but can also
put off its limitations and know itself as universal
and again as transcendent of the universe; this is.

becausethere is in all these states or positions or
underlying them the same triune consciousnessin.
a triple status. There is then no difficulty in the
One thus seeing or experiencing itself triply,
whether from above in the Transcendent
Existence
or from between in the Cosmic Self or from below

in the individual

conscious being. All

that is
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necessaryfor this to be accepted as natural and
logical is to admit that there can be different real
statusesof consciousness
of the One Being, and that
cannot be impossible for an Existencewhich is free
and infinite and cannot be tied to a single condition;

a free power of self-variation must be natural to a
consciousnessthat is infinite. If the possibility of
,a manifold

status of consciousness is admitted,

no

limit can be put to the ways of its variation of status,

provided the One is aware of itself simultaneously
in all of them;

for

the One and Infinite

must

be

thus universally conscious. The only difficulty,
"which a further consideration may solve, is to understand

the connections

constructed

between

consciousness

a status

like

ours,

of limited

a status

or

of

ignorance, with the infinite self-knowledgeand allTcnowledge.

A second possibility of the Infinite Consciousness that must be admitted is its power of selflimitation

or secondary self-formation

into a sub-

ordinate movement within the integral illimitable
consciousness
and knowledge; for that is a necessary
consequenceof the power of self-determination of
the

Infinite.

Each

self-determination

of

the

self-

being must have its own awarenessof its self-truth
and its self-nature; or, if we prefer so to put it, the
Being in that determination

must be so self-aware.

Spiritual individuality means that each individual
self or spirit is a centre of self-visionand all-vision;
the circumference-the

boundless circumference, as

we may say,-of this vision may be the samefor all,
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but the centre may be different,-not located as in
.a spatial point in a spatial circle, but a psychological
centre related with others through a co-existenceof
the diversely consciousMany in the universal being.
Each being in a world will seethe sameworld, but
see it from its own self-being according to its own
way of self-nature: for each will manifest its own
truth of the Infinite, its own way of self-determination and of meeting the cosmic determinations; its
vision by the law of unity in variety will no doubt
be fundamentally the sameas that of others, but it
will still develop its own differentiation,-as we see
all human beings consciousin the one human way of
the samecosmic things, yet always with an individual difference.

This

self-limitation

would

be, not

fundamental, but an individual specialisation of a
common universality or totality; the spiritual individual would

act from

his own

centre

of the one Truth

and according to his self-nature, but on a common
basis and not with any blindness to other-self and
"other-nature. It would be consciousness
limiting its
action with full knowledge, not a movement of
ignorance. But, apart from this individualising selflimitation,

there must also be in the consciousness of

the Infinite a power of cosmic limitation; it must be
able to limit its action so as to basea given world or
universe and to keep it in its own order, harmony,
:self-building: for the creation of a universe necessitates a special determination of the Infinite
Consciousnessto preside over that world and a
holding back of all that is not neededfor that move73
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ment. In the same way the putting forth of an.
independent action of somepower like Mind, Life or
Matter must have as its support a similar principle of
self-limitation.

It cannot

be said

that

such

a move-

ment must be impossible for the Infinite, becauseit is
illimitable; on the contrary, this must be one of its,
many powers; for its powers too are illimitable: but
this also, like other

self-determinations,

other

finite

buildings, would not be a separation or a real division, for

all

the

Infinite

Consciousness

would

be

around and behind it and supporting it and the
special movement itself would be intrinsically aware
not only of itself, but, in essence, of all that was
behind it. This would be so, inevitably, in the
integral consciousness of the Infinite:
but we can

supposealso that an intrinsic though not an activeawareness of this kind, demarcating itself, yet
indivisible, might be there too in the total selfconsciousness

of the

much

or individual

cosmic

movement

of the
conscious

Finite.

This

self-limitation

would evidently be possible to the Infinite and can be
accepted by a larger reason as one of its spiritual
possiblities; but so far, on this basis, any division or

ignorant separation or binding and blindinglimitation such as is apparent in our own consciousness would

be

unaccountable.

/

But a third power or possibility of the InfiniteConsciousnesscan be admitted, its power of selfabsorption, of plunging into itself, into a state in
which self-awarenessexists but not as knowledge
and not as all-knowledge; the all would then be
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involvedin pure self-awareness,
and knowledgeand'
the inner consciousnessitself would be lost in pure-

being. This is, luminously, the state which we
call the Superconsciencein an absolute sense,although most of what we call superconscient is im
reality not that but only a higher conscient,.
something that is consciousto itself and only superconscious

to our

own

limited

level

of awareness..

This self-absorption,this trance of infinity is again,..
no longer luminously but darkly, the state which
we call the Inconscient; for the being of the Infiniteis there though by its appearance of inconscienceit seems to us rather to be an infinite
a self-oblivious

intrinsic

consciousness

and

non-being:
force

are-

there in that apparent non-being, for by the energy
of the Inconscient

an ordered

world

is created;

it.

is created in a trance of self-absorption, the forceacting automatically and with an apparent blindnessas in a trance, but still with the inevitability
and power of truth of the Infinite. If we take a.
step further and admit that a special or a restricted^
and partial action of self-absorption is possible to«
the Infinite, an action not always of its infinity
concentrated limitlessly in itself, but confined to
a special status or to an individual or cosmic self-

determination, we have then the explanation of theconcentrated condition or status by which it.
becomesaware separately of one aspect of its being.
There

can then

be a fundamental

double

status-

such as that of the Nirguna standing back from the
Saguna and absorbed in its own purity and!
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immobility, while the rest is held back behind a
veil and not admitted within that special status.
In the same way we could account for the status
of consciousnessaware of one field of being or one
movement of it, while the awareness of all the rest
would be held behind and veiled or, as it were, cut

off by a waking trance of dynamic concentration
from the specialised or limited awarenessoccupied
only with its own field or movement. The totality
of the

infinite

consciousness

would

be there,

not

abolished, recoverable, but not evidently active,
active only by implication, by inherence or by the
instrumentality

of the limited

awareness, not in its

-own manifest power and presence. It will be
evident that all these three powers can be accepted
-as possible to the dynamics of the Infinite Consciousness,and it is by considering the many ways
in which they can work that we may get a clue to
the operations of Maya.
This throws light incidentally on the opposition
made by our minds between pure consciousness,
pure existence, pure bliss and the abundant
.activity, the manifold application, the endless
vicissitudes of being, consciousnessand delight of
being that take place in the universe. In the state
of pure consciousnessand pure being we are aware
"of that only, simple, immutable, self-existent,
without form or object, and we feel that to be alone
true and real.

In the other or dynamic state we

feel its dynamism to be perfectly true and natural
and are even capable of thinking that no such
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experienceas that of pure consciousnessis possibleYet it

is now

evident

that

to the

Infinite

Conscious-

ness both the static and the dynamic are possible;
these are two o£ its statuses and both can be present

simultaneously in the universal awareness,the onewitnessingthe other and supporting it or not lookingat it and yet automatically supporting it; or the
silence and status may be there penetrating theactivity or throwing it up like an ocean immobilebelow throwing up a mobility of waveson its surface.
This is also the reason why it is possible for us in
certain conditions of our being to be aware of several
different

states

of

consciousness

at

the

same

time.

There is a state of being experienced in Yoga in
which we become a double consciousness, one on the

surface, small, active, ignorant, swayed by thoughts.
and feelings,grief and joy and all kinds of reactions,
the other within calm, vast, equal, observing the
surface being with

an immovable

detachment or

indulgence or, it may be, acting upon its agitation
to quiet, enlarge, transform it. So too we can rise to
a consciousness
above and observe the various parts.
of our being, inner and outer, mental, vital and
physical and the subconscient below all, and act
upon one or other or the whole from that higher
status. It is possible also to go down from that
height or from any height into any of these lower
statesand take its limited light or its obscurity as.
our place of working while the rest that we are is
either temporarily put away or put behind or else
kept as a field of reference from which we can get,.
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.support, sanction or light and influence or as a
status
it

into

which

observe

the

we can ascend
inferior

or recede

movements.

and from

Or

we

can

plunge into trance, get within ourselves and be
"conscious there

while

all

outward

things

are

excluded; or we can go beyond even this inner
awarenessand lose ourselves in some deeper other
"consciousness
or somehigh superconscience.There is
also a pervading equal consciousnessinto which we
can enter and seeall ourselveswith one enveloping
.glanceor omnipresent awarenessone and indivisible.
All this which looks strange and abnormal or may
seemfantastic to the surface reason acquainted only
with our normal status of limited ignorance and its
movements divided from our inner higher and
total reality, becomeseasily intelligible and admissible in the light of the larger reason and logic of
the Infinite or by the admission of the greater
illimitable powers of the Self, the Spirit in us which
is of one

essence with

the

Infinite.

Brahman the Reality
is the self-existent
Absolute and Maya is the Consciousness and Force
"of this self-existence; but with regard to the universe

Brahman appearsas the Self of all existence,Atman,
the cosmic Self, but also as the Supreme Self
transcendent of its own cosmicity and at the same
time individual-universal in each being; Maya can
then be seen as the self-power, Atma-Shakti, of the
Atman.

It

is true

that

when

we first

become

aware

"of this Aspect, it is usually in a silence of the whole
being or at the least in a silence within which draws
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back or stands away from the surface action; this
Self is then felt as a status in silence, an immobile

immutable being, self-existent,pervadingthe whole
universe,omnipresentin all, but not dynamic or
active, aloof from the ever mobile energy of Maya.

In the sameway we can becomeawareof it as the
Purusha,separatefrom Prakriti, the Conscious
Being
standing back from the activities of Nature. But
this

is

an

exclusive

concentration

which

limits

itself to a spiritual statusand puts awayfrom it all
activity in order to realise the freedom of Brahman
the self-existent Reality from all limitation by its
own

action

and

manifestation:

it

is

an

essential

realisation,
but not the total realisation.
For we
"can see that the Conscious-Power,
the Shakti that

acts and creates, is not other than the Maya or all-

knowledge of Brahman; it is the Power of the Self;
Prakriti is the working of the Purusha, Conscious
Being active by its own Nature: the duality then
of Soul and World-Energy, silent Self and the
creative Power of the Spirit, is not really something
dual and separate, it is biune. As we cannot
.separateFire and the power of Fire, it hasbeen said,
so we cannot separate the Divine Reality and its
Consciousness-Force,

Chit-Shakti.

This

first realisa-

tion of Selfassomethingintenselysilent and purely
static is not the whole truth of it, there can also be

a realisation of Self in its power, Self as the
condition of world-activity and world-existence.

However, the Self is a fundamental aspectof
Brahman,but with a certainstresson its impersonal79
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ity; therefore the Power o£ the Self has the
appearanceof a Force that acts automatically with
the Self sustaining it, witness and support and
originator and enjoyer of its activities but not.
involved

in

them

for

a moment.

As

soon

as we

become aware of the Self, we are conscious of it as
eternal, unborn,
unembodied,
uninvolved
in its

workings: it can be felt within the form of being,
but also as enveloping it, as above it, surveying its
embodiment from above, adhyaksa; it is omnipresent, the same in everything, infinite and pure
and intangible for ever. This Self can be
experiencedas the Self of the individual, the Self
of the thinker, doer, enjoyer, but even so it always
has this greater character; its individuality is at the
sametime a vast universality or very readily passes
into that, and the next step to that is a sheer
transcendenceor a complete and ineffable passing
into the Absolute, The Self is that aspect of the
Brahman in which it is intimately
individual,

cosmic,

transcendent

felt as at once
of

the

universe.

The realisation of the Self is the straight and swift
way towards individual liberation, a static universality, a Nature-transcendence. At the same time
there

is a realisation

of Self

in

which

it

is felt

not

only sustaining and pervading and enveloping all
things, but constituting everything and identified
in a free identity with all its becomings in Nature.
Even so, freedom and impersonality are always the
character of the Self. There is no appearance of
subjection to the workings of its own Power in the
So
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universe, such as the apparent subjection of the
Purusha to Prakriti.

To realise the Self is to realise

the eternal freedom of the Spirit.
The Conscious Being, Purusha, is the Self as

originator, witness,supportand lord"and enjoyer of
the forms and works of Nature. As the aspect of
Self

is in its

when

involved

essential

character

and

identified

transcendental
with

its

even

universal

and individual becomings,so the Purusha aspect ischaracteristically universal-individual and intimately
connected with Nature even when separated
from her. For this consciousSpirit while retainingits impersonality and eternity, its universality, putson at the same time a more personal aspect1; it isthe impersonal-personalbeing in Nature from whom
it is not altogether detached,for it is always coupled
with her:

Nature acts for the Purusha and by its

sanction, for its will and pleasure; the ConsciousBeing imparts its consciousnessto the Energy we
call Nature,

receives in that consciousness her work-

ings as in a mirror, acceptsthe forms which she, the
executive cosmic Force, creates and imposes on it,.
gives or withdraws its sanction from her movements.

The experience of Purusha-Prakriti, the Spirit or
Conscious Being in its relations to Nature, is of
immense pragmatic importance; for on these
relations the whole play of the consciousness
depends
1 The Sankhya philosophy stresses this personal aspect,
makes the Purusha many, plural, and assigns universality toNature; in this view each soul is an independent existence
although all souls experience a common universal Nature.
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in the embodiedbeing. If the Purushain us is
passiveand allows Nature to act, acceptingall she
imposes on him, giving a constant automatic
sanction, then the soul in mind, life, body, the

mental,vital, physicalbeing in us,becomessubject
to our nature, ruled by its formation, driven by its
activities; that is the normal state of our ignorance.
If the Purusha in us becomes aware of itself as the
Witness and stands back from Nature, that is the

first step to the soul's freedom; for it becomes
detached, and it is possible then to know Nature
and her processesand in all independence,sincewe
are no longer involved in her works, to accept or not

to accept,to make the sanction no longer automatic
but free and effective; we can choose what she
shall do or not do in us, or we can stand back

altogether from her works and withdraw easily into
the Self's spiritual silence, or we can reject her
present formations and rise to a spiritual level of
existence

and

from

there

re-create

our

existence.

The Purusha can ceaseto be subject, anlsa, and
become lord of its nature, Isvara.

In the philosophy of the Sankhyaswe find
developedmost thoroughly the metaphysicalidea of
Purusha-Prakriti. These two are eternally separate
'entities,

but in relation

to each other.

Prakriti

is

Nature-power,
an executivePower,it is Energyapart
from Consciousness;
for Consciousness
belongsto
the Purusha, Prakriti

without

Purusha is inert,

mechanical,inconscient. Prakriti developsas its
formal self and basisof action primal Matter and
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sense

and

mind

and

intelligence; but intelligence too, since it is part
of Nature and its product in primal Matter, is also
inert, mechanical, inconscient,-a conception which
rshedsa certain light on the order and perfectly
related workings of the Inconscient in the material
universe: it is the light of the soul, the Spirit, that
is imparted to the mechanical workings of sensemind and intelligence, they becomeconsciousby its
consciousness,even as they become active only by
"theassentof the spirit. The Purusha becomesfree
by drawing back from Prakriti; it becomesmaster
of her by refusing to be involved in Matter. Nature
acts by three principles, modes or qualities of its
stuff and its action, which

in us become the funda-

mental modes of our psychological and physical
substanceand its workings, the principle of inertia,
the principle of kinesis and the principle of balance,
light and harmony: when these are in unequal
motion, her action takes place; when they fall into
equilibrium she passesinto quiescence. Purusha,
consciousbeing, is plural, not one and single, while
Nature

is one:

it

would

seem

to follow

that

what-

ever principle of oneness we find in existence
belongs to Nature, but eachsoul is independent and
unique, sole to itself and separate whether in its
" -enjoymentof Nature or its liberation from Nature.
All these positions of the Sankhya we find to be
perfectly valid in experience when we come into
direct

inner

contact

with

the realities

of individual

isoul and universal Nature; but they are pragmatic
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truths and we are not bound to acceptthem as the
whole or the fundamental

truth either of self or of

Nature. Prakriti presents itself as an inconscient
Energy in the material world, but, as the scale of
consciousnessrises, she reveals herself more and more

as a consciousforce and we perceive that even her
inconscience concealed a secret consciousness; so too

consciousbeing is many in its individual souls,but
in its self we can experienceit as one in all and
one in its own essential existence.

Moreover,

the

experienceof soul and Nature as dual is true, but
the experienceof their unity has also its validity.
If Nature or Energy is able to imposeits forms and
workings on Being, it can only be because it is.
Nature or Energy of Being and so the Being can
accept them as its own; if the Being can become
lord

of Nature,

it must be because it is its own

Nature which it had passivelywatched doing its.
work,

but

can

control

and master;

even in

its.

passivity its consent is necessaryto the action of
Prakriti and this relation showssufficiently that the
two are not alien to each other. The duality is a
position taken up, a double status acceptedfor the
operationsof the self-manifestationof the being; but
there is no eternal and fundamental separateness.
and dualism of Being and its Consciousness-Force,.
of the Soul

and

Nature.

It is the Reality,the Self,that takesthe position'
of the Conscious
Beingregardingand acceptingor
ruling the works of its own Nature. An apparent
duality is createdin order that theremaybe a free
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action of Nature working itself out with the support
of the Spirit and again a free and masterful action
of the Spirit controlling and working out Nature.
This duality is also necessarythat the Spirit may be
at any time at liberty to draw back from any
formation

of

its

Nature

and

dissolve

all

formation

or accept or enforce a new or a higher formation.
These are very evident possibilities of the Spirit in
its dealings with its own Force and they can be
-observedand verified in our own experience; they
-are logical results of the powers of the Infinite
"Consciousness,
powers which we have seen to be
native to its infinity. The Purusha aspect and the
Prakriti aspect go always together and whatever
status

Nature

or

Consciousness-force

in

action

assumes,manifestsor develops,there is a corresponding status of the Spirit. In its supreme status the
Spirit is the supreme Conscious Being, Purushottama, and the Consciousness-Force
is his supreme
Nature,

Para-Prakriti.

In

each

status

of

the

gradations of Nature, the Spirit takes a poise of its
being proper to that gradation; in Mind-Nature it
becomesthe mental being, in Life-Nature it becomes
the vital being, in nature of Matter it becomesthe
physical being, in supermind it becomesthe Being
of Knowledge; in the supreme spiritual status it
becomesthe Being of Bliss and pure Existence. In
us, in the embodied

individual,

it stands behind

all

as the psychic Entity, the inner Self supporting the
other formulations of our consciousness
and spiritual
existence.

The Purusha,

individual
85
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the cosmos, transcendent

in the

transcendence:

the identity with the Self is apparent, but it is dieSelf in its pure impersonal-personalstatus of a Spirit
in things and beings-impersonal because undifferentiated by personal quality, personal because
it presides over the individualisations of self in each
individual-which

deals

Consciousness-force,

its

with

the

executive

works

force

of

of

its.

self-

nature, in whatever poise is necessary for that
purpose.

But it is evident that whatever the posture
taken or relation formed in any individual nodus of
Purusha-Prakriti, the Being is in a fundamental
cosmic

relation

lord

or ruler

of its nature:

for

even.

when it allows Nature to have its own way with it,.
its consent is necessary to support her workings..
This

comes

out

in its

fullest

revelation

in

the

third

aspect of the Reality, the Divine Being who is the
master

and

creator

of

the

universe.

Here

the

supreme Person, the Being in its transcendental and
cosmic

consciousness and force, comes to the front,

omnipotent,
omniscient,
the controller
of all
energies, the Conscious in all that is conscient or
iiiconscient,
the Inhabitant
of all souls and minds
and hearts and bodies, the Ruler or Overruler
of all

works, the Enjoyer of all delight, the Creator whohas built all things in his own being, the AllPerson of whom all beings are personalities, the
Power from whom are all powers, the Self, the Spirit.
in all, by his being the Father of all that is, in his
Consciousness-Force

the Divine
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and All-beautiful

of

whom beauty and joy are the revelation, the AllBeloved and All-Lover.

In a certain sense, so seen

and understood, this becomesthe most comprehensive of the aspects of the Reality, since here all
are united in a single formulation; for the Ishwara
is supracosmic as well as intracosmic; He is that
which exceeds and inhabits and supports all
individuality; He is the supreme and universal
Brahman, the Absolute, the supreme Self, the
supreme Purusha.1 But, very clearly, this is not
the personal God of popular religions, a being
limited by his qualities, individual and separate
from all others; for all such personalgods are only
limited representations or names and divine
personalitiesof the one Ishwara. Neither is this the
SagunaBrahman active and possessed
of qualities,.
for that is only one side of the being of the Ishwara;
the Nirguna immobile and without qualities is
anotheraspectof His existence. Ishwarais Brahman
the Reality, Self, Spirit, revealed as possessor,
enjoyer of his own self-existence,creator of the
universe and one with it, Pantheos,and yet superior
to it, the Eternal,
Divine

the Infinite,

the Ineffable,

the

Transcendence.

The sharp opposition madebetweenpersonality
and impersonality by our mental way of thinking
is a creation of the mind basedon the appearances
of

the

material

world;

for

1 Gita.
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existence the Inconscient

from which

everything

takes its origin appears as something entirely
impersonal; Nature, the inconscient Energy, is
entirely impersonalin her manifestessence
and dealings; all Forces wear this mask of impersonality, all
qualities and powers, Love and Delight and
Consciousnessitself, have this aspect. Personality
makes its apparition as a creation of consciousness
in an impersonal world; it is a limitation by a
restricted formation of powers, qualities, habitual
forces of the nature-action, an imprisonment in a
limited circle of self-experience which we have to
transcend,-to lose personality is necessaryif we are
to gain universality, still more necessaryif we are to
rise

into

the Transcendence.

But

what

we thus call

personality is only a formation of superficial consciousness;

behind

it

is the Person

who

takes on

various personalities, who can have at the sametime
many personalities but is himself one, real, eternal.

If we look at things from a larger point of view, we
might say that what is impersonal is only a power
of the Person: existence itself has no meaning without an Existent, consciousnesshas no standing-place
if there is none who is conscious,delight is useless
and invalid without an enjoyer, love can have no
foundation

or fulfilment

if ' there

is no lover,

all-

power must be otiose if there is not an Almighty.
For what we mean by Person is conscious being;
even if this emergeshere as a term or product of
the Inconscient, it is not that in reality: for it is the
Inconscient

itself

that

is

a

term

of

the

secret
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Consciousness;what emergesis greater than that in

which it emerges,as Mind is greater than Matter,
Soul than Mind; Spirit, most secret of all, the
supreme emergence,the last revelation, is the
greatestof all, and Spirit is the Purusha,the AllPerson,the omnipresentConsciousBeing. It is the
mind's ignorance of this true Person in us, its
confusionof personwith our experienceof egoand
limited personality,the misleadingphenomenonof
the emergence
of limited consciousness
and personality in an inconscient existence that have made us
create an opposition between thesetwo aspectsof the
Reality, but in truth there is no opposition. An
eternal infinite self-existenceis the supreme reality,
but the supreme transcendent eternal Being, Self
and Spirit,-an infinite Person, we may say, because
his being is the essenceand source of all personality,
-is the reality and meaning of self-existence: so too
the cosmic Self, Spirit, Being, Person is the reality
and meaning of cosmic existence; the same Self,
Spirit, Being or Person manifesting its multiplicity
is the reality and meaning of individual existence.
If we admit the Divine Being, the supreme
Person and All-Person as the Ishwara, a difficulty
arises in understanding his rule or government of
world-existence,becausewe immediately transfer to
him our mental conception of a human ruler; we
picture him as acting by the mind and mental will

in an omnipotent arbitrary fashion upon a world
on which he imposeshis mental conceptions
aslaws,
and we conceiveof his will as a free capriceof his
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personality. But there is no need for the Divine
Being to act by an arbitrary will or idea as an
omnipotent yet ignorant human being-if such an
omnipotence were possible-might do: for he is not
limited

by mind;

he has an all-consciousness in

which he is aware of the truth of all things and
aware of his own all-wisdom working them out
according to the truth that is in them, their significance, their possibility or necessity,the imperative
selfness

of

their

nature.

The

Divine

is free

and

not bound by laws of any making, but still he actsby laws and processesbecausethey are the expression
of the truth of things,-not their mechanical,
mathematical

or other outward

truth

alone, but the

spiritual reality of what they are, what they have
become and have yet to become, what they have it
within themselvesto realise. He is himself present
in the working, but he also exceedsand can overrule it; for on one side Nature works according to-

her limited complex of formulas and is informed and
supported in their execution by the Divine Presence,
but on the other side there is an overseeing,a higher
working and determination, even an intervention,.
free but not arbitrary, often appearing to us magical
and miraculous because it proceedsand acts upon
Nature from a divine Supernature: Nature here isa limited expression of that Supernature and open
to intervention or mutation by its light, its force,.
its

influence.

The

mechanical,

mathematical,.

automatic law of things is a fact, but within it there
is a spiritual law of consciousnessat work which
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gives to the mechanical steps of Nature's forces am
inner turn and value, a significant Tightnessand a
secretlyconsciousnecessity,and above it there is a
spiritual freedom that knows and acts in the supremeand universal truth of the Spirit. Our view of the
divine government of the world or of the secret of
its action is either incurably anthropomorphic or
else incurably mechanical; both the anthropomorphism and mechanism have their elements of*
truth, but they are only a side, an aspect, and the
real truth is that the world is governed by the One
in all and

over

all

who

is infinite

in

his conscious-

nessand it is according to the law and logic of art
infinite consciousness that we ought to understand

the significance and building and movement of the
universe.

If we regard this aspect of the one Reality and'
put it in closeconnection with the other aspects,wecan get a complete view of the relation between
the eternal Self-Existence and the dynamics of the
Consciousness-Force by

which

it

manifests

the*

universe. If we place ourselves in a silent Selfexistence immobile, static, inactive, it will appear
that a conceptive Consciousness-Force,
Maya, able
to effectuate all its conceptions, a dynamic consort.
of the Self of silence, is doing everything; it takes.
its stand on the fixed unmoving eternal status and
caststhe spiritual substanceof being into all manner
of forms and movements to which its passivity
consentsor in which it takes its impartial pleasure,.
its immobile delight of creative and mobile
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this be a real or an illusory

"existence,that must be its substanceand significance.
Consciousness is at play with Being, Force of
Nature

does what

it wills

with

Existence

and makes

it the stuff of her creations, but secretly the consent

of the Being must be there at every step to make
this possible. There is an evident truth in this
perception of things; it is what we see happening
everywhere in us and around us; it is a truth of
the

universe

and

must

answer

to

a

fundamental

truth-aspect of the Absolute. But when we step
back from the outer dynamic appearancesof things,
not

into

a witness

Silence,

but

into

an

inner

dynamic participating experience of the Spirit, we
find that this Consciousness-Force,
Maya, Shakti, is
itself the power of the Being, the Self-Existent, the
Ishwara. The Being is lord of her and of all things,
we seehim doing everything in his own sovereignty
as the creator

and ruler

of his own manifestation;

or, if he stands back and allows freedom of action
to the forces of Nature
and her creatures, his

sovereignty is still innate in the permission, at every
step his tacit sanction, "Let it be so", tathastu, is
there implicit; for otherwise nothing could be done
or happen. Being and its Consciousness-Force,
"Spirit and Nature cannot be fundamentally dual:
what Nature does,is really done by the Spirit. This
too is a truth that becomes evident when we go
behind the veil and feel the presence of a living
Reality which is everything and determines every92
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thing, is the All-powerful and the All-ruler; this toois a fundamental truth-aspect of the Absolute.

Again, if we remain absorbedin the Silence,.
the creative Consciousnessand her works disappear
into the Silence; Nature and the creation for us.
cease to

exist

or

be real.

On

the

other

hand,,

if we look exclusively at the Being in its aspect.
of the sole-existent

Person

and Ruler,

the Power

or Shakti by which he does all things disappears,
into his uniqueness or becomes an attribute of
His cosmic personality; the absolute monarchy
of the one Being becomes our perception of"
the universe. Both these experiencescreate many
difficulties for the mind due to its non-perception
of the reality of the Self-Power whether in
quiescence or in

action, or to a too exclusively

negative experience of the Self, or to the tooanthropomorphic character our conceptions attach
to the Supreme Being as Ruler. It is evident that we
are looking at an Infinite of which the Self-Power
is capable of many movements, all of them valid.
If we look again more largely and take account
of both the impersonal and the personal truth of

things as one truth, if in that light, the light of
personalityin impersonality,we seethe biune aspect
of Self and Self-Power,then in the PersonAspect
a dual Person emerges.,Ishwara-Shakti, the DivineSelf

and

Creator

and

the

Divine

Mother

and

Creatrix of the universe; there becomesapparent
to us the mystery of the masculine and feminine

cosmic Principle whose play and interaction are93
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/necessaryfor all creation. In the superconscient.truth

of the Self-Existence

these two are fused and

implied in each other, one and indistinguishable,
"but in the spiritual-pragmatic truth of the dynamism of the

universe,

they emerge and

become

.active; the Divine Mother-Energy as the universal
"creatrix, Maya, Para-Prakriti, Chit-Shakti, manifests
the

cosmic

Self

and

Ishwara

and

her

own

self-

power as a dual principle: it is through her that
the Being, the Self, the Ishwara, acts and he does
nothing except by her; though his Will is implicit
in her, it is she who works out all as the supreme
Consciousness-Force
who holds all souls and beings
within

her and as executive Nature;

all exists and acts

.according to Nature, all is the Consciousness-Force
manifesting and playing with the Being in millions
of

forms

existence.

and

movements

into

which

If we draw back from

she

casts

his

her workings,

then all can fall into quiescenceand we can enter
into

the silence, because she consents to cease from

her dynamic activity; but it is in her quiescence
and silence that we are quiescent and cease. If we
would affirm our independence of Nature, she
reveals to us the supreme and omnipresent power
of the Ishwara and ourselvesas beings of his being,
but that power is herself and we are that in her
,supernature. If we would realise a higher formation or status of being, then it is still through her,
through the Divine Shakti, the Consciousness-Force
of the Spirit that it has to be done; our surrender
.must be to the Divine Being through the Divine
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Mother: for it is towards or into the supreme

Nature that our ascension
hasto take placeand it

canonlybe doneby thesupramental
Shaktitaking

up our mentalityand transforming
it into her
supramentality.Thus we seethat there is no

contradictionor incompatibilitybetweenthesethree

aspectsof Existence,
or betweenthem in their
eternal status and the three modesof its Dynamis

workingin the universe.OneBeing,oneReality as
Selfbases,
supports,
informs,asPurushaor Conscious
Being experiences,
as Ishwarawills, governsand
possesses
its world of manifestation
createdand kept
in motion and action by its own Consciousness-Force
or Self-Power,-Maya, Prakriti, Shakti.
A certain difficulty arises for our mind in
reconciling thesedifferent facesor fronts of the One
Self and Spirit, becausewe are obliged to use
abstract conceptionsand defining words and ideas
for somethingthat is not abstract,somethingthat is
spiritually living and intensely real. Our abstrac-

tions get fixed into differentiatingconceptswith
sharplinesbetweenthem: but the Reality is not
of that nature; its aspectsare many but shadeoff
into eachother. Its truth could only be rendered

by ideasandimagesmetaphysical
and yet living
and concrete,-images
whichmight be takenby the
pure Reasonas figuresand symbolsbut are more
than that and mean more to the intuitive vision

and feeling,for they are realitiesof a dynamic
."spiritualexperience.The impersonaltruth of
things can be rendered into the abstract formulas
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of the pure reason,but there is another side of truth
which belongs to the spiritual or mystic vision and
without

that

inner

vision

of

realities

the

abstract

formulation of them is insufficiently alive, incomplete. The mystery of things is the true truth
of things; the intellectual presentation is only truth
in representation, in abstract symbols, as if in a
cubist art of thought-speech,in geometric figure. It
is necessaryin a philosophic inquiry to confine oneself mostly to this intellectual presentation, but it
is as well to remember that this is only the abstrac-

tion of the Truth and to seize it completely or
express it completely there is needed a concrete
experience and a more living and full-bodied
language.

Here it becomesopportune to see how in this
aspect of the Reality we must regard the relation
we

have

discovered

between

the

One

and

the

Many; this amounts to a determination of the true
connection

between

the

individual

and

the

Divine

Being, between the Soul and the Ishwara. In the
normal theistic conception the Many are created by
God; made by him as a potter might make a vessel,
they are dependent on him as are creatures on their
creator. But in this larger view of the Ishwara the
many are themselves the Divine One in their inmost

reality,
universal

individual

selves of the supreme and

Self-Existence,

eternal as he is eternal

but

eternal in his being: our material existence is
indeed

a creation

of Nature,

but

the soul

is an

immortal portion of the Divinity and behind it is the
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creature.

Truth

Still

of existence,

the

One

the many

exist by the One and there is therefore an entire
dependenceof the manifested being on the Ishwara.
This dependence is concealed by the separative
ignoranceof the ego which strives to exist in its own
right, although at every step it is evidently dependent on the cosmic Power that created it, moved by
it, a part of its cosmic being and action; this effort
of the ego is clearly a misprision, an erroneous
reflection

of

the

truth

of

the

self-existence

that

is

within us. It is true that there is something in us,
not in the ego but in the self and inmost being,
that surpassescosmic Nature and belongs to the
Transcendence. But this too finds itself independent of Nature only by dependence on a higher
Reality; it is through self-giving or surrender of soul
and nature to the Divine Being that we can attain
to our highest self and supreme Reality, for it is the
Divine Being who is that highest self and that
supremeReality, and we are self-existentand eternal
only in his eternity and by his self-existence. This
dependenceis not contradictory of the Identity, but
is itself the door to the realisation of the Identity,-

so that here again we meet that phenomenon of
duality expressing unity, proceeding from unity
and opening back into unity, which is the constant
secret and fundamental operation of the universe.
It is this truth

of the consciousness of the Infinite

that createsthe possibility of all relations between
the many and the One, among which the realisation:
7
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of onenessby the mind, the presenceof onenessin
the

heart,

the existence of oneness in

all

the

membersis a highest peak, and yet it doesnot annul
but confirms all the other personal relations and
gives them their fullness, their complete delight,
their entire significance. This too is the magic, but
also the logic of the Infinite.
One problem still remains to be solved, and it
"can be solved on the samebasis;it is the problem
of the opposition between the Non-Manifest and the
manifestation. For it might be said that all that
has been advanced hitherto may be true of the
manifestation, but the manifestation is a reality of

an inferior order, a partial movement derived from
the Non-Manifest Reality and, when we enter into
that which is supremely Real, these truths of the
universe cease to have any validity. The NonManifest
irreducible

is the timeless, the utterly
absolute

self-existence

to

eternal, an
which

the

manifestation and its limitations can give no clue
or only a clue that by its insufficiencyis illusory and
"deceptive. This raises the problem of the relation
"of Time to the timeless Spirit; for we have supposed
on the contrary that what is in unmanifestation in
the

Timeless

Eternity.

Eternal

is

manifested

in

Time-

If that is so, if the temporal is an

^expressionof the Eternal, then however different

the conditions,however partial the expression,yet
what is fundamental in the Time-expression must
be in some way pre-existent in the Transcendence
and drawn from the timeless Reality. For if not,
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must come into it direct from
is other than Time or Timeless-

ness, and the Timeless Spirit must be a supreme
."spiritual negation, an indeterminable basing the
Absolute's freedom from limitation
by what is
formulated in Time,-it
must be the negative to

the Time positive, in the samerelation to it as the
Nirguna to the Saguna. But, in fact, what we mean
by the Timeless is a spiritual status of existencenot
.subjectto the time movement or to the successive
or
the relative time-experience of a past, present and
future. The timeless Spirit is not necessarily a
blank;

it may hold all in itself, but in essence,

without

reference

to

time

or

form

or

relation

or

"circumstance,perhaps in an eternal unity. Eternity
is the common

term

between

Time

and

the Time-

less Spirit. What is in the Timeless unmanifested,
implied, essential, appears in Time in movement,
or at least in design and relation, in result and
^circumstance. These two then are the sameEternity
"or the same Eternal in a double status; they are a
twofold status of being and consciousness,one an
>eternity of immobile status, the other an eternity
*of motion

in status.

The original status is that of the Reality timeless and spaceless;Space and Time would be the
same Reality self-extended to contain the deployment

of what

was within

it.

The

difference

would

be, as in all the other oppositions,the Spirit looking
.at itself in essenceand principle of being and the
.sameSpirit looking at itself in the dynamism of its
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essenceand principle. Space and Time are our
namesfor this self-extensionof the one Reality. We

are apt to seeSpaceas a staticextensionin which
all things stand or move together in a fixed order;
we

see Time

as a

mobile

extension

measured by movement and event:
would
would

be Brahman
be Brahman

in self-extended
in self-extended

which

is.

Space then
status;

Time

movement.

But

this may be only a first view and inaccurate: Space
may be really a constant mobile, the constancy and
the persistent time-relation of things in it creating
the senseof stability of Space,the mobility creating
the sense of time-movement in stable Space. Or,.
again, Space would be Brahman extended for the
holding together of forms and objects; Time would
be Brahman self-extended for the deployment of
the movement of self-power carrying forms and
objects; the two would then be a dual aspect of one
and

the

same

self-extension

of the

cosmic

Eternal.

A purely physical Spacemight be regarded as.
in itself a property of Matter; but Matter is a
creation of Energy in movement. Space therefore
in the material

world

could

be either

a fundamental

self-extension of material Energy or its self-formed
existence-field, its representation of the Inconscient
Infinity in which it is acting, a figure in which it
accommodates
own

action

the
and

formulas

self-creation.

and
Time

movements
would

of
be

its.

itself

the course of that movement or else an impression
created by it, an impression of something that
presents itself to us as regularly successivein its*
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appearance,-a division or a continuum upholding
the continuity of movement and yet marking off
its

successions,-because

the

movement

itself

is

regularly successive. Or else Time could be a
-dimensionof Spacenecessaryfor the complete action
of the Energy, but not understood by us as such
becauseit is seen by our conscioussubjectivity as
something itself subjective, felt by our mind, not
perceived by our senses,and therefore not recognised
as a dimension of space which has to us the
appearance of a sense-createdor sense-perceived
objective extension.
In any case,if Spirit is the fundamental reality,
Time and Space must either be conceptive
conditions under which the Spirit sees its own
movement of energy or else they must be fundamental conditions of the Spirit itself which assume
a different appearance or status according to the
status of consciousnessin which they manifest. In
other words there is a different Time and Spacefor
each

status

of

our

consciousness

and

even

different

movements of Time and Space within each status;
but all would be renderings of a fundamental
spiritual reality of Time-Space. In fact, when we
go behind physical Space,we become aware of an
extension

on which

all this

movement

is based

and

this extension is spiritual and not material; it is
Self or Spirit containing all action of its own
Energy. This origin or basic reality of Spacebegins
to become apparent when we draw back from the
physical: for then we becomeaware of a subjective
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Space-extensionin which mind itself lives and moves
and which is other than physical Space-Time, and'
yet there is an interpenetration; for our mind can
move in its own spacein such a way as to effectuate
a movement also in space of Matter or act upon
something distant in space of Matter. In a still
deeper condition of consciousness
we are aware of
a pure spiritual Space;in this awarenessTime may
no longer seem to exist, becauseall movement ceases,.

or, if there is a movement or happening, it can takeplace independent of any observableTime sequence.
If we go behind Time by a similar inward
motion, drawing back from the physical and seeing
it without being involved in it, we discover that
Time
but

observation
Time

itself

and Time
is real

and

movement
eternal.

are relative,.

Time

observa-

tion depends not only on the measures used, but
on the consciousnessand the position of the
observer:
a different

moreover, each state of consciousness has
Time relation; Time in Mind conscious-

ness and Mind Spacehas not the same senseand
measure of its movementsas in physical Space; it
moves there quickly or slowly according to the state
of the

consciousness.

Each state of consciousness

has-

its own Time and yet there can be relations of Timebetween them; and when we go behind the physical
surface, we find several different
Time

movements

co-existent

Time

in the

statuses and

same

conscious-

ness. This is evident in dream Time where a long
sequenceof happeningscan occur in a period which
corresponds to a secondor a few secondsof physical
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is then a certain relation between.
statuses but no ascertainable corres-

pondence of measure. It would seem as if Time
had no objective reality, but depends on whatever conditions may be established by action of
consciousness

in its relation

to status

and

motion

of

being: Time would seem to be purely subjective.
But, in fact, Spacealso would appear by the mutual
relation of Mind-Space and Matter-Space to be
subjective; in other words, both are the original
spiritual extension, but it is rendered by mind in
its purity into a subjective mind-field and by sensemind into an objective field of sense-perception.
Subjectivity and objectivity are only two sidesof one
consciousness,
and the cardinal fact is that any given
Time or Spaceor any given Time-Spaceas a whole
is a status of being in which there is a movement of
the consciousness and force of the being, a move-

ment that creates or manifests events and happenings; it is the relation of the consciousnessthat
seesand the force that formulates the happenings,.
a relation

inherent

the

of

sense

Time-movement,

in the status, which

Time

and

creates

Time-relation,

our

determines

awareness

Time-measure.

of

In.

its fundamental truth the original status of Time
behind all its variations is nothing

else than the

eternity of the Eternal, just as the fundamental
truth of Space, the original sense of its reality, is
the infinity

of the Infinite.

The Being can have three different statesof its
consciousness
with regard to its own eternity. The
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first is that in which there is the immobile
status
of the Self in its essential existence, self-absorbed or

self-consciousbut in either case without development of consciousness
in movement or happening;
this is what we distinguish as its timeless eternity.
The

second

is

its

whole-consciousness

of

the

successiverelations of all things belonging to a
destined or an actually proceeding manifestation, in
which what we call past, present and future stand
together as if in a map or settled design or very
much as an artist or painter or architect might hold
all the detail of his work viewed as a whole, intended

or reviewed in his mind or arranged in a plan for
execution;

this is the stable status or simultaneous

integrality of Time. This seeing of Time is not
at all part of our normal awarenessof events as they
happen, though our view of the past, becauseit is
already known and can be regarded in the whole,
may put on something of this character; but we
know

that

this

consciousness

exists

because

it

is

possible in an exceptional state to enter into it and
see things from the view-point of this simultaneity
"of Time-vision. The third status is that of a processive

movement

of

Consciousness-Force

and

its

successiveworking out of what has been seenby it
in the static vision of the Eternal;

movement.

this is the Time

But it is in one and the same Eternity

that this triple status exists and the movement takes
place; there are not really two eternities, one an
eternity of status, another an eternity of movement,
but there are different statusesor positions taken
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3byConsciousnesswith regard to the one Eternity.
For it can see the whole Time development from
outside

or from

above the movement;

it can take

.a stable position within the movement and see the
before and the after in a fixed, determined
or
destined succession; or it can take instead a mobile

position in the movement, itself move with it from
moment to moment and see all that has happened
receding back into the past and all that has to
happen coming towards it from the future; or else
it may concentrate on the moment it occupies and
;see nothing but what is in that moment and
immediately around or behind it. All these
positions can be taken by the being of the Infinite
in a simultaneous vision or experience. It can see
Time from above and inside Time, exceeding it
and not within it; it can see the Timeless develop
the Time-movement without ceasingto be timeless,
it can embrace

the whole

movement

in a static

and

a dynamic vision and put out at the same time
something of itself into the moment-vision. This
simultaneity

may seem to the finite consciousness

tied to the moment vision a magic of the Infinite,
a magic of Maya; to its own way of perception which
needsto limit, to envisageone status only at a time
in order to harmonise, it would give a sense of
confused and inconsistent unreality. But to an
infinite consciousnesssuch an integral simultaneity
"of vision and experience would be perfectly logical
and

consistent;

all

could

be elements

of a whole-

vision capable of being closely related together in a
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harmonious arrangement, a multiplicity of view
bringing out the unity of the thing seen, a diverse
presentation of concomitant aspects of the One
Reality.

If there can be this simultaneousmultiplicity
of self-presentationof one Reality, we seethat thereis no impossibility in the co-existenceof a Timeless
Eternal and a Time Eternity.

It would be the same

Eternity viewed by a dual self-awareness
and there
could be no opposition between them; it would be
a correlation of two powers of the self-awarenessof
the infinite and eternal Reality,-a power of status
and non-manifestation, a power of self-effecting
action

and

movement

and

manifestation.

Their

simultaneity, however contradictory and difficult to
reconcile it might seemto our finite surface seeing,.
would be intrinsic and normal to the Maya or
eternal self-knowledge and all-knowledge of
Brahman, the eternal and infinite knowledge and
wisdom-power of the Ishwara, the consciousnessforce

of the self-existent

Sachchidananda.
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I.

Isha Upanishad.*
It is an eternal portion of Me that has become
the living being in a world of living beings . . ,
The eye of knowledge sees the L/ord abiding in
the body and enjoying and going forth from it.
Gtfa.f
Two birds beautiful of wing-, friends and
comrades, cling to a common tree, and one eats
the sweet fruit, the other regards him and eats
not. . . . "Where winged souls cry the discoveries
of knowledge over their portion of immortality,
there

the Lord

of all,

the Guardian

of the World

took possession of me, he the Wise, me the
ignorant.
Rig Veda.t

THERE is then a fundamental

truth

of existence, an

Omnipresent Reality, omnipresent above the cosmic
manifestation

and

in

it

and

immanent

in

each

individual. There is also a dynamic power of this
Omnipresence,a creative or self-manifesting action
of

its

infinite

Consciousness-Force.

There

is as a

phase or movement of the self-manifestation a
descentinto an apparent material inconscience, an
awakeningof the individual out of the Inconscience
and an evolution of his being into the spiritual
and supramental consciousnessand power of the
Reality, into his own universal and transcendent
Self

and

source

* Verse 16.

of

existence.

f XV. 7, 10.
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foundation that we have to baseour conception of
a truth in our terrestrial being and the possibility
of a divine

Life

in material

Nature.

There

our

chief need is to discover the origin and nature of

the Ignorancewhich we seeemergingout of the
inconscience of matter or disclosingitself within a
body of matter and the nature of the Knowledge
that has to replace it, to understandtoo the process
"of Nature's self-unfolding and the soul's recovery.
For in fact the Knowledge is there concealed in
the Ignorance itself; it has rather to be unveiled
than acquired: it reveals itself rather than is
learned, by an inward and upward self-unfolding.
But first it will be convenient to meet and get
out of the way one difficulty that inevitably arises,
the difficulty of admitting that, even given the
immanence of the Divine in us, even given our
individual consciousness
as a vehicle of progressive
evolutionary manifestation, the individual is in
any

sense eternal

or

that

there

can be any

persistence of individuality after liberation has
been attained by unity and self-knowledge.
This is a difficulty of the logical reason and
must be met by a larger and more catholic
enlightening reason. Or if it is a difficulty of
spiritual experience,it can only be met by a wider
resolving experience. It can indeed be met also
by a dialectical battle, a logomachyof the logical
mind; but that by itself is an artificial method,
often a futile combat in the clouds and always
inconclusive. Logical reasoning is useful and
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indispensablein its own field in order to give the
mind a certain clearness,precision and subtlety in
dealing with its own ideas and word-symbols, so

that our perception of the truths which we arrive
at by observation and experience or which
physically, psychologicallyor spiritually we have
seen, may be as little as possible obscured by the
confusions of our average human intelligence, itsproneness to take appearance for fact, its haste tobe misled by partial truth, its exaggerated conclusions, its intellectual and emotional partialities, itsincompetent bunglings in that linking of truth totruth by which alone we can arrive at a complete
knowledge. We must have a clear, pure, subtle
and flexible mind in order that we may fall as
little as possible into that ordinary mental habit of
our kind which turns truth itself into a purveyor
of errors. That clarification, the habit of clear logical
reasoningculminating in the method of metaphysical
dialectics, does help to accomplish and its part in
the preparation of knowledge is therefore very
great. But by itself it cannot arrive either at the
knowledge of the world or the knowledge of God,
much less reconcile the lower and the higher
realisation. It is much more efficiently a guardian
against error than a discoverer of truth,-although
by deduction from knowledge already acquired it
may happen upon new truths and indicate them
for experience or for the higher and larger
truth-seeing faculties to confirm. In the more
subtle field of synthetical or unifying knowledge
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the logical habit of mind may even become a
.stumbling-block by the very faculty which gives it
its peculiar use; for it is so accustomedto making
distinctions and dwelling upon distinctions and
working by distinctions that it is always a little at
sea

when

distinctions

have

to

be

overriden

and

overpassed. Oui object, then, in considering the
difficulties

of the normal

mind

when

face to face

with the experience of cosmic and transcendental
unity by the individual, must be solely to make more
clear to ourselves,first, the origin of the difficulties
and the escapefrom them and by that, what is
more important, the real nature of the unity at
which

we

arrive

and

of

individual

when

and

in the oneness

dwells

the

he becomes

culmination

one with

all

of

the

creatures

of the Eternal.

The first difficulty for the reason is that it has

always been accustomedto identify the individual
.self with the ego and to think of it as existing only
by the limitations and exclusions of the ego. If
that were so, then by the transcendenceof the ego
the individual

would

abolish

his own

existence;

our end would be to disappear and dissolve into
"someuniversality of matter, life, mind or spirit or
else some indeterminate from which our egoistic
"determinationsof individuality have started. But
what is this strongly separative self-experiencethat
we call ego? It is nothing fundamentally real in
itself but only a practical constitution of our
"consciousness devised to centralise

the activities

of

Nature in us. We perceive a formation of mental,
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physical, vital experience which distinguishes itself
from the rest of being, and that is what we think
"of as ourselves

in

nature-this

individualisation

of

being in becoming. We then proceed to conceive
"of ourselves as something which has thus
individualised itself and only exists so long as it is
individualised,-a temporary or at least a temporal
becoming; or else we conceive of ourselvesas some"one who supports or causesthe individualisation,
.an immortal being perhaps but limited by its
individuality. This perception and this conception
"constitute our ego-sense. Normally, we go no
farther in our knowledge of our individual
"existence.
But

in

the

end

we

have

to

see

that

our

individualisation is only a superficial formation, a
practical selection and limited conscioussynthesis
for the temporary utility of life in a particular
body, or else it is a constantly changing and
"developing synthesis pursued through successive
lives

in

successive

bodies.

"consciousness, a Purusha,

Behind

it

there

is

who is not determined

limited by his individualisation

a

or

or by this synthesis

but on the contrary determines, supports and yet
exceeds

it.

That

which

he

selects

from

in

order

to construct this synthesis,is his total experience of
the world-being. Therefore our individualisation
exists by virtue of the world-being, but also by
virtue of a consciousness
which usesthe world-being
for experience of its possibilities of individuality.
These two powers, Person and his world-material,
in
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are both necessaryfor our presentexperienceo£
individuality. If the Purushawith his individualising syntheses
of consciousness
wereto disappear,tomerge,to annul himselfin any way,our constructed
individuality would ceasebecausethe Reality that

supportedit would no longerbe in presence;if, on
the other hand, the world-being were to dissolve,.

merge, disappear,then also our individualisatiort
would cease,for the material of experienceby which
it effectuates itself would

be wanting.

We have

then to recognisethese two terms of our existence,.
a world-being and an individualising consciousness.
which is the cause of all our self-experience and
world-experience.
But we see farther that in the end this Purusha,

this cause and self of our individuality, comes to
embrace the whole world and all other beings in
a sort of consciousextension of itself and to perceive
itself as one with the world-being. In its conscious
extensionof itself it exceedsthe primary experience
and

abolishes

the barriers

of its active

self-limitation)

and individualisation; by its perception of its own
infinite universality it goes beyond all consciousness
of separative individuality or limited soul-being.
By that very fact the individual ceasesto be the
self-limiting ego; in other words, our false consciousness of existing only by self-limitation, by rigid
distinction of ourselves from the rest of being and
becoming is transcended; our identification of ourselveswith our personal and temporal individualisation in a particular mind and body is abolished.
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But is all truth of individuality
tion

abolished?

does

he

does

become

the

the

and individualisa-

Purusha

cease to exist

world-Purusha

and

live

or
inti-

mately in innumerable minds and bodies? We do
not
it

find
is still

it

to
he

consciousness

be
who

while

so.
exists

He

still

and

individualises
embraces

he individualises:

and

this

but

wider

the mind

no longer thinks of a limited temporary individualisation as all ourselvesbut only as a wave of
becoming thrown up from the sea of its being or
elseasa form or centre of universality. The soul still
makesthe world-becoming the material for individual
experience,but instead of regarding it as something
outside and larger than itself on which it has to
draw, by which it is affected, with which it has to-

make accommodations,it is aware of it subjectively
as within

itself;

it embraces both its world-material

and its individualised experience of special and
temporal activities in a free and enlarged
consciousness.

In

this

new

consciousness

the

spiritual individual perceivesits true self to be one
in being with the Transcendence and seated and
dwelling within it, and no longer takes its constructed individuality as anything more than a
formation for world-experience.
Our unity with the world-being is the consciousness

of a Self which

at one and the same

time

cosmicisesin the world and individualises through
the

individual

Purusha,

and both

in

that

world-

being and in this individual being and in all
individual beings it is aware of the same Self
S

,
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manifesting and experiencing its various manifestations.

its

That

then

is a Self which

being,-otherwise

must

be one in

we could not have this

-experienceof unity,-and yet must be capablein
its very unity of cosmic differentiation and multiple
individuality. The unity is its being,-yes, but the
cosmic differentiation and the multiple individuality
.are the power of its being which it is constantly
displaying and which it is its delight and the nature
of its consciousnessto display. If then we arrive
at unity with that, if we even become entirely and
in -everyway that being, why should the power of
its being be excised and why at all should we
desire or labour to exciseit? We should then only
diminish the scope of our unity with it by an
exclusive concentration accepting the divine being
but not accepting our part in the power and
consciousnessand infinite delight of the Divine. It
would in fact be the individual seeking peace and
rest of union in a motionlessidentity, but rejecting
"delight and various joy of union in the nature and
act and power of the divine Existence. That is
possible, but there is no necessityto uphold it as
the ultimate aim of our being or as our ultimate
perfection.
Or the one possible reason would be that in
the power, the act of consciousness
there is not real
union and that only in the status of consciousness

is there perfect, undifferentiated unity. Now in
what we may call the waking union of the
individual with the Divine, as opposedto a falling
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asleep or a concentration of the individual consciousness in an absorbed identity, there is certainly and
must be a differentiation of experience. For in
this active unity the individual Purusha enlarges
its active experience also as well as its static
"consciousness
into a way of union with this Self
"of his being and of the world-being, and yet
individualisation
tion.

remains

The

Purusha

and
is

therefore

aware

of

differentiaall

other

individuals as selves of himself; he may by a
'dynamic union become aware of their mental and

practical action as occurring in his universal
"consciousness,
just as he is aware of his own mental
and practical action; he may help to determine
their action by subjective union with them: but
;still there is a practical difference. The action of
the

Divine

in

himself

is

that

with

which

he

is

particularly and directly concerned; the action of
,the

Divine

in

his

other

selves

is that

with

which

he is universally concerned, not directly, but
"through and by his union with them and with the
Divine. The individual therefore exists though he
"exceedsthe little separativeego; the universal exists
and is embraced by him but it does not absorb and

abolish all individual differentiation, even though
by his universalising himself the limitation which
we call the ego is overcome. '
Now we may get rid of this differentiation

by

plunging into the absorption of an exclusive unity,
but to what end? For perfect union? But we
-do not forfeit that by accepting the differentiation
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any more than the Divine forfeits His onenessby

acceptingit. We have the perfect union in His
being and can absorbourselves
in it at any time,.
but we have also this other differentiated unity
and can emerge into it and act freely in it at any
time without losing oneness: for we have merged
the ego and are absolved from the exclusivestresses of our mentality. Then for peace
and rest? But we have the peace and rest
by virtue of our unity with Him, even as the
Divine possesses
for ever His eternal calm in the
midst

of His

eternal

action.

Then

for

the mere-

joy of getting rid of all differentiation? But that
differentiation has its divine purpose: it is a means
of greater unity, not as in the egoistic life a means
of division; for we enjoy by it our unity with our
other selves and with God in all, which we exclude

by our rejection of his multiple being. In either
experience it is the Divine in the individual
possessingand enjoying in one case the Divine in
His pure unity or in the other the Divine in that
and in the unity

of the cosmos; it

is not

the-

absolute Divine recovering after having lost His.
unity. Certainly, we may prefer the absorption in
a pure exclusive unity or a departure into a
supracosmic transcendence,but there is in thespiritual truth of the Divine Existence no compelling reason why we should not participate in
this large possessionand bliss of His universal
being which is the fulfilment of our individuality.
But we see farther that it is not solely and
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the cosmic being into

which our

individual being enters but somethingin which
both

are unified.

As our individualisation

in the

world is a becoming of that Self, so is the world
too a becoming of that Self. The world-being
includes always the individual being; therefore
thesetwo becomings,the cosmicand the individual,
are always related

to each other and in

their

practical relation mutually dependent. But we
find that the individual being also comesin the end
to include

the world

in its consciousness, and since

this is not by an abolition of the spiritual
individual, but by his coming to his full, large and
perfect self-consciousness,
we must supposethat the
individual always included the cosmos,and it is
"only the surface consciousnesswhich by ignorance
failed to possessthat inclusion becauseof its selflimitation in ego. But when we speak of the
mutual

inclusion

the world

of the cosmic and the individual,

in me, I in the world,

all in me, I in all,

-for that is the liberated self-experience,-we are
"evidently travelling beyond the language of the
normal

reason.

That

is

because

the

words

we

have to use were minted by mind and given their
values by an intellect bound to the conceptionsof
physical Space and circumstance and using for the
language of a higher psychological experience
figures drawn from the physical life and the
"experience of the senses. But the plane of
consciousness to which the liberated human being

arises is not dependent upon the physical world,
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and the cosmos which we thus include

and are

included in is not the physical cosmos, but the

harmonically manifest being of God in certain
great rhythms of His conscious-force
and selfdelight. Therefore this mutual inclusion is
spiritual and psychological;it is a translation of
the two forms of the Many, all and individual,.

into a unifying spiritual experience,-a translation
of the eternal unity

of the One and the Many;:

for the One is the eternal unity of the Many
differentiating and undifferentiating itself in the
cosmos.

This

means

are manifestations

that

cosmos

and

of a transcendent

individual

Self

who

is.

indivisible being although he seemsto be divided
or distributed; but he is not really divided or
distributed
but indivisibly
present everywhere.
Therefore

all

is in each and each is in all

and

all

is.

in God and God in all; and when the liberated
soul comes into union with this Transcendent,
it

has this self-experienceof itself and cosmos which
is translated psychologicallyinto a mutual inclusion
and a persistent existenceof both in a divine union
which

is at

once

a

oneness

and

a fusion

and

an

embrace.

The normal experience of the reason therefore
is not applicable to these higher truths. In the
first place the ego is the individual only in the
ignorance; there is a true individual who is not
the ego and still has an eternal relation with all

other individuals which is not egoistic or selfseparative,but of which the essential character is
118
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mutuality

founded

in

essential unity.

This mutuality founded in unity is the whole
secret of the divine existence in its perfect
manifestation;

it must be the basis of anything to-

which we can give the name of a divine life. But,,
secondly, we see that the whole difficulty and
confusion

into

which

the

normal

reason

falls

is-

that we are speaking of a higher and illimitable
self-experience founded on divine infinities and
yet are applying to it a language formed by this
lower and limited experience which founds itself
on finite appearancesand the separativedefinitions
by which we try to distinguish and classify the
phenomena of the material universe. Thus we
have to use the word individual and speak of the
ego and the true individual, just as we speak
sometimes of the apparent and the real Man.
Evidently, all these words, man, apparent, real,.
individual,

true, have to be taken in a very relative

senseand with a full awarenessof their imperfection and inability to express the things that we
mean.

By individual

we mean normally something

that separatesitself from everything else and standsapart, though in reality there is no such thing
anywhere in existence; it is a figment of our mental
conceptions useful and necessary to express a
partial and practical truth. But the difficulty is
that the mind gets dominated by its words and
forgets that the partial and practical truth becomes
true truth

only by its relation

seem to the reason to contradict
IIQ

to others which
it, and that taken
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by itself it containsa constantelementof falsity.
Thus when we speak of an individual we mean

ordinarily an individualisation of mental, vital,
physical being separatefrom all other beings,
incapable of unity with them by its very
individuality. If we go beyond these three terms
-of mind, life and body, and speak of the soul or
individual

self, we still

think

of an individualised

being separatefrom all others, incapable of unity
.and inclusive mutuality, capable at most of a
spiritual contact and soul-sympathy. It is therefore
necessaryto insist that by the true individual we
mean nothing of the kind, but a consciouspower
"of being of the Eternal, always existing by unity,
always capable of mutuality. It is that being
which by self-knowledge enjoys liberation and
immortality.
But we have to carry still farther the conflict
"between the normal and the higher reason. When

we speak of the true individual as a conscious
power of being of the Eternal, we are still using
intellectual terms,-we cannot help it, unless we
plunge into a language of pure symbolsand mystic
values of speech,-but, what is worse, we are, in
the attempt to get away from the idea of the ego,
using a too abstract language. Let us say, then, a
conscious being who is for our valuations of
existence a being of the Eternal in his power of
individualising self-experience; for it must be a
concrete being-and not an abstract power-who
enjoys immortality. And then we get to this that
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not only am I in the world and the world in me,
but God is in me and I am in God; by which yet
it is not meant that God depends for His existence
on man, but that He manifests Himself
in that
which He manifests within Himself; the individual
exists in the Transcendent, but all the Transcendent
is there

concealed

in the individual.

Further

I am

one with God in my being and yet I can have
relations with Him in my experience. I, the
liberated individual, can enjoy the Divine in His
transcendence,unified with Him, and enjoy at the
same

time

the

Divine

in

other

individuals

and

in

His cosmic being. Evidently we have arrived at
certain primary relations of the Absolute and they
can only be intelligible to the mind if we see that
the Transcendent, the individual, the cosmic being
are the eternal powers of consciousness-we fall
again, this time without remedy, into a wholly
abstract language,-of an absolute existence,a unity
yet more than a unity, which so expressesitself to
its own consciousness in us, but

which

we cannot

adequately speak of in human language and must
not hope to describe either by negative or positive
terms to our reason, but can only hope to indicate
it to the utmost power of our language.
But the normal mind, which has no experience
of these things that are so powerfully real to the
liberated consciousness,may well revolt against
what may seem to it nothing more than a mass of
intellectual contradictions. It may say, "I know
very well what the Absolute is; it is that in which
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The

Absolute

and

the

relative are irreconcilable opposites;in the relative
there is nowhere anything absolute,in the Absolute
there can be nothing relative. Anything which
contradicts

these first

data of my

thought,

is,

intellectually falseand practicallyimpossible. These
other statements also contradict my law of contra-

dictions which is that two opposing and conflicting
affirmations cannot both be true. It is impossible
that there should be onenesswith God and yet a
relation with Him such as this of the enjoyment
of the Divine. In onenessthere is no one to enjoy
except the One and nothing to be enjoyed except
the One. God, the individual
and the cosmos.
must be three different actualities, otherwise there-

could be no relations between them.

Either they"

are eternally different or they are different in
present time, although they may have originally
been one

undifferentiated

existence

and

may

eventually re-becomeone undifferentiated existence.
Unity was perhaps and will be perhaps, but it is
not now and cannot be so long as cosmosand the
individual endure. The cosmic being can only
know and possessthe transcendentunity by ceasing
to be cosmic; the individual can only know and
possessthe cosmic or the transcendentalunity by
ceasing from all individuality and individualisation. Or if unity is the one eternal fact, then
cosmosand individual are non-existent; they are
illusions imposed on itself by the Eternal. That
may well involve a contradiction or an unreconciled
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paradox; but I am willing to admit a contradiction
in the Eternal which I am not compelled to think
out, rather than a contradiction here of my primary
conceptions which I am compelled to think out
logically and to practical ends. I am on this
supposition able either to take the world as
practically real and think and act in it or to reject
it as an unreality and ceaseto think and act; I am
not compelled to reconcile contradictions, not called
on to be conscious of and conscious in something

beyond myself and world and yet deal from that
basis, as God does, with

a world

of contradictions.

The attempt to be as God while I am still an
individual

or to be three things at a time seems

to me to involve a logical confusion and a practical
impossibility."

Such might well be the attitude

of

the normal reason, and it is clear, lucid, positive in
its distinctions; it involves no extraordinary
gymnasticsof the reason trying to exceed itself and
losing itself in shadowsand half-lights or any kind
of mysticism, or at least there is only one original
and comparatively simple mysticism free from all
other difficult complexities. Therefore it is the
reasoning which is the most satisfactory to the
simply rational mind. Yet is there here a triple
error, the error of making an unbridgeable gulf
between the Absolute

and the relative,

the error

of

making too simple and rigid and extending too far
the law of contradictions and the error of conceiving
in terms of Time the genesisof things which have
their origin and first habitat in the Eternal.
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We mean by the Absolute something greater
than ourselves,greater than the cosmoswhich we
live in, the supreme reality of that transcendent
Being which we call God, somethingwithout which
.all that we see or are conscious of as existing, could
not have been, could

not for a moment

remain

in

"existence. Indian thought calls it Brahman,
European thought the Absolute because it is a
,-self-existentwhich is absolved of all bondage to
relativities. For all relatives can only exist by
"somethingwhich is the truth of them all and the
sourceand continent of their powers and properties
and yet exceedsthem all; it is something of which
not only each relativity itself, but also any sum we
"can make of all relatives that we know, can only

be-in all that we know of them-a partial,
inferior or practical expression. We see by reason
that such an Absolute must exist; we become by
"spiritual experience aware of its existence: but
even when

we are most aware of it,

we cannot

"describeit becauseour languageand thought can
deal only with thp?relative. The Absolute is for

us the Ineffable.^

So far there need be no real difficulty nor
confusion. But we readily go on, led by the
mind's habit of oppositions, of thinking by
"distinctions and pairs of contraries, to speak of it
.as not only not bound by the limitations

of the

relative, but as if it were bound by its freedom
from limitations, inexorably empty of all power
for relations and in its nature incapable of them,
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somethinghostile in its wholebeing to relativity
and its eternal contrary. By this false step of our

logic we get into an impasse.Our own existence
and the existence of the universe become not only

a mystery, but logically inconceivable. For we

get by that to an Absolutewhich is incapableof
relativity and exclusiveof all relativesand yet the
causeor at least the support of relativity and the
container, truth and substance of all relatives.

We

have then only one logical-illogical way of escape

out of the impasse; we have to suppose the
imposition of the world as a self-effectiveillusion
or an unreal temporal reality, on the eternity of
the formless, relationless Absolute.

This

imposi-

tion is made by our misleading individual
consciousnesswhich falsely sees Brahman in the
figure of the cosmos-as a man mistakes a rope for
a serpent; but since either our individual
consciousnessis itself a relative supported by the
Brahman and only existent by it, not a real reality,
or since in its reality it is itself the Brahman, it is-

the Brahman after all which imposeson itself in
us this delusion and mistakesin some figure of
its own consciousness
an existent rope for a nonexistent snake, imposes on its own indeterminable
pure

Reality

the

semblance

of a universe,

or

if it doesnot impose it on its own consciousness,
it

is on a consciousness derived

from

it

and

dependenton it, a projectionof itself into Maya.
By this explanation nothing is explained; the
original

contradiction

stands where
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and we have only stated it

over

again in other terms. It looks as if, by attempting
to arrive at an explanation by meansof intellectual
reasoning,we have only befoggedourselvesby the
delusion of our own uncompromisinglogic: we have
imposed on the Absolute the imposition which our
too presumptuous reasoning has practised on our
"own intelligence; we have transformed our mental
difficulty in understanding the world-manifestation
into an original impossibility for the Absolute to
manifest

itself

in world

at all.

But

the Absolute,

obviously, finds no difficulty in world-manifestation
and no difficulty either in a simultaneous
transcendence of world-manifestation;

the difficulty

exists only for our mental limitations which
prevent us from grasping the supramental
rationality of the co-existenceof the infinite and
the finite or seizing the nodus of the unconditioned
with

the

conditioned.

For

our

intellectual

rationality these are opposites; for the absolute
reason they are inter-related and not essentially

conflicting expressionsof one and the same reality.
The

consciousness

of

infinite

than our mind-consciousness

Existence

is

other

and sense-consciousness,

'greater and more capacious,for it includes them
as minor terms of its workings, and the logic of
infinite

Existence

is

other

than

our

intellectual

logic. It reconciles in its great primal facts of
"being what to our mental view, concerned as it is

with words and ideas derived from secondaryfacts,
are

irreconcilable

contraries.
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Our mistake is that in trying to define the
Indefinable

we think

we have succeeded when

we

Jhave described by an all-exclusive negation this
Absolute which we are yet compelled to conceive

of as a supreme positive and the cause of all
positives. It is not surprising that so many acute
thinkers, with their eye on the facts of being and
not on verbal distinctions,
infer
that
the Absolute

should be driven
to
is a fiction
of the

intelligence, an idea born of words and verbal
dialectics,

a zero,

non-existent,

and

to

conclude

that an eternal Becoming is the only truth of our
existence. The ancient sages spoke indeed of
Brahman negatively,-they said of it, neti, neti, it
is not this, it is not that,-but they took care also
to speak of it positively; they said of it too, it is
this, it is that, it is all: for they saw that to limit
it either by positive or negative definitions was to
fall away from its truth. Brahman, they said, is
Matter, is Life, is Mind, is Supermind, is cosmic
Delight, is Sachchidananda;yet it cannot really be
defined by any of these things, not even by our
largest conception of Sachchidananda. In the
world

as we see it,

for

our

mental

consciousness

however high we carry it, we find that to every
positive there is a negative. But the negative is
not a zero,-indeed whatever appears to us a zero
is packed with force, teeming with power of
existence, full of actual or potential contents.
Neither does the existence of the negative make its
corresponding positive non-existent or an unreality;
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it only makes the positive an incomplete statement
of the truth of things and even, we may say, of the

positive's own truth. For the positive and the
negative exist not only side by side, but in relation
to each other and by each other; they complete
and would

to the all-view,

which

a limited

mind

cannot reach, explain one another. Each by itself
is not really known; we only begin to know it in
its deeper truth when we can read into it the
suggestionsof its apparent opposite. It is through
such a profounder catholic intuition and not by
exclusive logical oppositions that our intelligence
ought to approach the Absolute.
The positives of the Absolute are its various
statements

of

itself

to

our

consciousness;

its

negativesbring in the rest of its absolute positivity
by which its limitation to these first statements is
denied. We have, to begin with, its large primary
relations

such as the infinite

and the

finite,

the

conditioned and unconditioned, the qualitied

and

unqualitied; in each pair the negative concealsthe
whole power of the correspondingpositive which
is contained in it and emergesfrom it: there is
no real opposition. We have, in a less subtle
order of truths, the transcendent and the cosmic,
the universal and the individual; here we have seen

that each member of thesepairs is contained in its
apparent opposite. The universal particularises
itself in the individual;

the individual

contains

in

himself all the generalities of the universal. The
universal consciousnessfinds all itself by the
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individuals,

not

by

suppressingvariations; the individual consciousness
fulfils

all

itself

when

it

is

universalised

into-

sympathy and identity with the cosmic, not by
limiting itself in the ego. So too the cosmic
contains in all itself and in each thing in it the
complete immanence of the transcendent; it maintains itself as the world-being by the consciousnessof its own transcendent reality, it finds itself in
each individual being by the realisation of the
divine and transcendent in that being and in all
existences.

The

transcendent

contains,

manifests,.

constitutes the cosmos and by manifesting it
manifests or discovers, as we may say in the old
poetic sense of that word, its own infinite harmonic
varieties.

But

even

in

the

lower

orders

of

the

relative we find this play of negative and positive,.
and through the divine reconciliation of its terms,.
not by excising them or carrying their opposition
to the bitter

end, we have to arrive at the Absolute.

For there in the Absolute all this relativity, all this.
varying rhythmic self-statement of the Absolute,
finds, not its complete denial, but its reason for
existence and its justification, not its conviction as.
a lie, but the source and principle of its truth.
Cosmosand individual go back to something in
the Absolute which is the true truth of individuality,.

the true truth of cosmic being and not their denial
and conviction of their falsity. The Absolute is not
a sceptical logician denying the truth of all his own
statements and self-expressions,but an existence
9
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so utterly and so infinitely positive that no

positivecan be formulatedwhich can exhaus
bind

it

down

to its

It is evident

definitions.

that if such is the truth

o

Absolute, we cannot bind it either by our k
contradictions. That law is necessary to us in

that we may posit partial and practical ti
think out things clearly, decisively and use
classify,act, deal with them effectively for parti
purposes in our divisions of Space,distinctio
form and property, moments of Time. It i
."sentsa formal and strongly dynamic trut
"existencein its practical workings which is strc
in the most outward term of things, the ma
hut becomesless and lessrigidly binding as ^
upward in the scale, mount on the more s
rungs of the ladder of being. It is esp
necessaryfor us in dealing with material phenc
and forces;we have to supposethem to be one
at a time, to have one power at a time and
limited by their ostensibleand practically eff
capacities and properties; otherwise we canno
with them. But even there, as human thouj
beginning

to realise, the distinctions made b

intellect and the classificationsand practical e
ments of Science,while perfectly valid in thei:
field and for their own purpose,do not represe
xvholeor the real truth of things, whether of
in the whole or of the thing by itself which w*
classified and set artificially apart, isolate
separateanalysis. By that isolation we are i
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.ableto dealwith it very practically,very effectively,
and we think at first that the effectiveness of our

.actionprovesthe entire and sufficienttruth of our
isolating and analysingknowledge. Afterwards we
find that by getting beyond it we can arrive at a

greatertruth anda greatereffectivity./
The isolation is certainly necessary for first

knowledge. A diamond is a diamond and a pearl
a pearl, each thing of its own class,existing by its
"distinction from all others, each distinguished by its
<ownform and properties. But each has also properties and elements which are common to both and
-others which are common to material

things

in

.general. And in reality each does not exist only
.by its distinctions, but much more essentially by
that which is common to both; and we get back to
the very basis and enduring truth of all material
things only when we find that all are the same

thing, one energy, one substanceor, if you like, one

universal motion which throws up, brings out,
combines,

realises these different

forms,

these

various properties, these fixed and harmonised

potentialitiesof its own being. If we stop short
:at the knowledgeof distinctions,we can deal only
with diamond and pearl as they are, fix their values,

uses,varieties, make the best ordinary use and

"profitof them; but if we canget to the knowledge
.and control

of their

elements and the common

propertiesof the classto which they belong, we
mayarrive at the powerof makingeither a diamond
-or pearl at our pleasure:go farther still and master
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that which all material things are in their essence
and we may arrive even at the power of transmutation which would give the greatest possible control
of material Nature.
Thus the knowledge of
distinctions arrives at its greatest truth and effective
use when we arrive at the deeper knowledge of that.
which reconciles distinctions in the unity behind
all variations. That deeper knowledge does not.
deprive the other and more superficial of effectivity
nor convict it of vanity. We cannot conclude
from our ultimate material discovery that there is.
no original substance or Matter, only energymanifesting substance or manifesting as substance,.
-that diamond and pearl are non-existent, unreal,
only true to the illusion of our sensesof perception
and action, that the one substance, energy or
motion

is the

sole

eternal

truth

and

that

therefore

the best or only rational use of our science would
be to dissolve diamond and pearl and everything
else that

we can

dissolve

into

this

one

eternal

and

original reality and get done with their forms and
properties for ever. There is an essentiality of
things, a commonalty of things, an individuality of
things; the commonalty and individuality are true
and eternal powers of the essentiality: that
transcends them both, but the three together and.
not one by itself are the eternal terms of existence..
This truth which we can see, though with
difficulty and under considerable restrictions, even
in the material world where the subtler and higher

powers of being have to be excluded from our
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Intellectual operations, becomes clearer and more
powerful when we ascendin the scale. We seethe
truth

of our classifications

and distinctions,

but also

their limits. All things, even while different, are
yet one. For practical purposes plant, animal,
man are different existences;yet when we look
deeper we seethat the plant is only an animal with
an

insufficient

evolution

of

self-consciousness

and

dynamic force; the animal is man in the making;

man himself is that animal and yet the something
more of self-consciousness
and dynamic power of
consciousness
that make him man; and yet again he
is the something more which is contained and
repressed in his being as the potentiality of the
"divine,-he is a god in the making. In each of
these,plant, animal, man, god, the Eternal is there
containing and repressing himself as it were in
"order to make a certain statement of his being.
Each is the whole Eternal

who takes up all
transmutes

it

into

concealed.

Man himself,

that went before him and
the

term

of manhood,

is the

Individual human being and yet he is all mankind,
the universal man acting in the individual as a
human personality. He is all and yet he is
himself and unique. He is what he is, but he is
also the past of all that he was and the potentiality
of

all

that

he

is not.

We

cannot

understand

him

if we look only at his present individuality, but we
cannot understand him either if we look only at
his commonalty, his general term of manhood, or
go back by exclusion from both to an essentiality
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of his being in which his distinguishing man
and his particularising individuality seem to
appear. Each thing is the Absolute, all are
One, but in these three terms always the Abs
makes its statement of its developed self-exis
We are not, becauseof the essentialunity, comp
to say that all God's various action and wor
are vain, worthless, unreal, phenomenal, ilh
and that the best and only rational or super-ra
use we can make of our knowledge is to get
from

them,

dissolve

our

cosmic

and

indiv

existence into the essentialbeing and get rid «
becoming as a futility for ever.
In our practical dealings with life we ha
arrive at the sametruth. For certain practical
we have to say that a thing is good or bad, bea
or ugly, just or unjust and act upon that state
but if we limit ourselvesby it, we .do not g
real knowledge.

The law of contradictions h<

only valid in so far as two different and op]
statementscannot be true of the same thing a
same time,

in the same field, in the same re

from the same point of view and for the
practical purpose. A great war, destruetie
violent all-upheaving revolution, for example
present itself to us as an evil, a virulent

and

trophic disorder, and it is so in certain res
results, ways of looking at it; but from othe
may be a great good, since it rapidly clears the
for a new good or a more satisfying order. No
is simply good or simply bad; everyman is a mi
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these

contraries

often

inextricably mixed up in a single feeling, a single
action. All kinds of conflicting qualities, powers,
values meet together and run into each other to
make up our action, life, nature. We can only
understand entirely if we get to some senseof the
Absolute and yet look at its workings in all the
relativities which are being manifested,-look not
only at each by itself, but each in relation to all
and

to that

which

exceeds

and

reconciles

them

all.

In fact we can only know by getting to the divine
view and purpose in things and not merely looking
at our own, though our own limited human view
and momentary purpose have their validity in the
cadre of the All.

For behind

all relativities

there

is this Absolute which gives them their being and
their justification. No particular act or arrangement in the world is by itself absolute justice; but
there is behind all acts and arrangementssomething
absolute which we call justice, which expressesitself
through their relativities and which we would realise
if our view and knowledge were comprehensive
instead of being as they are partial, superficial,
limited to a few ostensible facts and appearances.
So too there is an absolute good and an absolute
beauty: but we can only get a glimpse of it if we
embraceall things impartially and get beyond their
appearancesto some sense of that which, between
them, all and each are by their complex terms
trying to state and work out; not an indeterminate,

"-for the indeterminate, being only the original
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stuff or perhapsthe packedcondition of determinations, would explain by itself nothing at all,-but
the Absolute. We can indeed follow the opposite
method of breaking up all things and refusing to
look

at

them

as a whole

and in

relation

to that

which justifies them and so create an intellectual
conception of absolute evil, absolute injustice, the
absolute hideousness,painfulness, triviality, vulgarity
-or vanity of all things; but that is to pursue to its
extreme the method of the Ignorance whose view is
based upon division. We cannot rightly so deal
with jthe divine workings. Because the Absolute
expresses itself through relativities the secret of
which

we find it difficult

to fathom,

because to our

limited view everything appears to be a purposeless
play of oppositions and negatives or a mass of
contradictions,

we cannot

conclude

that

our

first

limited view is right or that all is a vain delusion
"of the mind and has no reality.

Nor can we solve

all by an original unreconciled contradiction which
is to explain all the rest. The human reason is
wrong in attaching a separate and definitive value
to each contradiction by itself or getting rid of one
by altogether denying the other; but it is right in
refusing to accept as final and as the last word the
coupling of contradictions which have in no way
been

reconciled

together

or

else

found

their

source and significance in something beyond their
"opposition.
We

cannot,

explanation

of

either,

the

effect

original
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existence by taking refuge in our concept of Time.
Time, as we know or conceive it, is only our means

of realising things in succession,
it is a condition
and cause of conditions, varies on different planes
of existence,varies even for beings on one and the
same plane: that is to say, it is not an Absolute

and cannot explain the primary relations of the
Absolute. They work themselvesout in detail by
Time and seem to our mental and vital being to
be determined by it; but that seeming does not
carry us back to their sources and principles.
We

make

the

distinction

of

conditioned

and

unconditioned and we imagine that the unconditioned

became

conditioned,

the

Infinite

became

finite at some date in Time, and may ceaseto be
finite

at some other

date in Time,

because it so

appears to us in details, particulars or with regard
to this or that systemof things. But if we look at
existence as a whole, we see that infinite

and finite

co-exist and exist in and by each other. Even if
our universe were to disappear and reappear
rhythmically in Time, as was the old belief, that
too would be only a large detail and would not
show that at a particular time all condition ceases
in the whole range of infinite existence and all
Being becomes the unconditioned, at another it
again takes on the reality or the appearance of
conditions. The first source and the primary
relations lie beyond our mental divisions of Time,
in the divine
or

eternal

timelessness or else in the indivisible
Time

of

which

our

divisions

and
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successions
are only figures in a mental experience.
There we seethat all meetsand all principles,
all persistent realities of existence-for the finite
as a principle of being is as persistent as the
infinite,-stand in a primary relation to each other
in a free, not an exclusive unity of the Absolute,

and that the way they presentthemselvesto us in a
material or a mental world is only a working out
of them in secondary, tertiary or yet lower
relativities.

The

Absolute

has

not

become

the

contrary of itself and assumed at a certain date real

or unreal relativities of which it was originally
incapable, nor has the One become by a miracle
the Many, nor the unconditioned

deviated

into

the conditioned, nor the unqualitied sprouted
out into qualities. These oppositions are only the
conveniences

of

our

mental

consciousness,

our

divisions of the indivisible. The things they
represent are not fictions, they are realities, but
they are not rightly known if they are set in
irreconcilable opposition to or separation from
each other;

for

there

is

no

such

irreconcilable

opposition or separation of them in the all-view of
the Absolute. This is the weaknessnot only of
our scientific divisions and metaphysicaldistinctions,
but of our exclusive spiritual realisations which are
only exclusive because to arrive at them we have to

start from our limiting and dividing mental
consciousness.We have to make the metaphysical
distinctions in order to help our intelligence
towards a truth which exceeds it, because it is only
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so that it can escapefrom the confusions of our
first undistinguishing mental view of things; but
if we bind ourselvesby them to the end, we make
chains of what should only have been first helps.
We have to make use too of distinct spiritual
realisations which may at first seem contrary to
each other, becauseas mental beings it is difficult
or impossible for us to seize at once largely and
completely what is beyond our mentality; but we
err if we intellectualise

them into

sole truths,-as

when we assertthat the Impersonal must be the one
ultimate realisation and the rest creation of Maya or
declare the Saguna, the Divine in its qualities, to
be that and thrust away the impersonality from our
spiritual experience. We have to see that both
these realisations of the great spiritual seekersare
equally valid in themselves,equally invalid against
each other; they are one and the same Reality
experienced on two sides which are both necessary
for the full knowledge and experience of each
other and of that which they both are. So is it
with the One and the Many, the finite and the
infinite,
the transcendent
and the cosmic, the
individual
and the universal; each is the other as

well as itself and neither can be entirely known

without the other and without exceeding their
appearanceof contrary oppositions.
We

the

one

see

then

existence,

that

there

are

transcendent,

three

terms

universal

of

and

individual, and that each of these always contains
secretly or overtly the two others.

The Transcen-
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dent possesses
itself alwaysand controls the other
two as the basis of its own temporal possibilities;
that is the Divine, the eternal all-possessing
God-consciousness,
omnipotent, omniscient, omni-

present, which informs, embraces,governs all
existences. The human being is here on earth
the highest power of the third term, the individual,
for he alone can work out at its critical turningpoint that movement of self-manifestation which
appears to us as the involution and evolution of
the

divine

consciousness

between

the

two

terms

of

the Ignorance and the Knowledge. The power of
the individual to possessin his consciousnessby
self-knowledge his unity with the Transcendent
and the universal, with the One Being and all
beings and to live in that knowledge and transform
his life by it, is that which makesthe working out
of the divine self-manifestation through the
individual possible; and the arrival of the individual
-not

in

one

but

in

all-at

the

divine

life

is the

sole conceivable object of the movement. The
existence
self

of

of the
the

individual

Absolute

is not

which

that

an

error
self

in

some

afterwards

discovers; for it is impossible that the absolute
self-awareness
or anything that is one with it should
be ignorant of its own truth and its own capacities
and betrayed by that ignorance either into a false
idea of itself which it hasto correct or an impossible
venture
individual

which

it

existence

has to renounce.
a subordinate

Neither
circumstance

is

the
in

a divine play or Lila, a play which consists in a
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continual revolution through unending cycles of
pleasure and suffering without any higher hope in
the Lila itself or any issue from it except the
occasionalescapeof a few from time to time out of
their bondage to this ignorance. We might be
compelled to hold that ruthless and disastrousview
of God's workings if man had no power of selftranscendence or no power of transforming by
self-knowledge the conditions of the play nearer
and nearer to the truth of the divine Delight. In
that power lies the justification of individual
existence; the individual and the universal unfolding
in themselves the divine light, power, joy of
transcendent Sachchidanandaalways manifest above
them, alwayssecretbehind their surface appearances,
this is the secret intention, the ultimate significance of the divine play, the Lila.
But
it

is in

themselves,

in

their

transformation

but

also their persistence and perfect relations, not in
their

self-annihilation

Otherwise

there would

that

that

must

be

unfolded.

be no reason for their

ever

having existed; the possibility of the Divine's
unfolding in the individual is the secret of the
enigma, his presence there and this intention of
self-unfolding the key to the world of KnowledgeIgnorance.
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The Seer, the Thinker, the Self-existent who
becomes everywhere has ordered perfectly
things from years sempiternal.
Isha

all

Upanishad.*

Many purified by knowledge have come to
My state of being. . . . They have reached
likeness in their law of being to Me.
Know
That
for
which
men
cherish

the Brahman
here.

and

not

this

Kena Upanishad.t
One
As the
by the
Self in
the

controlling inner Self of all beings . . .
Sun, the eye of the world, is not touched
external faults of vision, so this inner
beings is not touched by the sorrow of

world.

Katha

Upanishad. §

The Lord abides in the heart of all beings.
Gfte.II

THE

universe

is a manifestation

of an

infinite

and

eternal All-Existence: the Divine Being dwells in
all that is; we ourselves are that in our self, in our

own deepestbeing; our soul, the secret indwelling
psychic entity, is a portion of the Divine
Consciousness and Essence.

This

have taken of our existence;

but

is the view

we

at the same time

we speak of a divine life as the culmination of the
evolutionary process, and the use of the phrase
* Verse 8.
f IV.
§ V. 12, 11.

10; XIV.
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implies that our presentlife is undivine and all
the life too that is below us. At the first glance
this

looks like

a

self-contradiction;

instead

of

making a distinction between the divine .life we
aspire for and a present undivine existence,it
would be more logical to speakof an ascentfrom
level to higher level of a divine manifestation. It
may be admitted that essentially,if we look at the
inner reality alone and discount the suggestionsof
the outer figure, such might be the nature of the
evolution, the changewe have to undergo in Nature;
so it would appear perhaps to the impartial eye
of a universal vision untroubled by our dualities of
knowledge and ignorance, good and evil, happiness
and suffering and participating in the untrammelled
consciousnessand delight of Sachchidananda. And
yet, from the practical and relative point of view
as distinguished from an essential vision, the distinction

between

the

divine

and

the

undivine

has

an insistent value, a very pressing significance. This
then is an aspect of the problem which it is necessary to bring into the light and assessits true
importance.
The
undivine

distinction
life is in

between the
fact identical

divine
with

and the
the root

distinction betweena life of Knowledgelived in
self-awareness
and in the power of the Light and
a life of Ignorance,-at any rate it sopresentsitself
in a world that is slowlyand with difficulty evolving
out of an original Inconscience. All life that has

still this Inconsciencefor its basisis stampedwith
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the mark of a radical imperfection; for ev

is satisfiedwitS its own type,it is a satisfac

something incomplete and inharmonious, 2

work of discords: on the contrary, even a

mental or vital life might be perfect wi
limits if it were based on a restricted but han

self-power and self-knowledge. It is this 1
to a perpetual stamp of imperfection a

harmony that is the mark of the undivine; c

life, on the contrary, even if progressing fr
little to the more, would be at each stage
nious in its principle and detail: it we
a secureground upon which freedom and pe
could naturally flower or grow towards their

stature, refine and expand into their mos
opulence. All imperfections, all perfectioi
to be taken
difference

into
between

view
an

in

our

undivine

consideration
and

a divi:

tence: but ordinarily, when we makethe dist
we do it as human beings struggling uni
pressureof life and the difficulties of our "
amidst its immediate problems and perp
most of all we are thinking of the distino
are obliged to make between good and ev
that along with its kindred problem of the
the blend in us of happinessand suffering.
we seekintellectually for a divine presencein
a divine origin o£ the world, a divine gove
of its workings, the presenceof evil, the in
on suffering, the large, the enormous part
to pain, grief and affliction in the econ
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Nature are the cruel phenomena which baffle our
reason

and

overcome

the

instinctive

-faith

of man-

kind in such an origin and government or in an
all-seeing, all-determining and omnipresent Divine
Immanence.

Other

difficulties

we could

solve

more

easily and happily and make someshift to be better
satisfied with the ready conclusiveness of our
solutions. But this standard of judgment is not
sufficiently comprehensiveand it is supported upon
a too human point of view; for to a wider outlook
evil and suffering appear only as a striking aspect,
they are not the whole defect, not even the root of

the matter. The sum of the world's imperfections
is not made up only of thesetwo deficiencies; there
is more

than

the fall,

if

fall

there

was, of our

spiritual or material being from good and from
happiness or our nature's failure to overcome evil
and suffering. Besidesthe deficiency of the ethical
and

hedonistic

satisfactions

demanded

by

our

being, the paucity of Good and Delight in our
world-experience, there is also the deficiency of
other divine degrees: for Knowledge, Truth,
Beauty, Power, Unity are, they too, the stuff and
elements of a divine life, and these are given to us
in a scanty and grudging measure; yet all are, in
their absolute, powers of the Divine Nature.
It is not possible then to limit the description
of our and the world's undivine imperfection solely
to moral evil or sensationalsuffering; there is more
in the world-enigma than their double problem,for they are only two strong results of a common.
10'
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It is the general principle of imperfecwe

have

to

admit

and

consider.

If

we

look closely at this general imperfection, we shall
.see that it consists first in a limitation

in us of the

divine elements which robs them of their divinity,
then in a various, many-branching distortion, a
perversion, a contrary turn, a falsifying departure
from some ideal Truth of being. To our minds
which do not possessthat Truth but can conceive
it, this departure presents itself either as a state
from which we have lapsed spiritually or as a
possibility or promise which we cannot fulfil, cannot
realise because it exists only as an ideal.

There has

been either a lapseof the inner spirit from a greater
consciousnessand knowledge, delight, love and
beauty, power and capacity, harmony and good, or
else there is a failure of our struggling nature, an
impotence to achieve what we instinctively see to
be divine and desirable. If we penetrate to the
cause of the fall or the failure,

we shall find that all

proceedsfrom the one primal fact that our being,
consciousness,
force, experience of things represent
-not

in

their

very self, but

in

their

surface

pragmatic nature-a principle or an effective
phenomenon of division or rupture in the unity of
the Divine

Existence.

This

division

becomes

in its

inevitable practical effect a limitation of the divine
consciousnessand knowledge, the divine delight
and beauty, the divine power and capacity, the
divine harmony and good: there is a limitation of
completeness and wholeness, a blindness in our
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vision of these things, a lamenessin our following
of them, in our experienceof them a fragmentation,
a diminution of power and intensity, a lowering
"of quality,-the mark of a descent from spiritual
heights or else of a consciousnessemerging from
the

insensible

science;

the

neutral

monotone

intensities

which

of

are

the

Incon-

normal

and

natural on higher ranges are in us lost or toned
down so as to harmonise with the blacks and greys
of our material existence. There arises too by a
.secondaryulterior effect a perversion of thesehighest
things; in our limited mentality unconsciousness
.and wrong consciousness intervene, ignorance
coversour whole nature and-by the misapplication
"or misdirection of an imperfect will and knowledge,
by automatic reactions of our diminished conscious-

ness-forceand the inept poverty of our substancecontradictions

of the divine

elements

are formed,

incapacity, inertia, falsehood,error, pain and grief,
wrong-doing, discord, evil. There is too, always,
somewhere

hidden

in

our

selves, nursed

in

our

recesses,even when not overtly felt in the conscious

nature, even when rejected by the parts of us which
thesethings torture, an attachment to this experience
of division, a clinging to the divided way of being
which prevents the excision of these unhappinesses
or their rejection and removal. For since the
principle of Consciousness-Force
and Ananda is at
the root of all manifestation, nothing can endure
if it has not a will

in our nature,

a sanction

of

the Purusha, a sustained pleasure in some part of
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the being, even though it be a secret or a perverse
pleasure, to keep it in continuance.
When we say that all is a divine manifestation,.
even that which we call undivine,

we mean that in

its essentialityall is divine even if the form baffles.
or repels us. Or, to put it in a formula to which
it is easier for our psychologicalsenseof things to<
give its assent,in all things there is a presence, a
primal Reality,-the Self, the Divine, Brahman,which is for ever pure, perfect, blissful, infinite:
its infinity is not affected by the limitations of
relative things; its purity is not stained by our sin
and evil; its bliss is not touched by our pain and'
suffering; its perfection is not impaired by our
defects of consciousness,knowledge, will, unity.
In certain images of the Upanishads the divine
Purusha

is described

as the

one

Fire

which

has.

entered into all forms and shapesitself according
to the form,

as the one Sun which

illumines

all

impartially and is not affectedby the faults of our
seeing. But this affirmation is not enough; it.
leavesthe problem unsolved,why that which is in1
itself ever pure, perfect, blissful, infinite, should
not

only

tolerate but

seem to

maintain

and1

encourage in its manifestation imperfection and1
limitation, impurity and suffering and falsehood
and evil: it states the duality that constitutes theproblem, but doesnot solve it.
If we simply leave thesetwo dissonant facts of

existencestandingin eachother'spresence,we aredriven

tq conclude

that there is no reconciliation]
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possible; all we can do is to cling as much as we
"can to a deepening senseof the joy of the pure and
"essentialPresence and do the best we may with
the discordantexternality, until we can impose in its
place the law of its divine contrary. Or elsewe have
to seek for an escaperather than a solution. For
we can say that the inner Presence alone is a Truth

and the discordant externality is a falsehood
or illusion created by a mysterious principle of
Ignorance; our problem is to find someway of escape
"out

of

the

falsehood

of

the

manifested

world

into

the truth of the hidden Reality. Or we may hold
with

the

Buddhist

that

there

is

no

need

of

"explanation, since there is this one practical fact
of the imperfection and impermanence of things
and no Self, Divine

or Brahman,

for that too is an

illusion of our consciousness:the one thing that is
necessaryfor liberation is to get rid of the persistent
structure of ideas and persistent energy of action
which maintain a continuity in the flux of the
impermanence. On this road of escapewe achieve
."self-extinctionin Nirvana; the problem of things
/gets itself extinguished by our own self-extinction.
This is a way out, but it does not look like the
true and only way, nor are the other solutions
altogether satisfactory. It is a fact that by
"excluding the discordant manifestation from our
inner consciousnessas a superficial externality, by
insisting only on the pure and perfect Presence,
we can achieve individually a deep and blissful
-senseof this silent Divinity, can enter into the
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sanctuary,can live in the light and the rapture.
An exclusive

inner

concentration

on the Real,

the

Eternal is possible,evena self-immersion
by which
we can lose or put away the dissonances
of the
universe. But there is too somewheredeep down in
us the need of a total consciousness, there is in Nature

a secret universal seekingfor the whole Divine, an
impulsion towards some entire awareness and
delight and power of existence; this need of a
whole being, a total knowledge, this integral will
in us is not fully

satisfied by these solutions.

So

long as the world is not divinely explained to us,
the Divine remains imperfectly known; for the
world too is That and, so long as it is not present
to our consciousnessand possessed
by our powers
of consciousnessin the senseof the divine being,.
we are not in possessionof the whole Divinity.
It is possible to escape from the problem
otherwise; for, admitting always the essential
Presence,we can endeavourto justify the divinity
of the manifestation by correcting the human view
of perfection or putting it aside as a too limited
mental standard. We may say that not only is the
Spirit in things absolutely perfect and divine, but
each thing also is relatively perfect and divine in

itself, in its expression
of what it has to expressof
the possibilitiesof existence,in its assumptionof
its proper place in the complete manifestation.
Each thing is divine in itself becauseeach is a fact
and idea of the divine being, knowledge and will
fulfilling itself infallibly in accordancewith the
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law of that particular manifestation. Each being
is possessedof the knowledge, the force, the
measureand kind of delight of existence precisely
proper

to its own

nature;

each works in

the

gradations of experience decreed by a secret

inherent will, a native law, an intrinsic power of
the self, an occult significance. It is thus perfect
in the relation of its phenomena to the law of its
being; for all are in harmony with that, spring out.
of it, adapt themselvesto its purpose according ta
the infallibility of the divine Will and Knowledge
at work within the creature. It is perfect and
divine also in relation to the whole, in its proper
place in the whole; to that totality it is necessary
and in it it fulfils a part by which the perfection
actual and progressive of the universal harmony,.
the adaptation of all in it to its whole purpose and
its whole senseis helped and completed. If to usthings appear undivine, if we hasten to condemn
this or that phenomenon as inconsistent with the
nature of a divine

being, it

is because we are

ignorant of the senseand purpose of the Divine in
the world in its entirety. Because we see only
parts and fragments, we judge of each by itself as
if it were the whole, judge also the external
phenomena without knowing their secret sense;
but by doing so we vitiate our valuation of things,.
put on it the stamp of an initial and fundamental
error.

Perfection cannot reside in the thing in its

separateness,for that separatenessis an illusion;
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perfection is the perfectionof the total divine
.harmony.

All this may be true up to a certain point and
so far as it goes; but this also is a solution

incompleteby itself and it cannotgive us an entire
satisfaction.
It takes insufficient account of the
human consciousness and the human view from

which we have to start; it does not give us the
vision of the harmony it alleges,and so it cannot
meet our demand or convince, but only contradicts

by a cold intellectual conceptionour acute human
senseof the reality of evil and imperfection; it gives
too no lead to the psychicelementin our nature, the
soul'saspiration towardslight and truth and towards
a spiritual conquest,a victory over imperfection and
evil. By itself, this view of things amounts to
little more than the facile dogma which tells us
that all that is is right, because all is perfectly
"decreed by the divine Wisdom. It supplies us
with nothing better than a complacent intellectual
and philosophic optimism: no light is turned on
the disconcertingfacts of pain, suffering and discord
to

which

our

human

consciousness

bears

constant

and troubling witness; at most there is a suggestion
that in the divine reason of things there is a key
to these things to which we have no access. This
is not a sufficient

answer to our discontent

aspiration which,

however ignorant

reactions, however mixed

their

mental

and our

in

their

motives,

must correspond to a divine reality deeper down

in our being. A Divine Whole that is perfect by
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reason of the imperfection of its parts, runs the
risk of itself being only perfect in imperfection,
because it fulfils entirely some stage in an
unaccomplished purpose; it is then a present but
not an ultimate Totality. To it we could apply
the Greek saying, Theos ouk estin alia gignetai,
the Divine is not yet in being, but is becoming.
The

true

Divine

would

then

be

secret

within

us

and perhaps supreme above us; to find the Divine
within

us and above us would

be the real solution,

to become perfect as That is perfect, to attain
liberation by likeness to it or by attaining to the
law of its nature, sadrsya,sadharmya.
If

the

human

consciousness

were

bound

to

the senseof imperfection and the acceptanceof it
as the law of our life and the very character of
our existence,-a reasoned acceptance that could
answer

in

our

human

nature

to

the

blind

animal

acceptanceof the animal nature,-then we might
say that what we are marks the limit of the divine
"self-expression
in us; we might believe too that our
imperfections and sufferings worked for the general
harmony and perfection of things and console
ourselves with this philosophic balm offered for
our wounds, satisfied to move among the pitfalls
of life with as much rational prudence or as much
philosophic sagacity and resignation as our incomplete mental wisdom and our impatient vital parts
permitted. Or else, taking refuge in the more
consoling fervours of religion, we might submit to
all as the will of God in the hope or the faith of
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recompensein a Paradise beyond where we shall
enter into a happier existenceand put on a more
pure and perfect nature. But there is an essential

factor in our humanconsciousness
and its workings
which, no less than the reason, distinguishes it
entirely from the animal; there is not only a
mental part in us which recognisesthe imperfection, there is a psychic part which rejects it. Our
soul's dissatisfaction with imperfection as a law
of life upon earth, its aspiration towards the
elimination of all imperfections from our naturer
not only in a heaven beyond where it would be
automatically impossible to be imperfect, but here
and now in a life where perfection has to be
conquered by evolution and struggle, are as much
a law of our being as that against which they
revolt; they too are divine,-a divine dissatisfaction,.
a divine aspiration. In them is the inherent light.
of a power within which maintains them in us so^
that the Divine may not only be there as a hidden
Reality in our spiritual secreciesbut unfold itself
in

the evolution

of Nature.

In this light we can admit that all works
perfectly towards a divine end by a divine wisdom
and therefore each thing is in that senseperfectly
fitted in its place; but we say that that is not the
whole of the divine purpose. For what is is only
justifiable, finds its perfect sense and satisfaction
by what can and will

be.

There is, no doubt,

a

key in the divine reason that would justify things
as they are by revealing their right significance
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and true secret as other, subtler, deeper than their
outward meaning and phenomenal appearance
which is all that can normally be caught by our
present intelligence: but we cannot be content
with that belief, tp searchfor and find the spiritual
key of things is the law of our being. The sign
of the finding is not a philosophic intellectual
recognition and a resigned or sage acceptance of
things as they are becauseof some divine senseand
purpose in them which is beyond us; the real sign
is an elevation towards the spiritual knowledge
and power which will transform the law and
phenomena and external forms of our life nearer
to a true image of that divine senseand purpose.
It is right and reasonableto endure with equanimity
suffering and subjection to defect as the immediate
will of God, a present law of imperfection laid on
our members, but on condition that we recognise
it

also

as the

will

of

God

in

us

to transcend

evil

and suffering, to transform imperfection into
perfection, to rise into a higher law of Divine
Nature.

In

our

human

consciousness

there

is the

image of an ideal truth of being, a divine nature,
an incipient godhead: in relation to that higher
truth our present state of imperfection can be
relatively
conditions

described as an undivine
of

the

world

from

which

life
we

and the
start

as

undivine conditions; the imperfections are the
indication given to us that they are there as first
disguises, not as the intended expression of the
divine being and the divine nature. It is a Power
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ivithin us, the concealed Divinity, that has lit

the

flameof aspiration,picturesthe imageof the ideal,
keepsalive our discontentand pushesus to throw
off the disguise and to reveal or, in the Vedic

phrase,to form and disclosethe Godheadin the
manifest spirit, mind,

life and body

of

this

terrestrialcreature. Our presentnature can only
be transitional, our imperfect status a starting-point
and opportunity for the achievement of another
.higher, wider and greater that shall be divine and
perfect not only by the secret spirit within it but
in its manifest and most outward

form

of existence.

But theseconclusions.areonly first reasonings
or primary intuitions founded on our inner selfexperience and the apparent facts of universal
existence.

They

cannot

be entirely

validated

unless we know the real cause of ignorance,
imperfection and suffering and their place in the
cosmic purpose or cosmic order. There are three
propositions about God and the world,-if
we
admit the Divine Existence,-to which the general
reason and consciousness of mankind

bear witness;

but, one of the three-which is yet necessitated by
the character

of the world

we live

in,-does

not

harmonise with the two others, and by this
disharmony the human mind is thrown into great
perplexities of contradiction and driven to doubt
and

denial.

For,

first,

we

find

affirmed

an

omnipresent Divinity and Reality pure, perfect
and blissful, without whom, apart from whom
nothing could exist, since all exists only by him
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and in his being. All thinking on the subject that
is not atheistic or materialistic or else primitive
and anthropomorphic, has to start from this
admission or to arrive at this fundamental concept.
It is true that certain religions seem to supposean
extracosmic Deity who has created a world outside

and apart from his own existence; but when they
come to construct a theology or spiritual
philosophy, these too admit omnipresence or
immanence,-for this omnipresence imposes itself,
is a necessityof spiritual thinking. If there is such
a Divinity, Self or Reality, it must be everywhere,
one and indivisible, nothing can possibly exist
apart from its existence; nothing can be born from
another than That; there can be nothing unsupported by That, independent of It, unfilled by the
breath and power of Its being. It has been held
indeed that the ignorance, the imperfection, the
suffering of this world are not supported by the
Divine Existence; but we have then to supposetwo
Gods, an Ormuzd of the good and an Ahriman
of the evil or, perhaps, a perfect supracosmicand
immanent Being and an imperfect cosmic
Demiurge or separateundivine Nature. This is a
possible conception but improbable to our highest
intelligence,-it can only be at most a subordinate
aspect, not the original truth or the whole truth
of things; nor can we suppose that the one Self
and Spirit in all and the one Power creator of all
are different, contrary in the characterof their being,.
separate in their will and purpose. Our reason
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consciousnessfeels, and their

witness is confirmed by spiritual experience, that
the one pure and absolute Existence exists in all
things and beings even as all things and beings
exist in It and by It, and nothing can be or happen
without this indwelling and all-supporting Presence.
A

second

affirmation

which

our

mind

naturally accepts as the consequenceof the first
postulate, is that by the supremeconsciousnessand
the supreme power of this omnipresent Divinity in
its perfect universal knowledge and divine wisdom
all things are ordered and governed in their
fundamental relations and their process. But on
the other hand, the actual process of things,
the

actual

relations

which

we

see

are,

as

presented to our human consciousness,relations
of imperfection, of limitation; there appears
a disharmony, even a perversion, something that
is the contrary of our conception of the Divine
Existence, a very apparent denial or at least a
disfigurement or disguise of the Divine Presence.
There

arises then

a third

affirmation

of the

Divine

Reality and the world reality as different in
essence or in order, so different that we have to draw

away from one to reach the other; if we would find

the Divine Inhabitant, we must reject the world
he inhabits, governs, has created or manifested in
his own existence. The first of these three propositions is inevitable; the second also must stand if

the omnipresent Divine has anything at all to do
with

the world

he inhabits
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tion, building, maintenance and government: but
the third

seems also self-evident and yet it

is

incompatible with its precedents, and this dissonanceconfronts us with a problem which appears
to be incapable of satisfactorysolution.
It is not difficult by some construction of the
philosophic reason or of theological reasoning to
circumvent the difficulty. It is possible to erect a
faineant Deity, like the gods of Epicurus, blissful
in himself, observing but indifferent to a world
"conductedor misconducted by a mechanical law of
Nature. It is open to us to posit a Witness Self, a
silent Soul in things, a Purusha who allows Nature
to do what

she will

and

is content

to reflect

all her

"order and all her disorders in his passive and
.stainlessconsciousness,-or a supremeSelf absolute,
inactive,
the works

free from

all

of the cosmic

relations,
Illusion

unconcerned
or Creation

with
which

has mysteriously or paradoxically originated from
It or over against It to tempt and afflict a world of
temporal creatures. But all these solutions do no
more than reflect the apparent dissonanceof our

twofold experience; they do not attempt :f|j£_
reconcile, neither do they solve or explain it, but
only reaffirm it by an open or covert dualism and
.an essential division of the Indivisible. Practically,
there is affirmed

a dual Godhead,

Self or Soul and

Nature: but Nature, the Power in things, cannot be
anything else than a power of the Self, the Soul, the
essential Being of things; her works cannot be
.altogether independent of Soul or Self, cannot be
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her own contrary result and working unaffected by
its consent

or refusal

or a violence

of mechanical

Forceimposedon an inertia of mechanicalPassivity.
It is possibleagain to posit an observinginactive
Self and an active creating Godhead;but this device
cannot serveus, for in the end thesetwo must really
be one in a dual aspect;-the Godhead the active
aspect of the observing Self, the Self a witness of
its own Godhead in action. A discord, a gulf
between the Self in knowledge and the same Self in

its works needs explanation, but it presents itself
as unexplained and inexplicable. Or, again, we
can posit a double consciousnessof Brahman the
Reality, one static and one dynamic, one essential

and spiritual in which it is Self perfect and absolute,
another formative, pragmatic, in which it becomes
not-self and with which its absolutenessand perfection have no concern of participation; for it is only
a temporal formation in the timeless Reality. But
to us who even if only half existent, half conscious,

yet inhabit the Absolute's half-dream of living and
are compelled by Nature to have in it a terrible
and insistent

concern and to deal with

it as real,

this wears the appearanceof an obvious mystification; for this temporal consciousnessand its
formations

are also

in

the end

a Power

of the

one

Self, depend upon it, can exist only by it; what
exists by the power of the Reality cannot be
unrelated

to It or That

unrelated

to the world

of

its own Power'smaking. If the world exists by the
supreme Spirit, so also its ordering and relations
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must exist by the power of the Spirit; its law must
be according to somelaw of the spiritual consciousnessand existence. The Self, the Reality must be
aware

of

and

aware

in

the

world-consciousness

which exists in its being; a power of the Self, the
Reality must be constantly determining or at least
sanctioning its phenomena and operations: for
there can be no independent power, no Nature not
derived from the original and eternal Self-Existence.
If it does no more, it must still be originating or
determining the universe through the mere fact of
its consciousomnipresence. It is, no doubt, a truth
of spiritual experiencethat there is a status of peace
and

silence

activity,
Witness

in

the

Infinite

behind

a Consciousness that
of the creation;

but

is the

the

cosmic

immobile

this is not the whole

of spiritual experience,and we cannot hope to find
in one side only of knowledge a fundamental and
total explanation of the Universe.
Once we admit a divine government of the
universe, we must conclude that the power to*
govern is complete and absolute; for otherwise we
are obliged to suppose that a being and consciousnessinfinite and absolute has a knowledge and will.
limited in their control of things or hampered in
their power of working. It is not impossible to>
concede that the supreme and immanent Divinity
may leavea certain freedom of working to somethingthat has come into being in his perfection but is
itself imperfect and the causeof imperfection, to an
ignorant or inconscient.Nature, to the action of the
TJ
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even to a conscious

Power or

Forceso£darknessand evil that take their stand upon
the reign of a basic Inconscience. But none o£these
things are independent of Its own existence, nature
and consciousnessand none of them can act except
in Its presence and by Its sanction or allowance.
Man's

freedom

is relative

and

he

cannot

be

held

solely responsible for the imperfection of his nature.
Ignorance and inconscience of Nature have arisen,
not independently, but in the one Being; the
imperfection of her workings cannot be entirely
foreign to some will of the Immanence. It may be
conceded

that

forces

set

in

motion

are

allowed

to

work themselves out according to the law of their
movement;

but what divine

Omniscience

and Omni-

potence has allowed to arise and act in Its
omnipresence, Its all-existence, we must consider
It to have originated and decreed, since without the
.fiat of the Being they could not have been, could
not

remain

concerned

in

with

existence.

If

the world

the

Divine

is

he has manifested,

at

all

there

is no other Lord than He and from that necessity

of His original and universal being there can
-eventually be.no escapeor departure. It is on the
foundation of this self-evident consequence of our
first premiss, without any evasion of its implications,
that we have to consider the problem of imperfection, suffering and evil.
And

first

we must

realise

that

the

existence

of

ignorance, error, limitation, suffering, division and
"discord in the world need not by itself, as we too
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hastily imagine, be a denial or a disproof of the
divine being, consciousness,
power, knowledge, will,
delight in the universe. They can be that if we
have to take them by themselves separately, but
need not be so taken if we get a clear vision of their
place and significance in a complete view of the
universal workings. A part broken off from the
whole may be imperfect, ugly, incomprehensible;
but

when

we see it in

the whole,

it recovers

its

place in the harmony, it has a meaning and a use.
The Divine Reality is infinite in its being; in this
infinite being, we find limited being everywhere,"that is the apparent fact from which our existence
here

seems

to start

and

to

which

our

own

narrow

"ego and its ego-centric activities bear constant
witness. But, in reality, when we come to an

integral self-knowledge, we find that we are not
limited, for we also are infinite. Our ego is only
a face of the universal being and has no separate
'existence; our apparent separative individuality is
"only a surface movement and behind it our real
individuality stretches out to unity with all things

andupwardto oneness
with thetranscendent
DiviqJ
Infinity. Thus our ego, which seems to be a
limitation of existence,is really a power of infinity;
the boundless multiplicity of beings in the world
is a result and signal evidence, not of limitation
"or finiteness,

but

of

that

illimitable

Infinity.

Apparent division can-never erect itself into a real
separateness;there is supporting and overriding it
an indivisible unity which division itself cannot
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divide. This fundamental world-fact of ego and
apparent division and their separative workings in
the world existence is no denial of the Divine

Nature

of unity and indivisible being; they are the surface
results of an infinite multiplicity which is a power
of the infinite
There

Oneness.

is then

no real

division

or limitation

of

being, no fundamental contradiction of the omnipresent Reality;

but there does seem to be a real.

limitation of consciousness:there is an ignoranceof self, a veiling of the inner Divinity, and all
imperfection is its consequence. For we identify
ourselves mentally, vitally, physically with this.
superficial ego-consciousnesswhich is our first
insistent self-experience; this does impose on us,.
not a fundamentally real, but a practical division
with all the untoward consequencesof that separateness from the Reality. But here again we have to
discover that from the point of view of God's.
workings, whatever be our reactions or our experience on the surface, this fact of ignorance is itself
an operation of knowledge and not a true ignorance.

Its phenomenon of ignorance is a superficial
movement;

for

behind

it

is an indivisible

all-

consciousness: the ignorance is a frontal power of
that all-consciousness

field, within

which

limits

itself in a certain

certain boundaries to a particular

operation of knowledge, a particular mode of
consciousworking, and keepsback all the rest of
its knowledgein waiting as a force behind it. All
that is thus hidden is an occult store of light and.
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power for the All-Consciousnessto draw upon for
the evolution of our being in Nature; there is a
secret working which fills up all the deficiencies of
the frontal Ignorance, acts through its apparent
stumblings, prevents them from leading to another
final result than that which the All-Knowledge has
"decreed,helps the soul in the Ignorance to draw
from its experience, even from the natural personality's sufferings and errors, what is necessaryfor
its evolution and to leave behind what is no longer
utilisable. This frontal power of Ignorance is a
power of concentration in a limited working, much
like that power in our human mentality by which
we absorb ourselves in a particular object and in
a particular

work and seem to use only so much

knowledge, only such ideas as are necessaryfor it,
-the

rest, which

are alien to it or would

interfere

with it, are put back for the moment: yet, in
reality, all the time it is the indivisible consciousness
which

we are that has done the work

to be done,

"seenthe thing that has to be seen,-that and not any
fragment of consciousness
or any exclusive ignorance
in

us is the silent

knower

and worker:

so is it

too

.with this frontal power of concentration of the AllConsciousness

within

In

valuation

our

us.
of

the

movements

of

our

consciousnessthis ability of concentration is rightly
held to be one of the greatestpowers of the human
mentality. But equally the power of putting forth
what seemsto be an exclusive working of limited
knowledge, that which presents itself to us as
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ignorance, must be considered one of the greatest
powers of the divine Consciousness. It is only a
supreme self-possessingKnowledge which can thus
be powerful to limit itself in the act and yet work
out perfectly all its intentions through that apparent
ignorance. In the universe we see this supreme
self-possessing
Knowledge work through a multitude
of ignorances, each striving to act according to itsown blindness, yet through them all it constructs.
and executes

its

universal

harmonies.

More,

the

miracle of its omniscience appears most strikingly
of all

in what

seems

to us the

action

of an

Incon-

scient, when through the complete or the partial
nescience-more thick than our ignorance-of the
electron, atom, cell, plant, insect, the lowest forms of
animal life, it arranges perfectly its order of things.
and guides the instinctive impulse or the inconscient
impetus to an end possessedby the All-Knowledge
but held behind a veil, not known by the
instrumental form of existence, yet perfectly
operative within the instinct or the impetus. We
may say then that this action of the ignorance or
nescienceis no real ignorance, but a power, a sign,
a proof of an omniscient self-knowledge and allknowledge. If we need any personal and inner
witness

to

this

indivisible

all-consciousness

behind

the ignorance,-all Nature is its external proof,we can get it with any completenessonly in our
deeper inner being or larger and higher spiritual
state when

we draw

back

behind

the veil

of our

own

surface ignorance and come into contact with the
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it.

Then

we

see

clearly enough that what we have done by ourselvesin our ignorance was yet overseenand guided in
its result by the invisible Omniscience; we discover
a greater working behind our ignorant working
and begin to glimpse its purpose in us: then
only can we seeand know what now we worship in
faith, recognise wholly the pure and universal
Presence,meet the Lord of all being and all Nature.
As with the cause,-the Ignorance,-so is it with
the consequencesof the Ignorance. All this that
seemsto us incapacity, weakness,impotence, limitation of power, our will's hampered struggle and
fettered labour, takes from the point of view of the
Divine in his self-workings the aspect of a just
limitation of an omniscient power by the free will
of that Power itself so that the surface energy shall
be in exact correspondencewith the work that it
has to do, with its attempt, its allotted successor
its destined because necessary failure, with the
balance of the sum of forces in which it is a part
and with the larger result of which its own results
are an indivisible portion. Behind this limitation
of power is the All-Power and in the limitation that
All-Power is at work; but it is through the sum of
many limited workings that the indivisible Omnipotence executes infallibly and sovereignly its
purposes. This power to limit its force and to work
through that self-limitation, by what we call labour,
struggle, difficulty, by what seemsto us a series of
failures or half-baulked successes
and through them
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intention,

is not

therefore

a

.sign, proof or reality of weakness,but a sign, proof,
reality-the greatest possible-of an absolute omnipotence.

As to suffering, which is so great a stumblingblock to our understanding of the universe, it is
evidently a consequence of the limitation of
consciousness,the restriction of force which prevents
us from mastering or assimilating the touch of what
is to us other-force: the result of this incapacity
and disharmony is that the delight of the touch
cannot

be

seized

and

it

affects

our

sense

with

a

reaction of discomfort or pain, a defect or excess,
a discord resultant in inner or outer injury, born
of division between our power of being and the
power of being that meets us. Behind in our self
and spirit is the All-Delight of the universal being
which takes its account of the contact, a delight
first in the enduring and then in the conquest of
the suffering and finally in its transmutation that
shall come hereafter; for pain and suffering are a
perverseand contrary term of the delight of existence
and they can turn into their opposite, even into the
original All-Delight, Ananda. This All-Delight is
not present in the universal alone, but it is here
secret in ourselves, as we discover when we go back
from

our

outward

consciousness

into

the Self within

us; the psychic being in us takes its account even
of its most perverse or contrary as well as its more
benign experiences and grows by the rejection of
them or acceptance; it extracts a divine meaning
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and use from our most poignant sufferings,difficulties, misfortunes. Nothing but this All-Delight
could dare or bear to impose such experiences on
itself or on us; nothing else could turn them thus
to its own utility and our spiritual profit. So too
nothing but an inalienable harmony of being
inherent in an inalienable unity of being would
throw out so many harshest apparent discords and

yet forcethem to its purposesothat in the end they
are unable to do anything else but to serve and
secure, and even themselves change into elements
that constitute, a growing universal rhythm and
ultimate harmony. At every turn it is the divine
Reality which we can discover behind that which

we are yet compelled by the nature of the superficial
consciousness

in

which

we

dwell

to

call

undivine

and in a senseare right in using that appellation;
for these appearancesare a veil over the Divine
Perfection, a veil necessaryfor the present, but not
at all the true and complete figure.
But even when we thus regard the universe,
we cannot and ought not to dismiss as entirely and
radically false and unreal the values that are given
to it by our own limited

human consciousness. For

grief, pain, suffering, error, falsehood, ignorance,
weakness,wickedness,incapacity, non-doing of what
should be done and wrong-doing, deviation of will
and denial of will, egoism, limitation, division from
other beings with whom we should be one, all that
makes up the effective figure of what we call evil,
are facts of the world-consciousness,
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unrealities, although they are facts whose complete
senseor true value is not that which we assign tothem in our ignorance. Still our senseof them ispart of a true sense,our valuesof them are necessary
to their complete values. One side of the truth
of these things we discover when we get into a
deeper and larger consciousness;
for we find them
that there is a cosmicand individual utility in what
presentsitself to us as adverseand evil. For without
experienceof pain we would not get all the infinite
value of the divine delight of which pain is in
travail; all ignoranceis a penumbra which environs
an orb of knowledge, every error is significant of
the possibility and the effort of a discovery of truth;
every weaknessand failure is a first sounding of
gulfs of power and potentiality; all division is
intended to enrich by an experience of various
sweetnessof unification the joy of realised unity.
All this imperfection is to us evil, but all evil is in
travail of the eternal good; for all is an imperfection
which

is

the

first

condition-in

the

law

of

life

evolving out of Inconscience-of a greater perfection
in the manifesting of the hidden divinity. But at
the sametime our present feeling of this evil and
imperfection, the revolt of our consciousness
against
them is also a necessary valuation;

for if we have

first to face and endure them, the ultimate

command

on us is to reject, to overcome,to transform the life
and

the

nature.

It

is

insistence is not allowed

for

that

end

that

their

to slacken; the soul must

learn the results of the Ignorance, must begin to
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feel their reactionsas a spur to its endeavourof
mastery and conquest and finally to a greater
endeavour

of transformation

and transcendence.

It

is possible,when we live inwardly in the depths,
to arrive at a state of vast inner equality and peace
which is untouched by the reactions of the outer
nature, and that is a great but incomplete liberation,-for
the outer nature too has a right to
deliverance. But even if our personal deli-

verance is complete, still there is the suffering
of others, the world travail, which the great of soul
cannot regard with indifference. There is a unity
with all beings which something within us feels
and
the
deliverance
of others
intimate
to its own deliverance.

This

must

be

felt

as

then is the law of the manifestation,

the

reason of the imperfection here. True, it is a law
of manifestation only and, even, a law special to
this movement in which we live, and we may say
that

it need

not

have

been-if

ment of manifestation

no

move-

or not this movement;

there

were

but,

the manifestation and the movement being given,
the law is necessary. It is not enough simply to say
that

the

law

and

all

its

circumstances

are

an

unreality created by the mental consciousness, nonexistent

in

God,

and

to be indifferent

to

these

dualities or to get out of the manifestation into God's
pure being is the only wisdom. It is true they are
creations of mind Consciousness,but Mind is only
secondarilyresponsible; in a deeper reality they are,
as we have seen already, creations of the Divine
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Consciousnessprojecting mind away from its allknowledge so as to realise theseopposite or contrary
values of its all-power, all-knowledge, all-delight,
all-being and unity. Obviously, this action and these
fruits of the Divine Consciousnesscan be called by

us unreal in the senseof not being the eternal and
fundamental truth of being or can be taxed with
falsehoodbecausethey contradict what is originally
and eventually the truth of being; but, all the same,
they have their persistent reality and importance in
our present phaseof the manifestation, nor can they
be

a

mere

mistake

of

the

Divine

Consciousness

without any meaning in the divine wisdom, without
any purposeof the divine joy, power and knowledge
to justify their existence. Justification there must
be even if it reposesfor us upon a mystery which
may confront us, so long as we live in a surface
experience,as an insoluble riddle.
But if, accepting this side of Nature, we say
that all things are fixed in their statutory and
stationary law of being, and man too must be fixed
in his imperfections, his ignorance and sin and
weaknessand vilenessand suffering, our life loses
its true significance. Man's perpetual attempt to
arise out of the darkness and insufficiency of his
nature

can then have no issue in the world

itself,

in life itself; its one issue,if there is any, must be
by an escapeout of life, out of the world, out of
his human existenceand thereforeout of its eternally
unsatisfactorylaw of imperfect being, either into a
heaven of the gods or of God or into the pure
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inetEability of the Absolute. If so, man can never

really deliver out of the ignoranceand falsehoodthe
truth and knowledge,out of the evil and ugliness.
the good and beauty, out of the weaknessand
vilenessthe power and glory, out of the grief and
sufferingthe joy and delight which are containedin
the Spirit behind them and of which thesecontradictions are the first adverseand contrary conditions.
of emergence. All he can do is to cut the imperfections awayfrom him and overpasstoo their balancing
opposites,imperfect also,-leave with the ignorance
the human knowledge, with the evil the human
good, with the weaknessthe human strength and
power, with the strife and suffering the human love
and joy; for these are in our present nature
inseparably entwined together, look like conjoint
dualities, negative pole and positive pole of the
same unreality, and since they cannot be elevated

and transformed, they must be both abandoned:
humanity cannot be fulfilled in divinity; it must
cease,be left behind and rejected. Whether the result
will be an individual enjoyment of the absolute
divine

nature or of the Divine

Presence or a Nirvana

in the featurelessAbsolute, is a point on which
religions and philosophies differ: but in either case
human

existence

on

earth

must

be

taken

as.

condemned to eternal imperfection by the very

law of its being; it is perpetuallyand unchangeably
an undivine

manifestation

in the Divine

Existence.

The soul by taking on manhood,perhaps by the
very fact of birth itself, has fallen from the Divine,
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has committed an original sin or error which it must
be man's spiritual aim, as soonas he is enlightened,
thoroughly to cancel, unflinchingly to eliminate.
In that case, the only reasonable explanation
of such a paradoxical manifestation or creation is
that it is a cosmicgame, a Lila, a play, an amusement of the Divine Being. It may be He pretends
to be undivine, wears that appearance like the
mask or make-up of an actor for the sole pleasure of
.the pretence or the drama. Or else He has created
.the undivine, created ignorance, sin and suffering
just for the joy of a manifold creation. Or,
perhaps, as some religions curiously suppose, He
has done this so that there may be inferior creatures

who will praise and glorify Him for his eternal
goodness,wisdom, bliss and omnipotence and try
feebly to come an inch nearer to the goodness in

order to share the bliss, on pain of punishmentby some supposedeternal-if, as the vast majority
must by their very imperfection, they fail in their
"endeavour.

But

to the doctrine

of such

a Lila

so

crudely stated there is always possible the retort
that a God, himself all-blissful, who delights in the
.suffering of creaturesor imposessuch suffering on
them for the faults of his own imperfect creation,
would be no Divinity and against Him the moral
being and intelligence of humanity must revolt or
deny His existence. But if the human soul is a

portion of the Divinity, if it is a divine Spirit in
man that puts on this imperfection and in the form
"of humanity consentsto bear this suffering, or if
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the soul in humanity is meant to be drawn to the
Divine Spirit and is His associatein the play of
Imperfection here, in the delight of perfect being
"otherwhere,the Lila may still remain a paradox,
but it ceasesto be a cruel or revolting paradox; it

"canat mostbe regardedasa strangemysteryand to
the reasoninexplicable. To explain it there must
be two missingelements,a conscious
assentby the
:soul to this manifestation

Wisdom that

and a reason in the All-

makes the play significant and

intelligible.

The strangeness of the play diminishes, the
paradox loses its edge of sharpnessif we discover
that, although fixed grades exist each with its
appropriate order of nature, they are only firm steps
for a progressive ascent of the souls embodied in
forms of matter, a progressivedivine manifestation
which rises from the inconscient to the supercon:scient

or

all-conscient

status

with

the

human

consciousness as its decisive point of transition.
Imperfection becomes then a necessaryterm of the
manifestation:

for,

since all

the divine

nature

is

concealed but present in the Inconscient, it must
be gradually delivered out of it; this graduation
necessitatesa partial unfolding, and this partial
"characteror incompletenessof the unfolding necessitates imperfection. An evolutionary manifestation
demands a mid-stage with gradations above and
under it,-precisely such a stage as the mental

consciousness
of man, part knowledge,part ignorance, a middle power of being still leaning on the
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Inconscient but slowly rising towards the allconscious Divine Nature. A partial unfolding
implying imperfection and ignorance may take as
its inevitable companion, perhaps its basis for
certain movements, an apparent perversion of the
original truth of being. For the ignorance or
imperfection to endure there must be a seeming
contrary of all that characterises the divine nature,.

its unity, its all-consciousness,
its all-power, its allharmony, its all-good, its all-delight; there must
appear limitation, discord, unconsciousness, disharmony, incapacity, insensibility and suffering, evil..
For without that perversion imperfection could have
no strong standing-ground, could not so freely
manifest and maintain its nature as against the
presence of the underlying Divinity. A partial
knowledge is imperfect knowledge and imperfect
knowledge is to that extent ignorance, a contrary of
the

divine

nature:

but

in

its

outlook

on

what

is.

beyond its knowledge,this contrary negative becomes.
a contrary positive; it originates error, wrong
knowledge, wrong dealing with things, with life,.
with action; the wrong knowledge becomesa wrong
will in the nature, at first, it may be, wrong by
mistake, but afterwards wrong by choice, by attachment, by delight in the falsehood,-the simplecontrary turns into a complex perversion. Inconscienceand ignorance once admitted, these form a
natural result in a logical sequenceand have to be
admitted alsoas necessaryfactors. The only question
is the reason why this kind of progressivemanifesta176-
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tion was itself necessary;that is the sole point left
obscure to the intelligence.
A manifestation

of this kind,

self-creation

or

Lila, would not seemjustifiable if it were imposed
on the unwilling creature; but it will be evident
that the assentof the embodied spirit must be there
already, for Prakiti cannot act without the assent
of the Purusha. There must have been not only
the will

of the Divine

Purusha

to make the cosmic

creation possible, but the assentof the individual
Purusha

to

make

the

individual

manifestation

possible. But it may be said that the reason for
the Divine Will and delight in such a difficult and
tormented progressivemanifestation and the reason
for the soul's assent to it is still a mystery.

But it

is not altogether a mystery if we look at our own
nature and can suppose some kindred movement
of being in the beginning as its cosmic origin. On
the contrary, a play of self-concealingand selffinding is one of the most strenuous joys that
consciousbeing can give to itself, a play of extreme
attractiveness. There is no greater pleasurefor man
himself than a victory which is in its very principle
a conquest over difficulties, a victory in knowledge,.
a victory in power, a victory in creation over the
impossibilities of creation, a delight in the conquest.
over an anguishedtoil and a hard ordeal of suffering.
At the end of separation is the intense joy of union,
the joy of a meeting with a self from which we were
divided. There is an attraction in ignorance itself
becauseit provides us with the joy of discovery,the
12
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surprise o£ new and unforeseen creation, a great
.adventure of the soul; there is a joy of the journey
and the search and the finding, a joy of the battle
and the crown,

the labour and the reward

of labour.

If delight of existence be the secret of creation, this
too is one delight of existence; it can be regarded as
the reason or at least one reason of this apparently
paradoxical and contrary Lila. But, apart from this
choice of the individual Purusha, there is a deeper
truth inherent in the original Existence which finds
its expression in the plunge into Inconscience; its
result

is a new affirmation

of Sachchidananda

in its

.apparent opposite. If the Infinite's right of various
:self-manifestationis granted, this too as a possibility
of its manifestation is intelligible and has its
profound significance.

CHAPTER

MIND,

V

THE
COSMIC
DREAM
AND
Thou

who

unhappy

ILLUSION;
HALLUCINATION

hast

world,

come to this

turn

transient

and

to Me.
Gita*

This Self is a self of Knowledge, an inner
light in the heart; he is the conscious being
common to all the states of being and moves in
both

worlds.

He

becomes

a

dream-self

and

passes bej^ond this world and its forms of
death
There are two planes of this
conscious being, this and the other worlds;
a third state is their place of joining, the state
of dream, and when he stands in this place of
their joining, he sees both planes of his existence, this world and the other world. When he
sleeps, he takes the substance of this world in
which

all

is

and

himself

undoes

and

himself

builds by his own illumination, his own light;
when this conscious being sleeps, he becomes
luminous with his self-light. . . . There are no
roads nor chariots, nor joys nor pleasures, nor
tanks nor ponds nor rivers, but he creates
them by his own light, for he is the maker.
By sleep he casts off his body and unsleeping
sees those that sleep; he preserves by his lifebreath this lower nest and goes forth, immortal,
from his nest; immortal, he goes where he
wills, the golden Purusha, the solitary Swan.
They say, "the country of waking only is his,
for the things which he sees when awake, these
only he sees when asleep"; but there he is
his own self-light.
Brihadaranyaka
What

is seen and what

is not

seen, what

is

experienced and what is not experienced, what
is and what is not,-all it sees, it is all and sees.
Prasna Upanishad.'t
"*IX.
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ALL human thought, all mental man's experience
moves between a constant affirmation
there is for his mind

no truth

and negation;

of idea, no result of

experience that cannot be affirmed, none that cannot be negated. It has negated the existence of the
individual being, negated the existence of the
cosmos,negated the existence of any immanent or
underlying Reality, negated any Reality beyond the
individual and the cosmos;but it is also constantly
affirming thesethings-sometimes one of them solely
or any two or all of them together. It has to do>
so because our thinking

mind is in its very nature

an ignorant dealer in possibilities, not possessing
the truth behind any of them, but sounding and
testing eachin turn or many together if so perchance
it may get at some settled belief or knowledge about

them, some certitude; yet, living in a world of
relativities and possibilities, it can arrive at nofinal certainty, no absolute and abiding conviction.

Even the actual, the realised can present itself toour mentality as a "may be or may not be", sydd va
na sydd va, or as an "is" under the shadow of the"might not have been" and wearing the aspect of
that which will not be hereafter. Our life-being is.
also afflicted by the same incertitude;

it can rest in

no aim of living from which it can derive a sure or
final satisfaction or to which it can assign an
enduring

value.

Our nature starts from facts and

actualities which it takes for real; it is pushed
beyond them into a pursuit of uncertain possibilities.
and led eventually to question all that it took asreal..
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For it proceedsfrom a fundamental ignorance and
has no hold on assured truth; all the truths on which

it relies for a time are found to be partial, incomplete
and questionable.
At the outset man lives in his physical mind
which perceives the actual, the physical, the
objective and acceptsit as faectand this fact as selfevident truth beyond question; whatever is not
actual, not physical, not objective it regards as
unreal or unrealised, only to be acceptedas entirely
real when it has succeededin becoming actual,
becoming a physical fact, becoming objective: its
own being too it regards as an objective fact,
warranted to be real by its existence in a visible and

sensible body; all other subjective beings and things
it acceptson the same evidence in so far as they

can becomeobjectsof our externalconsciousness
or
acceptable to that part of the reason which builds
upon the data supplied by that consciousnessand
relies upon them as the one solid basisof knowledge.
PhysicalScienceis a vast extensionof this mentality:
it correctsthe errors of the senseand pushesbeyond
the first limitations of the sense-mindby discovering
meansof bringing facts and objects not seizableby
our corporeal organs into the field of objectivity;
but it has the same standard of reality, the objective,

the physical actuality; its test of the real is possibility
of verification by positive reason and objective
evidence.

But man also has a life-mind, a vital mentality
which

is an instrument

of desire:
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with the actual, it is a dealer in possibilities;it has
the passion for novelty arid is seekingalways to
extend the limits of experience for the satisfaction

of desire, for enjoyment, for an enlarged selfaftirniation and aggrandisement of its terrain of

power and profit. It desires, enjoys, possesses
actualities,but it hunts alsoafter unrealisedpossibilities, is ardent,to materialisethem, to possess
and
enjoy them also. It is not satisfiedwith the physical
and objective only, but seekstoo a subjective, an
imaginative, a purely emotive satisfaction and
pleasure. It there were not this factor, the physical
mind

of

man

left

to

itself

would

live

like

the

animal, accepting his first actual physical life and
its limits as his whole possibility, moving in material
Nature's established order and asking for nothing
beyond it. But this vital mind, this unquiet lifewill

conies

in

with

its

demands

and

disturbs

this

inert or routine satisfaction which lives penned
within

the bounds of actuality;

it enlarges always-

desire and craving, creates a dissatisfaction, an
unrest, a seeking for something more than what life
seemsable to give it: it brings about a vast enlargement of the field of physical actuality by the
actualization of our unrealised possibilities, but alsoa constant demand for more and always more, a

quest,for new worlds to conquer,an incessantdrive
twvarcls an exceeding of the bounds of circumstance
and a self-exceeding. To add to this causeof unrest
and incertitude there comesin a thinking mind that

enquires into everything, questionseverything,
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builds up affirmations and unbuilds them, erects
systemsof certitude but finally acceptsnone of them
as certain, affirms and questions the evidence of
the senses, follows

out the conclusions

of the reason

but undoesthem again to arrive at different or quite
opposite conclusions, and continues indefinitely

if

not ad infinitum this process. This is the history
of human thought and human endeavour,a constant
breaking of bounds only to move alwaysin the same
spirals enlarged perhaps but following the same or
constantly similar curves of direction.

The mind

of humanity, ever seeking, ever active, never arrives
at a firmly settled reality of life's aims and objects
or at a settled reality of its own certitudes and convictions, an established foundation

or firm formation

of its idea of existence.

At a certain point of this constant unrest and
travail even the physical mind losesits conviction of
objective certitude and enters into an agnosticism
which questions all its own standards of life and
knowledge, doubts whether all this is real or else
whether all, even if real, is not futile;

the vital mind,

baffled by life and frustrated or else dissatisfiedwith
all its satisfactions,overtaken by a deep disgust and
disappointment, finds that all is vanity and vexation
of spirit and is ready to reject life and existence as
an unreality, all that it hunted after as an illusion,
Maya; the thinking mind, unbuilding all its affirmations, discovers that all are mere mental constructions

and there is no reality in them or else that the only
reality is somethingbeyond this existence,something
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that has not been made or constructed, somethingAbsolute and Eternal,-all
that is relative, all that
is of time is a dream, a hallucination
of the mind
or a vast delirium,
an immense cosmic Illusion, a

"delusivefigure of apparent existence. The principle
"of negation prevails over the principle of affirmation

and

becomes

universal

and

absolute.

Thence

arise the great world-negating religions and philo.sophies;thence too a recoil of the life-motive from
itself and a seeking after a life elsewhere flawless
and

eternal

or

a will

to

annul

life

itself

in

an

immobile Reality or an original Non-Existence.

In

India the philosophy of world-negation has been
.given formulations of supreme power and value by
two of the greatest of her thinkers, Buddha and
.Shankara.

There

have been, intermediate

or later

in time, other philosophies of considerable importance, some of them widely accepted, formulated
with much acumen of thought by men of genius
and spiritual insight, which disputed with more or
less force

and

success

the

conclusions

of

these

two

.great metaphysical systems,but none has been put
forward with an equal force of presentation or drive
of personality or had a similar massiveeffect. The
spirit of thesetwo remarkable spiritual philosophies
-for Shankara in the historical process of India's
philosophical mind takes up, completesand replaces
Buddha,-has weighed with a tremendouspower on
her thought, religion and general mentality: everywhere broods its mighty shadow,everywhere is the
impress of the three great formulas, the chain of
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Karma, escapefrom the wheel of rebirth, Maya. It
is necessarytherefore to look afresh at the Idea or
Truth behind the negation of cosmic existence and
to consider, however briefly, what is the value of
its main formulations or suggestions,on what reality
they stand, how far they are imperative to the reason
or to experience. For the present it will be enough
to throw a regard on the principal ideas which are
grouped around the conception of the great cosmic
Illusion, Maya, and to set against them those that
are proper to our own line of thought and
vision; for both proceedfrom the conception of the
One Reality,
Illusionism,

but

one line

the other

leads to a universal

to a universal

Realism,-an

unreal or real-unreal universe reposing on a transcendent Reality or a rela universe reposing on a
Reality

at once universal

and

transcendent

or

.absolute.

In itself and by itself the vital being's aversion,
the

life-mind's

recoil

from

life

cannot

be

taken

as

valid or conclusive. Its strongest motive is a sense
of disappointment and an acceptanceof frustration
which has no greater claim to conclusivenessthan
the idealist's opposite motive of invariable hope and
his faith

and will

to realise.

Nevertheless

there

is a

certain validity in the mental support of this sense
of frustration, in the perception at which the
thinking mind arrives that there is an illusion
behind

all human

effort

and terrestrial

endeavour,

the illusion of his political and social gospels, the
illusion of his ethical efforts at perfection, the
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illusion of philanthropy and service, the illusion of
works,

the illusion

illusion

of

all

of fame, power, success, the

achievement.

Human

social

and

political endeavour turns always in a circle and
leads nowhere; man's life and nature remain always.
the same, always imperfect, and neither laws nor
institutions nor education nor philosophy nor
morality nor religious teachings have succeededin
producing the perfect man, still less a perfect
humanity,-straighten the tail of the dog as you
will, it has been said, it always resumes its natural
curve of crookedness. Altruism, philanthropy and
service, Christian love or Buddhist compassionhave
not made the world a whit happier, they only give
infinitesimal bits of momentary relief here and
there, throw drops on the fire of the world's
suffering. All aims are in the end transitory and
futile,
all

all achievements unsatisfying or evanescent;

works

are

so much

labour

of effort

and

success

and failure which consummate nothing definitive:
whatever changesare made in human life are of the
form only and these forms pursue each other in a
futile circle; for the essenceof life, its general
character

remains

the

same

for

ever.

This

view

of things may be exaggerated,but it has an undeniable force; it is supported by the experience of
man's centuries and it carries in itself a significance
which at one time or another conies upon the mind
with an overwhelming air of self-evidence. Not

only so, but if it is true that the fundamentallaws
and values of terrestrial

existence are fixed or that
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it must always turn in repeated cycles,-and thishasbeen for long a very prevalent notion,-then this
view of things in the end is hardly escapable. For

imperfection,ignorance,frustration and suffering
are a dominant factor of the existing world-order,.
the elements contrary to them, knowledge, happiness,success,perfection are constantly found to be
deceptive or inconclusive: the two oppositesare soinextricably mixed that, if this state of things is not
a motion towards a greater fulfilment, if this is the
permanent character of the world-order, then it is
hard

to avoid

the

conclusion

that

all

here

is either

the creation of an inconscient Energy, which would
account for the incapacity of an apparent consciousnessto arrive at anything, or intentionally a world
of ordeal and failure, the issue being not here but
elsewhere,

or

even

a

vast

and

aimless

cosmic

Illusion.

Among these alternative conclusions the second,.

as it is usually put before us, offers no ground for
the philosophic reason,since we have no satisfying
indication

of the

connection

between

the

here

and

the elsewherewhich are posited against each other
but not explained in the inevitability of their
relations, and there is no light cast on the necessity

or fundamental significance of the ordeal and
failure. It could only be intelligible,-except asthe mysteriouswill of an arbitrary Creator,-if there
wasa choiceby immortal spirits to try the adventure
of the Ignorance and a necessityfor them to learn
the nature of a world of Ignorance in order that.
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they might reject it. But such a creative motive,
necessarily incidental and quite temporary in its
incidence,

with

the earth as its casual field

of

experience,could hardly by itself account for the
immense and -enduring phenomenon of this com-

plex universe. It can becomean operativepart of
a satisfactory explanation if this world is the field
for the working out of a greater creative motive, if
it

is a manifestation

of a divine

Truth

or a divine

Possibility in which under certain conditions an
initiating Ignorance must intervene as a necessary
factor, and if the arrangement of this universe contains in it a compulsion of the Ignorance to move
towards Knowledge, of the imperfect manifestation
to grow into perfection, of the frustration to serve
-as steps towards a final victory, of the suffering to
prepare an emergence of the divine Delight of
Being. In that case the sense of disappointment,
frustration, illusion and the vanity of all things
would not be valid; for the aspects that seem to
justify it would be only the natural circumstances
of a difficult evolution: all the stressof struggle and
"effort, successand failure, joy and suffering, the
.mixture of ignorance and knowledge would be the
experience needed for the soul, mind, life and
physicalpart to grow into the full light of a spiritual
perfected being. It would reveal itself as the
process of an evolutionary manifestation; there
would be no need to bring in the fiat of an arbitrary
Omnipotence or a cosmic Illusion, a phantasy of
meaninglessMaya.
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But there is too a higher mental and spiritual
basis for the philosophy of world-negation and
here we are on more solid ground: for it can be
contended that the world is in its very nature an

illusion and no reasoning from the features and.
circumstancesof an Illusion could justify it or raise
it into a Reality,-there is only one Reality, the
transcendent, the supracosmic: no divine fulfilment, even if our life were to grow into the life of
gods, could nullify or cancel the original unreality
which

is its fundamental

character;

for that fulfil-

ment would be only the bright side of an Illusion.
Or even if not absolutely an illusion, it would be
a reality of an inferior

order and must come to an

end by the soul's recognition that the Brahman alone
is true, that there is nothing but the transcendent
and immutable

Absolute.

If this is the one Truth,

then all ground is cut away from under our feet;

the divine Manifestation, the victory of the soul in
Matter, its mastery over existence, the divine life in
Nature

would

itself

be a falsehood

or at least

some-

thing not altogether real imposed for a time on the
sole true Reality.

But here all turns on the mind's

conception or the mental being's experience of
Reality and how far that conception is valid or how
far that experience is imperative,-even if it is a
spiritual experience, how far it is absolutely conclusive, solely imperative.
The cosmic Illusion is sometimesenvisagedthough that is not the accepted position-as something that has the character of an unreal subjective
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experience; it is then-or may be-a figure of forms
and movementsthat arises in some eternal sleep of
things or in a dream-consciousness
and is temporarily
Imposed on a pure and featureless self-aware
Existence; it is a dream that takes place in the
Infinite. In the philosophies of the Mayavadinsfor there are several systems alike in their basis but

not altogether and at every point coincident with
"eachother,-the analogy of dream is given, but as
an analogy only, not as the intrinsic character of the
world-illusion. It is difficult for the positive physical
mind

to admit

the idea that

ourselves,

the world

and life, the sole thing to which our consciousness
bearspositive witness,are inexistent, a cheat imposed
-on us by that consciousness:certain analogies are
brought forward, the analogies especially of dream
.and hallucination, in order to show that it is possible
for the experiencesof the consciousnessto seem to
it real and yet prove to be without any basisor with"out a sufficient basis in reality; as a dream is real

to the dreamer so long as he sleeps but waking
shows it to be unreal, so our experience of world
seems to us positive and real but, when we stand
back from

the illusion,

we shall find that it had no

reality. But it may be as well to give the dream
analogy its full value and see whether our sense of

world-experience has in any way a similar basis.
For the idea of the world

as a dream,

whether

it

be a dream of the subjective mind or a dream of
the soul or a dream

in the Eternal,

is often enter-

tained and it powerfully enforces the illusionist
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tendency in human feeling and thinking.

If it has

no validity, we must definitely see that and the
reasonsof its inapplicability and set it aside well
out of the way; if it has somevalidity, we must see
what it is and how far it goes. If the world is an
illusion, but not a dream illusion,

that distinction

too must be put on a securebasis.
Dream

is felt

to be unreal,

first,

because it

"ceases
and hasno farther validity when we passfrom
one status of consciousness to another

which

is our

normal status. But this is not by itself a sufficient
reason: for it may well be that there are different
states of consciousness each with

its own realities;

if the consciousness
of one state of things fades back
.and its contents are lost or, even when caught in
memory, seem to be illusory as soon as we pass into
another state, that would be perfectly normal, but
it would not prove the reality of the state in which
we now are and the unreality of the other which
we

have

left

behind

us.

If

earth

circumstances

begin to seem unreal to a soul passing into a
different world or another plane of consciousness,
that would not prove their unreality; similarly, the
fact

that

world-existence

seems

unreal

to

us when

we pass into the spiritual silence or into some
Nirvana, does not of itself prove that the cosmos
was all the time an illusion.

The

world

is real to

the consciousnessdwelling in it, an unconditioned
existence
Nirvana;

is real to the consciousness absorbed in
that is all that is established.
But the

-secondreason for refusing credit to our sleep
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experienceis that a dreamis somethingevanescent
without antecedentsand without a sequel; ordinarily, too, it is without any sufficient coherenceor
any significance intelligible to our waking being.
If our dreamswore like our waking life an aspect
of coherence,each night taking up and carrying
farther a past continuous and connected sleep
experience as each day takes up again our waking
world-experience,then dreamswould assumeto our
mind quite another character. There is therefore
no analogy between a dream and waking life; these
are experiences quite different in their character,.
validity, order. Our life is accusedof evanescence
and often it is accused too, as a whole, of a lack of

inner coherence and significance; but its lack of
complete significance may be due to our lack or
limitation of understanding: actually, when we go
within and begin to seeit from within, it assumesa complete connectedsignificance; at the same time
whatever

lack

of

inner

coherence

was

felt

before

disappearsand we see that it was due to the incoherenceof our own inner seeing and knowledge
and

was not at all

a character

of life.

There

is no-

surface incoherencein life, it rather appears to our
minds as a chain of firm sequences,and, if that isa mental delusion, as is sometimes alleged, if the
sequence is created by our minds and does not
actually
difference

exist in life, that does not remove the
of

the

two

states

of

consciousness.

For

in dream the coherencegiven by an observing inner
consciousness

is

absent,

and
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sequencethere is seemsto be due to a vague and
false imitation of the connectionsof waking life, a
subconsciousmimesis, but this imitative sequenceis
shadowyand imperfect, fails and breaks always and
is often wholly absent. We seetoo that the dreamconsciousnessseems to be wholly devoid of that
control which the waking consciousness
exercisesto
a certain

extent

over life-circumstances;

Nature-automatism

of

a subconscient

it has the
construction.

and nothing of the conscious will and organising:
force of the evolved mind of the human being.
Again the evanescence
of a dream is radical and one
dream

has no connection

with

another;

but

the

evanescenceof the waking life is of details,-thereis

no

evidence

of

evanescence

in

the

connected

totality of world-experience. Our bodies perish but
souls proceedfrom birth to birth through the ages:
stars and planets may disappear after a lapse of
aeons or of many light-years, but universe, cosmic

existencemay well be a permanent as it is certainly
a continuous activity; there is nothing to prove that
the Infinite Energy which createsit hasan end or a
beginning either of itself or of its action. So far
there is too great a disparatenessbetween dream-life
and waking life to make the analogy applicable.
But it may be questioned whether our dreams
are indeed totally unreal and without significance,.
whether they are not a figure, an image-recordor a
symbolic transcript or representation of things that
are real.

For that

we have to examine,

however

summarily, the nature of sleep and of dream
13
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phenomena, their process of origination and their
provenance. What happens in sleep is that our
"consciousness
withdraws from the field of its waking
experiences; it is supposedto be resting, suspended
"or in abeyance,but that is a superficial view of the
matter. What is in abeyanceis the waking activities,
what

is at rest is the surface mind

and the normal

conscious action of the bodily part of us: but the
inner consciousnessis not suspended,it enters into
new inner activities, only a part of which, a part
happening or recorded in something of us that is
near to the surface, we remember.

There

is main-

tained in sleep, thus near the surface, an obscure
subconscious element which is a receptacle or
passagefor our dream-experiencesand itself also a
"dream-builder; but behind it is the depth and mass
of the subliminal, the totality of our concealedinner
being and consciousnesswhich is of quite another
"order. Normally it is a subconscient part in us,
intermediate between consciousness
and pure inconrscience,that sends up through this surfacelayer its
formations in the shape of dreams, constructions
marked by an apparent inconsequence and incoherence. Many of these are fugitive structures
built upon circumstancesof our present life selected
.apparently at random and surrounded with a
phantasy of variation; others call back the past, or
rather selected circumstances and persons of the
past, as a starting-point for similar fleeting edifices.
There

are

other

dreams

of the

subconscious

which

seem to be pure phantasy without any such initia194
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lion or basis;but the new method of psycho-analysis,
trying to look for the first time into our dreams
with some kind of scientific understanding, has
'establishedin them a systemof meanings,a key to
things in us which need to be known and handled
T}y the waking consciousness;this of itself changes
the

whole

character

and

value

of

our

dream-

"experience. It begins to look as if there were something real behind it and as if too that something
ivere an element of no mean practical importance.
But
builder.
border

the subconscious
is not our
The
subconscious
in us is
of our

secret

inner

existence

sole dreamthe extreme

where

it

meets

the Inconscient,it is a degreeof our being in which
the Inconscient struggles into a half consciousness;
the surfacephysical consciousness
also, when it sinks
back from the waking level and retrogressestowards
the Inconscient,

retires

into

this intermediate

sub-

conscience. Or, from another view-point, this nether
part of us may be describedas the antechamber of
the Inconscient through which its formations rise
into our waking or our subliminal being. When
we sleep and the surface physical part of us, which
is in its first origin here an output from the
Inconscient, relapses towards the originating incon"science, it enters into this subconscious element,
.antechamber or substratum, and there it finds the

impressionsof its past or persistent habits of mind
.and experiences,-for all have left their mark on our
subconsciouspart and have there a power of recur.rence. In its effect on our waking self this recurrence
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often takes the form of a reassertion of old habits

pulsesdormant or suppressed,rejected elementsc
nature, or it comes up as some other not so e
recognisable,somepeculiar disguised or subtle r
of these suppressedor rejected but not erase
pulsesor elements. In the dream consciousne
phenomenon is an apparently fanciful construe
a compositeof figures and movementsbuilt up(
around the buried impressionswith a sensein;
that escapesthe waking intelligence because i
no clue to the subconscient'ssystemof significa
After a time this subconsciousactivity appea
sink back into complete inconscienceand we s
of this state as deep dreamless sleep; theno
emerge again into the dream-shallowsor retui
the waking surface.
But, in fact, in what we call dreamlessslee
have gone into a profounder and denser layer c
subconscient,

a state too involved,

too immers<

too obscure, dull and heavy to bring to the su
its structures, and we are dreaming there but ui
to grasp or retain in the recording layer of
consciencethese more obscure dream figures.
else, it may be, the part of our mind which
remains active in the sleep of the body has en
into the inner domains of our being, the sublii
mental, the subliminal vital, the subtle-physica
is there lost to all active connection

with

the su

parts of us. If we are still in the nearer dept
these regions, the surface subconscientwhich i
sleep-wakefulnessrecords something of wha
iq6
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experience in these depths; but it records it in its
own transcription, often marred by characteristic
incoherencesand always, even when most coherent,
"deformedor cast into figures drawn from the world
"of waking experience. But if we have gone deeper
inward, the record fails or cannot be recovered
we have the illusion
of dreamlessness; but

and
the

activity of the inner dream consciousness continues
behind

the veil

of

the now

mute

and

inactive

sub-

conscient surface. This continued dream activity
is revealed to us when we become more inwardly

conscious,for then we get into connection with the
heavier and deeper subconscient stratum and can
be aware-at the time or by*a retracing or recovering
through memory-of what happened when we sank
into these torpid depths. It is possible too to
become conscious deeper within our subliminal
"selvesand we are then awareof experienceson other
planes of our being or even in supraphysicalworlds
to which sleep gives us a right of secretentry. A
transcript of such experiencesreaches us; but the
transcriber

here is not

the subconscious,

it is the

subliminal, a greater dream-builder.
If the subliminal

thus comes to the front

in our

dream consciousness,there is sometimes an activity of
our subliminal intelligence,-dream
becomes a series

of thoughts, often strangely or vividly figured,
problems are solvedwhich our waking consciousness
could not solve, warnings, premonitions, indications
of the future, veridical dreams replace the normal
subconscious

incoherence.

There
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structure of symbol images, some of a mental
character,

some of a vital

nature:

the former

are

precise in their figures, clear in their significance;
the latter are often complex and baffling to our
waking consciousness,
but, if we can seize the clue,
they reveal their own senseand peculiar systemof
coherence.

Finally,

there

can come to us the

records of happeningsseenor experiencedby us on

other planesof our own being or of universalbeing
into which we enter:

these have sometimes, like

the symbolic dreams,a strong bearing on our own
inner

and outer

life

or the

life

of others, reveal

elements of our or their mental being and life-being
or discloseinfluences on them of which our wakingself is totally ignorant; but sometimesthey have no*
such bearing and are purely recordsof other organised
systemsof consciousness
independent of our physical
existence.

The

subconscious

dreams

constitute

the

bulk of our most ordinary sleep-experienceand they
are those which we usually remember; but some-

times the subliminal builder is able to impressour
sleep consciousness
sufficiently to stamp his activities
on our waking memory. If we develop our inner
being, live more inwardly than most men do, then
the balance is changedand a larger dream consciousness opens before us; our dreams can take on a
subliminal and no longer a subconsciouscharacter
and can assumea reality and significance.

It, is evenpossible;to becomewholly conscious
in sleepand follow throughout from beginningto
end or over large stretches the stagesof our dream
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experience;
it is foundthatthenweareawareof our-

selvespassingfrom stateafter stateof consciousnessto a brief period of luminousand peacefuldreamless.
rest, which is the true restorer of the energies of the
waking nature, and then returning by the same way

to the wakingconsciousness.
It is normal, aswe thus
passfrom stateto state,to let the previous experiencesslip away from us; in the return only the
more vivid or those nearest to the waking surface
are remembered:

but

this

can

be remedied,-a

greater retention is possible or the power can be
developedof going back in memory from dream to
dream,

from

state to state, till

the whole

is once

more before us. A coherent knowledge of sleep
life, though difficult to achieveor to keep established,.
is possible.
Our

subliminal

self is not,

like

our

surface

physical being, an outcome of the energy of the
Inconscient; it is a meeting-place of the consciousnessthat emergesfrom below by evolution and the
consciousness

involution.

that

has

descended

from

above

for

There is in it an inner mind, an inner

vital being of ourselves,an inner or subtle-physical
being larger than our outer being and nature. This.
inner existence is the concealedorigin of almost all
in our surface self that is not a construction

of the

first inconscientworld-Energyor a natural developed
functioning of our surfaceconsciousness
or a reaction
of it to impacts from the outside universal Nature,-

and evenin this construction,
thesefunctionings,
thesereactionsthesubliminaltakespart and exercises.
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influence.

There

is here a

consciousnesswhich has a power of direct contact
with the universal unlike the mostly indirect contacts

which our surfacebeing maintains with the universe
through the sense-mind and the senses. There
are here inner senses,a subliminal sight, touch,
hearing; but these subtle sensesare rather channels
-of the inner being's direct consciousnessof things
than its informants: the subliminal is not dependent
"onits sensesfor its knowledge, they only give a form
to its direct experience of objects; they do not, so
much as in waking mind, convey forms of objects for
the mind's documentation or as the starting-point or
basis for an indirect constructive experience. The
subliminal hasthe right of entry into the mental and
vital and subtle-physical planes of the universal
consciousness,
it is not confined to the material plane
and the physicalworld; it possesses
means of communication with the worlds of being which the descent
towards involution createdin its passageand with all
correspondingplanes or worlds that may have arisen
or been constructed to serve the purpose of the
re-ascentfrom Inconscience to Superconscience. It
is into this large realm of interior existence that our
mind and vital being retire when they withdraw
from the surface activities whether by sleep or
inward-drawn concentration or by the inner plunge
of

trance.

Our waking state is unaware of its connection
with the subliminal being, although it receivesfrom
it-but without any knowledge of the place of origin
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-the inspirations,intuitions, ideas,will-suggestions,
sense-suggestions,
urges to action that rise from below
or from behind our limited surface existence. Sleep
like trance opensthe gate of the subliminal to us; for
in sleep,as in trance, we retire behind the veil of the
limited waking personality and it is behind this veil
that the subliminal

has its existence.

But we receive

the records of our sleep experience through dream
and in dream figures and not in that condition
which might be called an inner waking and which
is the most accessible form

of the trance state, nor

through the supernormal clarities of vision and
other more luminous and concrete ways of communication developed by the inner subliminal
cognition when it gets into habitual or occasional
"consciousconnection with our waking self. The
subliminal,

with

itself,-for

the subconscious is also part of the

behind-the-veil

the subconscious

entity,-is

as an annexe

of

the seer of inner things

and of supraphysical experiences; the surface subconscious is only a transcriber.

It is for this reason

that the Upanishad describes the subliminal
being as the Dream Self becauseit is normally in
dreams,visions, absorbed statesof inner experience
that we enter into and are part of its experiences,just as it describesthe superconscientas the Sleep
Self becausenormally all mental or sensory experiences cease when we enter this superconscience.
For in the deeper trance into which the touch of
the superconscientplunges our mentality, no record
from it or transcript of its contents can normally
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reach us; it is only by an especial or an unusual
development, in a supernormal condition or through
a break or rift in our confined normality, that we
can

be on

the

surface

conscious

of

the

contacts

or

messagesof the Superconscience. But, in spite of
these figurative names of dream-state and sleepstate,

the

field

of

both

these

states

of

con-

sciousnesswas clearly regarded as a field of reality
no less than that of the waking state in which our
movements of perceptive consciousnessare a record
or transcript of physical things and of our contactswith the physical universe. No doubt, all the three
states can be classed as parts of an illusion, our
experiences of them can be ranked together asconstructions

of

an illusory

consciousness, our

waking state no less illusory than our dream state or
sleep state, since the only true truth or real reality
is the incommunicable Self or One-Existence (Atmany

Adwaita) which is the fourth state of the Self
describedby the Vedanta. But it is equally possible
to regard and rank them together as three different
orders of one Reality or as three states of consciousness in

different

which

is embodied

our

contact

with

three

grades of self-experience and world-

experience.

If this is a true account of dream experience,
dreams can no longer be classedas a mere unreal
figure of unreal things temporarily imposed upon
our half-unconsciousnessas a reality; the analogy
therefore fails even as an illustrative support for
the theory of the cosmic Illusion. It may be said,
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however, that our dreams are not themselves realities

but only a transcript of reality, a systemof symbolimages,and our waking experience of the universe
is similarly not a reality but only a transcript of
reality, a seriesof collection of symbol-images. It is.

quite true that primarily we seethephysicaluniverse
only through a system of images impressed or
imposed on our sensesand so far the contention isjustified; it may also be admitted that in a certain
senseand from one view-point our experiencesand
activities can be considered as symbols of a truth
which our lives are trying to expressbut at present
only with a partial success and an imperfect
coherence. If that were all, life might be described
as a dream-experience of self and things in the
consciousnessof the Infinite. But although our
primary evidence of the objects of the universe
consists of a structure of -sense images, these are
completed, validated, set in order by an automatic
intuition in the consciousnesswhich immediately
relates the image with the thing imaged and gets
the tangible experience of the object, so that we
are not merely regarding or reading a translation
or sense-transcriptof the reality but looking through
the sense-imageto the reality. This adequacy is
amplified too by the action of a reason which
fathoms and understands the law of things
sensed and can observe scrupulously the sensetranscript and correct its errors. Therefore we
may conclude that we experience a real universe
through our imaged sense-transcriptby the aid of
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and the reason,-an

intuition

which

.gives us the touch of things and a reason which
investigates their truth by its conceptive knowledge.
But we must note also that even if our image view
"of.the universe, our sense-transcript,is a system of
symbol images and not an exact reproduction or
transcription, a literal translation, still a symbol is a
notation of somethingthat is, a transcript of realities.
Even if our images are incorrect, what they
endeavour to image are realities, not illusions; when
we see a tree or a stone or an animal,

it is not a

non-existent figure, a hallucination that we are
seeing; we may not be sure that the image is exact,
we may concedethat other-sensemight very well see
it otherwise, but still there is something there that
justifies the image, something with which it has
more or less correspondence. But in the theory of
Illusion the only reality is an indeterminable
featurelesspure Existence, Brahman, and there is
no possibility of its being translated or mistranslated
into a systemof symbol-figures,for that could only
be if this Existence had some determinate

contents

or someunmanifestedtruths of its being which could
be transcribed into the forms or names given to
them by our consciousness:a pure Indeterminable
"cannotbe rendered by a transcript, a multitude of
representative differentiae, a crowd of symbols or
images; for there is in it only a pure Identity, there
is nothing to transcribe, nothing to symbolise,
nothing to image. Therefore the dream analogy
fails us altogether and is better put out of the way;
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it can always be used as a vivid metaphor of acertain

attitude

our

mind

can

take

towards

its.

experiences,but it has no value for a metaphysical
enquiry into the reality and fundamental significancesor the origin of existence.
If we take up the analogy of hallucination, wefind it hardly more helpful for a true understanding
of the theory of cosmic Illusion than the dream;
analogy. Hallucinations are of two kinds, mental
or ideative and visual or in someway sensory. Whem
we see an image of things where those things arenot, it is an erroneous

construction

of the senses, a.

visual hallucination; when we take for an objective"
fact a thing which is a subjective structure of themind, a constructive mental error or an objectivised
imagination or a misplaced mental image, it is a
mental hallucination. An example of the first is.
the mirage, an example of the secondis the classic
instanceof a rope taken for a snake. In passingwemay note that there are many things called hallucinations which are not really that but symbol
imagessent up from the subliminal or experiences>
in which

the subliminal

consciousness

or sense comes

to the surface and puts us into contact with supraphysical realities; thus the cosmic consciousness
which is our entry by a breaking down of ourmental limitations

into the sense of a vast reality,

has been classed,even in admitting it, as a hallucination. But, taking only the common hallucination
mental

or visual, we observe that it seems to be at

first sight a true example of what is called.
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imposition in the philosophic theory; it is the placement of an unreal figure of things on a reality, of
a mirage upon the bare desert air, of the figure of
.a non-present snake on the present and real rope.
The world, we may contend, is such a hallucination,
an imposition of a non-existent unreal figure of
things on the bare ever-presentsole reality of the
Brahman.

But

then we note that in each case the

.hallucination, the false image is not of something
quite non-existent; it is an image of something
existent and real but not present in the place on
which it has been imposed by the mind's error or
by a senseerror. A.mirage is the image of a city,
an oasis,running water or of other absent things,
and if these things did not exist, the false image of
them, whether raised up by the mind or reflected
in the desert air, would

not be there to delude the

mind with a false senseof reality.
and

its existence

and

form

-of the momentary hallucination:
-so, the delusion

it

is a form

would

A snake exists

are known

to the victim

if it had not been

not have been created;

resemblance of the seen reality

for

to

another reality previously known elsewhere that is
the origin of the error. The analogy therefore is
unhelpful; it would be valid only if our image of
the universe were a falsity reflecting a true universe
"which

is not here

but

elsewhere

or else if

it were

a

false imaged manifestation of the Reality replacing
.in the mind or covering with its distorted resemblance

.is a

a true

manifestation.

non-existent

form
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constructionimposed on the bare Reality, on the
.soleExistentwhich is for ever empty of things and
formless: there would be a true analogy only if our
vision

constructed

in

the void

air

of the desert a

figure of things that exist nowhere,or else if it
imposedon a bareground both rope and snakeand
other figures that equally existed nowhere.
It is clear that in this analogy two quite
"different

kinds

of

illusion

not

illustrative

of

"eachother are mistakenly put together as if they
were

identical

in

nature.

All

mental

or

sense

hallucinations are really misrepresentations or
misplacements or impossible combinations or false
"developments of things that are in themselves
-existent or possible or in some way within or allied
to the province of the real. All mental errors and
illusions are the result of an ignorance which
miscombines its data or proceeds falsely upon a
previous or present or possible content of knowledge.
But the cosmic Illusion has no basis of actuality, it
is an original and all-originating illusion; it imposes
names,figures, happenings that are pure inventions
>on a Reality in which there never were and never

will be any happenings, names or figures. The
.analogy of mental hallucination would only be
.applicable if we admit a Brahman without names,
forms or relations

and a world

of names, forms and

relationsas equal realities imposedone upon the
other, the rope in the place of the snake, or the
snake in the place of the rope,-an attribution, it
might be, of the activities of the Saguna to the
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quiescence of the Nirguna. But if both are
both must be either separateaspectsof the R
or coordinate aspects,positive and negative
of the one Existence. Any error or confusi
Mind

between

them

would

not be a creative

c

Illusion, but only a wrong perception of rea
a wrong relation createdby the Ignorance.
If we scrutinise
that

are offered

other

to us for

illustrations
a better

or ana

understand]

the operation of Maya, we detect in all of the
inapplicability that deprives them of their fore
value.

The

familiar

instance

of

mother-of

and silver turns also, like the rope and
analogy, upon an error due to a resem
between a presentreal and another and absen
it can have no application to the imposition
multiple and mutable unreality upon a sol
unique immutable Real. In the example
optical illusion duplicating or multiplying a
object, as when we see two moons instead o:
there

are

two

or more

identical

forms

of

th

object, one real, one-or the rest-an illusion
does not illustrate the juxtaposition of worlc
Brahman; for in the operation of Maya ther
much more complex phenomenon,-there is i
an illusory multiplication of the Identical im
upon its one and ever-unalterable Identit)
One appearing as many, but upon that is ire
an immenseorganiseddiversity in nature, a di>
of forms and movementswhich have nothing
with the original Real. Dreams, visions, the im
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tion of the artist or poet can present such an
organiseddiversity which is not real; but it is art
imitation, a mimesis of a real and already existent

organiseddiversity, or it starts from such a mimesis
and even in the richest

variation

some mimetic

is observable.

element

or wildest

invention

There

is here

no such thing as the operation attributed to Maya
in which there is no mimesisbut a pure and radically
original creation of unreal forms and movements
that are non-existentanywhereand neither imitate
nor reflect nor alter and develop anything discoverable in the Reality. There is nothing in the
operations of Mind illusion that throws light upon
this mystery; it is, as a stupendouscosmic Illusion
of this kind must be, sui generis, without parallel.
What we see in the universe is that a diversity of
the identical is everywherethe fundamental operation of cosmic Nature; but here it presents itself,
not as an illusion,

but as a various real formation

out of a one original substance. A Reality of
Onenessmanifesting itself in a reality of numberless
forms and powers of its being is what we confront
everywhere. There is no doubt in its processa
mystery,even a magic, but there is nothing to show
that it is a magic of the unreal and not a working
of a Consciousness
and Force of being of the omnipotent Real, a self-creationoperated by an eternal
self-knowledge.
This at once raises the question of the nature
of Mind, the parent of these illusions, and its
relation to the original Existence. Is mind the
14
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of an original Illusion,

it itself a primal miscreatingForceor Conscio

or is the mental ignorance a misprision of the
"of Existence, a deviation from an original "
Consciousness which

is the real world-builder

I

own mind, at any rate, is not an original and pi
creative power of Consciousness;it is, and all
of

the

same

instrumental

character

must

be,

derivativ

demiurge, an intermediary create

is likely then that analogies from the err<
mind,

which

are the outcome

of an interm

Ignorance, may not truly illustrate the nati
action of an original creative Illusion, ai
inventing and all-constructing Maya. Our
stands between a superconscience and an
scienceand receivesfrom both theseopposite p<
it

stands

between

an

occult

subliminal

exi

and an outward cosmic phenomenon; it re
inspirations, intuitions, imaginations, impulsi<
knowledge and action, figures of subjective re
or. possibilities from the unknown inner sou
receives the figures of realised actualities and
suggestionsof further possibility from the obi
cosmic phenomenon. What it receives are
essential, possible or actual; it starts fron
realised actualities of the physical universe a
brings out from them in its subjective actio
unrealised possibilities which they contai
"suggestor to which it can arrive by proceeding
them as a starting-point: it selectssomeout of
possibilities for a subjective action and plays
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imagined or inwardly constructed forms of them; it
choosesothers for objectivisation and attempts to
realise them. But it receivesinspirations also from
above

and within,

from

invisible

sources and not

"only from the impacts of the visible cosmic phenomenon; it seestruths other than those suggestedby
rtheactual physicality around it, and here too it plays
.subjectively with transmitted or constructed forms
of these truths or it selects for objectivisation,
attempts to realise.
Our mind

is an observer and user of actualities,

a diviner or recipient of truths not yet known or
actualised, a dealer in possibilities that mediate
between the truth and actuality.
the

omniscience

of an infinite

But it has not

Consciousness;

it is

limited in knowledge and has to supplement its
"restrictedknowledge by imagination and discovery.
It does not, like the infinite Consciousness, manifest
the known, it has to discover the unknown; it seizes

the possibilities of the Infinite, not as results or
variations of forms of a latent Truth,

but as construc-

tions or creations, figments of its own boundless
imagination. It has not the omnipotence of an
infinite conscious Energy; it can only realise or
.actualisewhat the cosmic Energy will accept from
it or what it has the strength to impose or introduce
into the sum of things becausethe. secret Divinity,
superconscientor subliminal, which uses it intends
that that should be expressed in Nature. Its
limitation of Knowledge constitutes by incomplete"ness,but also by opennessto error, an Ignorance.
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In dealing with actualities it may misobserve,misuse, miscreate; in dealing with possibilities it may
miscompose,miscombine, misapply, misplace; in its.
dealings with truths revealed to it it may deform,
misrepresent, disharmonise. It may also make
constructions of its own which have no correspondence with

the

things

of actual

existence, no-

potentiality of realisation, no support from the truth,
behind

them;

but still

these constructions

start from

an illegitimate extension of actualities, catch at.
unpermitted possibilities, or turn truths to aa
application which is not applicable. Mind creates,.
but it is not an original creator, not omniscient or
omnipotent, not even an always efficient demiurge..
Maya, the Illusive Power, on the contrary must bean original creator, for it createsall things out of
nothing-unless we suppose that it creates out of
the substance of the Reality, but then the things.
it createsmust be in some way real; it hasa perfect
knowledge of what it wishes to create, a perfect
power to create whatever it chooses,omniscient and:
omnipotent though only over its own illusions,.
harmonising them and linking them together with
a magical surenessand sovereign energy, absolutely
effective in imposing its own formations or figments.
passed off as truths, possibilities, actualities on the
creature intelligence.
Our

mind

works

best and with

a firm

confidence

when it is given a substanceto work on or at least.
to use as a basis for its operations, or when it can
handle a cosmic force of which it has acquired the
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knowledge,-it is sure of its steps when it has to
"deal with actualities; this rule of dealing with
objectivised or discoveredactualities and proceeding
from

them

for creation

is the reason

of the enormous

success of physical Science. But here there is
evidently no creation of illusions, no creation of
non-existents in vacua and turning them into
apparent actualities such as is attributed to the
cosmic Illusion. For Mind can only create out of
substancewhat is possible to the substance,it can
only do with the force of Nature what is in accordance with her realisable energies;it can only invent
or discover what is already contained in the truth
and potentiality of Nature. On the other side, it
receives inspirations for creation from within itself
or from above: but thesecan only take form if they
are truths or potentials, not by the mind's own
right of invention; for if the mind erects what is
neither true nor potential, that cannot be created,
cannot become actual in Nature. Maya, on the
contrary, if it creates on the basis of the Reality,
yet erectsa superstructure which has nothing to do
with the Reality, is not true or potential in it; if it
creates out of the substance of the Reality, it makes

out of it things that are not possible to it or in
accordance with

it,-for

it creates forms and the

Reality is supposedto be a Formless incapable of
form, it creates determinations and the Reality is
supposedto be absolutely indeterminable.
But our mind has the faculty of imagination; it
can create

and take

as true
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structures: here, it might be thought, is something analogousto the action of Maya. Our mental
imagination is an instrument of Ignorance; it is the
resort or device or refuge of a limited capacity of
knowledge, a limited capacity of effective action..
Mind supplements these deficiencies by its power
of imagination: it uses it to extract from things.
obvious and visible the things that are not obvious
and visible; it undertakes to create its own figuresof the possible and the impossible; it erects illusory
actuals or draws figures of a conjectured or constructed truth of things that are not true to outer
experience. That is at least the appearanceof itsoperation; but, in reality, it is the mind's way or
one of its ways of summoning out of Being its
infinite possibilities, even of discovering or capturing
the unknown possibilities of the Infinite. But,.
becauseit cannot do this with knowledge, it makesexperimental constructions of truth and possibility
and a yet unrealised actuality: as its power of
receiving inspirations of Truth is limited, it
imagines, hypothetises,questionswhether this or that
may not be truths;

as its force to summon real

potentials is narrow and restricted, it erects possibilities which it hopes to actualise or wishesit could
actualise; as its power to actualise is cramped and
confined by the material world's oppositions, it
figures subjective actualisations to satisfy its will
of creation and delight of self-presentation. But it
is to be noted that through the imagination it does
receive a figure of truth, does summon possibilities
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are afterwards realised, does often by its

imagination exercisean effectivepressureon the
world'sactualities. Imaginationsthat persistin the
human mind, like the idea of travel in the air, end

often by self-fulfilment; individual thought-formations can actualise

themselves

if there

is sufficient

strength in the formation or in the mind that forms
it. Imaginations can create their own potentiality,
especially if they are supported in the collective
mind, and may in the long run draw on themselves
the

sanction

of

the

cosmic

Will.

In

fact

all

imaginations represent possibilities: some are able
one day to actualise in some form, perhaps a very
different form of actuality; more are condemned to
sterility becausethey do not enter into the figure
or scheme of the present creation, do not come
within the permitted potentiality of the individual
or do not accord with the collective or the generic

principle or are alien to the nature or destiny of
the containing world-existence.
Thus the mind's imaginations are not purely
and radically illusory: they proceed on the basis of
its experience of actualities or at least set out from

that, are variations upon actuality, or they figure
the "may-be"s or "might-be"s of the Infinite, what
could be if other truths had manifested, if existing
potentials had been otherwise arranged or other
possibilities than those already admitted became
potential. Moreover, through this faculty forms and
powers of other domains than that of the physical
actuality communicatewith our mental being. Even
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when the imaginations are extravagant or take the
form of hallucinations or illusions, they proceed
with actuals or possiblesfor their basis. The mind
creates the figure of a mermaid, but the phantasy
is composedof two actualities put together in a way
that is outside the earth's normal potentiality;
angels, griffins, chimeras are constructedon the same
principle: sometimes the imagination is a memory
of former actualities as in the mythical figure of the
dragon, sometimes it is a figure or a happening
that is real or could be real on other planes or in
other

conditions

of existence.

Even the illusions

of

the maniac are founded on an extravagant misfitting
of actuals, as when the lunatic

combines himself,

kingship and England and sits in imagination on
the throne of the Plantagenetsand Tudors. Again,
when we look into the origin of mental error, we
find normally that it is a miscombination, misplacement, misuse, misunderstanding or misapplication
of elements of experience and knowledge. Imagination

itself

is in its

nature

a substitute

for

a truer

consciousness'sfaculty of intuition of possibility: as
the

mind

ascends towards

the

truth-consciousness,

this mental power becomes a truth imagination
which brings the colour and light of the higher truth
into the limited adequacy or inadequacy of the
knowledge already achieved and formulated and,
finally, in the transforming light above it gives place
wholly to higher truth-powers or itself turns into
intuition and inspiration; the Mind in that uplifting
ceases to be a creator of delusions
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of error. Mind then is not a sovereign creator of

things non-existentor erectedin a void: it is an
ignorancetrying to know; its very illusions start
from

a basis of some kind

and are the results of a

limited knowledgeor a half-ignorance. Mind is an
instrument of the cosmic Ignorance, but it does not
seem to be or does not act like a power or an
instrument
of a cosmic Illusion.
It is a seeker and
discoverer or a creator or would-be creator of truths,

possibilities and actualities, and it would be
rational to suppose that the original Consciousness
and Power, from which mind must be a derivation,

is alsoa creator of truths, possibilities and actualities,
not limited like mind but cosmic in its scope, not
open to error, because free from all ignorance, a
sovereign instrument or a self-power of a supreme
Omniscience and Omnipotence, an eternal Wisdom
and Knowledge.
This then is the dual possibility that arises
before us. There is, we may suppose,an original
consciousnessand power creative of illusions and
unrealities

with

mind

as its instrument

in the human and animal
differentiated

or medium

consciousness, so that the

universe -we see is unreal,

a fiction

of

Maya, and only some indeterminable and undifferentiated Absolute is real. Or there is, we may
equally suppose,an original, a supreme or cosmic
Truth-Consciousness

creative

of a true universe,

but

with mind acting in that universe as an imperfect
consciousness,ignorant, partly knowing, partly not
knowing,-a consciousness
which is by its ignorance
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or limitation of knowledge capable of error, mis-

presentation,mistakenor misdirecteddevelopment
from the known, of uncertain gropings towards the
unknown, of partial creations and buildings, a
constant half-position between truth and error,
knowledge and nescience. But this ignorance in fact
proceeds,however stumblingly, upon knowledge and
towards knowledge; it is inherently capable of
shedding the limitation, the mixture, and can turn
by that liberation into the Truth-Consciousness,
into a power of the original Knowledge. Our
enquiry hasso far led rather in the seconddirection;
it points towards the conclusion that' the nature of
our

consciousness

is not

of a character

that

would

justify the hypothesis of a Cosmic Illusion as the
solution of its problem. A problem exists, but it
consistsin the mixture of Knowledge with Ignorance
in our cognition of self and things, and it is the

origin of this imperfection that we have to discover.
There is no need of bringing in an original power
of Illusion always mysteriously existent in the
eternal Reality or else intervening and imposing a
world

of non-existent

forms

on a Consciousness

or

Superconsciencethat is for ever pure, eternal and
absolute.
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The Kternal is true; the world is a lie.
VI 've kachudamani.

*

The Master of Maya creates this world by
his Maya and within it is confined another;
one should know his Maya as Nature and the
Master of Maya as the great I/ord of all.
Swetaswatara Upanishad.'Y
The Purusha is all this that is, what has
been and what is yet to be; he is the master
of Immortality
and he is whatever grows by
food.

Swetaswatara

All

is the Divine

Upanishad.Z

Being.
Gita.§

BUT so far we have only cleared a part of the
foreground of the field of inquiry; in the background the problem remains unsolved and entire.
It is the problem of the nature of the original
Consciousnessor Power that has created or conceptively constructed or manifested the universe, and

the relation to it of our world-cognition,-in

sum,.

whether the universe is a figment of consciousness

imposed on our mind by a supremeforce of Illusion
or a true formation of being experienced by us with
a still ignorant but an increasing knowledge. And
the true question is not of Mind alone or of a
cosmic

dream

or

a

cosmic

hallucination

born

of

Mind, but of the nature of the Reality, the validity
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of the creative action that takes place in it or is

imposedupon it, the presenceor absenceof a real
content

in its or our consciousness and its or our

regard on the universe. On behalf of Illusionism it
can be answeredto the position put forward by us
with regard to the truth of existence that all this
might be valid within the bounds of the cosmic
Illusion; it is the system,the pragmatic machinery
by which Maya works and maintains herself in the
Ignorance: but the truths, possibilities, actualities
of the cosmic systemare true and actual only within
the Illusion, outside that magic circle they have no
validity; they are not abiding and eternal realities;
all are temporary figures, the works of Knowledge
no less than the works of Ignorance. It can be
conceded that knowledge is a useful instrument of
the Illusion of Maya, for escapingfrom herself, for
destroying herself in the Mind; spiritual knowledge
is indispensable: but the one true truth, the only
abiding reality beyond all duality of knowledge and
ignorance is the eternal relationless Absolute or the

Self, the eternal pure Existence. All here turns on
the mind's conception and the mental being's
experience of reality; for according to the mind's
experience or conception of reality will be its interpretation of data otherwise identical, the facts of the

Cosmos, individual experience, the realisation of
the supreme Transcendence. All mental cognition
depends on three elements, the percipient, the
perception and the thing perceived or percept. All
or any of these three can be affirmed or denied
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reality; the questionthen is which of these,if any,.
are real and to what extent or in what manner.

If

all three are rejectedas instrumentsof a cosmic
Illusion, the farther and consequent
questionarises,.
is there then a reality outsidethem and, if so,what
is the relation between the Reality and the Illusion?

It is possibleto affirmthe reality of the percept,.
of the objectiveuniverse,and deny or diminish the
reality of the percipientindividual and his perceptive consciousness.In the theory of the sole reality
of Matter consciousnessis only an operation of
Matter-energy in Matter, a secretion or vibration of
the brain-cells, a physical reception of images and
a brain response, a reflex action or a reaction of
Matter

to

the

contacts

of

Matter.

Even

if

the

rigidity of this affirmation is relaxed and consciousnessotherwise accounted for, still it is no more than

a temporary and derivative phenomenon, not the
enduring Reality. The percipient individual is
himself only a body and brain capable of the
mechanical reactions we generaliseunder the name
of consciousness:the individual has only a relative
value and a temporary reality. But if Matter tmm
out to be itself unreal or derivative and simply a
phenomenon of Energy, as seems now to be theprobability, then Energy remains as the sole Reality;

the percipient, his perception,the perceivedobject
are only phenomenaof Energy. But an Energy
without a Being or Existencepossessing
it or a
Consciousnesssupplying it, an Energy working
originally in the void,-for the material field in
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is itself a creation,-looks

itself very much like a mental construction, an
unreality: or it might be a temporary inexplicable
outbreak of motion which might ceaseat any time
to create phenomena;the Void of the Infinite alone
would be enduring and real. The Buddhist theory
of the percipient and the perception and the percept
as a construction of Karma, the process of some
cosmic fact of Action, gave room to such a conclusion; for it led logically to the affirmation of the
Non-Being, Void or Nihil. It is possibleindeed that
what is at work is not an Energy, but a Consciousness; as Matter reduces itself to Energy seizable by

us not in itself but in its results and workings, so
Energy could be reduced to action of a Conscious-

ness seizable by us not in itself but in its results
.and workings. But if this Consciousness
is supposed
to work similarly in a Void, we are exposed
to

the

same conclusion,

that

it

is a creator

of

temporary phenomenal illusions and itself illusory;
Void, an infinite Zero, an original Non-Existence is
.alone the enduring Reality. But these conclusions
are not binding; for behind this Consciousness
seizable in its works only there may be an invisible
original Existence: a Conscious-Energy of that
Existence could then be a reality; its creations too,
made out of an infinitesimal substance of being
impalpable to the sensesbut revealed to them at a
-certain stage of the action of Energy as Matter,
would be real, as also the individual emerging as
,a conscious being of the original Existence in a
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world of Matter. This original Reality might be a

cosmicspiritual Existence,a Pantheos,or it might
have someother status; but in any casethere would
be, not a universal illusion or mere phenomenon,
but a true

universe.

In the classical theory of Illusionism a sole and
supreme spiritual Existence is accepted as the one
Reality: it is by its essentiality the Self, yet the
natural beings of which it is the Self are only
temporary appearances;it is in its absolutenessthe
substratum of all things, but the universe erected
on

the

substratum

is

either

a non-existence,

a

semblance,or else in someway unreally real; it is
a cosmic illusion. For the Reality is one without
a second,it is immutable in eternity, it is the sole
Existence; there is nothing else, there are no
true becomings of this Being: it is and must for
ever

remain

void

of

name,

feature,

formation,

relation, happening; if it has a Consciousness,it
can only be a pure consciousness
of its own absolute
being.

But what then is the relation between the

Reality and the Illusion?
mystery does the Illusion

By what miracle or

come to be or how does

it manageto appear or to abide in Time for ever?
As only Brahman is real, only a consciousness

or a power of Brahman could be a real creator and
a

creator

of

realities.

But

since

there

can

be

no

other reality than Brahman pure and absolute, there
can be no true creative power of Brahman. A
Brahman-consciousness
aware of real beings, forms
and happenings would signify a truth of the
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Becoming, a spiritual and material reality of the
universe, which the experienceof the supremeTruth
negates and nullifies and with which its sole
existence is logically incompatible. Maya's creation
is a presentation of beings, names, forms, happenings, things, impossible to accept as true, contradictory of the indeterminable purity of the One
Existence.

Maya then is not real, it is non-existent:

Maya is itself an illusion, the parent of numberless
illusions.

But

still

this

illusion

and

its works

have

some kind of existenceand so must in someway be
real:

moreover,

the universe does not exist in a Void

but stands because it is imposed on Brahman, it
is based in a way on the one Reality; we ourselves
in the Illusion

attribute

its forms, names, relations,

happenings to the Brahman, become aware of all
things as the Brahman, see the Reality through
these unrealities.

There is then a reality in Maya;

it is at the same time real and unreal,

existent

and

non-existent; or, let us say, it is neither real nor
unreal: it is a paradox,a suprarational enigma. But
what then is this mystery, or is it insoluble? how
comes

this

illusion

to

intervene

in

Brahman-

existence? what is the nature of this unreal reality
of Maya?

At first sight one is compelled to suppose that
Brahman must be in some way the percipient of
Maya,-for Brahman is the sole Reality, and if he
is not the percipient, who then perceives the
Illusion? Any other percipient is not in existence;
the individual who is in us the apparent witness is
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himself phenomenal and unreal, a creation of Maya.
But if Brahman is the percipient, how is it possible
that the illusion can persist for a moment, since the
true consciousness
of the Percipient is consciousness
of self, an awarenesssolely of its own pure selfexistence? If Brahman perceives the world and
things with a true consciousness,
then they must all
be itself and real; but since they are not the pure
self-existence,

but

at best are forms of it and are

seenthrough a phenomenal Ignorance, this realistic
solution is not possible. Yet we have to accept,
provisionally at least, the universe as a fact, an
impossibility as a thing that is, since Maya is there
and her works persist and obsessthe spirit with the
sense, however false, of their reality.
basis that

we have,

then,

It is on this

to face and

solve the

dilemma.

If Maya is in some way real, the conclusion

imposesitself that Brahman the Reality is in that
way the percipient of Maya. Maya may be his
power of differentiating perception, for the power
of Maya consciousnesswhich distinguishes it from
the true consciousnessof sole spiritual Self is its
creative perception of difference. Or Maya must
be at least, if this creation

of difference

is considered

to be only a result and not the essence of Maya-

force, some power of Brahman's consciousness,-for
it is only a consciousness that can see or create an

illusion and there cannot be another original or
originating consciousnessthan that of Brahman.
But since Brahman
*5

is also self-aware for ever, there
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status of Brahman-Consciousness,

one consciousof the sole Reality, the other conscious
of the unrealities to which by its creative perception
of them it gives some kind of apparent existence.
These unrealities

cannot

be made of the substance

of the Reality, for then they also must be real. In
this view one cannot accept the assertion of the
Upanishads that the world is made out of the
supreme Existence, is a becoming, an outcome or
product of the eternal Being. Brahman is not the
material

cause

of

the

universe:

opposed to our self-is

our

nature-as

not made of its spiritual

substance; it is constructed out of the unreal reality

of Maya. But, on the contrary, our spiritual being
is

of

that

substance,

is

indeed

the

Brahman;

Brahman is above Maya, but he is also the
percipient of his creations both from above and
from within

Maya.

This

dual consciousness offers

itself as the sole plausible explanation of the riddle
of a real eternal Percipient, an unreal Percept, and
a Perception that is a half-real creator of unreal
percepts.

If there is not this dual consciousness,if Maya
is the sole consciouspower of Brahman, then one of
two things must be true: either the reality of Maya
.as a power is that it is a subjective action of
Brahman-consciousnessemerging out of its silence
and superconscientimmobility and passingthrough
experiences that are real because they are part of
the consciousness

of Brahman

but

unreal

because

they are not part of Its being, or else Maya is
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Brahman'spower of cosmic Imagination inherent
in his eternal being creating out of nothing names,

formsand happeningsthat are not in any way real.
In that case Maya would be real, but her works
"entirely fictitious, pure imaginations: but can we
affirm Imagination as the sole dynamic or creative
power of the Eternal? Imagination is a necessity
for a partial being with an ignorant consciousness;
for it has to supplement its ignorance by imaginations and conjectures: there can be no place for
such a ^movementin the sole consciousness
of a sole
Reality which has no reason to construct unrealities,

for it is ever pure and self-complete. It is difficult
to seewhat in its own being could impel or induce
"sucha Sole Existencecomplete in its very essence,
blissful in its eternity, containing nothing to be
manifested, timelessly perfect, to create an unreal
Time and Spaceand people it to all eternity with
.an interminable cosmic show of false images and
happenings. This solution is logically untenable.
The other solution, the idea of a purely
"subjectiveunreal reality, starts from the distinction
made by the mind in physical Nature between its
subjective and objective experiences; for it is the
objective alone of which it is sure as entirely and
-solidly real. But sucha distinction could hardly exist
in Brahman-consciousness

since here there is either

no subjectand no object or Brahman itself is the sole
possible subject of its consciousnessand the sole
possible object; there could be nothing externally
^objective to Brahman, since there is nothing else
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than Brahman. This idea, then, of a subjective
action of consciousness
creatinga world of fictions.

other than or distorting the sole true object
looks like an imposition on the Brahmanby our
mind; it imposeson the pure and perfectReality
a feature of its own imperfection, not truly
attributable to the perceptionof a SupremeBeing..
On

the

other

hand,

the distinction

between

the

consciousnessand the being of Brahman could not.
be valid, unless Brahman being and Brahman.
consciousnessare two distinct entities,-the

concious-

ness imposing-its experienceson the pure existence'
of the being but unable to touch or affect or penetrate it. Brahman, then, whether as the supreme
sole

Self-Existence

or

the

Self

of

the

real-unreal'

individual in Maya, would be aware by his trueconsciousnessof the illusions imposed on himand

would

know

them as illusions;

only some

energy of Maya-nature or something in it would
be deluded by its own inventions,-or else, not

being really deluded,still persistin behavingand
feeling as if it were deluded. This duality is.

what happensto our consciousness
in the Ignorance when it separatesitself from the works of
Nature

and

is aware

within

of

the Self as the

sole truth and the rest as not-self and not-real, but
has on the surface

to act as if

the rest too were-

real. But this solution negates the sole and

indivisiblepureexistence
andpureawareness
of theBrahman; it createsa dualism within its featureless,

unity which is not other in its purport than the
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dualism of the double Principle in the Sankhya
view of things, Purusha and Prakriti, Soul and
Nature. These solutions then must be put aside as
untenable, unless we modify our first view of the
Reality and concede to it a power of manifold
"statusof consciousness
or a power of manifold status
of existence.

But, again, the dual consciousness,
if we admit
it, cannot be explained as a dual power of
Knowledge-Ignorance valid for the Supreme
Existence

as

it

is

for

us

in

the

universe.

For

we cannot suppose that Brahman is at all
subject to Maya, since that would mean a principle
of Ignorance clouding the Eternal's self-awareness;
it would be to impose the limitations of our
own consciousness on the eternal

Reality.

An

Ignorance which occurs or intervenesin the course
of manifestation

as a result

of a subordinate

action

of Consciousness
and as part of a divine cosmicplan
and its evolutionary meaning, is one thing and is
logically conceivable; a meaningless ignorance or

illusion eternal in the original consciousness
of the
Reality is another thing and not easily conceivable;
it appearsas a violent mental construction which
has no likelihood of validity in the truth of the
Absolute.

The

dual

consciousness

of Brahman

must

be in no way an ignorance, but a self-awareness
co-existent with a voluntary will to erect a universe

of illusions which are held in a frontal perception
aware at once of self and the illusory world, so that

there is no delusion, no feeling of its reality. The
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delusion takesplace only in the illusory w<
and

the Self

or Brahman

in the world

eitl

with a free participation or witnesses,itse
and intangible, the play which lays its ma
only upon the Nature-mind createdfor her
Maya. But this would seem to signify
Eternal, not content with its pure
existence,

has the need to create,

to occ

throughout Time with a drama of names
and happenings; it needs,being sole, to s
many, .being peace and bliss and self-kno
observean experience or representation o
knowledge and ignorance, delight and
unreal existence and escapefrom unreal
For the escapeis for the individual being o

by Maya; the Eternal does not need to e

the play continues its cycle for ever. Or
need, there is the will

to so create, or tb

urge or the automatic action of thesecontrs
if we consider the sole eternity of pure
attributed

to the Reality, all alike, need,

or automatism, are equally impossible ai
prehensible. This is an explanation of a s
is an explanation which leaves the my
beyond logic or comprehension; for this
consciousness
of

its

static

of the Eternal
and

real

nature.

is a direct
A

Will

con
or

create or manifest is undoubtedly there: b

a will or power of the Brahman, it can onl
creation

of realities

of the

Real

or a mai

of the timelessprocessof its being in Tim
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by affirming her as an independentabsolutenonreality along with the universecreatedby her. If a
real universe

does not exist, a cosmic Illusion

exists

and we are bound to enquire how it came into being
or how it managesto exist, what is its relation or
non-relation

to the Reality, what is meant by our

own existence in Maya, by our subjugation to her
cycles, by our liberation from her. For in this view
we have to suppose that Brahman is not the
percipient of Maya or her works, Maya herself is
not a power of Brahman-consciousness:Brahman is
superconscient,immersed in its own pure being or
is conscious only of its own absoluteness;it has
nothing to do with Maya. But in that caseeither
Maya cannot exist even as an illusion or there would
be a dual Entity

or two entities, a real Eternal

superconscious or consciousonly of itself and an
illusive

Power

false universe.

that

creates

and

is

conscious

We are back on the horns

of

a

of the

dilemma and with no prospect of getting free from
our impalement on it, unless we escapeby concluding that since all philosophy is part of Maya, all
philosophy is also an illusion, problems abound but
no conclusion is possible. For what we are confronted with is a pure static and immutable Reality
and an illusory dynamism, the two absolutely
contradictory of each other, with no greater Truth
beyond them in which their secret can be found

and their contradictions discovera reconciling issue.
If Brahman is not the percipient, then the
percipient must be the individual being: but this
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percipientis createdby the Illusionandunreal;the
percept,the world, is an illusion createdby an
Illusion and unreal; the perceivingconsciousness
is
itself

an illusion

and

therefore

unreal.

But

this

deprives everything of significance,our spiritual
existence and our salvation from Maya no less than

our temporalexistenceand our immersionin Maya;
all are of an equal unreality and unimportance. It
is possible to take a less rigid stand-point and hold
that Brahman as Brahman has nothing to do with
Maya, is eternally free from all illusion or any
commerce

with

illusion,

but

Brahman

as

the

individual percipient or as the Self of all being here
has entered into Maya and can in the individual
withdraw

from

it, and this withdrawal

is for

the

individual an act of supremeimportance. But here
a dual being is imposed on Brahman and a reality
attributed to something that belongs to the cosmic
Illusion,-to the individual being of Brahman in
Maya, for Brahman as the Self of all is not even

phenomenally bound and does not need to escape
from

her:

moreover,

salvation

cannot

be

of

importance if bondage is unreal and bondage cannot be real unless Maya and her world are real.

The absolute unreality of Maya disappears and
gives place to a very comprehensiveeven if perhaps
only a practical and temporal reality. To avoid this
conclusion it may be said that our individuality is
unreal,

it

is

Brahman

who

withdraws

from

a

reflection of itself in the figment of individuality
and its extinction

is our release, our salvation:
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Brahman, always free, cannot suffer by bondage or

profit by salvation,and a reflection,a figment of
individuality is not a thing that can need salvation..
A reflection, a figment, a mere image in the
deceptive mirror of Maya cannot suffer a real
bondageor profit by a real salvation. If it be said
that it

is a conscious reflection

or figment

and

therefore can really suffer and enter into the bliss
of release,the question ariseswhoseis the consciousness that so suffers in this fictitious

existence,-for

there can be no real consciousness
except that of the
One Existence; so that once more there is established
a dual consciousness for Brahman, a consciousness.

or superconsciencefree from the illusion and a
consciousness
subject to the illusion, and we have
again substantiateda certain reality of our existence
and experiencein Maya. For if our being is that
of the Brahman,our consciousness
something of the
consciousness
of the Brahman, with whatever qualifications,it is to that extent real,-and if our being,.
why not the being of the universe?
It may finally be put forward as a solution that
the percipient individual and the percept universe
are unreal, but Mayaby imposing itself on Brahman
acquiresa certain reality, and that reality lends itself
to the individual and to its experiencein the cosmic
Illusion which enduresso long as it is subject to the
illusion. But, again, for whom is the experience
valid, the reality acquired while it endures, and for
whom does it cease by liberation, extinction or
withdrawal? For an illusory unreal being cannot
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put on reality and suffer from a real bondageor
escapefrom it by a real act of evasion or selfextinction; it can only seem to some real self or
being to exist, but in that casethis real self must
in someway or in somedegreehavebecomesubject
to Maya. It must either be the consciousness
of
Brahman that projects itself into a world of Maya

and issuesfrom Maya or it must be the being of
Brahman that- puts forth something of itself, its
reality, into Maya and withdraws it again from
Maya. Or what again is this Maya that imposesitself on Brahman?

from

where does it come if it is

not already in Brahman, an action of the eternal
Consciousnessor the eternal Superconscience? It
is only if a being or a consciousnessof the Reality
undergoesthe consequencesof the Illusion that the
cycles of the Illusion can put on any reality or have
any importance except as a dance of phantasmagoric
marionettes

with

which

the

Eternal

amuses

him-

self, a puppet-show in Time. We are driven
back to the dual being of Brahman, the dual
consciousness

of

Brahman

involved

in

the

Illusion

and free from the Illusion, and a certain phenomenal
truth of being for Maya: there can be no solution
of

our

existence

in

the

universe

if

that

existence

and the universe itself have no reality,-even though
the reality be only partial, restricted, derivative.
But what can be the reality of an original universal

and fundamentally baselessIllusion? The only
possibleansweris that it is a suprarationalmystery,.
inexplicableand ineffable,-anirvacaniya.
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There are, however, two possible replies to the
"difficulty, if we get rid of the idea of absolute
unreality and admit a qualification or compromise.
A basis can be created for a subjective illusionconsciousnesswhich is yet part of Being, if we
-acceptin the senseof an illusory subjective worldawarenessthe account of sleep and dream creation
.given to us in the Upanishads. For the affirmation
there is that Brahman as Self is fourfold;
the Self
is Brahman and all that is is the Brahman, but all

that is is the Self seenby the Self in four states of
its being. In the pure self-statusneither consciousness nor

unconsciousness

as we conceive

it

can

be

affirmed about Brahman; it is a state of superconscience absorbed

in its self-existence,

in a self-

silence or a self-ecstasy,or else it is the status of a free

.Superconscientcontaining or basing everything but
involved in nothing. But there is also a luminous
status of sleep-self,a massedconsciousnesswhich is
the origin of cosmic existence; this state of deep
.-sleepin which yet there is the presenceof an omnipotent Intelligence is the seed state or causal
condition from which emergesthe cosmos;-this and
the dream-self which

is the continent

of all subtle,

-subjectiveor supraphysicalexperience, and the self
of waking which is the support of all physical
experience,can be taken as the whole field of Maya.
As a man in deep sleep passesinto dreams in which
he experiences self-constructed unstable structures
of name, form, relation, happenings, and in the
waking state externalises himself in the more
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apparently stable but yet transient structures of the
physical consciousness,so the Self develops out of
a state of massed consciousnessits subjective and
its objective cosmic experience. But the waking
state is not a true waking from this original and
causal sleep; it is only a full emergence into
a gross external and objective senseof the positive
reality of objects of consciousnessas opposed
to the subtle subjective dream-awarenessof those
objects: the true waking is a withdrawal from both
objective and subjective consciousness
and from the
massedcausal Intelligence into the superconscience
superior to all consciousness;for all consciousness
and all unconsciousness is Maya.

Here, we may

say, Maya is real becauseit is the self's experience
of the Self, something of the self enters into it, is.
affected by its happenings becauseit acceptsthem,
believes in them, they are to it real experiences,.
creations out of its consciousbeing; but it is unreal
because it is a sleep state, a dream state, an
eventually transient waking state, not the true
status of the superconscientReality. Here there is.
no actual dichotomy of being itself, but there is a
multiplicity of status of the one Being; there is no
original dual consciousnessimplying a Will in the
Uncreated to create illusory things out of nonexistence, but there is One Being in states of
superconscience and consciousnesseach with its
own nature of self-experience. But the lower states,
although they have a reality, are yet qualified by a
building and seeing of subjective self-constructions.
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The

One Self sees itself

.as many, but this multiple existence is subjective;

it has a multiplicity of its statesof consciousness,
but this multiplicity also is subjective; there is a
reality of subjective experienceof a real Being, but
no objective universe.
It may be noted, however,that nowhere in the
Upanishadsis it actually laid down that the threefold

status

is a condition

of illusion

or the creation

<ofan unreality; it is constantly affirmed that all this
that is,-this universewe are now supposingto have
been constructed by Maya,-is the Brahman, the
Reality.

The Brahman becomes all these beings;

.all beings must be seenin the Self, the Reality, and
the Reality must be seen in them, the Reality must

Ibe seen as being actually all these beings; for not
"only the Self is Brahman, but all is the Self, all this

that is is the Brahman,the Reality. That emphatic
asseverationleavesno room for an illusory Maya; but
.still the insistent denial that there is anything other
than or separatefrom the experiencing self, certain
phrasesusedand the description of two of the states
of consciousness
as sleep and dream may be taken
.as if they annulled the emphasison the universal
Reality; thesepassages
open the gatesto the illusionist idea and have been made

the foundation

for

.an uncompromising systemof that nature. If we
take this fourfold status as a figure of the Self
passingfrom its superconscientstate, where there is
no subject or object, into a luminous trance in which
.superconscience becomes a massed consciousnessout
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"of which the subjective status of being and the
objective come into

emergence, then we get

accordingto our view of things either a possible
process of illusionary creation or a processof
creative Self-knowledge and All-knowledge.

In fact, if we can judge from the descriptionof
the

three

lower

states

of

Self

as the

all-wise

Intelligence1, the Seer of the subtle and the Seer of
the grossmaterial existence, this sleep state and this
dream stateseemto be figurative namesfor the superconscient

and

the

subliminal

which

are

behind

.and beyond our waking status; they are so named
.and figured becauseit is through dream and sleep
-or trance which can be regarded as a kind of
dream or sleep-that the surface mental consciousness normally passes out of the perception of
"objective things into the inner subliminal and the
1 prajna. Yajiiavalkya
in the Brihaclaranyaka Upanishad
states very positively that there are two planes or states of the
being which are two worlds, and that in the dream state one
"can see both worlds, for the dream state is intermediate
between them, it is their joining-plane.
This makes it clear
that he is speaking of a subliminal condition of the consciousness which can carry in it communications
between the
physical and the supraphysical worlds. The description of the
"dreamless sleep state applies both to deep sleep and to the
"condition

of

trance

in

which

one

enters

into

a

massed

consciousness containing in it all the powers of being but all
"compressed within itself and concentrated solely on itself and,
when

active,

then

active

in

a consciousness

where

all

is the

self; this is, clearly, a state admitting us into the higher
planes of the spirit normally now superconscient to our waking
"being.
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superior suprarnental or overmental status.

that inner condition it

In

sees the supraphysical

realitiesin transcribingfiguresof dreamor vision
or, in the superior status, it losesitself in a massed
consciousnessof which it can receive no thought

or image. It is through this subliminal and this.
superconscientcondition that we can pass into

the supremesuperconscience
of the higheststate
of self-being. If

we make the transition, not

throughdreamtranceor sleeptrance,but through
a spiritual awakeninginto thesehigher states,we
become
awarein all of themof theoneomnipresent

Reality; there need be no perceptionof an
illusionaryMaya,there is only an experienceof
the passage
from Mind to whatis beyondit sothat
our mental structure

of the universe ceases to be

valid and anotherreality of it is substitutedfor the
ignorant mental knowledge. In this transition it

is possibleto be awaketo all the statesof being
togetherin a harmonisedand unified experience
and to see the Reality everywhere. But if we
plunge by a trance of exclusive concentration into

a mysticsleepstate or passabruptly in waking
Mind into a statebelongingto the Superconscient^

thenthe mind canbe seized
in the passage
by a
sense of the unreality of the cosmic Force and its-

creations;it passesby a subjectiveabolition of
them into the supreme superconscience.
This

sense
of unrealityand this sublimating
passage
are
the spiritual justification for the idea of a world

createdby Maya; but this consequence
is not
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conclusive, since a larger and more complete
conclusion superseding it is possible to spiritual
experience.
All

these

and

other

solutions

of the

nature

of

Maya fail to satisfy becausethey have no conclusiveness: they do not establish the inevitability of the
illusionist hypothesiswhich, to be accepted,needsto
be inevitable; they do not bridge the chasmbetween.
the presumed true nature of the eternal Reality and
the paradoxical and contrary characterof the cosmic
Illusion. At the mosta processis indicated that claims
to make the co-existenceof the two oppositesconceivable and intelligible;

but it has no such force of

certitude or illuminating convincingnesseffectively
curing the improbability that its acceptancewould be
obligatory on the intelligence.
The theory of the
cosmic Illusion gets rid of an original contradiction,

a problem and mystery which may be otherwise
soluble, by erecting another contradiction,

a new

problem and mystery which is irreconcilable in its
terms and insoluble. For we start with the conception or experience of an absolute Reality which is
in its nature eternally one, supracosmic, static,
immobile, immutable, self-aware of its pureexistence,and a phenomenon of cosmos,dynamism,
motion, mutability, modifications of the original
pure existence,differentiation, infinite multiplicity.
This phenomenon is got rid of by declaring it to
be a perpetual Illusion, Maya. But this brings in,
in effect, a self-contradictorydual status of consciousness of the One to annul a self-contradictorydual
16
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status o£ being of the One. A phenomenal truth of

multiplicity of the One is annulledby setting up a
conceptualfalsehood
in the Onecreatingan unreal
multiplicity. The One for ever self-awareof its
pure existenceentertainsa perpetualimagination
or illusory construction of itself as an infinite multi-

plicity of ignorant and sufferingbeings unaware
of self who have to wake one by one to awareness
of self and ceaseindividually to be.

In face of this solution of a perplexity by a new
perplexity we begin to suspect that our original
premiss must havebeen somewhereincomplete,-not
an error, but only a first statementand indispensable
foundation. We begin to envisagethe Reality as an
eternal oneness,status, immutable essenceof pure
"existencesupporting an eternal dynamis, motion,
infinite multiplicity and diversity of itself. The
immutable status of onenessbrings out of itself the
dynamis, motion and multiplicity,-the
dynamis,
motion and multiplicity not abrogatingbut bringing
into

relief

consciousness

the eternal

and

of Brahman

..action or even manifold,

infinite
can

oneness.

be dual

in

If
status

the
or

there seems to be no reason

why Brahman should be incapable of a dual status
or a manifold real self-experienceof its being. The
"cosmic consciousness would

then be, not a creative

Illusion, but an experience of some truth of the
Absolute. This explanation, if worked out, might
prove to be more comprehensiveand spiritually
fecund, more harmonic in its juncture of the two
terms of our self-experience,and it would be at least
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as logically tenable as the idea of an eternal Reality
supporting in perpetuity an eternal illusion real
only to an infinite multiplicity of ignorant and
suffering beings who escapeone by one from, the
"obscurityand pain of Maya, each one by a separate
"extinction of itself in Maya.
In a second possible answer on the illusionist
basisto the problem, in the philosophy of Shankara
which may be described as a qualified Illusionism,
an answer which is presented with a force and
comprehensivenessthat are extraordinarily impressive, we make a first step towards this solution. For
this philosophy affirms a qualified reality for Maya;
it

characterises

it

indeed

as

unaccountable mystery, but

an

ineffable

and

at the same time it

"doespresentus with a rational solution, at first sight
thoroughly satisfactory, of the opposition which
afflicts

our mind;

it accounts for our sense of the

persistentand pressingreality of the universe and our
-sense of the inconclusiveness, insufficiency, vanity,

"evanescence,
a certain unreality of life and phenomena.

For we find

a distinction

made

between

two

"orders of reality, transcendental and pragmatic,
absoluteand phenomenal,eternal and temporal,-the
former the reality of the pure being of Brahman,
absolute and supracosmicand eternal, the latter the
reality of Brahman in Maya, cosmic, temporal and
relative. Here we get a reality for ourselvesand the
universe: for the individual self is really Brahman;
it is Brahman who within the field of Maya seems

phenomenally to be subjected to her as the
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and in the end releases the relative

and

phenomenalindividual into his eternal and true
being. In the temporalfield of relativities our
experienceof the Brahmanwho has becomeall
beings,the Eternalwho hasbecomeuniversal and
individual, is also valid; it is indeed a middle step
of the movement in Maya towards liberation from
Maya. The universe too and its experiences are
real

for

the

consciousness

in

Time

and

that

con-

sciousnessis real. But the question of the nature
and extent of this reality at once arises: for the
universe and ourselves may be a true reality though

of a lesserorder, or they may be partly real, partly
unreal, or they may be an unreal reality.

If they

are at all a true reality, there is no place for any
theory of Maya; there is no illusory creation. If
they are partly real, partly unreal, the fault must
lie in somethingwrong either in the cosmic selfawareness or in our own seeing of ourselves and the

universe which producesan error of being, an error
of knowledge,an error in the dynamis of existence.
But that error can amount only to an ignorance or
a mixed knowledgeand ignorance,and what needs
to be explained then is not an original Cosmic
Illusion but the intervention of Ignorance in the
creative consciousness
or in the dynamic action of
the

Eternal

and

Infinite.

But

if

universe

and

ourselvesare an unreal reality, if to a transcendental
consciousness all this has no truth

of existence and

its apparentreality ceases
oncewe step out of the
field proper to Maya, then the concessionaccorded.
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with one hand is taken away by the other; for what
was conceded

as a truth

turns

out

to have

been

all

the time an illusion. Maya and cosmosand ourselves
are both real and unreal,-but the reality is an
unreal reality, real only to our ignorance, unreal
to any true knowledge.
It is difficult to see why, once any reality is
"conceded to ourselves and to the universe, it should

not be a true reality within
admitted

that

the

its limits.

manifestation

must

It may be
be

on

its

surfacea more restricted reality than the Manifested;
our universe is, we may say, one of the rhythms of

Brahman and not, except in its essentialbeing, the
whole reality:
for

it

but that is not a sufficient reason

to be set aside as unreal.

It

is no

doubt

so

felt by mind withdrawing from itself and its
structures: but this is only because the mind is an
instrument of Ignorance and, when it withdraws

from its constructions, from its ignorant and
imperfect picture of the universe, it is impelled to
regard them as nothing more than its own fictions
and formations, unfounded, unreal; the gulf between
its ignoranceand the supremeTruth and Knowledge
disables it from discovering the true connectionsof
the transcendent Reality and the cosmic Reality.

In a higher status of consciousnessthe difficulty
disappears,the connection is established;the sense
of unreality recedesand a theory of illusion becomes
superfluous and inapplicable. It cannot be the
final truth that the Supreme Consciousness
has no
regard upon the universe or that it regards it as a
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fiction which its self in Time upholds as real. The
cosmic can only exist by dependence on the
supracosmic, Brahman in Time must have some
significancefor Brahman in timeless eternity; otherwise there could be no self and spirit in things and
therefore no basis for the temporal existence.
But the universe

is condemned as ultimately

unreal because it is temporary and not eternal, a
perishable form of being imposed on the Formless.
and Imperishable. This relation can be illustrated
by the analogyof earth and the pot made out of earth:
the pot and other forms so createdperish and go back
to the reality, earth, they are only evanescentforms;
when they disappear there is left the formless and
essential earth and nothing else. But this analogy
can tell more convincingly the other way; for the

pot is real by right of its being made out of the
substance of earth

which is real; it is not an illusion

and, even when it is dissolved into the original
earth, its past existence cannot be thought to have
been

unreal

or an

illusion.

The

relation

is not

that

of an original reality and a phenomenal unreality,.
but of an original,-or, if we go back from earth to
the invisible
substratum
and
an. eternal and non-manifest,-to

constituent
ether,
a resultant
and

dependent, a temporal and manifested reality.
Moreover, the pot form is an eternal possibility of
earth

substance,

or ethereal

substance,

and while

the substanceexists the form can always be manifested. A form may disappear,but it only passesout
of

manifestation

into

non-manifestation;
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may disappear, but there is no proof that worldexistence is an evanescentphenomenon: on the
contrary,

we may suppose that the power of

manifestation

is inherent

in Brahman

and continues

to act either continuously in Time-eternity or in
an

eternal

recurrence.

The

cosmic

is a different

order of the Real from the supracosmic
Transcendence, but there is no need to take it as.in any way
non-existent

or unreal

the purely
Eternal

to that

Transcendence.

For

intellectual conception that only the

is real,

whether

we take it

in

the sense

that reality depends on perpetual duration or that
the timeless only is true, is an ideative distinction,.
a mental

construction;

it

is not

binding

on a

substantial and integral experience. Time is not
necessarily cancelled out of existence by timeless
Eternity; their relation is only verbally a relation of
contradiction;
in fact, it is more likely to be a

relation of dependence.
Similarly, the reasoning which cancels the
dynamics of the Absolute, the imposition of

the stigma of unreal reality on the pragmatic
truth

of

things because it

is

pragmatic, is.

difficult to accept;for the pragmatictruth is after
all not somethingquite other, quite separateand
unconnected with spiritual truth, it is a result of
the energy or a motion of the dynamicactivity of
the Spirit. A distinction must, no doubt, be made
between the two, but the idea of an entire opposition

can rest only on the postulatethat a silent and

quiescentstatusis the Eternal'strue and whole
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being; but in that casewe must conclude that there
is nothing dynamic in the Absolute and all
dynamism is a contradiction of the supreme nature
of the Divine and Eternal. But if a temporal or
cosmic reality of any kind exists, there must be a
power, an inherent dynamic force of the Absolute
which brought it into being, and there is no reason
to suppose that the power of the Absolute can do
nothing but create illusions. On the contrary, the
Power

that

creates

must

be

the force

of

an

omni-

potent and omniscient Consciousness; the creations

"of the absolutely Real should be real and not
illusions, and since it is the One Existence, they
must

be self-creations,

forms of a manifestation

of

the Eternal, not forms of Nothing erectedout of the
original Void-whether a void being or a void
consciousness-by Maya.
At the basis of the refusal to recognise the
universe as real is the concept or experience of the
Reality

as immutable, featureless, non-active and

realised through a consciousnessthat has itself
fallen

into a status of silence and is immobile.

The

universe is a result of dynamis in movement, it is
force of being throwing itself out in action, energy
at work, whether that energy be conceptive or
mechanical or a spiritual, mental, vital or material
dynamis; it can thus be regardedas a contradiction
-or
a derogation from self-of the static and
immobile eternal Reality, therefore unreal. But as
a concept this position of the thought has no inevitability; there is no reason why we should not
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conceiveof the Reality asat oncestatic and dynamic.
It is perfectly rational to suppose that the eternal
status of being of the Reality contains in it an
eternal force of being, and this dynamis must
necessarily carry in itself a power of action and
movement, a kinesis; both statusof being and movement of being can be real. There is no reason
either why they should not be simultaneous;on the
contrary, simultaneity is demanded,-for all energy,
all kinetic action has to support itself on status or
by status if it is to be effective or creative; otherwise

there will be no solidity of anything created, only
a constant whirl without

any formation:

status of

being, form of being are necessaryto kinesis of
being. Even if energy be the primal reality, as it
seems to be in the material

world,

still

it has to

create status of itself, lasting forms, duration of
beings in order to have a support for its action: the
status may be temporary, it may be only a balance
"or equilibrium of substancecreatedand maintained
by a constant kinesis, but while it endures it is real

and, after it ceases,we still regard it as something
that was real. The principle of a supporting status
for action is a permanent principle, and its action is
constant in Time-eternity.

When we discover the

stable Reality underlying all this movement of
energy and this creation of forms, we do indeed
perceive that the status of created forms is only
temporary; there is a stability of repetition of the
kinesis in a same persistent action and figure of
"movementwhich maintains substanceof being in
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stable form of itself: but this stability is created,
and the one permanent and self-existent status
is that of the eternal Being whose Energy erected
the forms.

But we need not therefore

conclude

that

the temporary forms are unreal; for the energy of
the being is real and the forms made by it are forms
of the being. In any casethe statusof the being and
the eternal dynamisof the being are both real, and
they are simultaneous;the statusadmits of action of
dynamisand the action doesnot abrogate the status.
We

must

therefore

conclude

that

eternal

status

and

eternal dynamis are both true of the Reality which
itself surpassesboth status and dynamis; the immobile

and the mobile

Brahman

are both

the

same

Reality.

But in experience we find that for us it is,
normally, a quiescencethat brings in the stable
realisation

of the eternal

and

the

infinite:

it

is in

silence or quietude that we feel most firmly the
Something that is behind the world shown to us

by our mind and senses. Our cognitive action of
thought, our action of life and being seem to overlay the truth, the reality; they grasp the finite but not
the infinite, they deal with the temporal and not the
eternal

Real.

It

is reasoned

that

this

is so because

all action, all creation, all determining perception
limits; it doesnot embraceor grasp the Reality, and
its constructionsdisappear when we enter into the
indivisible

and indeterminable

consciousness of the

Real: these constructions are unreal in eternity,
howeverreal they may seemor be in Time. Action
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leads to ignorance, to the created and finite; kinesisand

creation

are a contradiction

of the immutable

Reality, the pure uncreated Existence. But thisreasoning is not wholly valid because it is looking
at perception and action only as they are in our
mental cognition of the world and its movement;

but

that is the experience of our surface being

regarding

things from its shifting motion in Time,

a regard itself superficial, fragmentary and delimited,
not total, not plunging into the inner sense of
things. In fact we find that action need not bind
or limit, if we get out of this moment-cognition into
a status of cognition of the eternal proper to the
true

consciousness.

the liberated

Action

does not

bind

or limit

man; action does not bind or limit

the

Eternal: but we can go farther and say that action
does not bind or limit our own true being at all.
Action has no such effect on the spiritual Person or
Purusha or on the psychic entity within us, it binds.
or limits only the surface constructed personality.
This personality is a temporary expression of our
self-being, a changing form of it, empowered to
exist by it, dependent on it for substance and
endurance,-temporary,
but not unreal.
Our
thought and action are meansfor this expressionof
ourselves and, as the expression is incomplete and
evolutive, as it is a developmentof our natural being
in Time, thought and action help it to develop, to
change, to alter and expand its limits, but at the
same

time

to maintain

limits;

in

that sense they

are limiting and binding; they are themselves an
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incomplete mode of self-revelation. But when we
"o
go back into ourselves,into the true self and person,
there is no longer a binding or limitation by
the limits of action or perception; both arise as
"expressions
of consciousness
and expressionsof force
of the self operative for a free self-determination of
its nature-being,for the self-unrolling, the becoming
in time of somethingthat is itself illimitable. The
limitation,

which is a necessary circumstance of an

evolutive self-determination,might be an abrogation
"of self or derogation from self, from Reality, and
therefore itself unreal, if it altered the essentiality

"or totality of the being; it would be a bondage of
the spirit and therefore illegitimate if it obscured,
by an alien imposition proceeding from a force that
is not-self, the Consciousness that is the inmost
witness and creator of our world-existence,
or if it

constructed something contrary to the Being's consciousnessof self or will of becoming. But the
"essenceof being remains the same in all action and

formation, and the limitations freely accepted do
not take from the being's totality; they are
accepted and self-imposed,not imposed from outside, they are a meansof expressionof our totality
in the movement of Time, an order of things
imposed by our inner spiritual being on our
outer nature-being, not a bondage inflicted on
the ever-free spirit. There is therefore no reason
to conclude from the limitations of perception
"and action

that

the movement

is unreal

or that

the expression, formation or self-creation of the
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Spirit is unreal. It is a temporalorder of reality,
but it is still a reality of the Real, not something
else. All that is in the kinesis, the movement, the
action, the creation, is the Brahman; the becoming

is a movementof the being; Time is a manifestation
of the Eternal. All is one Being, one Consciousness,

one even in infinite multiplicity, and there is no
need to bisectit into an oppositionof transcendent
Reality and unreal cosmic Maya.

In the philosophy of Shankaraone feels the
presence of a conflict, an opposition which this
powerful intellect has stated with full force and
masterfully arranged rather than solved with any
finality,-the
aware

of

conflict
an

absolute

of

an

intuition

transcendent

intensely
and

inmost

Reality and a strong intellectual reason regarding
the world with a keen and vigorous rational
intelligence.

The intellect

of the thinker regards

the phenomenal world from the stand-point of the
reason; reason is there the judge and the authority
and no suprarational authority can prevail against
it: but behind the phenomenal world is a transcendent Reality which the intuition alone can see;
there reason-at least a finite dividing limited
reason-cannot
prevail against the intuitive
experience, it cannot even relate the two, it cannot

therefore solve the mystery of the universe. The

reasonhas to affirm the reality of the phenomenal
existence, to affirm its truths as valid; but they are
valid only in that phenomenal existence. This
phenomenal

existence

is real
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temporal phenomenon of the eternal Existence,
the Reality: but it is not itself that Reality and,
when we pass beyond the phenomenon to the
Real, it still exists but is no longer valid to our
consciousness; it is therefore

unreal.

Shankara

takes

up this contradiction, this opposition which

is

normal to our mental consciousness when it becomes
.aware of both sides of existence and stands between

them; he resolvesit by obliging the reason to recog-

nise its limits, in which its unimpaired sovereignty
is left to it within its own cosmic province, and to
acquiescein the soul's intuition of the transcendent
Reality and to support, by a dialectic which ends
by dissolving the whole cosmic phenomenal and
rational-practical edifice of things, its escape from
the limitations constructed and imposed on the
mind by Maya. The explanation of cosmic
existence by which this is brought about seems to
be-or so we may translate it to our understanding,
for there have been different expositions of this
profound and subtle philosophy,-that there is a
Transcendence

which

is for

ever

self-existent

and.

immutable and a world which is only phenomenal
.and temporal. The eternal Reality manifests itself
in regard to the phenomenal world as Self and
Ishwara. The Ishwara by his Maya, his power of
phenomenal creation, constructs this world as a
temporal phenomenon, and this phenomenon of
things which do not exist in the utterly Real is
imposed by Maya through our conceptive and per"ceptiveconsciousness
on the superconscientor purely
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"self-conscientReality. Brahman the Reality appears
in the phenomenal existence as the Self of the
living individual; but when the individuality of the
individual is dissolved by intuitive knowledge, the
phenomenal being is releasedinto self-being: it is
no longer subject to Maya and by its release from
vthe appearanceof individuality it is extinguished
in the Reality; but the world continues to exist
without beginning or end as the Mayic creation of
the Ishwara.

This is an arrangement which puts into
relation with each other the data of the spiritual
intuition

and

the

data

of

the

reason

and

sense, and it opens to us a way out from their
contradiction, a spiritual and practical issue: but it
is not a solution,

it does not resolve the contradiction.

Maya is real and unreal; the world is not a mere
illusion,

for

it

exists and

is real

in

Time,

but

eventually and transcendentally it turns out to be

unreal. This creates an ambiguity which extends
beyond itself and touches all that is not the pure
self-existence. Thus the Ishwara, though he is
undeluded by Maya and the creator of Maya, seems
himself to be a phenomenon of Brahman and not
the ultimate Reality, he is real only with regard
to the Time-world

he creates; the individual

self

has the same ambiguous character. If Maya were
to ceasealtogether from its operations, Ishwara, the
world and the individual would no longer be there;
but

Maya is eternal, Ishwara and the world

are

eternal in Time, the individual endures so long as
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he does not annul himself by knowledge.

Our

thoughton thesepremisses
hasto takerefugein the
conception of an ineffable suprarational mystery
which is to the intellect

insoluble.

But, faced with

this ambiguity, this admission of an insoluble
mystery at the commencementof things and at the
end of the processof thought, we begin to suspect
that there is a link missing. Ishwara is not himself
a phenomenonof Maya, he is real; he must then be
the manifestation

of a truth

of the Transcendence,.

or he must be the Transcendent itself dealing with
a cosmosmanifestedin his own being. If the world
is at all real, it also must be the manifestation

of

a truth of the Transcendence; for only that can

have any reality. If the individual has the power
of self-discoveryand entrance into the transcendent
eternity and his liberation has so great an importance,it must be becausehe too is a reality of the
Transcendence;

he has to discover himself

ually, because his individuality
of itself

in the Transcendence

individ-

also has some truth
which

is veiled

from

it and which it has to recover. It is an ignorance
of self and

world

that

has to be overcome

and

not

an illusion, a figment of individuality and worldexistence.
It

becomes

evident

that

as the

Transcendence

is suprarational and seizable only by an intuitive
experience and realisation, so also the mystery of
the universe is suprarational. It has to be so since
it is a phenomenonof the transcendentReality, and
it would not, if it were otherwise, be insoluble by
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the intellectual reason. But if so, we have to pass
beyond the intellect in order to bridge the gulf and
penetrate the mystery; to leave an unsolved contradiction

cannot

be

the

final

solution.

It

is

the

intellectual reason that crystallisesand perpetuates
an apparent contradiction by creating its opposite
or dividing conceptsof the Brahman, the Self, the
Ishwara, the individual being, the supreme consciousnessor superconscience
and the Mayic worldconsciousness.
If Brahman alone exists, all these
must be Brahman, and in Brahman-consciousness the

division of these concepts,must disappear in a
reconciling self-vision; but we can arrive at their
true unity only by passingbeyond the intellectual
Reason and finding out through spiritual experience where they meet and become one and what is

the spiritual reality of their apparent divergence.
In

fact,

in

the

Brahman-consciousness

the

diver-

gencescannot exist, they must by our passageinto
it converge into unity; the divisions of the
intellectual reason may correspondto a reality, but
it must be then the reality of a manifold Oneness.

The Buddha applied his penetrating rational
intellect supported by an intuitive vision to the
world

as our

mind

and

sense see it

and

discovered

the principle of its construction and the way of
release from

all

constructions,

but

he refused

to

go farther. Shankara took the farther step and
regarded the suprarational Truth, which Buddha
kept behind the veil as realisable by cancellation of
the constructions of consciousness but beyond the
17
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scopeof the reason'sdiscovery.Shankara,standing
between the world and the eternal Reality, saw that
the mystery of the world must be ultimately suprarational, not conceivable or expressible by our

reason,anirvacanlya;but he maintainedthe world
as seen by the reason and senseas valid and had

thereforeto posit an unreal reality, becausehe did
not take one step still farther. For to know the
real truth of the world, its reality, it must be seen
from the suprarational awareness,from the view
"of the Superconscience
that maintains and surpasses
and by surpassingknows it in its truth, and no
longer from the view of the consciousnessthat is
maintained by it and surpassedby it and therefore
"doesnot know it or knows it only by its appearance.
It cannot be that to that self-creativesupreme consciousnessthe world is an incomprehensible mystery
"orthat it is to it an illusion that is yet not altogether
an illusion, a reality that is yet unreal. The mystery
of

the universe

must have a divine

sense to

the

Divine; it must have a significance or a truth of
"cosmicbeing that is luminous to the Reality that
upholds it with its transcendingand yet immanent
superconscience.

If the Reality alone exists and all is the
Reality, the world also cannot be excluded from that
Reality; the universe is real. If it does not reveal

to us in its forms and powersthe Reality that it is,

if it seemsonly a persistentand yet changingmovement in Spaceand Time, this must be not because
it is unreal or because it is not at all That,
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becauseit is a progressiveself-expression,a manifestation, an evolving self-developmentof That in
Time which our consciousness
cannot yet seein its
total or its essential significance. In this sensewe
can say that it is That and not That,-because

it

does not discloseall the Reality through any form
"or sum of its forms of self-expression;but still all
its forms are forms of the substanceand being of
that Reality. All finites are in their spiritual
^essence
the Infinite and, if we look deep enough
into them, manifest to intuition
the Identical and
Infinite.
It is contended indeed that the universe

"cannotbe a manifestation becausethe Reality has
no need of manifestation,

since it is for ever manifest

to itself; but so equally it can be said that the
Reality has no need of self-illusion or illusion of
any kind, no need to create a Mayic universe. The
Absolute can have no need of anything; but still
there can be-not

coercive of itsi freedom, not bind-

ing on it, but an expressionof its self-force, the
result of its Will to become,-an imperative of a
."supremeself-effectuating Force, a necessityof selfcreation born of the power of the Absolute -to see
itself in Time. This imperative representsitself to
us as a Will to create, a Will of self-expression;but
it may be better representedas a force of being of
the Absolute which displays itself as a power of
itself

in

itself

in eternal

manifest

action.
to itself

If

the

Absolute

Timelessness,
in eternal

is self-evident

to

it can also be self-

motion

of Time.

Even

if the universe is only a phenomenal reality, still
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it is a manifestation or phenomenon of Brahman;
for since all is Brahman, phenomenon and manifestation must be the samething: the imputation
of unreality is a superfluousconception, otiose and'
unnecessarilyembarrassing,sincewhatever distinction:
is neededis already there in the concept of Time
and the timeless Eternal and the concept of manifestation.

The one thing that can be described as an
unreal reality is our individual senseof separativenessand the conceptionof the finite as a self-existent
object in the Infinite. This conception, this sense
are pragmatically necessary for the operations
of the surface individuality and are effective
and justified by their effects; they are therefore

real

to

its

finite

reason

and

finite

self-

experience: but once we step back from the finite
consciousness

into

the consciousness

of the

essential

and infinite, from the apparent to the true Person,
the finite or the individual still exists but as being
and power and manifestation of the Infinite; it has
no independent or separate reality. Individual
independence,entire separativeness
are not necessary
for individual reality, do not constitute it. On the
other hand, the disappearanceof these finite forms
of the manifestation is evidently a factor in the
problem, but does not by itself convict them of
unreality; the disappearancemay be only a withdrawal from

manifestation.

The

cosmic manifesta-

tion of the Timeless takes place in the successions

of Time: its formsmust thereforebe temporaryin;
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their appearanceon the surface,but they are eternal
in their essential power of manifestation; for they
are held always implicit and potential in the essence
"of things and in the essential consciousnessfrom
which they emerge: timeless consciousnesscan
always turn their abiding potentiality into terms
of time actuality. The world would be unreal only,
if itself and its forms were imageswithout substance
of being, figments of consciousnesspresented to
itself by the Reality as pure figments and then
-abolished

for

ever.

But

if

manifestation

or the

power of manifestation is eternal, if all is the being
of Brahman, the Reality, then this unreality or
illusoriness

cannot

be the fundamental

character

of

things or of the cosmos in which they make their
appearance.

A theory of Maya in the senseof illusion or the
unreality of cosmic existence creates more difficul-

ties than it solves;it doesnot really solve,the problem
of existence, but rather renders it for ever insoluble.

For, whether Maya be an unreality or a non-real
reality, the ultimate effects of the theory carry in
them a devastating simplicity of nullification.
Ourselvesand the universe fade away into nothingnessor else keep for a time only a truth which is
little

better

than

a fiction.

In

the

thesis

of

the

pure unreality of Maya,all experience,all knowledge
as well as all ignorance, the knowledge that frees
us no less than the ignorance that binds us, worldacceptanceand world-refusal, are two sides of an
illusion; for there is nothing to accept or refuse,
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nobody to accept or refuse it. All the time it was.
only the immutable superconscientReality that at
all existed; the bondage and release were only
appearances,
not a reality. All attachment to worldexistence is an illusion, but the call for liberation
is also a circumstance of the illusion; it is something

that was createdin Maya which by its liberation isextinguishedin Maya. But this nullification cannot
be compelled to stop short in its devastating
advanceat the boundary fixed for it by a spiritual
Illusionism. For if all other experiences of the
individual

consciousness

in

the

universe

are

illusions, then what guarantee is there that its
spiritual experiences are not illusions, includingevenits absorbedself-experienceof the supreme Self
which is concededto us as utterly real? For if
cosmosis untrue, our experienceof the cosmic consciousness, of the universal

Self, of Brahman

as all

these beings or as the self of all these beings, the
One in all, all in the One has no secure foundation,

since it reposesin one of its terms on an illusion,.
on a constructionof Maya. That term, the cosmic
term, has to crumble, for all these beings which
we saw as the Brahman were illusions; then what

is our assurance
of our experienceof the other
term, the pure Self, the silent, static or absolute
Reality, since that too comes to us in a mind

mouldedof delusionand formedin a body created
by an Illusion? An overwhelming self-evident
convincingness,an experienceof absolute authenti-

city in the realisationor experienceis not an
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unanswerable proof of sole reality or sole finality:
for other spiritual experiences such as that of the
omnipresent Divine Person,Lord of a real Universe,.
have the same convincing, authentic and final
character. It is open to the intellect which has once
arrived at the conviction of the unreality of all other
things, to take a farther step and deny the reality
of

Self

and

of

all

existence.

The

Buddhists

took.

this last step and refused reality to the Self on the
ground that it was as much as the rest a construction.

of the mind; they cut not only God but the eternal
Self and impersonal Brahman out of the picture.
An uncompromising theory of Illusion solves
no problem of our existence; it only cuts the
problem out for the individual by showing him a
way of exit:

in its extreme form and effect, our

being and its action become null and without
sanction, its experience, aspiration, endeavour lose
their significance; all, the one incommunicable
relationless Truth excepted and the turning away
to it, become equated with illusion of being, are
part of a universal Illusion and themselvesillusions.
God and ourselves and the universe become myths

of Maya; for God is only a reflection of Brahman
in Maya, ourselves are only a reflection of Brahman

in illusory individuality, the world is only an
imposition on the Brahman's incommunicable self
existence.

There

is a less drastic

nullification

if

a

certain reality is admitted for the being even
within the illusion, a certain validity for the

experience and knowledge by which we grow into263
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the spirit: but this is only if the temporal has a
valid reality and the experiencein it has a real
validity, and in that casewhat we are in front of
is not an illusion taking the unreal for real but

an ignorancemisapprehending
the real. Otherwise
if the beings of whom Brahman is the self are
illusory, its selfhood is not valid, it is part of an
illusion; the experience of self is also an illusion:
the experience "I am That" is vitiated by an
ignorant conception, for there is no I, only That;
the experience "I am He" is doubly ignorant, for
it

assumes a conscious

Eternal,

a

Lord

of

the

.universe,a Cosmic Being, but there can be no such
thing if there is no reality in the universe. A real
solution of existence can only stand upon a truth
that accounts for our existence and world-existence,

reconciles their truth, their right relation and the
truth

of

their

relation

to

whatever

transcendent

Reality is the source of everything.

But this

implies some reality of individual and cosmos, some
true relation of the One Existence and all existences,

"of relative experienceand of the Absolute.
The theory of Illusion cuts the knot of the

world problem,it doesnot disentangleit; it is an
escape,not a solution: a flight of the spirit is not
.a sufficient victory for the being embodied in this

world of the becoming;it effectsa separationfrom
Nature,

not

a liberation

and

fulfilment

of

our

nature. This eventualoutcomesatisfiesonly one
element,sublimatesonly one impulseof our being;
it leavesthe rest out in the cold to perish in the
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of the unreal reality of Maya. As in

Science,so in metaphysicalthought, that general
and ultimate solution is likely to be the best which
includes .and accounts for all so that each truth

of

'experiencetakes its place in the whole: that
knowledge is likely to be the highest knowledge
which illumines, integralises, harmonises the
significance of all knowledge and accountsfor, finds
the basic and, one might almost say, the justifying
reason of our ignorance and illusion while it cures
them; this is the supreme experiencewhich gathers
together all experience in the truth of a supreme
and all-reconciling oneness. Illusionism unifies
.by elimination; it deprives all knowledge and
experience, except the one supreme merger, of
reality and significance.
But this debate belongs to the domain of the
pure reason and the final test of truths of this order

"is not reason but spiritual illumination verified by
abiding fact of spirit; a single decisive spiritual
experience may undo a whole edifice of reasonings
and conclusions erected by the logical intelligence.
Here the theory of Illusionism is in occupation of
a very solid ground; for, although it is in itself no
more than a mental formulation, the experience it
formulates into a philosophy accompaniesa most
powerful and apparently final spiritual realisation.
It comes upon us with a great force of awakening
to reality when the thought is stilled, when the
mind

withdraws

from

its

constructions,

when

we

pass into a pure selfhood void of all sense of
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individuality, empty of all cosmic contents: if the
spiritualised mind then looks at individual and
cosmos,they may well seem to it to be an illusion,
a scheme of names and figures and movements
falsely imposed on the sole reality of the SelfExistent.

Or

even

the

sense

of

self

becomes

inadequate; both knowledge and ignorance disappear into sheer Consciousness and consciousness

is plunged into a trance of pure superconscient
existence. Or even existence ends by becoming
too limiting a name for that which abides solely
for ever; there is only a timeless Eternal, a spaceless
Infinite,

the utterness

of the Absolute,

a nameless

peace, an overwhelming single objectless Ecstasy.
There can certainly be no doubt of the validitycomplete within itself-of this experience; there
can be no denial of the overwhelming decisive convincingness-ekatmya-pratyaya-saram-with which
this

realisation

seizes the

consciousness

of

the

spiritual seeker. But still all spiritual experience
is experienceof the Infinite and it takes a multitude of directions;
alone-are

some of them-and

so close to the Divine

'not this

and the Absolute,

so penetrated with the reality of Its presence or
with the ineffable peaceand power of the liberation
from all that is less than It, that they carry with

them this overwhelmingsenseof finality complete
and decisive. There are a hundred ways of
approaching the Supreme Reality and, as is the
nature of the way taken, so will be the nature of

the ultimate experienceby which one passesinto
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That which is ineffable, That of which no report
can be given to the mind or expressedby any
utterance.

All

these

definitive

culminations

. may

be regarded as penultimates of the one Ultimate;
they are stepsby which the soul crossesthe limits of
Mind

into

the Absolute.

Is then

this realisation

of passing into a pure immobile self-existenceor
this

Nirvana

of

the

individual

and

the

universe

one among these penultimates, or is it itself the
final

and absolute

realisation

which

is at the end

of every journey and transcendsand eliminates all
lesser experience? It claims to stand behind
and supersede, to sublate and to eliminate
every other knowledge; if that is really so, then
its finality must be accepted as conclusive. But,
against this pretension, it has been claimed that
it is possible to travel beyond by a greater negation
or a greater affirmation,-to extinguish self in
Non-Being or to passthrough the double experience
of

cosmic

consciousness

and

Nirvana

of

world-

consciousness in the One Existence to a greater

Divine Union and Unity which holds both these
realisations in its vast integral Reality. It is said
that beyond the duality and the non-duality there
is That in which both are held together and find
their truth in a Truth which is beyond them. A

consummatingexperiencewhich proceedsby the
exceedingand elimination of all other possible but
lesserexperiencesis, as a step towards the Absolute,.
admissible. A supreme experience which affirms
and includes the truth of all spiritual experience,
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gives to. each its own absolute,integralises
knowledgeand experiencein a supremereality*
might be the one step farther that is at once a
largestilluminating and transformingTruth of
things and a highestinfinite Transcendence.
Brahman, the supreme Reality, is That
being known all is known; but in the illusionist
.solutionit is That, which being known, all becomes
unreal and an incomprehensible mystery: in
other experience, the Reality being known,
assumesits true significance,its truth to the
and Absolute.
All truths,

even

those which

seem to be

conflict, have their validity, but they need £*reconciliation in some largest Truth which takes
them into itself; all philosophies have their value,
"-if for nothing else, then becausethey see the Self
and the universe from a point of view of the
spirit's experienceof the many-sided Manifestation
and in doing so shed light on something that hasto be known in the Infinite.
All spiritua.1
experiencesare true, but they point towards some
highest and widest reality which admits their truth
and exceedsit. This is, we may say, a sign of the
relativity of all truth and all experience, since both
vary with

the outlook

and

the

inlook

of the

knowing and experiencing mind and being; each.
man is said to have his own religion according to

his own nature, but so too eachman may be said
to havehis own philosophy,his own way of seeing1
and experienceof existence,though only a few
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can formulate it. But from another point of view
this variety testifies rather to the infinity of aspects

of the Infinite; eachcatchesa partial glimpse or a
whole glimpse of one or more aspectsor contacts
or enters into it in his mental or his spiritual
experience. To the mind at a certain stage all
these view-points begin to lose their definitiveness
in a large catholicity or a complex tolerant
incertitude, or all the rest may fall away from it
and yield place to an ultimate truth or a single
absorbing experience. It is then that it is liableto feel the unreality of all that it has seen and

thought and taken as part of itself or its universe.
This "all" becomesto it a universal unreality or a
many-sided fragmental reality without a principle

of unification; as it passesinto the negativing
purity of an absolute experience, all falls away
from it and there remains only a silent and
immobile Absolute. But the consciousnessmight
be called to go farther and seeagain all it has left
in the light of a new spiritual vision: it may
recover the truth of all things in the truth of theAbsolute; it may reconcile the negation of Nirvana
and

the

affirmation

of

the

cosmic

consciousness

in-

a single regard of That of which both are the
self-expressions. In the passagefrom mental tooyermind cognition this many-sided unity is the

leading experience; the whole manifestation
assumesthe appearanceof a singularand mighty
harmony which reaches its greatest completeness
when the soul stands on the border

between over-
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mind and supermind and looks back with a total
view upon existence.
This is at least a possibility that we have to
"explore and pursue this view of things to its
ultimate consequence. A consideration of the
possibility of a great cosmic Illusion as the explanation of the enigma of being had to be undertaken
becausethis view and experience of things presents
itself powerfully at the end of the mental spiral
where that reachesits point of breaking or point
of cessation; but once it is ascertained

that it is not

the obligatory end of a scrupulous enquiry into the
ultimate

truth,

we can leave it aside or refer

to it

"onlywhen neededin connection with some line of
a more plastic course of thought and reasoning.
Our regard can now be concentrated on the
problem that is left by the exclusion of the
illusionist solution, the problem of the Knowledge
and the Ignorance.
All turns round the question "What is
Reality?" Our cognitive consciousnessis limited,
ignorant, finite; our conceptions of reality depend
"on our way of contact with existence in this limited
"consciousnessand may be very different from the

way in which an original and ultimate Consciousnessseesit. It is necessaryto distinguish between
the essential Reality, the phenomenal reality
dependent upon it and arising out of it, and the
restricted and often misleading experience or
notion of either that is created by our senseexperience and our reason. To our sense the
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earth is flat and, for most immediate practical
purposes, within a limit, we have to follow the
sensereality and deal with the flatnessas if it were
a fact; but in true phenomenal reality the flatness
of the earth is unreal, and Scienceseeking for the
truth of the phenomenal reality in things has to
treat it as approximately round. In a host of
details Science contradicts

the evidence of the senses

as to the real truth of phenomena; but, still, we
have to accept the cadre provided by our senses
because the practical relations with things which
they impose on us have validity as an effect of
reality and cannot be disregarded. Our reason,
relying on the sensesand exceeding them, constructs

its own

canons or notions

of the real and

unreal, but these canons vary according to the
stand-point taken by the reasoning observer. The
physical scientist probing into phenomena erects
formulas and standards basedon the objective and
phenomenal reality and its processes:to his view
mind may appear as a subjective result of Matter
and self and spirit as unreal; at any rate he has to
act as if matter and energy alone existed and mind
were only an observer of an independent physical
reality which is unaffected by any mental processes1
"or any presence or intervention of a cosmic
Intelligence. The psychologist, probing inde1 This position lias beenshaken by the theory of Relativity,
"but it
.affirmation

must hold as a pragmatic basis for experiment
of

the

scientific

fact.
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pendently into mind consciousnessand mind unconsciousness, discovers another

domain

of realities,.

subjective in its character,which hasits own law and
process; to him Mind may even come to appear as,
the key of the real, Matter as only a field for
mind, and spirit apart from mind as. something
unreal. But there is a farther probing which
brings up the truth of self and spirit and establishes,
a greater order of the real in which there is a
reversal of our view both of the subjective mind
realities and objective physical realities so that they
are seenas things phenomenal,secondary,dependent
upon the truth of self and the realities o£ the spirit.
In this deeper searchinto things mind and matter
begin to wear the appearanceof a lesser order of
the real and may easily come to appear unreal.
But

finite

it is the reason

accustomed

that makes these exclusions;

to deal

with

the

it cuts the whole

into segments and can select one segment of the

whole as if it were the entire reality.

This is

necessary for its action since its business is to deal

with the finite as finite, and we have to accept for
practical purposes and for the reason's dealings
with the finite the cadre it gives us, because it is
valid as an effect of reality and so cannot be
disregarded. When we come to the experience of
the spiritual which is itself the whole or contains,
the whole

in itself,

our mind

carries

there

too its."

segmenting reason and the definitions necessary to
a finite cognition; it cuts a line of section between

the infinite

and the finite, the spirit
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phenomena or manifestations, and dubs those as
real and these as unreal.

But an original

and

ultimate consciousnessembracing all the terms of
existence in a single integral view would see the
whole in its spiritual essential reality and the
phenomenon as a phenomenon or manifestation of
that reality. If this greater spiritual consciousness
saw in things only unreality and an entire
disconnection with the truth of the spirit, it could
not

have-if

it

were

itself

a Truth-consciousness-

any reason for maintaining

them in continuous or

recurrent existence through all Time: if it so
maintains them, it is becausethey are basedon the
realities of the spirit. But, necessarily,when thus
integrally seen, the phenomenal reality would take
on another appearancethan when it is viewed by
the reason and senseof the finite being; it would
have another and deeper reality, another and
greater significance, another and more subtle and
complex process of its movements of existence.
The canons of reality and all the forms of thought
createdby the finite reason and sensewould appear
to the greater consciousness
as partial constructions
with

an element

of truth

in

them

and

an element

of error; these constructions might therefore be
described

as at

once real

and

unreal,

but

the

phenomenal world itself would not become either
unreal or unreal-real by that fact: it would put on
another reality of a spiritual character; the finite
would reveal itself as a power, a movement, a
processof the Infinite.
18
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An original and ultimate consciousness
would
be a consciousness of the Infinite

and necessarily

Unitarian in its view of diversity, integral, all-

accepting,all-embracing,all-discriminatingbecause
all-determining, an indivisible whole-vision. It
would seethe essenceof things and regard all forms
and movements as phenomenon and consequence
of the essentialReality, motions and formations of
its power of being. It is held by the reason that
truth must be empty of any conflict of contradictions: if so, since the phenomenal universe is or
seems to be the contrary of the essential Brahman

it must be unreal; since individual being is the
contrary of both transcendence and universality,

it

must be unreal. But what appear as contradictions
to a reason based on the finite may not be
contradictions to a vision or a larger reason based
on

the

infinite.

What

may be to the infinite

our

mind

sees as contraries

consciousness not contraries

but complementaries: essenceand phenomenon of
the essenceare complementary to each other, not
contradictory,-the phenomenon manifests the
essence; the

finite

contradiction

of the

is a circumstance
infinite;

and

the individual

not

a

is a

self-expressionof the universal and the transcendent,
-it is not a contradiction or something quite other
than it, it is the universal concentrated and selective, it is one with the Transcendent in its essence

"of being and its essenceof nature. In the view of

this Unitariancomprehensive
seeingthere is nothing
contradictoryin a formlessEssenceof being that
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of forms, or in a status of the

Infinite supporting a kinesis of the Infinite, or
in an infinite Oneness expressing itself in a
multiplicity of beings and aspectsand powers and
movements, for they are beings and aspectsand
powers and movements of the One. A worldcreation on this basis is a perfectly natural and
normal

and

inevitable

movement

which

in

itself

raisesno problem, since it is exactly what one must
"expect in an action of the Infinite. All the
intellectual problem and difficulty is raised by the
finite reason cutting, separating, opposing the
power of the Infinite to its being, its kinesis to
its status, its natural multiplicity to its essential
oneness,segmentingself, opposing Spirit to Nature.
To understand truly the world-process of the
Infinite and the Time-process of the Eternal, the
consciousnessmust pass beyond this finite reason
.and the finite senseto a larger reasonand spiritual
.sense

in

touch

with

the

consciousness

of

the

Infinite and responsive to the logic of the Infinite
which is the very logic of being itself and arises
inevitably from its self-operationof its own realities,
a logic whosesequencesare not the stepsof thought
but the steps of existence.
But what has been thus described, it may be
said, is only a cosmic consciousnessand there is the
Absolute:
universe

the Absolute
and

cannot

individual

limit

Absolute, they must be unreal.
indeed that the Absolute

be limited;
and

divide

the

It is self-evident

cannot be limited;
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be limited neither by formlessness
nor by form,.
neither by unity nor by multiplicity, neither by
immobile status nor by dynamic mobility. If it
manifests

form,

multiplicity,
manifests

form

cannot limit

multiplicity
motion

it; if it manifests.

cannot divide it; if it

and becoming,

motion cannot

perturb nor becoming change it: it cannot be
limited any more than it can be exhausted by
self-creation. Even material things have this
superiority to their manifestation; earth is not
limited by the vesselsmade from it, nor air by the
winds that move in it, nor the sea by the waves
that rise on its surface. This impressionof limitation belongs only to the mind and sense which see

the finite as if it were an independent entity
separating itself from the Infinite or somethingcut
out of it by limitation: it is this impression that
is illusory, but neither the infinite nor the finite
is an illusion; for neither exists by the impressions
of the sense or the mind, they depend for their
existence

on

the Absolute.

The Absolute is in itself indefinable by reason,.

ineffable to the speech; it has to be approached
through experience. It can be approachedthrough
an absolute negation of existence,as if it were itself
a supreme Non-Existence, a mysterious infinite
Nihil. It can be approached through an absoluteaffirmation

of

all

the

fundamentals

of

our

own

existence, through an absolute of Light and
Knowledge, through an absolute of Love or Beauty,
through an absolute of Force, through an absolute276
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of peaceor silence. It can be approachedthrough
an inexpressible absolute of being or of consciousness,or of power of being, or of delight of being,
or through a supreme experience in which these
things become inexpressibly one; for we can enter
into such an ineffable state and, plunged into it as
if into a luminous abyssof existence,we can reach
a superconsciencewhich may be described as the
gate of the Absolute. It is supposedthat it is only
through a negation of individual and cosmosthat
we

can

enter

into

the

Absolute.

But

in

fact

the

individual need only deny his own small separate
ego-existence;he can approachthe Absolute through
a sublimation of his spiritual individuality taking
up the cosmosinto himself and transcendingit; or
he may negate himself altogether, but even so it is
still the individual who by self-exceedingenters
into the Absolute.

He may enter also by a sub-

limitation of his being into a supreme existenceor
super-existence,by a sublimation of his consciousness
into a supreme consciousness
or superconscience,
by
a sublimation of his and all delight of being into
a super-delight or supreme ecstasy. He can make
the approach through an ascension in which he
enters

into

cosmic

consciousness,

assumes it

into

himself and raises himself and it into a state of being

in which onenessand multiplicity are in perfect
harmony and unison in a supreme status of manifestation where all are in each and each in all and all

in the one without any determining individuation
-for the dynamic identity and mutuality have
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becomecomplete;on the path of affirmation it is
this status of the manifestation

that is nearest to the

Absolute. This paradox of an Absolute which can
be realised through an absolute negation and
through an absolute affirmation, in many ways, can
only be accounted for to the reason if it is a supreme
Existence

which

is

so far

above

our

notion

and

experience of existence that it can correspond also
to our negation of it, to our notion and experience
of non-existence,

but

also, since all

that

exists

is

That, whatever its degree of manifestation, It is
itself the supreme of all things and can be
approachedthrough supremeaffirmations as through
supremenegations. The Absolute is the ineffable x
overtopping and underlying and immanent and
essential
existence.

in

all

that

we

can

call

existence

or

non-

It is our first premiss that the Absolute is the
supreme reality; but the issue is whether all else
that we experienceis real or unreal. A distinction
is sometimesmade between being and existence,and
it is supposedthat being is real but existence or
what

manifests

as such

is unreal.

But

this

can stand

only if there is a rigid distinction, a cut and
separation

between

the

uncreated

Eternal

and

created existences; the uncreated Being can then
be

taken

as

alone

real.

This

conclusion

does

not follow if what exists is form of Being
and substance of Being; it would be unreal
only if it were a form of Non-Being, asat, created
out of the Void, sunya. The states of existence
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through which we approach and enter into the
Absolute
and

what

must

unreal

have

cannot

issues from

their
lead

truth,

into

the Absolute,

for

the

the

Real:

what

untrue
but

also

the Eternal

supports and informs and manifests in itself, must

have a reality. There is the unmanifest and there
is the manifestation,
but a manifestation
of the
Real must itself be real; there is the Timeless

and there is the process of things in Time, but
nothing can appear in Time unlessit has a basis in
the timelessReality. If my self and spirit are real,
my thoughts, feelings, powers of all kinds, which
are its expressions,cannot be unreal; my body,
which is the form it puts out in itself and which at
the same time it inhabits, cannot be a nothing or
a mere unsubstantial shadow. The only reconciling
explanation is that timeless eternity and time
eternity are two aspectsof the Eternal and Absolute
and both are real, but in a different order of reality:
what

is unmanifest

in

the Timeless

manifests

itself

in Time; each thing that exists is real in its own
degree of the manifestation and is so seen by the
consciousness

of the Infinite.

All manifestation dependsupon being, but also
upon consciousness
and its power or degree; for as
is the status of consciousness, so will

be the status

of being. Even the Inconscient is a statusand power
of involved consciousness
in which being is plunged
into an other and oppositestateof non-manifestation
resembling non-existence so that out of it all in the
material universe may be manifested; so too the
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superconscientis consciousness
taken up into an
.absolute of being. For there is a superconscient
status in which consciousnessseems to be luminously

involved in being and as if unaware of itself; all
consciousnessof being, all knowledge, self-vision,
force of being, seem to emerge from that involved
state or to appear in it: this emergence,in our view
of it, may appear to be an emergenceinto a lesser
reality, but in fact both the superconscienceand the
consciousness
are and regard the same Real. There
is alsoa statusof the Supreme in which no distinction
can be made between being and consciousness,-for
they are too much one there to be thus differentiated,

-but this supremestatus of being is also a supreme
status of the power of being and therefore of the
power of consciousness;for the force of being and
the

force

of

its

consciousness

are

one

there

and

cannot be separated: it is this unification of eternal
Being with

the eternal Consciousness-Force that is

the status of the supreme Ishwara, and its force of
being is the dynamis of the Absolute. , This status
is not a negation of cosmos; it carries in itself the

-essence
and power of all cosmic existence.
But still unreality is a fact of cosmic existence,"

and if all is the Brahman, the Reality, we have to
account for this element of unreality in the Real.
If the unreal is not a fact of being, it must be an
act or a formation

of consciousness, and is there not

then a status or degreeof consciousness
in which its
acts and formations are wholly or partly unreal? If
this unreality cannot be attributed to an original
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cosmicIllusion, to Maya,there is still in the universe

itselfa powerof illusionof Ignorance.It is in the
powerof the Mind to conceivethingsthat are not
real, it is in its powereven to create things that arc
not real or not wholly real; its very view of itself
and universe is a construction

that is not wholly

real or wholly unreal. Where doesthis element of
unreality begin and where doesit stop, and what
is its cause and what ensues on the removal of both

the cause.andthe consequence?Even if all cosmic
existence is not in itself unreal, cannot that descrip-

tion be applied to the world of Ignorance in which
we live, this wrorld of constant change and birth and
death and frustration

and suffering,

and does not

the removal of the Ignorance abolish lor us (lit:
reality

of the world

which

it creates, or is not a

departure out of it the natural and only issue? This
would be valid, if our ignorance were a pure:
ignorance without any element of truth or knowledge
in it.

But

in fact our consciousness

of the true and the false;

not a pure invention,

is a mixture

its acts and creations

a baseless structure.

arc

The

structureit builds, its form of things or form of the
universe,is not a mixture of reality and the unreal
so much as a half comprehension,a half expression
of the real, and, since all consciousness is force and

thereforepotentiallycreative,our ignorancehasthe
result of wrong creation, wrong manifestation,
wrong

action

or

misconceived

and

misdirected

energy of the being. All world-existence is mani-

festation,
but our ignorance
is theagentof a partial,
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limited and ignorant manifestation,-in part an
expressionbut in part also a disguise of the original
being, consciousnessand delight of existence. If
this state of things is permanent and unalterable, if
our world must always move in this circle, if some
Ignorance is the cause of all things and all action
here and not

a condition

and

circumstance,

then

indeed the cessation of individual ignorance could
only come by an escape of the individual from
world-being, and a cessationof the cosmic ignorance
would be the destruction of world-being. But if this
world has at its root an evolutionary principle, if
our ignorance is a half-knowledge evolving towards
knowledge, another account and another issue and
spiritual result of our existence in material Nature,
a greater manifestation here becomespossible.
A

farther

distinction

has

to

be

made

in

our

conceptions of unreality, so as to avoid a possible
confusion in our dealings with this problem of the
Ignorance. Our mind, or a part of it, has a pragmatic standard of reality; it insists on a standard
of fact, of actuality. All that is fact of existence is
to it real, but for it this factuality or reality of the

actual is limited to the phenomenaof this terrestrial
existence

in

the

material

universe.

But

terrestrial

or material existence is only a part manifestation, it
is a system of actualised possibilities of the Being
which does not exclude all other possibilities not
yet actualised or not actualised here.

In a mani-

festation in Time new realities can emerge, truths
of being not yet realised can put forth their possi282
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bilities and become actual in the physical and
terrestrial existence; other truths of being there may

be that are supraphysical and belong to another
domain

real.

of manifestation,

not realised here but still

Even what is nowhere actual in any universe,

may be a truth of being, a potential of being, and
cannot, becauseit is not yet expressedin form of
existence, be taxed as unreal.

But our mind

or this

part of it still insists on its pragmatic habit or
conception of the real which admits only the
factual and actual as true and is prone to regard
all

else as unreal.

There

is then

for

this

mind

an

unreality which is of a purely pragmatic nature: it
consistsin the formulation of things which are not
necessarily unreal in themselves but are not realised

or perhaps cannot be realised by ourselves or in
present circumstances or in our actual world of
being; this is not a true unreality, it isjnot an unreal

but an unrealised, not an unreal of being but only
an unreal of present or known fact. There is,
again, an unreality which is conceptual and perceptive and is caused by an erroneousconception and
perception of the real: this too is not or need not be
an unreality of being, it is only a falseconstruction of
consciousness
due to limitation by Ignorance. These
and other secondarymovementsof our ignorance are
not the heart of the problem, for that turns upon a
more general affliction of our consciousnessand the

world-consciousness
here; it is the problem of the
cosmicIgnorance. For our whole view and experience
of existence

labours

under

a limitation
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ness which is not ours alone but seems to be at the
basis of the material
creation.
Instead of the

original and ultimate Consciousnesswhich sees
reality as a whole, we see active here a limited
consciousnessand either a partial and unfinished
creation or a cosmickinesis that movesin a perpetual
circle of meaninglesschange. Our consciousness
seesa part and parts only of the Manifestation,-if
manifestation it be,-and treats it or them as if they
were separateentities; all our illusions and errors
arise from a limited separative awareness which
creates

unrealities

or

misconceives

the

Real.

But

the problem becomesstill more enigmatic when we
perceive that our material world seems to arise
directly, not out of any original Being and Conscious-

ness,but out of a statusof Inconscienceand apparent
Non-Existence; our ignorance itself is something
that has appeared as if with difficulty and struggle
out

of the Inconscience.

This then is the mystery,-how did an
illimitable consciousness
and force of integral being
enter into this limitation and separativeness?how
could this be possible and, if its possibility has to
be admitted, what is its justification in the Real and
its significance? It is the mystery not of an original
Illusion, but of the origin of the Ignorance and
Inconscience and of the relations of Knowledge
and Ignorance to the original Consciousnessor
Superconscience.

CHAPTER

THE

KNOWLEDGE

VII

AND

THE

IGNORANCE

I^et the Knower distinguish
and the Ignorance.

the Knowledge
Rig Veda*

Two are there, hidden in the secrecy of the
Infinite, the Knowledge arid the Ignorance; but
perishable is the Ignorance, immortal is the
Knowledge.;
another than
over both the Knowledge

they is He who rules
and the Ignorance.

Swetaswatara Upanishad.-f
Two Unborn, the Knower and one who
knows not, the Lord and one who has not
mastery : one Unborn and in her are the object
of enjoyment and the enjover.
Swetaswatara Upanishad.+.
Two are joined together, powers of Truth,
powers of Maya,-they have built the Child and
given him birth and they nourish his growth.
Rig

Veda.§

IN our scrutiny of the seven principles of existence
it was found that they are one in their essential
and fundamental

reality:

for if even the matter

of the most material universe is nothing but a status
of being of Spirit made an object of sense,envisaged
"by the Spirit's own consciousness
as the stuff of its
forms, much more must the life-force that constitutes,
itself into form of Matter, and the mind-conscious-

nessthat throws itself out as Life, and the Supermind
that developsMind as one of its powers, be nothing
but Spirit itself modified in apparent substance
*IV.

2. 11.

fV.

1.
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and in dynamism of action, not modified in real

essence.All are powersof one Powerof being and
not other than that All-Existence,

All-Consciousness,

All-Will, All-Delight which is the true truth behind

everyappearance.And theyare not only one in their
reality, but also inseparablein the sevenfold variety
of their action. They are the seven colours of the
light of the divine consciousness,the seven rays of
the Infinite, and by them the Spirit has filled in on
the canvasof his self-existenceconceptually extended,
woven of the objective warp of Space and the
subjective woof of Time, the myriad wonders of his
self-creationgreat, simple, symmetrical in its primal
laws and vast framings, infinitely curious and
intricate in its variety of forms and actions and the
-complexities of relation and mutual effect of all
upon eachand each upon all. These are the seven
Words of the ancient sages; by them have been
created and in the light of their meaning are
worked out and have to be interpreted the developed
and developing harmonies of the world we know
and the worlds behind of which we have only an
indirect knowledge. The Light, the Sound is one;
their

action

is sevenfold.

But here there is a world based upon an
original

Inconscience;

here

consciousness

has

formulated itself in the figure of an ignorance
labouring towards knowledge. We have seen that
there

is no

essential

reason

either

in

the

nature

of

Being itself or in the original character and
fundamental relations of its sevenprinciples for this
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intrusion of Ignorance, of discord into the harmony,
of darknessinto the light, of division and limitation
into the self-consciousinfinity of the divine creation.
For we can conceive, and since we can, the Divine
can

still

more

conceive-and

since

there

is

the

conception, there must somewherebe the execution,
the

creation

actual

or

intended,-a

universal

harmony into which these contrary elements do not
enter.

The

divine

self-manifestation

Vedic

seers

were
and

conscious
looked

on

of
it

such

a

as the

greater world beyond this lesser,a freer and wider
plane of consciousness
and being, the truth-creation
of the Creator which they describedas the seat or
own

home of the Truth,

as the vast Truth,

or the

Truth, the Right, the Vast,1 or again as a Truth
hidden by a Truth where the Sun of Knowledge
finishes his journey and unyokes his horses,where
the thousand rays of consciousness
stand together so
that there is That One, the supreme form of the
Divine Being. But this world in which we live
seemedto them to be a mingled weft in which truth
is disfigured by an abundant falsehood, anHasya
bhureh2; here the one light has to be born by its
own vast force out of an initial

darkness or sea of

Inconscience3;immortality and godhead have to be
built up out of an existence which is under the

yoke of death, ignorance,weakness,suffering and
1 sadanam rtasya, sve dame rtasya, rtasya brhate, rtam
"satyam brliat.

2Rig Veda, VII. 60. 5.

3 apraketam salilam.
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limitation. This self-building they figured as the
creation by man in himself of that other world or
high ordered harmony of infinite being which
already exists perfect and eternal in the Divine
Infinite.

The

lower is for us the first condition

of

the higher; the darknessis the dense body of the
light, the Inconscient guards in itself all the concealed Superconscient,the powers of the division
and

falsehood

hold

from

us but

also for

us and

to

be conquered from them the riches and substance
of the unity and the truth in their cave of subconscience. This was in their view, expressed in
the highly figured enigmatic language of the early
mystics, the senseand justification of man's actual
existence

and his conscious

or unconscious

Godward

effort, his conception so paradoxical at first sight
in a world which seems its very opposite, his.
aspiration so impossible to a superficial view in a
creature so ephemeral, weak, ignorant, limited,
towards a plenitude of immortality, knowledge*
power, bliss, a divine and imperishable existence.For, as a matter of fact, while the very keyword
of the ideal creation is a plenary self-consciousness
and self-possession
in the infinite Soul and a perfect
oneness,the keyword of the creation of which we
have present experience is the very opposite; it is.
an original inconscience developing in life into a
limited and divided self-consciousness,
an original
inert subjection to the drive of a blind self-existent
Force developing in life into a struggle of the selfconsciousbeing to possesshimself and all things,
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and to establish in the kingdom of this unseeingmechanic Force the reign of an enlightened Will
and Knowledge. And because the blind mechanic
Force-we know now really that it is no such thingconfronts us everywhere, initial, omnipresent, the
fundamental law, the great total energy, and because
the only enlightened will we know, our own, appears
as a subsequent phenomenon, a result, a partial,.
subordinate, circumscribed, sporadic energy, the
struggle seemsto us at the best a very precarious
and

doubtful

venture.

The

Inconscient

to

our

perceptions is the beginning and the end; the selfconscioussoul seemshardly more than a temporary
accident, a fragile blossomupon this great, dark and
monstrous

Ashwattha-tree

of the universe.

Or

if we

suppose the soul to be eternal, it appears at least
as a foreigner, an alien and not over well-treated

guest in the reign of this vast Inconscience. If not
an

accident

in

the

Inconscient

Darkness,

it

is

perhaps a mistake, a stumble downwards of the
superconscientLight.
If this view of things had a complete validity,
then only the absolute idealist, sent perhaps out of
some higher existence,unable to forget his mission,
stung into indomitable enthusiasm by a divine
oestrus

or sustained

in a calm

and

infinite

fortitude

by the light and force and voice of the unseen
Godhead, could persist under such circumstancesin
holding up before himself, much more before an
incredulous or doubting world, the hope of a full
successfor the human endeavour. Actually, for the
19
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most part, men either reject it from the beginning
or turn away from it eventually, after some early
enthusiasm,asa proved impossibility. The consistent
materialist seeks a partial and short-lived power,
knowledge, happiness,so much only as the dominant
inconscient

order

of

Nature

will

allow

to

the

.struggling self-consciousness
of man if he acceptshis
limitations, obeys her laws and makes as good a use
of them by his enlightened will as their inexorable
mechanism will tolerate. The religionist seekshis
reign of enlightened will, love or divine being, his
kingdom of God, in that other world where they are
unalloyed and eternal. The philosophic mystic
rejects all as a mental illusion and aspires to selfextinction

in some Nirvana

the featureless Absolute;
illusion-driven

individual

or else an

immersion

if the soul or mind
has

dreamed

of

in

of the

a divine

realisation in this ephemeral world of the Ignorance,
it must in the end recognise its mistake and
renounce

its vain endeavour.

But

still,

since there

.are these two sides of existence, the ignorance of
Nature and the light of the Spirit, and since there
is behind them the One Reality, the reconciliation

or at any rate the bridging of the gulf forecast in
the mystic parablesof the Veda ought to be possible.
It is a keen senseof this possibility which has taken
different shapesand persisted through the centuries,
-the perfectibility of man, the perfectibility of
society, the Alwar's vision of the descent of Vishnu

and the Gods upon earth, the reign of the saints,
sadhunam rajyam? the city of God, the millennium,
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die new heaven and earth of the Apocalypse. But
these

intuitions

have

lacked

knowledge and the mind

a

basis

of

assured

of man has remained

swinging between a bright future hope and a grey
present certitude. But the grey certitude is not so
certain as it looks and a divine life evolving or
preparing in earth Nature need not be a chimera.
All acceptationsof our defeat or our limitation start
from the implied or explicit recognition, first, of an
"essential dualism

and,

then,

of an irreconcilable

opposition between the dual principles, between the
Conscient and the Inconscient, between Heaven and
Earth, between God and the world, between the

limitless One and the limited

Many, between the

Knowledge and the Ignorance. We have arrived
by the train of our reasoning at the conclusion that
this

need

be no

more

than

an

error

of

the

sense-

mind and the logical intellect founded upon a
partial experience. We have seen that there can
be and is a perfectly rational basisfor the hope of
our victory; for the lower term of being in which
we now live contains in itself the principle and
intention of that which exceedsit and it is by its
"own self-exceeding and transformation into that
that it can find and develop into a complete form
its own

real

essence.

But there is one point in the reasoning which
till

now we have left somewhat obscure, and it is

precisely in this matter of the co-existenceof the
Knowledge and the Ignorance. Admittedly, we
start here from conditions which are the opposite of
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and all

the circumstances

of that opposition are founded upon the being's
ignorance of himself and of the Self of all, outcome
of an original cosmic Ignorance whose result is selflimitation and the founding of life on division in
being, division in consciousness,
division in will and
force, division in the light, division and limitation
in knowledge, power, love with, as consequence,the
positive opposite phenomena of egoism, obscuration,
incapacity, misuse of knowledge and will, disharmony, weaknessand suffering. We have found
that this Ignorance, although shared by Matter and'
Life, has its roots in the nature of Mind whose very

office it is to measure off, limit, particularise and
thereby divide. But Mind also is a universal
principle, is One, is Brahman, and therefore it has.
a tendency to a unifying and universalising.
knowledge as well as to that which marks off and
particularises. The particularising faculty of Mind
only becomes Ignorance when it separates itself
from the higher principles of which it is a power
and acts not only with

its characteristic

tendency,

but also with a tendency to exclude the rest of
knowledge, to particularise first and foremost and
always and to leave unity as a vague concept to be
approached only afterwards, when particularisation
is complete, and through the sum of particulars.
This exclusivenessis the very soul of Ignorance.
We must then seizehold on this strange power
of

Consciousness

which

is the

root

of

our

ills,

examine the principle of its operation and detect
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not only its essential nature and origin, but its
power and processof operation and its last end and
means of removal. How is it that the Ignorance
exists? How has any principle or power in the
infinite self-awarenessbeen able to put selfJmowledgebehind it and exclude all but its own
characteristic

limited

action?

Certain

thinkers1

have declared that the problem is insoluble, it is an
original mystery and is intrinsically incapable of
explanation; only the fact and the processcan be
.stated: or else the question of the nature of the
supremeoriginal Existence or Non-existenceis put
aside as either unanswerable or unnecessary to
.answer. One can say that Maya with its funda-

mental principle of ignorance or illusion simply is,
.and this power of Brahman has the double force
<of Knowledge and Ignorance inherently potential
in it; all we have to do is to recognisethe fact and
find a means of escape out of the Ignorancethrough the Knowledge, but into what is beyond
both Knowledge and Ignorance-by renunciation of
life, by recognition of the universal impermanency
of things and the vanity of cosmic existence.
1 Buddha refused to consider the metaphysical problem;
the process by which our unreal individuality is constructed
and a world of suffering maintained in existence and the
method of escape from it is all that is of importance. Karma
is a fact; the construction of objects, of an individuality not
truly existent is the cause of suffering : to get rid of Karma,
individuality and suffering must be our one objective; by that
-elimination we shall pass into whatever may be free from these
things, permanent, real: the way of liberation alone matters.
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cannot

remain

satisfied-the

niind of Buddhism itself did not remain satisfied-

with this evasion at the very root of the whole
matter. In the first place,thesephilosophies,
while

thus putting aside the root question,do actually
make far-reachingassertionsthat assume,not only
a certain operation and symptoms,but a certain
fundamental nature of the Ignorancefrom which
their prescription of remediesproceeds;and it is
t>h\ious that without such a radical diagnosisno
proscription of remedies can be anything but an
empiric dealing. But if we are to evade the rootquestion, we have no means of judging whether the
assertions

advanced,

are

correct

or

the

remedies

prescribed the right ones, or whether there are not
others which without being so violent, destructively
radical or of the nature of a surgical mutilation or
extinction of the patient may yet bring a more
integral and natural cure. Secondly, it is always
the business of man the thinker to know.

He may

not be able by mental meansto know the essentiality

of" the Ignoranceor of anything in the universein
the senseof defining it, becausethe mind can only
know things in that senseby their signs,characters,

forms, properties, functionings, relations to other
things, not in their occult self-beingand essence.

But we can pursue farther and farther, clarify
more and more accurately our observationof

the phenomenalcharacterand operationof the
ignoranceuntil we get the right revealingword,
the right indicating senseof the thing and socome
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but

by vision and.

experience of the truth, by realising the truth in
our own being. The whole processof man's highest
intellectual knowledge is through this mental manipulation and discrimination to the point where the
veil is broken and he can see;at the end spiritual
knowledge comesin to help us to becomewhat we
see, to enter into the Light in which there is no
Ignorance.

It is true that the first origin of the Ignorance
is beyond us as mental beings because our
intelligence lives and moves within the Ignorance
itself and does not reach up to the point or ascend
on to the plane where that separationtook place of
which

the

individual

mind

is the result.

But

this

is true of the first origin and fundamental truth of
all things, and on this principle we should have to
rest satisfied with a general agnosticism. Man has.
to work in the Ignorance, to learn under itsconditions, to know it up to its farthest point so
that he may arrive at its borders where it meets the
Truth,

touch its final

lid

of luminous

obscuration

and develop the faculties which enable him to overstep that powerful but really unsubstantial barrier.
We have then to scrutinise more closely than

we have yet done the character and operation of
this principle or this power of Ignorance and arrive
at a clearer conceptionof its nature and origin. And
first we must fix firmly in our minds what we mean
by the word itself. The distinction between the

Knowledge and the Ignorance begins with the
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hymns of the Rig Veda. Here knowledgeappears
to signify a consciousness
of the Truth, the Right,
.satyamrtam, and of all that is of the order of the
Truth and Right; ignorance is an unconsciousness,
.acitti, of the Truth and Right, an opposition to its
workings and a creation of false or adverseworkings.
Ignorance is the absenceof the divine eye of perception which gives us the sight of the supramental
Truth; it is the non-perceiving principle in our
consciousnessas opposed to the truth-perceiving
conscious vision and knowledge.1 In its actual
operation this non-perceiving is not an entire inconscience, the inconscient sea from which this world

arisen2, but either a limited

has

or a false knowledge,

a knowledge based on the division of undivided
being, founded upon the fragmentary, the little,
opposedto the opulent, vast and luminous completeness of things; it is a cognition which by the
opportunity of its limitations is turned into falsehood and supported in that aspect by the Sons of
Darkness

and

Division,

enemies

of

the

<endeavour in man, the assailants, robbers,

divine
coverers

of his light of knowledge. It was therefore regarded
as an undivine Maya3, that which creates false
mental forms and appearances,-and hence the
later significance of this word which seems to have

meant originally a formative power of knowledge,
the true magic of the supreme Mage, the divine
Magician, but was also used for the adverse forma1acitti aid citti.

2apraketam salilam.
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tive power of a lower knowledge, the deceit, illusion
and deluding magic of the Rakshasa. The divine
Maya is the knowledge of the Truth

of things, its

essence,law, operation, which the gods possessand
on which they found their own eternal action and

creation1and their building of their powers in the
human being. This idea of the Vedic mystics can
in a more metaphysical thought and language be
translated into the conception that the Ignorance is
in its origin a dividing mental knowledge which
does not grasp the unity, essence,self-law of things
in their one origin and in their universality, but
works rather upon divided particulars, separate
phenomena, partial relations, as if they were the
truth we had to seizeor as if they could really be
understood at all without going back behind the
division to the unity, behind the dispersion to the
universality. The Knowledge is that which tends
towards unification and, attaining to the supramental
faculty, seizes the oneness, the essence, the self-law
of

existence

and

views

and

deals

with

the

multi-

plicity of things out of that light and plenitude, in
some

sort

as

does

the

Divine

Himself

from

the

highest height whence He embracesthe world. It
must be noted however that the Ignorance in this
conception of it is still a kind of knowledge, but,
becauseit is limited, it is open at any point to the
intrusion

of falsehood

1 devanam

adabdha

and

vratani.
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wrong conceptionof things which standsin o
tion to the true Knowledge.

In the Vedantic thought of the Upanishs
find the original Vedic terms replaced fy
familiar antinomy of Vidya and Avidya, and
the changeof termsthere hascomea certain de
ment of significance: for since the nature c
Knowledge is to find the Truth and the fundan
Truth is the One,-the Veda speaksrepeate
it

as 'That

Truth"

and

"That

One",-^

Knowledge in its highest spiritual sense, ca
mean purely and trenchantly the knowled
the One, Avidya, Ignorance, purely and trend
the knowledge of the divided Many divorce
in

our

world

it

is divorced,

from

the

un

consciousnessof the One Reality. .The co
associations,

the

rich

contents,

the

lurr

penumbra of varied and corollary ideas and
ficant figures which belonged to the concept
the Vedic words,werelargely lost in a language
precise and metaphysical, less psychologica
flexible. Still the later exaggeratedidea of ab
separation from the true truth of Self and Spi

an original illusion, of a consciousness that c

equated with dream or with hallucination, di
at first enter into the Vedantic conception c
Ignorance. If in the Upanishadsit is declare
the man who lives and moveswithin the Igno
wanders about stumbling like a blind man 1
the

blind

and returns

ever to the

net

of

which is spread wide for him, it is also aff
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elsewhere in the Upanishads that he who follows
after the Knowledge only, enters as if into a
blinder

darkness

than

he

who

follows

after

the

Ignorance and that the man who knows Brahman as
both the Ignorance and the Knowledge, as both the
One and the Many, as both the Becoming and the
Non-Becoming, crosses by the Ignorance, by the
experience of the Multiplicity, beyond death and
by the Knowledge takes possessionof Immortality.
For the Self-existent has really become these many
existences; the Upanishad can say to the Divine
Being, in all solemnity and with no thought to
mislead, "Thou art this old man walking with his
staff, yonder boy and girl, this blue-winged bird,
that red of eye", not "Thou

seemest to be these

things" to the self-deluding mind of the Ignorance.
The status of becoming is inferior to the status of
Being, but still it is the Being that becomesall that
is in the universe.

But the development of the separative distinction could not stop here; it had to go to its
logical extreme. Since the knowledge of the One
is Knowledge and the knowledge of the Many is
Ignorance, there can be, in a rigidly analytic and
dialectical view, nothing but pure opposition
between the things denoted by the two terms; there
is no essential unity between them, no reconciliation

possible. Therefore Vidya alone is Knowledge,
Avidya is pure Ignorance; and, if pure Ignorance
takes a positive form, it is becauseit is not merely
a not-knowing of Truth, but a creation of illusions
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and delusions, of seemingly real unrealities, of

temporarily valid falsehoods. Obviously then, the
object matter of Avidya can have no true and
abiding existence;the Many are an illusion, the
world has no real being.
sort of existence

while

Undoubtedly it has a

it lasts, as a dream

has or

the long-continued hallucination of a delirious or a
demented brain, but no more.

The One has not

become and can never become Many; the Self has
not and cannot become all these existences; Brahman
has not manifested and cannot manifest a real world

in itself: it is only the Mind or some principle of
which Mind

is a result that thrusts names and forms

upon the featurelessunity which is alone real and,
being essentially featureless, cannot manifest real
feature

and variation;

or else, if it manifests

these

things, then that is a temporal and temporary reality
which vanishesand is convicted of unreality by the
illumination of true knowledge.
Our view of the ultimate Reality and of the
true nature of Maya has compelled us to depart
from

these

later

fine

excesses of

the

dialectical

intellect and return to the original Vedantic
conception. While giving every tribute to the
magnificent fearlessness
of theseextreme conclusions,
to the uncompromising logical force and acuity of
these speculations, inexpugnable so long as the
premissesare granted, admitting the truth of two of
the main contentions, the sole Reality of the
Brahman and the fact that our normal conceptions
about ourselves and world-existence are stamped
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with ignorance, are imperfect, are misleading, we
are obliged to withdraw from the hold so powerfully
laid by this conception of Maya on the intelligence.
But the obsession of this long-establishedview of
things cannot be removed altogether so long as xve
do not fathom the true nature of the Ignorance and
the true and total nature of the Knowledge.

For

if these two are independent, equal and original
powers of the Consciousness,then the possibility of
a cosmic Illusion pursues us. If Ignorance is the
very character of cosmic existence, then our
experience of the universe, if not the universe itself,
becomes illusory. Or, if Ignorance is not the very
grain of our natural being, but still an original and
eternal power of Consciousness,then, while there
can be a truth of cosmos,it may be impossible for
a being in the universe, while he is in it, to know
its truth: he can only arrive at real knowledge by
passing beyond mind and thought, beyond this
world-formation, and viewing all things from above
in some supracosmic or super-cosmicconsciousness
like

those

Eternal

who

have

and dwell

become

in Him,

of one nature

unborn

with

the

in the creation

and unafHicted by the cataclysmicdestruction of the
worlds

below

problem
reached

and

them.1

But

the

solution

of

this-

cannot be satisfactorily pursued and
on

ideas

the

basis

of

an

or a dialectical

examination

discussion;

of

it

words

must

be

the result of a total observation and penetration of
1 Gita.
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the relevant facts of consciousness-both
those of
the surface and those below or above our surface
level or behind our frontal surface-and
a successful

fathoming of their significance.
For the dialectical

intellect

is not a sufficient

judge of essentialor spiritual truths; moreover, very
often, by its propensity to deal with words and
abstract ideas as if they were binding realities, it
wears them as chains and does not look

freely

beyond them to the essential and total facts of our
existence.

Intellectual

statement

is an

account

to

our intelligence and a justification by reasoning of
a seeing of things which pre-exists in our turn of
mind or temperament or in some tendency of our
nature and secretlypredetermines the very reasoning
that claims to lead to it. That reasoning itself can
be conclusive only if the perception of things on
which it rests is both a true and a whole seeing.
Here what we have to see truly and integrally is
the nature and validity of our consciousness,the
origin and scope of our mentality; for then alone
can we know the truth of our being and nature
and of world-being and world-nature. Our principle
in such an inquiry must be to see and know; the
dialectical intellect is to be used only so far as it
helps to clarify our arrangement and justify our
expression of the vision and the knowledge, but
it cannot be allowed to govern our conceptionsand
exclude truth that does not fall within the rigid

frameof its logic. Illusion, knowledgeand ignorance
are terms or results of our consciousness, and it is
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only by looking deeply into our consciousness
that
we can discover and determine

the character and

relations of the Knowledgeand the Ignoranceor of
the Illusion, if it exists, and the Reality. Being is
no doubt the fundamental object of inquiry, things

in themselvesand things in their nature; but it is
only through consciousness
that we can approach
Being. Or if it be maintained that we can only
reach Being, enter into the Real, because it is
superconscient,through extinction or transcendence
of consciousnessor through its self-transcendence
and self-transformation, it is still through conscious-

ness that we must arrive at the knowledge of this
necessityand the process or power of execution of
this

extinction

or

this

self-transcendence,

this

transformation: then, through consciousness, to
know of the Superconscient Truth becomes the
supreme need and to discover the power and
process of consciousnessby which it. can pass into
superconscience,the supreme discovery.
But

in

ourselves

identical with

Mind;

consciousness

seems

in any case Mind

to

be

is so

"dominanta factor of our being that to examine its
fundamental movementsis the first necessity. In
fact, however, mind is not the whole of us; there

is alsoin us a life and a body, a subconscience
and
an inconscience;there is a spiritual entity whose
origin and secrettruth carryus into an occult inward
consciousness
and a superconscience.If Mind were
all or if the nature of the original Consciousness
in
things were of the nature of Mind,
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Ignorance might conceivably be regarded as the
source

of our

natural

existence:

for

limitation

of

knowledge and obscuration of knowledge by Mindnature

create error

and illusion,

illusions

created

by Mind-action are among the first facts of our
consciousness. It might therefore be conceivably
held that Mind is the matrix of an Ignorance which
makes us create or represent to ourselves a false
world, a world that is nothing more than a subjective

construction

of

the

consciousness.

Or

else

Mind might be the matrix in which some original
Illusion or Ignorance, Maya or Avidya, cast the
seedof a false impermanent universe; Mind would
still

be the mother,-a

"barren

mother"

since the

child would be unreal,-and Maya or Avidya could
be looked at as a sort of grandmother of the
universe; for Mind itself would be a production or
reproduction of Maya. But it is difficult to discern
the physiognomy of this obscure and enigmatic
ancestress;for we have then to impose a cosmic
imagination

or an illusion-consciousness on the

eternal Reality; Brahman the Reality must itself
either be or have or support a constructing Mind
or some constructive conscioisness greater than
Mind but of an analogousnat>ire, must be by its
activity or its sanction the creator and even perhaps
in some sort by participation a victim, like Mind,
of its

own

illusion

and

error.

It would

not

be less

perplexing if Mind were simply a medium or
mirror

in

which

there

falls

the

reflection

of

an

original illusion or a false image or shadow of the
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Reality. For the origin of this medium of reflection
would be inexplicable and the origin also of the
false image cast upon it would be inexplicable. An
indeterminable Brahman could only be reflected
as something indeterminable, not as a manifold
universe. Or if it be the inequality of the reflecting
medium, its nature as of rippling and restlesswater
that creates broken images of the Reality, still it
would

be

broken

and

distorted

reflections

of

the

Truth that would appear there, not a pullulation
of false names and images of things that had no
source or basis of existence in the Reality. There
must be some manifold

truth of the one Reality

which is reflected, however falsely or imperfectly,
in the manifold images of the mind's universe. It
could then very well be that the world might be
a reality and only the mind's construction of it or

picture of it erroneous or imperfect. But this
would imply that there is a Knowledge, other than
our mental thought and perception which is only
an attempt at knowing, a true cognition which is
aware of the Reality and aware also in it of the
truth

of a real

universe.

For if we found that the highest Reality and
an ignorant Mind alone exist, we might have no
choice but to admit the Ignorance as an original
power of the Brahman and to accept as the source
of all things Avidya or Maya. Maya would be an
eternal power of the self-awareBrahman to delude
itself or rather to delude something that seems to
be itself, something created by Maya; Mind would
20
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be the ignorant consciousnessof a soul that exists
only as a part of Maya. Maya would be the
Brahman's power to foist name and form upon
itself, Mind its power to receive them and take them
for realities. Or Maya would be Brahman's power
to create illusions knowing them to be illusions,
Mind its power to receive illusions forgetting that
they are illusions. But if Brahman is essentiallyand
.always one in self-awareness, this trick would not

be possible. If Brahman can divide itself in that
fashion, at once knowing and not knowing or one
part knowing and the other not knowing, or even
if it can put something of itself into Maya, then
Brahman must be capable of a double-or a manifold-action

of consciousness,

one a consciousness

of Reality, the other a consciousnessof illusion, or
one an ignorant consciousness
and the other a superconscience. This duality or manifoldness seemsat
first sight logically impossible, yet it must be on this
hypothesis the crucial fact of existence, a spiritual
mystery, a suprarational paradox. But once we
admit the origin of things as a suprarational
mystery, we can equally or preferably accept this
other crucial fact of the One becoming or being
always many and the Many being or becoming the
One; this too is at first view dialectically impossible,
a suprarational paradox, yet it presentsitself to us
as an eternal

fact

and

law of existence.

But

if

that

is accepted,there is then no longer any need for the
intervention of an illusive Maya. Or, equally, we
can accept, as we have accepted, the conception of
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an Infinite and Eternal which is capable, by the
infinite power of its consciousness,of manifesting
the fathomless and illimitable

Truth

of its being

in many aspects and processes,in innumerable
"expressive forms and movements; these aspects,
processes,forms, movements could be regarded as
real expressions,real consequencesof its infinite
Reality; even the Inconscienceand Ignorance could
then be accepted among them as reverse aspects,
.as powers of an involved consciousnessand a selflimited knowledge brought forward becausenecessary to a certain movement in Time, a movement
"of involution and evolution of the Reality.
If

.suprarational in its basis,this total conception is not
.altogether a paradox; it only demandsa change,an
enlargement in our conceptionsof the Infinite.
But

the real

world

cannot

be known

and

none

-of these possibilities can be put to the test if we
"consider Mind alone or only Mind's power for
ignorance. Mind has a power also for truth; it
opens its thought-chamber to Vidya as well as to
Avidya, and if its starting-point is Ignorance, if its
passageis through crooked ways of error, still its
.goal is always Knowledge: there is in it an impulse
of truth-seeking, a power-even though secondary
and limited-of
truth-finding and truth-creation.
Even if it is only images or representations or
abstract expressionsof truth that it can show us,
still

these

are in

their

own

manner

truth-reflections

or truth-formations, and the realities of which they
.are forms are present in their more concrete truth
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in somedeeperdepth or on somehigher level of
power of our consciousness.
Matter and life may
be the form of realities of which Mind touches only

an incompletefigure; Spirit may have secretand
supernalrealities of which Mind is only a partial
and rudimentary receiver, transcriber or transmitter.
It would then be only by an examination of other
supramental and inframental as well as higher and
deeper mental powers of consciousnessthat we can
arrive at the whole reality. And in the end all
dependson the truth of the supreme Consciousness
-or
the superconscience-that belongs to the
highest Reality and the relation to it of Mind,
Supermind, Infra-Mind and the Inconscience.
All indeed changes when we penetrate the
lower and the higher depths of consciousnessand
unite them in the one omnipresent Reality. If we
take the facts of our and the world's being, we find
existence to be one always,-& unity governs even
its utmost multiplicity; but the multiplicity is also
on the face of things undeniable. We have found
unity pursuing us everywhere: even, when we go
below the surface,we find that there is no binding

dualism;the contradictories
and oppositionswhich
the intellect createsexist only as aspectsof the
original Truth; onenessand multiplicity are poles
of the sameReality; the dualities that trouble our
consciousness are contrasted

truths

of one and the

same Truth of being. All multiplicity resolves
itself into a manifoldness
of the one Being, the one
Consciousness
of Being, the one Delight of Being.
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Thus in the duality of pleasure and pain, we have
seenthat pain is a contrary effect of the one delight
of existence resulting from the weakness of the
recipient, his inability to assimilate the force that
meets him, his incapacity to bear the touch of
delight that would otherwise be felt in it; it is a
perverse reaction of Consciousness to Ananda, not

itself a fundamental opposite of Ananda: this is
shown by the significant fact that pain can passinto
pleasure and pleasure into pain and both resolve
into the original Ananda. So too every form of weaknessis really a particular working of the one divine
Will-Force or the one Cosmic Energy; weaknessin
that Force means its power to hold back, measure,
relate in a particular way its action of Force; incapacity or weaknessis the Self's withholding of
its force-completenessor an insufficient reaction of
Force, not its fundamental opposite. If this is so,
then also it may be, and should be in the nature

of things, that what we call Ignorance is not
really anything else than a power of the one divine
Knowledge-Will or Maya; it is the capacity of the
One Consciousnesssimilarly to regulate, to hold
back, measure, relate in a particular way the
action of its Knowledge.

Knowledge and Ignorance

will then be, not two irreconcilable principles, one
creative

of

world-existence,

the

other

intolerant

and destructive of it, but two co-existent powers
both present in the universe itself, diversely operating in the conduct of its processesbut one in their
essenceand able to passby a natural transmutation
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But in their

fundamental

relation

Ignorancewould not be an equal co-existent,it
would be dependent on Knowledge, a limitation or
a contrary action of Knowledge.
To know, we have always to dissolve the rigid
constructionsof the ignorant and self-willed intellect
and look freely and flexibly at the facts of existence.
Its

fundamental

fact

is

consciousness

which

is

power, and we actually see that this power has,
three ways of operating. First, we find that there
is a consciousness
behind all, embracing all, within
all, which is eternally, universally, absolutely aware
of itself whether in unity or multiplicity or in both
simultaneously or beyond both in its sheer absolute.

This is the plenitude of the supreme divine selfknowledge; it is also the plenitude of the divine
all-knowledge. Next, at the other pole of things,
we see this consciousnessdwelling upon apparent
oppositionsin itself, and the most extreme antinomy
of all reaches its acme in what seems to us to be a

complete nescienceof itself, an effective, dynamic,
creative Inconscience,though we know that this is
merely a surface appearance and that the divine
Knowledge works with a sovereign security and
surenesswithin the operations of the Inconscient.

Betweenthese two oppositionsand as a mediary
term we see Consciousness
working with a partial,

limited self-awareness
which is equally superficial,
for behind it and acting through it is the divine
All-Knowledge. Here in its intermediate status,

it seemsto be a standingcompromisebetweenthe
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two opposites, between the supreme Consciousness
and the Nescience, but may prove rather in a
larger view of our data to be an incomplete
emergence of the Knowledge to the surface.
This compromise or imperfect emergencewe call
the Ignorance, from our own point of view,
because ignorance is our own characteristic way
of the soul's self-withholding of complete selfknowledge. The origin of these three poisesof the
power of consciousnessand their exact relation is
what we have, if possible, to discover.
If we discovered that Ignorance and Knowledge
were two independent powers of Consciousness,it
might then be that we would have to pursue their
difference up to the highest point of Consciousness
where they would cease only in an Absolute from

which both of them had issuedtogether.1 It might
then be concluded that the only real knowledge is
the truth of the superconscient Absolute and that
truth

of consciousness, truth

of cosmos, truth

of our-

selvesin cosmosis at best a partial figure burdened
always with a concomitant presence, an encircling
penumbra, a pursuing shadow of Ignorance. It
might even be that an absolute Knowledge establishing truth, harmony, order and an absolute
1 In the Upanishads Vidya and Avidya are spoken of aseternal in the supreme Brahman; but this can be accepted in
the sense of the consciousness of the multiplicity
and the
consciousness of the Oneness which by coexistence in the
supreme

self-awareness

became

the

basis of the Manifestation;

they would there be two sides of an eternal self-knowledge.
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Inconsclence basing a play of fantasy, disharmony
and disorder, supporting inexorably its extreme of
falsehood,wrong and suffering, a Manichean double
principle of conflicting and intermingling light and
darkness,good and evil, stand at the root of cosmic
existence.

The

idea

of certain

thinkers

that

there

is an absolute good but also an absolute evil, both
of them an approach to the Absolute, might assume
consistence. But if we find that Knowledge and
Ignorance are light and shadow of the same consciousness,that the beginning of Ignorance is a
limitation of Knowledge, that it is the limitation
that opens the door to a subordinate possibility of
partial illusion and error, that this possibility takes

full body after a purposefulplunge of Knowledge
into a material Inconscience but that Knowledge
too emergesalong with an emerging Consciousness
out of the Inconscience,

then

we can be sure that

this fullness of Ignorance is by its own evolution
changing back into a limited Knowledge and can
feel the assurance that the limitation

removed and the full

truth

apparent, the cosmic Truth

itself

will

be

of things become
free itself

from

the

cosmic Ignorance. In fact what is happening is
that the Ignorance is seeking and preparing to
transform itself by a progressiveillumination of its
darknessesinto the Knowledge that is already concealed within

it;, the cosmic truth

manifested in

its real essenceand figure would by that transforma-

tion revealitselfasessence
and figure of the supreme
omnipresentReality. It is from this interpretation
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of existence that we have started, but to verify it
we must
sciousness

observe
and

the

structure

its relation

to

of
what

our

surface

is within

conit

and

above and below it; for so best we can distinguish
the nature and scope of the Ignorance. In that
process there will appear the nature and scope
also of that of which the Ignorance is a limitation
and deformation, the Knowledge,-in its totality
the spiritual being's abiding self-knowledge and
wor1d-knowl edge.

CHAPTER

MEMORY,

VIII

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
THE

AND

IGNORANCE

Some speak of the self-nature of things >
others say that it is Time.
Swetaswatara Upanishad.*
Two are the forms
the

of Brahman, Time

and

Timeless.

Maitri

Upanishad. f

Night was born and from Night the flowing
ocean of being and on the ocean Time was
born to whom is subjected every seeing
creature.

Rig Veda.%
Memory is greater : without memory men
could think and know nothing. ...
As far as
goes the movement of Memory, there he ranges
at

will.

Chhandogya Upanishad.§
This is he who is that which sees, touches,
hears, smells, tastes, thinks, understands, acts
in us, a conscious being, a self of knowledge.
Prasna Upanishad.\\

IN any survey of the dual

character of our

consciousness
we have first to look at the Ignorance,
-for Ignorance trying to turn into Knowledge is
our normal status. To begin with, it is necessary
to consider some of the essential movements

of this

partial awarenessof self and things which works

in us as a mediator between the complete selfknowledge and all-knowledge and the complete
*VI.
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Inconscience, and, from that starting-point, find its
relation to the greater Consciousnessbelow our
surface. There is a line of thought in which great
stressis laid upon the action of memory: it has even
been said that Memory is the man,-it is memory

that constitutesour personalityand holds cemented
the foundation of our psychological being; for it
links together our experiences and relates them to
one and the sameindividual entity. This is an idea
which

takes

its

stand

on

our

existence

in

the

successionof Time and accepts,process as the key
to essential Truth, even when it does not regard
the whole of existence as process or as cause and
effect in the development of some kind of selfregulating Energy, as Karma. But processis merely
a utility; it is a habitual adoption of certain effective
relations which might in the infinite possibility of
things have been arranged otherwise, for the production of effects which might equally have been
quite different. The real truth of things lies not
in their process, but behind it, in whatever determines, effects or governs the process; not in
effectuation

so much

as in

the

effects, and not so much in Will

Will

or Power

that

or Power as in the

Consciousnessof which Will is the dynamic form
and in the Being of which Power is the dynamic
value. But memory is only a processof consciousness, a utility; it cannot be the substance of being
or the whole of our personality: it is simply one
of the workings of consciousnessas radiation is one
of the workings of Light. It is Self that is the man:
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or, if we regard only our normal surface existence,
Mind is the man,-for man is the mental being.
Memory is only one of the many powers and processesof the Mind, which Is at present the chief
action of Consciousness-Force
in our dealings with
self, world

and Nature.

Nevertheless, it is as well to begin with this
phenomenon of memory when we consider the
nature of the Ignorance in which we dwell; for it
may give the key to certain important aspectsof our
conscious

existence.

We

see

that

there

are

two

applications which the mind makes of its faculty
or processof memory, memory of self, memory of
experience. First, radically, it applies memory to
the fact of our conscious-beingand relates that to
Time. It says,"I am now, I was in the past, I shall
therefore

be in the future,

the

ever

it

three
tries

account

unstable

to render

to itself

of that which

it is the same I in all

divisions
in

of Time."

the

terms

Thus

of Time

an

it feels to be the fact,

but

cannot know or prove to be true, the eternity of
the conscious being. By memory Mind can only
know of itself in the past, by direct self-awareness
only in the moment of the present, and it is only
by

extension

of

and

inference

from

this

self-

awarenessand from the memory which tells us that
for some time awareness has been continuously
existent

that

mind

can conceive

of itself

in the future.

The extent of the past and the future it cannot fix;
it can only carry back the past to the limit of its
memory and infer from the evidence of others and
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it observes around

it that the con-

sciousbeing already was in times which it can 110
longer remember. It knows that it existed in an

infant unreasoning state of the mind to which
memory has lost its link; whether it existed before

physical birth, the mortal mind owing to the gap
of memory cannot determine. Of the future it
knows nothing at all; of its existing in the next
moment it can only have a moral certainty which
some happening of that moment can prove to be
an

error

because

what

it

saw was

no more

than

a

dominant probability; much less can it know
whether or no physical dissolution is the end of the
consciousbeing. Yet it has this senseof a persistent
continuity which easily extends itself into a conviction of eternity.

This conviction may be either the reflection in
the mind of an endless past which it has forgotten
but of which something in it retains the formless
impression, or it may be the shadow of a selfknowledge which comes to the mind from a higher
or a deeper plane of our being where we are really
aware of our eternal self-existence. Or, conceivably,
it might be a hallucination; just as we cannot sense
or realise in our foreseeing conscious]
- e fact of
death and can only live in the feelin
mtinued
existence, cessation being to us an intellectual con-

ception we can hold with certainty, even imagine
with vividness, but never actually realise because
we live only in the present, yet death, cessationor

interruption at least of our actual mode of being
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is a fact and the senseor prevision of continued
existence in the future in the physical body becomes

beyonda point we cannotnow fix a hallucination,
a false extension or a misapplication of our present
mental impression of consciousbeing,-so conceivably it might be with this mental idea or impression
of conscious eternity. Or it might be a false
transferenceto ourselvesof the perception of a real
eternity conscient or inconscient other than ourselves,the eternity of the universe or of something
which exceedsthe universe. The mind seizing this
fact of eternity may falsely transfer it to our own
consciousbeing which may be nothing more than a
transient phenomenon of that only true eternal.
These questions our surface mind by itself has
no means of solving; it can only speculate upon
them endlessly and arrive at more or less well-

reasonedopinions. The belief in our immortality
is only a faith, the belief in our mortality is only
a faith. It is impossible for the materialist to prove
that

our

consciousness

ends

with

the

death

of

the

body; for he may indeed show that there is as yet no
convincing proof that anything in us consciously
survives, but equally there is and there can be in
the nature of things no proof that our conscious
self does not outlast the physical dissolution.
Survival of the body by the human personality may
hereafter be proved even to the satisfaction of the
sceptic; but even then what will be established will

only be a greater continuity and not the eternity of
the consciousbeing.
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In fact, if we look at the mind's concept of
this eternity, we see that it comes only to a continuous successionof moments of being in an eternal
Time.

Therefore

it

is Time

that

is eternal

and

not the continuously momentary conscious being.
But, on the other hand, there is nothing in mindevidence to show that eternal Time

really

exists

or that Time itself is anything more than the consciousbeing's way of looking at some uninterrupted
continuity or, it may be, eternity of existence as
an indivisible flow which it conceptually measures
by the successionsand simultaneities of the experiences through which alone that existence is
represented to it. If there is an eternal Existence
which is a consciousbeing, it must be beyond Time
which it contains, timeless as we say; it must be the

Eternal of the Vedanta who, we may then conjecture,
uses Time only as a conceptual perspective for His
view

of

His

self-manifestation.

But

the

timeless

self-knowledge of this Eternal is beyond mind; it
is a supramental knowledge superconscient to us
and only to be acquired by the stilling or transcending of the temporal activity of our consciousmind,
by an entry into Silence or a passagethrough Silence
into the consciousness of eternity.

From all this the one great fact emergesthat
the very nature of our mind is Ignorance; not an
absolute

nescience,

but

a limited

and conditioned

knowledge of being, limited by a realisation of its
present, a memory of its past, an inference of its
future, conditioned therefore by a temporal and
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successiveview of itself and its experiences. If real
existence is a temporal eternity, then the mind has
not the knowledge of real being: for even its own

pastit losesin the vagueof oblivion exceptfor the
little that memory holds; it has no possessionof its
future which is withheld from it in a great blank
of ignorance; it has only a knowledge of its present
changing from moment to moment in a helpless
successionof names,forms, happenings, the march or
flux

of a cosmic

kinesis

which

is too vast for its control

or its comprehension. On the other hand, if real
existence is a time-transcending eternity, the mind
is still more ignorant of it; for it only knows the
little

of it

that

it

can

itself

seize

from

moment

to

moment by fragmentary experience of its surface
self-manifestation in Time and Space.
If, then, mind is all or if the apparent mind in
us is the index of the nature of our being, we can
never be anything more than an Ignorance fleeting
through Time and catching at knowledge in a most
scanty and fragmentary fashion. But if there is a
power of self-knowledge beyond mind which is
timeless in essenceand can look on Time, perhaps
with a simultaneousall-relating view of past, present
and future, but in any case as a circumstance of
its own timeless being, then we have two powers
of consciousness,Knowledge and Ignorance, the
Vedantic Vidya and Avidya. These two must be,
then, either different and unconnected powers,
separately born as well as diverse in their action,
separatelyself-existentin an eternal dualism, or else,.
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it must

be

this that consciousnessas Knowledge knows its
timeless

self and

sees Time

within

itself,

while

consciousnessas Ignorance is a partial and superficial action of the sameKnowledge which seesrather
itself in Time, veiling itself in its own conception
of temporal being, and can only by the removal of
the veil return to eternal self-knowledge.
For it would be irrational to supposethat the
superconscient Knowledge is so aloof and separate
as to be incapable of knowing Time and Spaceand
Causality and their works; for then it would be
only another kind of Ignorance, the blindness of
the absolute being answering to the blindness of
the temporal being as positive pole and negative
pole of a consciousexistence which is incapable of
knowing all itself, but either knows only itself and
does not know its works or knows only its works
and does not know itself,-an absurdly symmetrical

equipollence in mutual rejection. From the larger
point of view, the ancient Vedantic, we must
conceive of ourselves not as a dual being, but as.
one conscious existence with a double phase of
consciousness: one of them is conscient or partly
conscient in our mind, the other superconscienttomind; one, a knowledge situated in Time, works
under its conditions and for that purpose puts
its self-knowledge behind it, the other, timeless,
works out with
self-determined

mastery and knowledge its own
conditions

of

Time;

one

knows

itself only by its growth in Time-experience, the
2J
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timeless

self

and

consciously

manifests itself in Time-experience.
We realise now what the Upanishad meant

ivhen it spoke of Brahman as being both the
Knowledgeand the Ignoranceand of the simultaneousknowledge of Brahman in both as the way to
immortality. Knowledge is the inherent power of
consciousnessof the timeless, spaceless,unconditioned

Self which

shows itself

in

its

essence as a

unity of being; it is this consciousnessthat alone is
real and complete knowledge becauseit is an eternal
transcendence which is not only self-aware but holds
in itself, manifests, originates, determines, knows

the temporally eternal successionsof the universe.
Ignorance is the consciousnessof being in the
.successions
of Time, divided in its knowledge by
dwelling in the moment, divided in its conception
of self-being by dwelling in the divisions of Space
.and the relations of circumstance, self-prisoned in
the multiple working of the unity. It is called the
Ignorance because it has put behind it the
knowledge of unity and by that very fact is unable
to know truly or completely either itself or the
world,

either

the

transcendent

or

the

universal

xeality. Living within the Ignorance, from moment
to moment, from field to field, from relation to
relation, the conscious soul stumbles on in the error

"of a fragmentary knowledge.1 It is not a nescience,
1 a~Myayam antare ' vartamanah

janghanyamanah

pariyanti mudhah andhenaiva myamanah yathdndhah. "Living
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but a view and experience of the reality which is
partly true and partly false, as all knowledge must
be which ignores the essenceand seesonly fugitive
parts of the phenomenon. On the other hand, to
be shut up in a featurelessconsciousnessof unity,
ignorant of the manifest Brahman, is described as
itself

also a blind

darkness.

In

truth,

neither

is

precisely darkness, but one is the dazzling by a
concentrated Light, the other the illusive proportions of things seen in a dispersed,hazy and broken
light, half mist, half seeing. The divine consciousness is not shut up in either, but holds the
Immutable

One and the mutable

Many in one

"eternal all-relating, all-uniting self-knowledge.
Memory,

in the dividing

consciousness, is a

"crutch upon which mind supports itself as it
.stumbleson driven helplessly, without possibility of
.stayor pause,in the rushing speedof Time. Memory
is a poverty-stricken substitute for an integral direct
abiding consciousness of self and a direct integral

or global perception of things. Mind can only have
the

direct

consciousness

of self in the moment

of its

present being; it can only have some half-direct
perception of things as they are offered to it in the
pi~esent moment of time and the immediate field

of spaceand seizedby the senses. It makes up for
its deficiency by memory, imagination, thought,
and moving within the Ignorance, they go round and round
stumbling and battered, men deluded, like the blind led by
-one who is blind."-Mundaka
Upanishad, I. 2. 8.
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idea-symbolsof various kinds. Its sensesan
by which it lays hold on the appearancesc
in the present moment and in the irnmedia
memory, imagination, thought are devices t
it represents to itself, still less directly, the
ancesof things beyond the present moment
immediate space. The one thing which
device

is its

direct

self-consciousness

in

the

moment. Therefore through that it can me
lay hold on the fact of eternal being, on the
all the rest it is tempted, when it conside
narrowly, to look on not merely as phen
but as, possibly, error, ignorance, illusion,
they no longer appear to it directly real.
Illusionist considers them; the only thing ]
to be truly real is that eternal self which lie;
the mind's direct present self-conscious
else, like the Buddhist, one comes to rega
that eternal self as an illusion, a represen
subjective image, a mere imagination <
sensationand false idea of being. Mind
to its own view a fantastic magician, its we
itself at once strangely existent and nona persistent reality and yet a fleeting erro
it accounts for or does not account

for, bui

case is determined to slay and get done w:
itself and its works so that it may rest, m
in the timeless repose of the Eternal from i
representation of appearances.
But, in truth, our sharp distinction
between the without and the within, the pre;
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the past self-consciousnessare tricks of the limited,

unstable action of mind. Behind the mind and using
it as its own surface activity there is a stable consciousnessin which there is no binding conceptual
division between itself in the present and itself in
the pastand future; and yet it knows itself in Time,
in the present, past and future, but at once, with
an undivided

view which

embraces

all the mobile

experiences of the Time-self and holds them on the
foundation
of the immobile
timeless self.
This
consciousness we can become aware of when we
draw

back

from

the mind

these fall silent.

and its activities

or when

But we see first its immobile

status,

and if we regard only the immobility of the self, we
may say of it that it is not only timeless, but
actionless, without movement of idea, thought,
imagination,

memory,

will,

absorbed

therefore

void

universe.

and
That

then

self-sufficient,
of

becomes

all

action

alone

selfof

real

to

the
us

and the rest a vain symbolising in non-existent
forms-or forms corresponding to nothing truly
existent-and

absorption

therefore

is only

a

dream.

But

an act and

this

resultant

self-

state

of our consciousness,just as much as was the
self-dispersionin thought and memory and will.
The

real self is the eternal

who

is obviously

capable of both the mobility in Time and the
immobility basing Time,-simultaneously, otherwise
they could not both exist; nor, even, could one
exist and the other create seemings.
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supreme Soul, Self and Being1 of the (
upholds both the immobile and the mob
as the self

and

lord

of all

existence.

So far we arrive by considering rr
memory mainly in regard to the primar
inenon

of

mental

self-consciousness

in

Tii

if we consider them with regard to self-e
as well

as self-consciousness

and

other-e:

as well as self-experience, we shall find
arrive

at the same result

with

richer

conte

still clearer light on the nature of the I
At present, let us thus express what we h
-an eternal conscious being who sup
mobile

action

consciousness

of mind
free

from

on a stable,
the

immc

action

of

T.

who, while with a knowledge superior
he

embraces

all

the

movement

of

Tim

by the action of mind in that movern
the surface mental entity moving from m

moment, not observing his essential self
his relation to his experiences of th
movement, in that movement keeping tl
from himself in what appears to be a
Ignorance and non-existence but

is an i

fullness, grasping knowledge and expe
being in the present, putting it away in
which again appearsto be a blank of Ignoi
non-existencepartly lighted, partly saveda
up by memory, he puts on the aspect o
1 para purusa, paramatman, parabrahiuan.
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fleeting and uncertain seizingwithout stability upon
things fleeting and uncertain. But in reality we
shall find, he is always the sameEternal who is for
ever stable and self-possessed
in His supramental
knowledge and what he seizeson is also for ever
stable

and

eternal;

for

it

is himself

that

he

is

mentally experiencing in the successionof Time.
Time is the great bank of consciousexistence
turned into values of experience and action: the
surface mental being draws upon the past (and the
future also)and coinsit continually into the present;.
he -accounts for and stores up the gains he hasgathered in what we call the past, not knowing how
ever-presentis the past in us; he usesas much of it
as he needsas coin of knowledgeand realised being
and pays it out as coin of mental, vital and physical
action in the commerceof the presentwhich creates
to his view the new wealth of the future. Ignorance
is a utilisation of the Being's self-knowledge in
such a way as to make it valuable for Timeexperienceand valid for Time-activity; what we do<
not know is what we have not yet taken up, coined
and used in our mental experienceor have ceased
to coin or use. Behind, all is known and all is ready

for use according to the will of the Self in its.
dealingswith Time and Spaceand Causality. One
might almost say that our surfacebeing is only the
deeper eternal Self in us throwing itself out as the
adventurer in Time, a gambler and speculator in
infinite possibilities, limiting itself to the succession
of moments so that it may have all the surprise and
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"delight of the adventure, keeping bac
knowledge and complete self-being so t
win again what it seemsto have lost, re
all itself through the chequered joy and
aeonic passion and seeking and endeavc
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Here this God, the Mind, in its dream
experiences again and again what once was
experienced, what has been seen and what has
not been seen, what has been heard and what
has not been heard; what has been experienced
and what has not been experienced, what is and
what is not, all it sees, it is all and sees.
Prasna Upanishad.®
To dwell in our true being is liberation ; the
sense of ego is a fall from the truth of our
being.
Mahopauishad.'f
One in many births, a single ocean holder of
all

streams

of movement,

sees our

hearts.

Rig

Vcda.+

THE direct self-consciousness of the mental being,
that by which it becomes aware of its own nameless
and

formless

existence

behind

the

flow

of

a

differentiated self-experience, of its eternal soulsubstance

behind

the

mental

formations

of

that

substance, of its self behind the ego, goes behind
mentality to the timelessnessof an eternal present;
it is that in it which

is ever the same and una (Feeteel

'by thementaldistinctionof past,presentandfuture.
It is alsounaffectedby the distinctionsof spaceor
of circumstance;for if the mental being ordinarily
says of itself, "I am in the body, I am here, I am

there, I shall be elsewhere",yet when it learns to
*IV.

5.

fV.

2.
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fix itself in this direct self-consciousness, it very

soon perceives that this is the language of its
changing self-experiencewhich only expressesthe
relations of its surface consciousness to the environ-

ment and to externalities. Distinguishing these,
detachingitself from these,it perceivesthat the self
of which it is directly conscious does not in any way

changeby theseoutward changes,but is always the
same, unaffected by the mutations of the body or

of the mentality or of the field in which thesemove
and act.

It is in its essence featureless, relationless,

without any other character than that of pure consciousexistenceself-sufficientand eternally satisfied
with pure being, self-blissful. Thus we become
aware of the stable Self, the eternal

the immutable "Is"

without

"Am",

or rather

any category of

personality or Time,
But this consciousness of Self, as it is timeless,

so is capablealso of freely regarding Time as a thing
reflected

in

it

and

as

either

the

cause

or

the

subjective field of a changing experience. It is
then the eternal "I am", the unchanging consciousnesson whosesurfacechangesof consciousexperience
occur in the process of Time. The surface consciousnessis constantly adding to its experienceor
rejecting from its experience,and by every addition
it is modified and by every rejection also it is
modified; although that deeper self which supports
and contains this mutation

remains unmodified,

the

outer or superficial self is constantly developing its
experienceso that it can never sayof itself absolutely.
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"I am the same that I was a moment ago". Those
who live in this surface Time-self

and have not the

habit of drawing back inward towards the immutable
or the capacity of dwelling in it, are even incapable
of thinking of themselvesapart from this ever selfmodifying mental experience. That is for them
their self and it is easy for them, if they look with
detachment at its happenings, to agree with the
conclusion

of

the

Buddhist

Nihilists

that

this

self

is in fact nothing but a stream of idea and experience and mental action, the persistent flame which
is yet never the same flame, and to conclude that

there is no such thing as a real self, but only a
flow of experience and behind it Nihil: there is
experience of knowledge without a Knower,
experience of being without an Existent; there are
simply a number of elements,parts of a flux without
a real whole,

which

combine

to create the illusion

of a Knower and Knowledge and the Known, the
illusion

of

an

Existent

and

existence

and

the

experience of existence. Or they can conclude that
Time is the only real existenceand they themselves
are its creatures.
existent

in a real

This
or unreal

conclusion of an illusory
world

is as inevitable

to

this kind of withdrawal as is the opposite conclusion
of a real Existence but an illusory world to the
thinker who, dwelling on the immobile self, observes
everything else as a mutable not-self; he comes
eventually to regard the latter as the result of a
deluding trick of consciousness.
But

let us look

a little

at this

surface

conscious-
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nesswithout theorising,studying it only in its facts.
We seeit first as-a purely subjective phenomenon.
There is a constant rapid shifting of Time-point
which it is impossibleto arrest for a moment. There
is a constant changing, even when there is no
shifting of Space-circumstance,
a change both in the
body or form of itself which the consciousness
directly inhabits and the environing body or form
of things in which it less directly lives. It is
equally affected by both, though more vividly,
becausedirectly, by the smaller than by the larger
habitation, by its own body than by the body of the

world, becauseonly of the changesin its own body
is it directly consciousand of the body of the world
only indirectly through the sensesand the effectsof
the macrocosmon the microcosm. This change of
the body and the surroundings is not so insistently
obvious or not so obviously rapid as the swift mutation of Time; yet it is equally real from moment to
moment and equally impossible to arrest. But we
see that the mental being only regards all this
mutation so far as it produces effects upon its own
mental consciousness,generates impressions and
changesin its mental experienceand mental body,
becauseonly through the mind can it be aware of
its changing physical habitation and its changing
world-experience. Therefore there is, as well as a
shifting or change of Time-point and Space-field,a
constant modifying change of the sum of circumstances experienced in Time and Space and as
the

result

a constant

modification
332
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personality which is the form of our superficial or
apparent self. All this change of circumstance is
summed up in philosophical language as causality;
for

in

this

antecedent

stream
state

of

the

seems

to

cosmic
be

movement

the

cause

of

the

a sub-

sequent state, or else this subsequent state seems.
to be the result of a previous action of persons,
objects or forces: yet in fact what we call
cause may very well be only circumstance.
Thus

the

mind

self-consciousness

has
a

over

more

and

or

above

less indirect

its

direct

mutable

self-experience which it divides into two parts,.
its subjective experience of the ever-modified
mental states of its personality and its objective
experience of the ever-changingenvironment which
seems partly or wholly to cause and is yet at the
same time itself affected by the workings of that
personality. But all this experience is at bottom
subjective; for even the objective and external is
only known to mind in the form of subjective
impressions.
Here the part played by Memory increasesgreatly
in importance; for while all that it can do for the
mind with regard to its direct self-consciousness is
to remind

it

that

it

existed

and

was the same in the

past as in the present, it becomesin our differentiated or surface self-experiencean important power
linking together past and present experiences,past
and present personality, preventing chaosand dissociation and assuring the continuity of the stream in
the

surface

mind.

Still

even
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exaggeratethe function of memory or ascribe to it
that part of the operations of consciousnesswhich
really belongs to the activity of other power-aspects

of the mental being. It is not the memory alone
which constitutes the ego-sense;memory is only a
mediator

between

the

sense-mind

and

the

co-ordi-

nating intelligence: it offers to the intelligence the
past data of experiencewhich the mind holds somewherewithin but cannot carry with it in its running
from

moment

to moment

on the

surface.

A little analysiswill make this apparent. We
have in all functionings of the mentality four
elements,the object of mental consciousness,
the act
of mental consciousness,
the occasionand the subject.
In the self-experience of the self-observing inner
being, the object is always some state or movement

or waveof the consciousbeing, anger, grief or other
emotion, hunger or other vital craving, impulse or
inner

life

reaction

or

some form

of

sensation,

perception or thought activity. The act is some
kind of mental observation and conceptual
valuation
mental

of

this

sensation

valuation

movement
of

it

in

or
which

may be involved

and

wave

or

else

observation

a

and

even lost,-so

that in this act the mental person may either
separatethe act and the object by a distinguishing
perception or confuse them together indistinguishably. That is to say, he may either simply become
a movement, let us put it, of angry consciousness,
not at all standing back from that activity,

not

reflecting or observing himself, not controlling the
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feeling or the accompanying action, or he may
observe

what

he becomes

and reflect

on it,

with

this seeing or perception in his mind "I ani angry".
In the former casethe subject or mental person,the
act of consciousself-experienceand the substantial
angry becoming of the mind which is the object of
the self-experience, are all rolled up into one wave
of conscious-force

in movement;

but

in the latter

there is a certain rapid analysis of its constituents
and the act of self-experience partly detaches itself from the object. Thus by this act of partial
detachment we are able not only to experience
ourselves dynamically in the becoming, in the process of movement

of conscious-force

itself,

but

to

stand back, perceive and observe ourselves and, if
the detachment is sufficient, to control our feeling
and action, control to some extent our becoming.

However, there is usually a defect even in this
act of self-observation;for there is indeed a partial
detachment of the act from the object, but not of
the mental person from the mental act: the mental
person and the mental action are involved or rolled

up in eachother; nor is the mental person sufficiently
detached or separated either from the emotional
becoming. I am aware of myself in an angry
becoming of my conscious stuff of being and in a

thought-perception of this becoming: but all thoughtperception also is a becoming and not myself, and
this I do not yet sufficiently realise; I am identified
with my mental activities or involved in them, not

free and separate. I do not yet directly become
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aware of myself apart from my becomings ar

perceptionof them, apart from the forms of
consciousness which

1 assume in the waves <

seaof consciousforce which is the stuff of my r
and life nature.

It is when I entirely detac

mental personfrom his act of self-experien

I becomefully aware first, of the sheer ego a
the end, of the witnessself or the thinking r
Person, the something or someone who be
angry and observesit but is not limited or
mined in his being by the anger or the perce
He is, on the contrary, a constant factor aware
unlimited

succession

of

conscious

movement

consciousexperiencesof movementsand aw

his own being in that succession; but he c

aware of it also behind that succession,supp
it, containing it, always the same in fact of

and force of being beyond the changing for

arrangements of his conscious force. He is th
Self that is immutably and at the same tin
Self that becomes eternally in the success
Time.
It

is

evident

that

there

are

not

reair

selves,but one consciousbeing which throws
up in the wavesof consciousforce so as to expe
itself in a successionof changing moveme
itself, by which it is not really changed, inc
or diminished,-any more than the original s
Matter or Energy in the material world is inc:
or diminished by the constantly changing con
tions of the elements,-although it seems
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changed to the experiencing consciousnessso
as it lives only in the knowledge of the phenomenon
and does not get back to the knowledge of the
original being, substanceor Force. When it does
get back to that deeper knowledge, it does not
condemn the observedphenomenon as unreal, but
it perceives an immutable being, energy or real
substancenot phenomenal, not subject in itself to
the senses;it seesat the sametime a becoming or
real phenomenonof that being, energy or substance.
This becoming we call phenomenon because,
actually, as things are with
itself

to

the

consciousness

us now, it manifests

under

the

conditions

of

sense-perception and sense-relation and not directly

to the consciousnessitself in its pure and unconditioned embracing and totally comprehending
knowledge.

So with the Self,-it

our

self-consciousness;

direct

is, immutably,
it

manifests

to

itself

mutably in various becomings to the mind-sense
and the mental experience-therefore, as things are
with us now, not directly to the pure unconditioned
knowledge of the consciousness,
but to it under the
conditions of our mentality.

It is this successionof experiencesand it is thisfact of an indirect

or secondary action

of the

experiencing consciousnessunder the conditions of
our mentality that bring in the device of Memory.
For a primary condition of our mentality is division
by the moments of Time; there is an inability to get
its experience or to hold its experiences together
except under the conditions of this self-division by
22
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In the immediate mental

experienceof a wave of becoming, a conscious
movement of being, there is no action or need of

memory. I becomeangry,-it is an act of sensation,
not of memory; I observe that I am angry,-it is
an act of perception, not of memory. Memory only
comes in when I begin to relate my experience to
the successions
of Time, when I divide my becoming
into past, present and future, when I say, "I was
angry a moment ago", or "I have become angry
and am still in anger"., or "I was angry once and
will be again if there is the same occasion".
Memory may indeed come immediately and directly
into the becoming,if the occasionof the movement
of consciousness
is itself wholly or partly a thing of
the past,-for example, if there is a recurrence of
emotion, such as grief or anger, caused by memory
of pastwrong or suffering and not by any immediate
occasion in the present or else caused by an
immediate occasionreviving the memory of a past
occasion. Becausewe cannot keep the past in us
on the surface of the consciousness,-though it is
always there behind, within, subliminally present
and often even active,-therefore

we have to recover

it as something that is lost or is no longer existent,
and this we do by that repetitive and linking action
of the thought-mind which we call memory,-just
as we summon things which are not within the
actual field of our limited superficial mind-experience by the action of the thought-mind which we
call imagination, that greater power in us and high
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summoner of all possibilities realisable or unrealisable into the field of our ignorance.
Memory is not the essenceof persistent or
continuous experience even in the successionof
Time and would not be necessaryat all if our consciousness were
had not to run

of an undivided
from

moment

movement,

to moment

with

if

it

a loss

of direct grasp on the last and an entire ignorance
or non-possessionof the next. All experience or
substanceof becoming in Time is a flowing stream
or seanot divided in itself, but only divided in the
observing consciousnessby the limited movement
of the Ignorance which has to leap from moment
to moment like a dragon-fly darting about on
the

surface

of

the

stream:

so

too

all

substance

of being in Space is a flowing sea not divided
in itself, but only divided in the observing
consciousnessbecause our sense-facultyis limited
in its grasp, can see only a part and is therefore

bound

to

observe

forms

of

substance

as

if they were separate things in themselves, independent of the one substance. There is indeed
an arrangement of things in Spaceand Time, but
no gap or division except to our ignorance, and it.
is to bridge the gaps and connect the divisions
"createdby the ignorance of Mind that we call in
the aid of various devices of the mind-consciousness,

of which memory is only one device.
There is then in me this flowing stream of the

world-sea,and anger or grief or any other inner
movement can occur as a long-continued wave of
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This

continuity

is not

constituted by force of memory, although memory
may help to prolong or repeat the wave when by
itself it would have died away into the stream; the

wave simply occurs and continues as a movement
of conscious-forceof my being carried forward by
its own original impulsion of disturbance. Memory
comesin to prolong the disturbance by a recurrence
of the thinking mind to the occasionof anger or of
the feeling mind to the first impulse of anger by
which it justifies itself in a repetition of the disturbance; otherwise the perturbation would spend
itself and only recur when the occasion itself was.

actually repeated. The natural recurrence of the
wave, the same or a similar occasion causing the
same disturbance, is not any more than its isolated

occurrence a result of memory, although memory
may help to fortify it and make the mind more
subject to it. There is rather the same relation of
repeated occasion and repeated result and movement in the more fluid energy and variable substance
of mind as that we see presented mechanically by
the repetition of the same cause and effect in the
less variable operations of the energy and substance
of the material world. We may say, if we like, that
there is a subconscious memory in all energy of

Nature which repeats invariably the same relation
of energy and result; but then we enlarge inimitably
the connotation of the word. In reality, we in
only state a law of repetition in the action of tie
waves of conscious-force by which it regular ,es.
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these movements of its own substance.

Memory,

properly speaking, is merely the device by which
the witnessing Mind helps itself to link together
these
rences

movements
in

the

and

their

successions

occurrence

and

recur-

of

for

Time-

Time

experience,for increasing use by a more and more
co-ordinating will and for a constantly developing
valuation by a more and more co-ordinating reason.
It is a great, an indispensable but not the only
factor in the process by which the Inconscience
from which we start developsfull self-consciousness,
and by which the Ignorance<of the mental being
develops conscious knowledge of itself in its
becomings. This- development continues until the
co-ordinating mind of knowledge and mind of will
are fully able to possessand use all the material of
self-experience. Such at least is the process of
evolution as we see it governing the development
of Mind out of the self-absorbed and apparently
mindless energy in the material world.
The ego-senseis another device of mental
Ignorance by which the mental being becomes
aware of himself,-not only of the objects, occasions
and acts of his activity, but of that which experiences them. At first it might seem as if the ego-sense
were actually constituted by memory, as if it were
memory that told us, "It is the same I who was

angry some time ago and am again or still angry
now."

But, in reality, all that the memory can tell

us by its own power is that it is the same limited
field of consciousactivity in which the samepheno34i
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menon has occurred. What happens is that there

is a repetition of the mental phenomenon,of that
wave of becoming in the mind-substance of which

the mind-sense
is immediatelyaware;memorycomes
in to link theserepetitions together and enables the
mind-sense to realise that it

is the same mind-

substance which is taking the same dynamic form

and the samemind-sensewhich is experiencing it.
The ego-sense
is not a result of memoryor built by
memory,but already and alwaysthere as a point
of reference or as something in which the miiidsense concentrates

itself so as to have a co-ordinant

centre instead of sprawling incoherently all over
the field of experience; ego-memoryreinforces this
concentration and helps to maintain it, but does not
constitute

it.

Possibly, in the lower animal

the

senseof ego, the senseof individuality would not,.
if analysed, go much farther than a sensational
imprecise or less precise realisation of continuity
and identity and separatenessfrom others in the
moments of Time.

But in man there is in addition

a co-ordinating mind of knowledge which, basing
itself

on the united

action

of the mind-sense

the memory, arrives at the distinct idea-while

and

it

retainsalso the first constantintuitive perceptionof an ego which senses,feels, remembers,thinks, and
which

is the same whether

it remembers

or does

not remember. This conscious mind-substance, it
says, is always that of one and the same conscious

person who feels, ceasesto feel, remembers, forgets,

is superficiallyconscious,sinks back from superficial
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consciousnessinto sleep; he is the same before the
organisation

of memory and after it, in the infant

and in the dotard, in sleep and in waking, in

apparent consciousness
and apparent unconsciousness; he and no other did the acts which he forgets
as well

as the

acts which

he remembers;

he is

persistently the same behind all changesof his
becoming or his personality. This action of
knowledge in man, this co-ordinating intelligence,
this

formulation

of

self-consciousness

and

self-

experienceis higher than the memory-ego
and senseego of the animal and therefore, we may suppose,
nearer to real self-knowledge. We may even come
to realise, if we study the veiled as well as the

uncovered action of Nature, that all ego-sense,all
ego-memory has at its back, is in fact a pragmatic
contrivance of a secret co-ordinating power or mind
of knowledge, present in the universal consciousforce, of which the reason in man is the overt form
at which our evolution arrives,-a
form still limited

and imperfect in its modesof action and constituting
principle. There is a subconsciousknowledge even
in the Inconscient, a greater intrinsic Reason in
things which impose co-ordination, that is to say, a
certain rationality, upon the wildest movements of
the universal becoming.
The importance of Memory becomesapparent
in the well-observedphenomenon of double personality or dissociation of personality in which the
same man has two successiveor alternating states
of

his mind

and in each remembers
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perfectly only what he was or did in that state of
mind

and not what he was or did in the other.

This

can be associatedwith an organisedidea of different
personality, for he thinks in one state that he is
one person and in the other that he is quite another
with a different name, life and feelings. Here it
would seem that memory is the whole substance of

personality. But, on the other side, we must seethat
dissociation of memory occurs also without

dissocia-

tion of personality, as when a man in the state of
hypnosis takes up a range of memories and experiences to which his waking mind is a stranger but
does not therefore think himself another person, or
as when one who has forgotten the past events of
his life and perhaps even his name, still does not
"changehis ego-senseand personality. And there is
possible too a state of consciousnessin which,
although there is no gap of memory, yet by a rapid
development the whole being feels itself changed
in every mental circumstance and the man feels

born into a new personality, so that, if it were not
for the co-ordinating

mind, he would

not at all

accept his past as belonging to the person he now is,
although he remembers perfectly well that it was
in the same form of body and same field of mindsubstance that it occurred.

Mind-sense

is the basis,

memory the thread on which experiencesare strung
by the self-experiencing mind: but it is the coordinating faculty of mind which, relating together
all the material that memory provides and all its
linkings of past, present and future, relates them
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same

in all

the moments

of Time and in spite of all the changesof experience
and personality.
The ego-senseis only a preparatory device and
a first basis for the development of real selfknowledge in the mental being. Developing from
inconscience

to self-conscience,

from

nescience

of

self and things to knowledge of self and things, the
Mind

in

forms

arrives

thus

far

that

it

is aware

of

all its superficially consciousbecoming as related to
an "I" which it always is. That "I" it partly
identifies with the consciousbecoming, partly thinks
of it as something other than the becoming and
superior to it, even perhaps eternal and unchanging.
In the last resort, by the aid of its reason which
-distinguishes in order to co-ordinate, it may fix its

self-experience on the becoming only, on the
"constantlychanging self and reject the idea of something other than it as a fiction of the mind; there
is then no being, only becoming. Or it may fix
its self-experienceinto a direct consciousnessof its
own eternal being and reject the becoming, even
when it is compelled to be aware of it, as a fiction
of the mind and the sensesor the vanity of a
temporary inferior existence.
But it is evident that a self-knowledgebasedon
the separative ego-senseis imperfect and that no
knowledge founded upon it alone or primarily
or

on a reaction

against it

can be secure or

assured of completeness. First, it is a knowledge
of our superficial mental activity and its experiences
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and, with regard to all the large rest of our
becoming that is behind, it is an Ignorance.
Secondly, it is a knowledge only of being and
becoming as limited to the individual self and
its experiences;all the rest of the world is to it
not-self, something, that is to say, which it does
not realise as part of its own being but as some
outside existencepresentedto its separateconsciousness. This happens because it has no direct
conscious knowledge of this larger existence and
nature such as the individual
and becoming. Here too

has of his own being
there is a limited

knowledge asserting itself in the midst of a vast
Ignorance. Thirdly, the true relation between the
being and the becoming has not been worked out
on the basisof perfect self-knowledgebut rather by
the Ignorance, by a partial knowledge. As a consequencethe mind in its impetus towards an ultimate
knowledge attempts through the co-ordinating and
dissociating will and reason on the basis of our
present experience and possibilities to drive at a
trenchant conclusion which cuts away one side of
existence.

All

that

has been

established

is that

the

mental being can on one side absorb himself in
direct self-consciousness
to the apparent exclusion
of all becoming and can on the other side absorb

himself in the becoming to the apparent exclusion
of all

stable self-consciousness.

Both

sides of the

mind, separating as antagonists,condemn what they
reject as unreal or else as only a play of the
conscious mind;

to one or the other either the Divine,
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the Self, or the world is only relatively real so long
as the mind persists in creating them, the world
an effective

dream of Self, or God and Self a mental

construction

or

an

effective

hallucination.

The

true relation

has not been seized, because these two

sidesof existencemust always appear discordant and
unreconciled to our intelligence so long as there is
only a partial knowledge. An integral knowledge
is the aim

of the conscious evolution;

a clean

cut

of the consciousnessshearing apart one side and
leaving the other cannot be the whole truth of self
and things. For if some immobile Self were all,
there could be no possibility of world-existence; if
mobile Nature were all, there might be a cycle of
universal becoming, but no spiritual foundation for
the evolution

of the Conscient

out of the Inconscient

and for the persistent aspiration of our partial
Consciousnessor Ignorance to exceed itself and
arrive at the whole consciousTruth of its being
and the integral consciousknowledge of all Being.
Our surface existence is only a surface and it

is there that there is the full reign of the Ignorance;
to know we have to go within ourselvesand seewith
an inner knowledge. All that is formulated on the
surface is a small and diminished representation,of
our secret greater existence. The immobile self in
us is found only when the outer mental and vital
activities are quieted; for since it is seated deep
within and is represented on the surface only by
the intuitive sense of self-existenceand misrepresented by the mental, vital, physical ego-sense,its
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truth has to be experienced in the mind's silence.
But also the dynamic parts of our surface being are
similarly diminished figures of greater things that
are there in the depths of our secret nature. The
surface memory itself is a fragmentary and ineffective action pulling out detailsfrom an inner subliminal memory which receives and records all our world-

experience,receivesand recordseven what the mind
has

not

observed,

understood

or

noticed.

Our

surface imagination is a selection from a vaster more

creative and effective subliminal image-building
power of consciousness.A mind with immeasurably
wider and more subtle perceptions, a life-energy
with a greater dynamism, a subtle-physicalsubstance
with a larger and finer receptivity are building out
of themselves our surface evolution. A psychic
entity is there behind these occult activities which

is the true support of our individualisation; the ego
is only an outward false substitute:

for it is this

secretsoul that supports and holds together our selfexperienceand world-experience;the mental, vital,
physical, external ego is a superficial construction
of Nature.

It is only when we have seen both our

self and our nature as a whole, in the depths as
well as on the surface, that we can acquire a true
basis of knowledge.
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CHAPTER

X

KNOWLEDGE
BY IDENTITY
AND
SEPARATIVE
KNOWLEDGE
They see the Self in the Self by the Self.
Giia*

Where there is duality, there other sees
other, other hears, touches, thinks of, knows
other. But when one sees all as the Self, by
what

shall

one know

it?

it

is by the

one knows all this that is ...
who

sees all

elsewhere

than

Self

that

A.11betrays him

in the Self;

for all

this that is is the Brahman, all beings and all
this

that

is

are

this

Self.

Brihadara nya ha Upan ishad. f
The Self-Existent
has pierced the doors of
sense outward, therefore one sees things outwardly and sees not in one's inner being.
Rarely a sage desiring immortality,
his sight
turned

inward,

sees the

Self face to

face.

Katlia Uf>anisliai1.'\:
There is no annihilation of the seeing of
the seer, the speaking of the speaker ....
the
hearing of the hearer . . . the knowing of the
knower, for they are indestructible; but it is not
a second or other than and separate from himself
that he sees, speaks to, hears, knows.
Brihada ra nyaka Upanishad. §

OUR surface cognition, our limited and restricted
mental way of looking at our self, at our inner
movements

and

at

the

world

outside

us

and

its

objects and happenings, is so constituted that it
derives in different degreesfrom a fourfold order of

knowledge. The original and fundamentalway of
knowing, native to the occult self in things, is a
* VI. 20.

f IV. 5. 15, 7.
34-9

J IV. 1.

§ IV. 3. 23-30.
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knowledge
by identity;the second,
derivative,
is a
knowledge
by directcontact
associated
at its roots
with a secretknowledgeby identity or startingfrom
it, but actuallyseparated
from its sourceand there-

forepowerfulbut incomplete
in its cognition;the
third is a knowledgeby separationfrom the object
of observation,but still with a direct contact as its

supportor evena partial identity; the fourth is a
completely
separative
knowledge
which relieson a
machinery of indirect contact, a knowledge by
acquisitionwhich is yet, without being conscious
of it, a renderingor bringing up of the contentsof
a pre-existentinner awareness
and knowledge. A
knowledgeby identity, a knowledgeby intimate
direct contact, a knowledge by separative direct
contact, a wholly separative knowledge by indirect
contact are the four cognitive methods of Nature.
The first way of knowing in its purest form is
illustrated in the surface mind only by our direct
awareness of our own

essential

existence:

it

is a

knowledgeempty of any other content than the pure
fact of self and being; of nothing else in the world
has our surface mind

the same kind

of awareness.

But in the knowledge of the structure and movements of our subjective consciousness some element

of awareness
by identity doesenter; for we can project ourselves with a certain identification into these
movements. It has already been noted how this can

happenin the caseof an uprush of wrath which
swallowsus up so that for the moment our whole

consciousness
seems
to be a waveof anger: other
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passions, love, grief, joy have the same power to

seize and occupy us; thought also absorbsand
occupies, we lose sight of the thinker and become
the thought and the thinking. But very ordinarily
there is a double movement; a part of our selves
becomesthe thought or the passion,another part of
us either accompaniesit with a certain adherence
or follows it closely and knows it by an intimate
direct

contact

entire

self-oblivion

which

falls
in

the

short

of identification

or

movement.

This identification is possible, and also this
simultaneous separation and partial identification,
because these things are becomings of our being,
determinations of our mind stuff and mind energy,

of our life stuff and life energy; but, since they are
only a small part of us, we are not bound to be
identified and occupied,-we can detach ourselves,
separate the being from its temporary becoming,
observe it, control it, sanction or prevent its manifestation: we can, in this way, by an inner detachment, a mental or spiritual separateness,partially
or even fundamentally liberate ourselves from the
control of mind nature or vital nature over the being

and assume the position of the witness, knower
and ruler. Thus we have a double knowledge of
the subjective movement: there is an intimate
knowledge, by identity, of its stuff and its force of
action, more intimate

than we could have by any

entirely separative and objective knowledge such as
we get of things outside us, things that are to us
altogether not-self; there is at the same time a
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knowledge by detached observation, detached but
with a power of direct contact, which frees us from
engrossment by the Nature-energy and enables us.
to

relate

the

existence and

movement

world

to

the

existence.

rest

of

our

own

If we are without

this detachment, we lose our self of being and
mastering knowledge in the nature self of becoming
and movement and action and, though we know
intimately the movement, we do not know it
dominatingly and fully. This would not be the
case if

we

carried

into

our

identification

with

the

movement our identity with the rest of our subjec-

tive existence,-if, that is to say, we could plunge
wholly into the wave of becoming and at the same
time be in the very absorption of the state or act the
mental

witness,

observer,

controller;

cannot easily do, because we live

but

in

this

we

a divided

consciousness
in which the vital part of us-our life
nature of force and desire and passionand actiontends to control or swallow up the mind, and the
mind has to avoid this subjection and control the
vital, but can only succeedin the effort by keeping
itself separate; for if it identifies itself, it is lost and

hurried away in the life movement. Nevertheless
a kind of balanced double identity by division is
possible, though it is not easyto keep the balance;
there is a self of thought which observesand permits
the passion for the sake of the experience-or is
obliged by some life-stressto permit it,-and there
is a self of life which allows itself to be carried along
in the movement

of Nature.
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subjective experience, we have a field of the action
of

consciousness

in

which

three

movements

of

cognition can meet together, a certain kind of
knowledge by identity, a knowledge by direct contact
and, dependent upon them, a separativeknowledge..
In thought separation of the thinker and the
thinking is more difficult. The thinker is plunged
and lost in the thought or carried in the thought
current, identified with it; it is not usually at the
time of or in the very act of thinking that he can
observe or review his thoughts,-he has to do that
in retrospect and with the aid of memory or by a
critical pause of corrective judgment before he
proceedsfurther: but still a simultaneity of thinking
and

conscious

direction

of the mind's

action

can

be

achievedpartially when the thought doesnot engross,
entirely when the thinker acquires the faculty of
stepping back into the mental self and standing
apart there from the mental energy. Instead of
being absorbedin the thought with at most a vague
feeling of the processof thinking, we can see the
process by a mental vision, watch our thoughts in
their origination and movement and, partly by a
silent insight, partly by a processof thought upon
thought, judge and evaluate them. But whatever
the kind

of identification,

it is to be noted that the

knowledge of our internal movementsis of a double
nature, separation and direct contact: for even
when

we

detach

ourselves,

this

close contact

is

maintained; our knowledge is always based on a
direct touch, on a cognition by direct awareness
23
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carrying in it a certain elementof identity. The
more separativeattitude is ordinarily the method
of our reason in observing and knowing our inner
movements; the more intimate

is the method of

our dynamicpart of mind associating
itself with our
sensations,feelings and desires: but in this association too the thinking mind can intervene and
exercise a separative dissociated observation and
control over both the dynamic self-associatingpart
of mind and the vital or physical movement. All
the observablemovementsof our physical being also
are known and controlled by us in both these ways,
the separative and the intimate; we feel the body
and what it is doing intimately as part of us, but
the mind is separate from it and can exercise a
detached control over its movements. This gives to
our normal knowledge of our subjective being and
nature, incomplete and largely superficial though it
still is, yet, so far as it goes, a certain intimacy,
immediacy and directness. That is absent in our
knowledge of the world outside us and its move-

ments and objects: for there, since the thing seen
or experienced is not-self, not experienced as part
of us, no entirely direct contact of consciousness
with the object is possible; an instrumentation of
sense has to be used which offers us, not immediate

intimate knowledge of it, but a figure of it as a
first datum for knowledge.
In the cognition of external things, our
knowledge has an entirely separativebasis;its whole
.machinery and process are of the nature of an
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indirect perception. We do not identify ourselves
with external objects, not even with other men
though they are beings of our own nature; we cannot enter into their
we

cannot

know

existence as if it were our own,

them

and

their

movements

with

the directness, immediateness, intimacy with which

we know-even though incompletely-ourselves and
our movements. But not only identification lacks,
direct contact also is absent; there is no direct touch
between our consciousness and their consciousness,

"our substanceand their substance,our self of being
and their self-being. The only seemingly direct
"contact

with

them

or

direct

evidence

we

have

of

them is through the senses;sight, hearing, touch
seem to initiate some kind of a direct intimacy with

the object of knowledge: but this is not so really,
not a real directness, a real intimacy, for what we
get by our sense is not the inner or intimate touch

of the thing itself, but an image of it or a vibration
or nerve messagein ourselves through which we
have

to learn

to know

it.

These

means

are

so in-

effective, so exiguous in their poverty that, if that
were the whole machinery, we could know little or

nothing or only achieve a great blur of confusion.
But

there

intervenes

a sense-mind

intuition

which

seizesthe suggestionof the image or vibration and
equates it with the object, a vital intuition which
seizesthe energy or figure of power of the object
through another kind of vibration created by the
sense contact, and an intuition of the perceptive
mind which at once forms a right idea of the object
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Whatever

is deficient

in the

interpretation of the image thus constructed is filled
up by the intervention of the reason or the total
understanding intelligence. I£ the first composite
intuition

were the result of a direct

contact

summarised the action of a total intuitive

or if it

mentality

master of its perceptions, there would be no need
for the intervention of the reason except as a discoverer or organiser of knowledge not conveyed by
the senseand its suggestions:it is, on the contrary,
an intuition working on an image, a sensedocument,,
an indirect evidence, not working upon a direct
contact of consciousness
with the object. But since
the image or vibration is a defective and summary
documentation

and

the

intuition

itself

limited

and

communicated through an obscure medium, acting

in a blind light, the accuracy of our intuitional
interpretative construction of the object is open to
question or at least likely to be incomplete. Man
has had perforce to develop his reason in order ta
make up for the deficienciesof his senseinstrumentation, the fallibility of his physical mind's perceptions,
and the paucity of its interpretation of its data.
Our world-knowledge is therefore a difficult
structure made up of the imperfect documentation
of the senseimage, an intuitional interpretation of
it by perceptive mind, life-mind and sense-mind,
and a supplementary filling up, correction, addition
of supplementary knowledge, co-ordination, by the
reason.

Even so our knowledge of the world

we

live in is narrow and imperfect, o'ur interpretations.
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of its significances doubtful: imagination, speculation, reflection, impartial weighing and reasoning,
inference, measurement,testing, a further correction
and amplification of senseevidence by Science,-all
this apparatus had to be called in to complete the
Incompleteness. After all that the result still remains
a half-certain, half-dubious accumulation of acquired
indirect knowledge, a massof significant images and
ideative representations, abstract thought counters,
hypotheses, theories, generalisations, but also with
all that a massof doubts and a never-ending debate
and enquiry. Power has come with knowledge, but
our imperfection of knowledge leavesus without any
Idea of the true use of the power, even of the aim
towards which our utilisation of knowledge and
power should be turned and made effective. This is

"worsenedby the imperfection of our self-knowledge
which, such as it is, meagre and pitifully insufficient,
is of our surface only, of our apparent phenomenal
self

and nature

and not of our

true

self and the true

meaning of our existence. Self-knowledgeand selfmastery are wanting in the user, wisdom and right
will in his use of world-power and world-knowledge.
It

is evident

that

our

state

on

the

surface

is

indeed a state of knowledge, so far as it goes, but
a limited knowledge enveloped and invaded by
ignorance and, to a very large extent, by reason of
its limitation, itself a kind of ignorance, at best a
mixed knowledge-ignorance. It could not be otherwise

since

our

awareness

of

the world

is born

of a

separative and surface observation with only an
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indirect means of cognition at its disposal; our
knowledge of ourselves, though more direct, is.
stultified by its restriction to the surface of our
being, by an ignorance of our true self, the true
sources

of

our

nature,

the

true

motive-forces.

of our action. It is quite evident that we know
ourselves with only a superficial knowledge,the sources of our consciousness
and thought are a
mystery; the true nature of our mind,

emotions,

sensationsis a mystery; our cause of being and our
end of being, the significance of our life and its
activities are a mystery: this could not be if we had
a real self-knowledgeand a real world-knowledge.
If we look

for

the reason

of this

limitation

and

imperfection, we shall find first that it is becausewe
are concentrated on our surface; the depths of self,
the secretsof our total nature are shut away from
us behind a wall created by our externalising
consciousness-or createdfor it so that it can pursue
its activity

of ego-centric individualisation

of the

mind, life and body uninvaded by the deeper and
wider truth of our larger existence: through this
wall we can look into our inner self and reality only
through crevices and portholes and we see little
there but a mysterious dimness. At the same time
our consciousness has to defend its ego-centric

individualisation, not only against its own deeper
self of onenessand infinity, but against the cosmic
infinite; it builds up a wall of division here also and
shuts out all that is not centred round
excludes

it

as the not-self.

But
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with this not-self,-for it belongs to it, dependsupon
it, is an inhabitant
within
it,-it
must maintain
some means of communication;
it has too to make

excursions out of its wall of ego and wall of
self-restriction within the body in order to cater for

thoseneedswhich the not-selfcan supply to it: it
must learn to know in someway all that surrounds
it so as to be able to master it and make it as far as.

possible a servant to the individual

and collective

human life and ego. The body provides our
consciousnesswith the gates of the sensesthrough
which it can establish the necessarycommunication.
and meansof observationand action upon the world,
upon the not-self outside it; the mind uses these
meansand invents others that supplement them and
it succeedsin establishing some construction, some
system of knowledge which serves its immediate
purpose or its general will to master partially and
use this huge alien environmental existence or
deal

with

it

where

it

cannot

master

it.

But

the

knowledge it gains is objective; it is mainly a
knowledge of the surfaceof things or of what is just
below the surface, pragmatic, limited and insecure.
Its defenceagainst the invasion of the cosmic energy
is equally insecure and partial: in spite of its notice
of no entry without permission, it is subtly and
invisibly invaded by the world, enveloped by the
not-self and moulded by it; its thought, its will, its

emotional and its life energy are penetrated by
waves and currents of thought, will, passion, vital
impacts, forces of all kinds from others and from
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Its wall of defence becomes a wall

of obscuration which prevents it from knowing all
this interaction; it knows only what comes through

the gatesof senseor through mental perceptionsof
which it cannot be sure or through what it can infer

or build up from its gatheredsensedata;all the rest
Is to it a blank

of nescience.

It is, then, this double wall of self-imprisonment,
this self-fortification in the bounds of a surface ego,
that is the cause of our limited knowledge or
ignorance, and if this self-imprisonment were the
whole character of our existence, the ignorance
would

be irremediable.

But,

in fact, this constant

outer ego-building is only a provisional device of
the Consciousness-Force
in things so that the secret
individual, the spirit within, may establish a
representative and instrumental formation of itself
in physical nature, a provisional individualisation in
"the nature of the Ignorance, which is all that can
at first be done in a world emerging out of a
universal Inconscience. Our self-ignoranceand our
world-ignorance can only grow towards integral
self-knowledge and integral world-knowledge in
proportion as our limited ego and its half-blind
consciousnessopen to a greater inner existence and
consciousnessand a true self-being and become
aware too of the not-self outside it also as self,-on
one side a Nature constituent
of our own nature,
on

the

other

an

Existence

which

is

a boundless

continuation of our own self-being. Our being has
to break the walls of ego-consciousness
which it has
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created, it has to extend itself beyond its body and
inhabit the body of the universe. In place of its
knowledge by indirect contact, or in addition to it,
it must arrive at a knowledge by direct contact and

proceedto a knowledgeby identity. Its limited
finite

of self has to become a boundless

finite

and

movements,

the

an infinite.

But

the

first

of

these two

awakening to our inner realities, imposes itself as
the prior necessity because it is by this inward
self-finding that the second-the cosmic self-finding
-can become entirely possible: we have to go into
our inner being and learn to live in it and from it;
the outer mind and life and body must become for
us only an antechamber.

All that we are on the

outside is indeed conditioned by what is within,
occult, in our inner depths and recesses;it is thence
that

come

the

secret

initiatives,

the

self-effective

formations; our inspirations, our intuitions, our
life-motives, our mind's preferences, our will's
selectionsare actuated from there,-in so far as they
are not shaped or influenced by an i "stence,
equally hidden, of a surge of cosmic impacts: but
the usewe make of theseemergent powers and these
influences is conditioned, largely determined and,
above all, very much limited by our outermost
nature. It is then the knowledge of this inner
initiating self coupled with the accurate perception
of the outer instrumental self and the part played
by both of them in our building that we have to
discover.
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On the surface we know only so much of our
self as is formulated there and of even this only a

portion; for we see our total surface being in a
general vaguenessdotted and sectionedby points or
figures of precision: even what we discover by a
mental introspection is only a sum of sections; the
entire figure and senseof our personal formation
escapesour notice. But there is also a distorting
action

which

obscures and

disfigures

even this

limited self-knowledge;our self-view is vitiated by
the constant impact and intrusion of our outer
life-self, our vital being, which seeksalways to make
the thinking mind its tool and servant: for our vital
being is not concernedwith self-knowledgebut with
self-affirmation, desire, ego. It is therefore constantly
acting on mind to build for it a mental structure

of apparent self that will serve these purposes; our
mind is persuadedto present to us and to others
a partly fictitious representative figure of ourselves
which supports our self-affirmation, justifies our
desiresand actions, nourishes our ego. This vital
intervention is not indeed always in the direction of
self-justification and assertion; it turns sometimes
towards self-depreciationand a morbid and exaggeratedself-criticism: but this too is an ego-structure,
a reverseor negative egoism,a poise or poseof the
vital ego. For in this vital ego there is frequently
a mixture

of the charlatan

and mountebank,

the

poser and actor; it is constantly taking up a role
and playing it .to itself and to others as its public.
An organised self-deception is thus added to an
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organisedself-ignorance;it is only by going within
and seeing these things at their source that we can
get out o£ this obscurity and tangle.
For a larger mental being is there within us, a
larger inner vital being, even a larger inner
subtle-physical being other than our surface bodyconsciousness,
and by entering into this or becoming
it, identifying ourselveswith it, we can observe the
springs of our thoughts and feelings, the sourcesand
motives of our action, the operative energies that
build up our surface personality. For we discover
and can know the inner being that secretly thinks
and perceivesin us, the vital being that secretly feels
and acts upon life through us, the subtle-physical
being that secretly receives and responds to the
contacts of things through our body and its organs.
Our surface thought, feeling, emotion is a
complexity and confusion of impulsions from
within and impacts from outside us; our reason,
our organising intelligence can impose on it only an
imperfect order: but here within we find the
separate sources of our mental, our vital and our
physical energisms and can see clearly the pure
operations, the distinct powers, the composing
elements of each and their interplay in a clear light
of self-vision.

We find

that the contradictions

and

the struggles of our surfaceconsciousness
are largely
due to the contrary or mutually discordant

tendenciesof our mental, vital and physicalparts
opposing and unreconciled with each other and
these again to the discord of many different inner
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possibilities of our being and even of different
personalities on each level in us which are behind
the intermixed disposition and differing tendencies
of our

surface nature.

But

while

on the surface

their action is mixed together, confused and
conflicting, here in our depths they can be seenand
worked upon in their independent and separate
nature and action and a harmonisation of them by

the mental being in us, leader of the life and body,1
-or, better, by the central psychic entity,-is not so
difficult, provided we have the right psychic and
mental

will

in the endeavour:

for

if

it

is with

the

vital-ego motive that we make the entry into the
subliminal being, it may result in serious dangers
and disaster or at the least an exaggeration of ego,
self-affirmation and desire, an enlarged and more
powerful ignorance instead of an enlargedand more
powerful knowledge. Moreover, we find in this
inner or subliminal being the means of directly
distinguishing between what rises from within and
what comes to us from outside, from

others or from

universal Nature, and it becomespossible to exercise
a control, a choice, a power of willed reception,
rejection and selection,a clear power of self-building
and harmonisation which we do not possessor can
operate very imperfectly in our composedsurface
personality but which is the prerogative of our inner
Person. For by this entry into the depths the inner
being, no longer quite veiled, no longer obliged
1 manomayah pranagariraneta-Mundaka
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to exercise a fragmentary influence on its outer
instrumental

consciousness, is able to formulate

itself more luminously in our life in the physical
universe.

In its essencethe inner being's knowledge has
the

same

elements

as the

outer

mind's

surface

knowledge, but there is between them the difference
between a half blindness and a greater clarity of
consciousness

and vision

due to a more direct

and

powerful instrumentation and a better arrangement
of the elements of knowledge. Knowledge by
identity, on the surface a vague inherent sense of
our self-existenceand a partial identification with
our inner movements,can here deepenand enlarge
itself from that indistinct essential perception and
limited

sensation

to

a

clear

and

direct

intrinsic

awarenessof the whole entity within: we can enter
into possessionof our whole consciousmental being
and life being and arrive at a closeintimacy of direct
penetrating and enveloping contact with the total
movements of our mental and vital energy; we meet
clearly and closely and are-but
more freely
and understandingly-all the becomings of ourself,
the whole self-expression of the Purusha on the
present

levels of our nature.

But also there is

or can be along with this intimacy of knowledge a
detached observation of the actions of the nature by
the Purusha and a great possibility, through this

double statusof knowledge,of a completecontrol
and understanding.

All the movements of the

surface being can be seen with a complete
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detachment, but also with a direct sight in the
consciousnessby which the self-delusions and
mistakes

of self of the outer

consciousness can be

dispelled; there is a keener mental vision, a clearer
and more accurate mental feeling of our subjective
becoming,a vision which at once knows, commands
and controls the whole nature. If the psychic and
mental parts in us are strong, the vital comesunder
mastery and direction to an extent hardly possible
to the surface mentality;

even the body and the

physicalenergiescan be taken up by the inner mind
and will and turned into a more plastic instrumentation of the soul, the psychic being. On the
other hand, if the mental and psychic parts are weak
and the vital strong and unruly, power is increased
by entry into the inner vital, but discrimination

and

detachedvision are deficient; the knowledge, even if
increased in force and range, remains turbid and
misleading; intelligent self-control may give place to
a vast undisciplined impetus or a rigidly disciplined
but misguided egoistic action. For the subliminal is
still a movement of the Knowledge-Ignorance;it has
in it a greater knowledge, but the possibility also
of a greater becausemore self-affirming ignorance.
This is because,though an increasedself-knowledge
is normal here, it is not at once an integral
knowledge: an awarenessby direct contact, which
is the principal power of the subliminal, is not
sufficient for that; for it may be contact with greater
becomingsand powers of Knowledge, but also with
greater becomingsand powers of the Ignorance.
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But the subliminal being hasalso a larger direct
contact with the world; it is not confined like the

surface Mind to the interpretation of sense-images
and sense-vibrations supplemented by the mental
and vital intuition
an inner

and the reason.

sense in the subliminal

There

is indeed

nature,

a subtle

senseof vision, hearing, touch, smell and taste; but
these are not confined to the creation of images of
things belonging to the physical environment,-they
can present to the consciousnessvisual, auditory,
tactual and other images and vibrations of things
beyond the restricted range of the physical sensesor
belonging to other planes or spheres of existence.
This inner sense can create or present images,
scenes, sounds

that

are

symbolic

rather

than

actual or that represent possibilities in formation,
suggestions, thoughts, ideas, intentions of other
beings, image forms also of powers or potentialities
in universal Nature; there is nothing that it cannot
image or visualise or turn into sensory formations.
It is the subliminal in reality and not the outer
mind that possessesthe powers of telepathy,
clairvoyance, second sight and other supernormal
faculties

whose

occurrence

in the

surface

conscious-

nessis due to openings or rifts in the wall erected by
the outer personality's unseeing labour of individualisation and interposed between itself and the
inner domain of our being. It should be noted,
however, that owing to this complexity the action of
the subliminal sensecan be confusing or misleading,
especially if it is interpreted by the outer mind to
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which the secretof its operations is unknown and its

principlesof sign constructionand symbolicfigurelanguagesforeign; a greater inner power of intuition,
tact, discrimination is neededto judge and interpret
rightly its images and experiences. It is still the
fact that they add immensely to our possible scope
of knowledge and widen the narrow limits in which
our sense-bound outer physical consciousnessis
circumscribed and imprisoned.
But more important is the power of the
subliminal

to

consciousness

enter
with

into

a

other

direct

contact

consciousness

or

of
with

objects, to act without other instrumentation, by
an essential sense inherent in its own substance, by a
direct mental vision, by a direct feeling of things,

even by a close envelopment and intimate penetration

and

a return

with

the

contents

of

what

is

enveloped or penetrated, by a direct intimation or
impact on the substanceof mind itself, not through
outward signs or figures,-a revealing intimation or
a self-communicating impact of thoughts, feelings,
forces. It is by these means that the inner being
achieves

an

immediate,

intimate

and

accurate

spontaneousknowledge of persons,of objects, of the
occult and to us intangible energiesof world-Nature
that surround us and impinge upon our own
personality, physical!ty, mind-force and life-force.
In our surface mentality we are sometimesaware of
a consciousness
that can feel or know the thoughts
and

inner

reactions

of

others

or

become

aware

of objects or happenings without any observable
368
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sense-interventionor otherwiseexercisepowerssupernormal to our ordinary capacity; but thesecapacities
are occasional,rudimentary, vague. Their possession
is proper to our concealedsubliminal self and, when
they emerge, it is by a coming to the surface of its
powers or operations. These emergent operations
of the subliminal being or some of them are now
fragmentarily studied under the name of psychic
phenomena,- although they have ordinarily nothing
to do with the psyche,the soul, the inmost entity in
us, but only with the inner mind, the inner vital,

the subtle-physical parts of our subliminal being;
but the results cannot be conclusive or sufficiently

ample because they are sought for by methods of
inquiry and experiment and standards of proof
proper to the surface mind and its system of
knowledge

by

indirect

contact.

Under

these

conditions they can be investigated only in so far as
they are able to manifest in that mind to which
they are exceptional, abnormal or supernormal, and
therefore comparatively rare, difficult, incomplete in
their occurrence. It is only if we can open up the
wall

between

the

outer

mind

and

the

inner

consciousnessto which such phenomena,are normal,.
or if we can enter freely within or dwell there, that
this realm of knowledge can be truly explained and
annexed

to our

total

consciousness

and

included

in

the field of operation of our awakened force of
nature.

In

our

surface

mind

we have

no

direct

means

of knowing even other men who are of our own
24
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"kind and have a similar mentality and are vitally

and physically built on the same model. We can
acquire a general knowledge of human mind and
the human body and apply it to them with the aid
of the many constant and habitual outer signs of
the

human

familiar;

inner

movements

with

which

we

are

these summary judgments can be farther

eked out by our experienceof personal character and
habits, by instinctive application of what selfknowledge we have to our understanding and
judgment of others, by inference from speech and
conduct, by insight of observation and insight of
sympathy. But the results are always incomplete
and very frequently deceptive: our inferences are
as often as not

erroneous

constructions,

our

inter-

pretation of the outward signs a mistaken guesswork, our application of general knowledge or our
self-knowledgebaffled by elusive factors of personal
difference, our very insight uncertain and unreliable.
Human beings therefore live as strangers to each

other, at best tied by a very partial sympathy and
mutual experience; we do not know enough, do not
know

as well

little-even

as we know
those

ourselves-and

nearest

to

us.

But

that
in

itself
the

is

sub-

liminal inner consciousness it is possible to become
directly aware of the thoughts and feelings around us,

to feel their impact, to seetheir movements;to read a
mind

and

uncertain

a heart

venture.

becomes

less difficult,

There is a constant mental,

a less
vital,

subtle-physical interchange going on between all
who meet or live together, of which they are
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themselvesunaware except in so far as its impacts
and interpenetrations touch them as sensibleresults
of speechand action and outer contact: for the most
part it is subtly and invisibly that this interchange
takes place; for it acts indirectly, touching the
subliminal parts and through them the outer nature.
But when we grow consciousin these subliminal
parts, that brings consciousnessalso of all this
interaction and subjective interchange and intermingling, with the result that we need no longer
be involuntary subjects of their impact and
consequence,but can accept or reject, defend ourselves or isolate.

At

the same time, our action on

others need no longer be ignorant or involuntary
and often unintentionally
harmful; it can be a

conscioushelp, a luminous interchangeand a fruitful
accommodation,

an approach

towards an inner

understanding or union, not as now a separative
.association with only a limited

intimacy or unity,

restricted by much non-understanding and often
burdened or endangered by a mass of misunder-

standing, of mutual misinterpretation and error.
Equally important would be the changein our
"dealingswith the impersonal forcesof the world that
surround us. These we know only by their results,
by the little that we can seize of their visible action

and consequence. Among them it is mostly the
physical world-forces of which we have some
knowledge, but we live constantly in the midst of
a

whirl

of

unseen

mind-forces

and

life-forces

of

"which we know nothing, we are not even aware of
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this

unseen

movement

and

action the subliminal inner consciousnesscan open
our awareness,for it has a knowledge of it by direct
contact, by inner vision, by a psychic sensitiveness;
but at present it can only enlighten our obtuse
superficiality and outwardness by unexplained
warnings, premonitions, attractions and repulsions,.
ideas, suggestions,obscure intuitions, the little it
can get through imperfectly to the surface. The
inner being not only contactsdirectly and concretely
the

immediate

motive

and

movement

of

these

universal forcesand feels the results of their present
action, but it can to a certain extent

forecast or see

ahead their farther action; there is a greater power
in our subliminal parts to overcomethe time barrier,
to have the sense or feel the vibration

of coming

events,of distant happenings,even to look into the
future. It is true that this knowledge proper to the
subliminal being is not complete; for it is a mixture
of knowledge and ignorance and it is capable of
erroneousas well as of true perception, since it works
not by knowledge by identity, but by a knowledge

through direct contact and this is also a separative
knowledge, though more intimate even in separation
than anything that is commanded by our surface
nature. But the mixed capacity of the inner mental
and vital nature for a greater ignorance as well as a
greater knowledge can be cured by going still deeper
behind it to the psychic entity which supports our
individual

life

and

body.

There

is indeed

a

soul-personality,representativeof this entity, already
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built up within us, which puts forward a fine psychic
element in our natural being: but this finer factor
in our normal make-up is not yet dominant and has
only a limited

action.

Our soul is not the overt

guide and master of'our thought and acts; it has to
rely on the mental, vital, physical instruments for
self-expressionand is constantly overpoweredby our
mind

and

remaining

life-force:

but

if

once

it

in constant communion

can

succeed

with

in

its own

larger occult reality,-and this can only happen
when we go deep into our subliminal parts,-it is
no longer dependent, it can become powerful and
sovereign, armed with an intrinsic spiritual
perception of the truth of things and a spontaneous
discernment which separates that truth from the
falsehood

of

the

Ignorance

and

Inconscience,

distinguishes the divine and the undivine in the
manifestation

and

so can

be the

luminous

leader

of

our other parts of nature. It is indeed when
this happens that there can be the turning-point
towards an integral transformation and an integral
knowledge.

These are the dynamic function ings and
pragmatic values of the subliminal cognition; but
what concernsus in our present inquiry is to learn
from its way of action the exact character of this

deeper and larger cognition and how it is related to
true knowledge.

Its main character is a knowledge

by the direct contact of consciousness
with its object
or of consciousness with

other consciousness; but in

the end we discover that this power is an outcome
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knowledge by identity, a translation of it
rative awarenessof things. For as in the
ntact proper to our normal consciousness
* cognition it is the meeting or friction of
being with the existence outside it that
le spark of consciousknowledge, so here
contact that sets in action a pre-existent
>wledge and brings it to the surface.
.ousnessis one in the subject and theid

in

the

contact

of

existence

with

his identity brings to light or awakens in
le dormant knowledge of this other self
But while this pre-existent knowledge
in the surface mind as a knowledge
it arises in the subliminal as a thing seenr
)m

within,

fully

remembered

intuitive,

as it

were,

or,

self-evident to the inner

or it is taken in from the object
but with an immediate response as to
intimately recognisable. In the surface
essknowledge representsitself as a truth
outside, thrown on us from the object, or

ise to its touch on the sense,a perceptive
on of its objective actuality. Our surface
bliged to give to itself this account of its
:, because the wall between itself and the

3rld is pierced by the gates of sense and
:h through these gates the surface of outcts though not what is within them, but
3 such ready-madeopening between itself
ra inner being: since it is unable to see
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what is within its deeper self or observethe process
of the knowledge coming from within, it has no
choice but to accept what it does see,the external
object, as the causeof its knowledge. Thus all our
mental knowing of things representsitself to us as
objective, a truth imposed on us from outside; our
knowledge is a reflection or responsiveconstruction
reproducing in us a figure or picture or a mental
scheme of something that is not in our own being.

In fact, it is a hidden deeperresponseto the contact,
a responsecoming from within that throws up from
there an inner knowledge of the object, the object
being itself part of our larger self; but owing to the
double veil, the veil between our inner self and our

ignorant

surface self and the veil

between that

surface self and the object contacted, it is only an
imperfect figure or representation of the inner
knowledge that is formed on the surface.
This

affiliation,

this concealed method

of our

knowledge, obscure and non-evident to our present
mentality,

becomes clear and evident when

the

subliminal inner being breaks its boundaries of
individuality and, carrying our surface mind with
it, enters into

the cosmic consciousness.

The

sub-

liminal is separated from the cosmic through a
limitation by the subtler sheathsof our being, its
mental, vital, subtle-physical sheaths, just as the
surface nature is separatedfrom universal Nature
by the gross physical sheath, the body; but the
circumscribing wall around it is more transparent,
is indeed

less a wall

than

a fence.
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of

consciousness

which

projectsitself beyondall thesesheathsand forms a
circumconscient,an environing part of itself, through
which

it receives the contacts of the world

become

aware

of them

and

deal

with

and can

them

before

they enter. The subliminal is able to widen indefinitely this circumconscient envelope and more
and more enlarge its self-projection into the cosmic
existence around it. A point comes where it can
break through the separation altogether, unite,
identify itself with cosmicbeing, feel itself universal,
one with all existence. In this freedom of entry into

cosmic self and cosmic nature there is a great
liberation of the individual being; it puts on a
cosmic

consciousness,

becomes

the

universal

indi-

vidual. Its first result, when it is complete, is the
realisation of the cosmic spirit, the one self
inhabiting the universe, and this union may even
bring about a disappearance of the sense of
individuality, a merger of the ego into the worldbeing.

Another

common

result

is an

entire

opennessto the universal Energy so that it is felt
acting through the mind and life and body and the
sense of individual

action ceases. But more usually

there are results of less amplitude; there is a direct
awareness of universal being and nature, there is a

greater opennessof the mind to the cosmic Mind
and its energies,to the cosmic Life and its energies,
to cosmic Matter and its energies. A certain sense
of unity

of the individual

with

the

cosmic, a

perception of the world held within one's conscious376
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inclusion

in

the world consciousnesscan become frequent or
constant in this opening; a greater feeling of unity
with other beings is its natural consequence. It is
then that the existenceof the cosmic Being becomes
a certitude and a reality and is no longer an
ideative perception.
But the cosmic consciousnessof things is
founded upon knowledge by identity; for the
universal Spirit knows itself as the Self of all, knows
all as itself and in itself, knows all nature as part of
its

nature.

It

is one

with

all

that

it

contains

and

knows it by that identity and by a containing nearness; for there is at the sametime an identity and
an exceeding, and, while from the point of view
of the identification there is a onenessand complete
knowledge, so from the point of view of the
exceeding there is an inclusion and a penetration, an
enveloping cognition of each thing and all things, a
penetrating senseand vision of each thing and all
things. For the cosmic Spirit inhabits each and all,
but

is more

than

all;

there

is therefore

in

its

self-view and world-view a separative power which
prevents the cosmic consciousnessfrom being
imprisoned in the objects and beings in which it
dwells: it dwells within them as an all-pervading
spirit and power; whatever individualisation takes
place is proper to the person or object, but is not
binding on the cosmic Being. It becomes each
thing without ceasing from its own larger allcontaining existence. Here then is a large universal
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identity containing smaller identities; for whatever

separative
cognitionexistsin or entersinto thecosmic
consciousnessmust stand on this double identity and
does not contradict it. If there is any need of a

drawing back and a knowledge by separation plus
contact, it is yet a separateness
in identity, a contact
in identity: for the object contained is part of
the self of that which contains it.

It is only when

a more drastic separativenessintervenes, that the
identity veils itself and throws up a lesser
knowledge, direct or indirect, which is unaware of
its source; yet is it always the sea of identity

which

throws up to the surface the waves or the spray of
a direct or an indirect knowledge.
This is on the side of consciousness; on the side

of action, of the cosmic energies, it is seen that
they move in masses, waves, currents

constantly

constituting and reconstituting beings and objects,
movements and happenings, entering into them,
passingthrough them, forming themselvesin them,
throwing themselves out from them on other
beings and objects. Each natural individual is
a receptacle of these cosmic forces and a dynamo
for their propagation; there passes from each
to

each

a

constant

stream

of

mental

and

vital

energies, and these run too in cosmic waves and

currents no less than the forces of physical Nature.
All

this

action

is veiled

from

our

surface

mind's

direct senseand knowledge, but it is known and
felt by the inner being, though only through a
direct contact; when the being enters into the cosmic
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consciousness,it is still more widely, inclusively,
intimately aware of this play of cosmicforces. But
although the knowledge is then more complete, the
dynamisation of this knowledge can only be partial;
for

while

a fundamental

or

static

unification

with

the cosmic self is possible, the active dynamic
unification with cosmic Nature must be incomplete.
On the level of mind and life, even with the loss of

the senseof a separateself-existence,the energisms
must be in their very nature a selection through
individualisation;

the action

is that of the cosmic

Energy, but the individual formation of it in the
living dynamo remains the method of its working.
For the very use of the dynamo of individuality
to

select,

to

concentrate

and

formulate

is

selected

energies and throw them out in formed and canalised

currents: the flow of a total energywould mean that
this dynamo had no further use, could be abolished

or put out of action; instead of an activity of
individual

mind, life, body there would be only an

individual but impersonalcentre or channel through
which the universal forces would flow unimpeded
and unselective. This can happen, but it would
imply a higher spiritualisation far exceeding the
normal

mental

level.

In

the

static

cosmic knowledge by identity,

seizure

and

the

secret

self

of

all

the

the subliminal

universalised may feel itself one with
self

of

the cosmic

others:

but

the

dynamisation of that knowledge would not go
farther

than

a translation

of this

sense of

identity

into a greater power and intimacy of direct contact
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of consciousness with all, a greater, more intimate,

more powerful and efficientimpact of the force of
consciousnesson things and persons,a capacity too
of an effective inclusion and penetration, of a
dynamised intimate vision and feeling and other
powers of cognition and action proper to this larger
nature.

In the subliminal, therefore, even enlarged into
the cosmic consciousness,we get a greater knowledge

but not the complete and original knowledge. To
go farther and see what the knowledge by identity
is in its purity and in what way and to what extent
it originates, admits or uses the other powers of
knowledge, we have to go beyond the inner mind
and life and subtle-physical to the two other ends
of the subliminal, interrogate the subconscientand
contact or enter into the superconscient. But in the
subconscient all is blind, an obscure universalism
such as is seen in the mass consciousness, an obscure
individualism

and

either

instinctive:

abnormal

to

us

or ill-formed

here, in the subconscient,

a dark

knowledge by identity, such as we find already in
the Inconscience,

is the basis, but it does not reveal

itself and its secret. The superior superconscient
ranges are based upon the spiritual consciousness
free and luminous,

and it is there that we can trace

the original power of knowledge and perceive the
origin

and difference of the two distinct

orders,

knowledge by identity and separative knowledge.
In the supreme timeless Existence, as far as
we know it by reflection in spiritual experience,
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We

are

accustomed to identify consciousnesswith certain
operations of mentality and senseand, where these
are absent or quiescent, we speak of that state of
being as unconscious. But consciousnesscan exist
where there are no overt operations, no signs
revealing it, even where it is withdrawn from
objects and absorbed in pure existence or involved
in the appearanceof non-existence. It is intrinsic
in being, self-existent,not abolished by quiescence,
by inaction, by veiling or covering, by inert
absorption or involution; it is there in the being,
even when its state seems to be dreamless sleep or a
blind

trance

or

an

annulment

of

awareness

or an

absence. In the supreme timeless status where
consciousness is one with being and immobile, it is

not a separate reality, but simply and purely the
self-awareness

inherent

in

existence.

There

is

no

need of knowledge nor is there any operation of
knowledge. Being is self-evident to itself: it does
not

need

to look

at itself

in order

to know

itself

or

learn that it is. But if this is evidently true of
pure existence, it is also true of the primal AllExistence; for just as spiritual Self-existence is
intrinsically aware of its self, so it is intrinsically
aware of all that is in its being: this is not by an
act of knowledge formulated in a self-regard, a
self-observation, but by the same inherent aware-

ness; it is intrinsically all-consciousof all that is by
the very fact that all is itself.

Thus conscious of its

timeless self-existence,the Spirit, the Being is aware
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in the same way-intrinsically, absolutely, totally,
without any need of a look or act of knowledge,
because it is all,-of

is in Time.

Time-Existence

and of all that

This is the essential awareness by

identity; if applied to cosmic existence, it would
mean

an

essential

self-evident

automatic

conscious-

nessof universe by the Spirit becauseit is everything
and everything is its being.
But there is another status of spiritual awareness which seems to us to be a development
from this state and power of pure self-consciousness,
perhaps even a first departure, but is in fact
normal

and

intimate

to

it;

for

the

awareness

by identity is always the very stuff of all the
Spirit's self-knowledge,but it admits within itself,
without changing or modifying its own eternal
nature, a subordinate and simultaneous awareness by

inclusion and by indwelling.
existent

sees all existences

The Being, the Self-

in its one existence;

it

contains them all and knows them as being of its
being, consciousness
of its consciousness,
power of its
power, bliss of its bliss; it is at the same time,
necessarily, the Self in them and knows all in them

by its pervadingly indwelling selfness: but still all
this awarenessexists intrinsically, self-evidently, automatically, without the need of any act, regard or
operation of knowledge; for knowledge here is not an
act, but a statepure, perpetual and inherent. At the
baseof all spiritual knowledge is this consciousness
of
identity and by identity, which knows or is simply
aware of all as itself. Translated into our way of
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consciousness
this becomesthe triple knowledge thus
formulated in the Upanishad, "He who sees all
existences in the Self, "He who sees the Self in all
existences", "He in whom the Self has become all

existences",-inclusion, indwelling and identity: but
in the fundamental consciousnessthis seeing is a
spiritual self-sense,
a seeingthat is self-light of being,
not a separativeregard or a regard upon self turning
that self into object. But in this fundamental
self-experiencea regard of consciousness
can manifest
which, though inherently possible, an inevitably
self-contained power of spirit, is not a first active
element

of the

absorbed

intrinsic

self-luminousness

and self-evidenceof the supremeconsciousness.This
regard belongs to or brings in another status of the
supreme spiritual consciousness,a status in which

knowledge as we know it begins; there is a state
of consciousness and in it, intimate

to it there is an

act of knowing: the Spirit regards itself, it becomes
the knower and the known, in a way the subject and
object-or rather the subject-objectin one-of its
own self-knowledge. But this regard,this knowledge
is still intrinsic, still self-evident,an act of identity;
there is no beginning of what we experience as
separative knowledge.
But when the subject draws a little back from
itself as object, then certain tertiary powers of
spiritual knowledge, of knowledge by identity, take
their first origin. There is a spiritual intimate
vision, a spiritual pervasiveentry and penetration, a
spiritual feeling in which one seesall as oneself,
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feels all as oneself, contacts all as oneself.

There

is a

power of spiritual perception of the object and all
that it contains or is, perceived in an enveloping
and pervading identity, the identity itself constituting the perception. There is a spiritual conception
that is the original substanceof thought, not the
thought that discoversthe unknown, but that which
brings out the intrinsically known from oneself
and places it in self-space,in an extended being
of self-awareness,as an object of conceptual selfknowledge. There is a spiritual emotion, a spiritual
sense, there is an intermingling

of oneness with

oneness,of being with being, of consciousnesswith
consciousness,
of delight of being with delight of
being. There is a joy of intimate separatenessin
' identity, of relations of love joined with love in a
supremeunity, a delight of the many powers, truths,
beings of the eternal oneness,of the forms of the
Formless;all the play of the becoming in the being
founds its self-expressionupon these powers of the
consciousness
of the Spirit. But in their spiritual
origin all thesepowersare essential,not instrumental,
not organised, devised or created; they are the

luminous self-aware substance of the spiritual
Identical made active on itself and in itself, spirit
made sight, spirit vibrant as feeling, spirit selfluminous as perception and conception. All is in
fact the knowledge by identity, self-powered,
self-moving

in

its

multitudinous

selfhood

of

one-awareness.The Spirit's infinite self-experience
moves between sheer identity and a multiple
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identity, a delight of intimately differentiated
onenessand an absorbedself-rapture.
A separative knowledge arises when the sense
of differentiation overpowersthe senseof identity;
the self still cognises its identity with the object
but pushes to its extreme the play of intimate
separateness. At first there is not a senseof self
and not-self, but only of self and other-self. A
certain knowledge of identity and by identity is still
there, but it tends to be first overstructured,

then

submerged,then so replaced by knowledge through
interchangeand contact that it figuresas a secondary
awareness,as if it were a result and no longer the
causeof the mutual contact, the still pervasiveand
enveloping touch, the interpenetrating intimacy of
the separate selves. Finally, identity disappears
behind the veil and there is the play of being with
other beings, consciousness
with other consciousness:
an underlying identity is still there, but it is not
experienced; its place is taken by a direct seizing
and penetrating contact, intermingling, interchange.
It is by this interaction that a more or less intimate

knowledge, mutual awarenessor awarenessof the
object remains possible. There is no feeling of self
meeting self, but there is a mutuality; there is not
yet an entire separateness,
a complete othernessand
ignorance.

This is a diminished consciousness,but

it retains some power of the original knowledge
curtailed by division, by the loss of its primal and
essential completeness, operating by division,
effecting closenessbut not oneness. The power of
25
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Inclusion of the object in the consciousness,of an

envelopingawareness
and knowledgeis there; but
it is the inclusion

of a now

externalised

existence

which has to be made an element of our self by an
attained or recovered knowledge, by a dwelling of
consciousnessupon the object, a concentration, a
taking possessionof it as part of the existence. The

powerof penetrationis there, but it hasno natural
pervasivenessand does not lead to identity; it
gathers what it can, takes what is thus acquired and
"carries the contents of the object of knowledge to
the subject. There can still be a direct and
penetrating contact of consciousnesswith consciousnesscreating a vivid and intimate knowledge, but it
is confined to the points or to the extent of the
contact.

There

is still

a direct

sense, consciousness-

sight, consciousness-feelingwhich can see and feel
what is within the object as well as its outside and
surface. There is still a mutual penetration and
interchange between being and being, between
consciousnessand consciousness,waves of thought,
of feeling, of energy of all kinds which may be a
movement of sympathy and union or of opposition
.and struggle. There can be an attempt at unification
by possession of others or through one's own
acceptance of possessionby other consciousnessor
other being; or there can be a push towards union
by reciprocal inclusion, pervasion, mutual possession.
Of all this action and interaction
direct

contact

is aware

and

it

is on

the knower by
this

basis

that

he arrangeshis relations with the world around him.
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This is the origin of knowledgeby direct contact of
consciousness
with its object, which is normal to our
inner being but foreign or only imperfectly known
to our

surface

nature.

This first separativeignorance is evidently still
a play of knowledge but of a limited separative
knowledge,a play of divided being working upon a
reality of underlying unity and arriving only at an
imperfect result or outcome of the concealed oneness.

The complete intrinsic awarenessof identity and
the act of knowledge by identity belong to the
higher hemisphere of existence: this knowledge by
direct contact is the main character

of the highest

supraphysical mental planes of consciousness,those
to which our surface being is closed in by a wall oE
ignorance; in a diminished and more separative form
it is a property of the lesser supraphysical planes of
mind;

it

is or can be an element

in

all

that

is

supraphysical. It is the main instrumentation of
our subliminal

self, its central

means of awareness;

for the subliminal self or inner being is a projection
from these higher planes to meet the subconscience
and

it inherits

the character

of consciousness

of its

planes of origin with which it is intimately
associatedand in touch by kinship. In our outer
being we are children of the Inconscience; our inner

being makesus inheritors of the higher heights of
mind and life and spirit: the more we open
inwards, go inwards, live inwards, receive from

within, the more we draw away from subjection to
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our inconscient origin and move towards all which
is now superconscient to our ignorance.
Ignorance becomes complete with the entire
separation of being from being: the direct contact
of consciousnesswith consciousnessis then entirely
veiled or heavily overlaid, even though it still goes
on within our subliminal parts, just as there is also,
though wholly concealedand not directly operative,
the underlying

secret identity

and oneness. There

is on the surface a complete separateness,
a division

into selfand not-self;there is the necessity
of dealing
with the not-self,but no direct meansof knowingit
or mastering it.

Nature then creates indirect means^

a contact by physical organs of sense,a penetration
of outside impacts through the nerve currents, a
reaction of mind and its co-ordinations acting as an
aid and supplement to the activity of the physical
organs,-all
of them methods of an indirect
knowledge; for the consciousnessis forced to rely on
these instruments and cannot act directly on the
object.
To these means is added a reason,
intelligence and intuition which seize on the
communications thus indirectly brought to them,
put all in order and utilise their data to get as much
knowledge and mastery and possessionof the not-self
or as much partial unity with it as the original
division allows to the separatedbeing. These means
are obviously insufficient and often inefficient, and
the indirect basis of the mind's operations afflicts
knowledge with a fundamental incertitude; but this
initial

insufficiency

is inherent
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and of all still

undelivered

existence that emergesfrom the Inconscience.
The Inconscienceis an inverse reproduction of
the supreme superconscience: it has the same
absolutenessof being and automatic action, but in
a vast involved trance; it is being lost in itself,
plunged in its own abyssof infinity. Instead of a
luminous absorption in self-existence there is a
tenebrous involution

in it, the darkness veiled within

darknessof the Rig Veda, tama asit tamasdgudham,
which
a

makes it look like

luminous

inherent

Non-Existence;
self-awareness

instead
there

of

is

a

consciousness
plunged into an abyssof self-oblivion,
inherent in being but not awake in being. Yet
is

this

involved

consciousness

still

a

concealed

knowledge by identity; it carries in it the awareness
of

all

the

infinite

truths

and, when

of

existence

hidden

in

its

it acts and creates,-but

dark

it acts

first as Energy and not as Consciousness,-everything
is arranged with the precision and perfection of an
intrinsic knowledge. In all material things reside
a mute

and involved

Real-Idea,

a substantial

and

self-effective intuition, an eyelessexact perception,
an automatic intelligence working out its unexpressed and unthought conceptions, a blindly
seeing surenessof sight, a dumb infallible sureness
of suppressedfeeling coated in insensibility, which
effectuate

all

that

has to be effected.

All

this

state

and action of the Inconscient corresponds very
evidently with the samestateand action of the pure
Superconscience,but translated into terms of self389
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darkness
in placeof theoriginal self-light. Intrinsic
in

the material form, these powers are not

possessed
by the form, but yet work in its mute
subconscience.

We can, in this knowledge, understand more
clearly the stagesof the emergenceof consciousness
from involution to its evolved appearance,of which
we have already attempted somegeneral conception.
The material existence has only a physical, not a
mental individuality, but there is a subliminal
Presence in it, the one Conscious

in

unconscious

things, that determines the operation of its indwelling energies. If, as has been affirmed, a
material object receivesand retains the impression
of the contacts of things around it and energies
emanatefrom it, so that an occult knowledge can
becomeawareof its past, can make us consciousof
theseemanatinginfluences,the intrinsic unorganised
Awareness pervading the form but not yet
enlightening it must be the causeof this receptivity
and thesecapacities. What we see from outside is
that material objects like plants and minerals have
their powers,propertiesand inherent influences, but,
as there is no faculty or means of communication,
it is only by being brought into contact with person
or object or by a consciousutilisation by living
beings that their influences can become active,-

such a utilisation is the practical side of more than

one human science. But still these powers and
influences are attributes of Being, not of mere
indeterminate substance, they are forces of the
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Spirit emerging by Energy from its self-absorbed
Inconscience.

This

first crude mechanical

action of

an inherent absorbedconsciousenergy opensin the
primary forms of life into submental life-vibrations
that imply an involved sensation;there is a seeking
for growth, light, air, life-room, a blind feeling out,
which

is

still

internal

and

confined

within

the

immobile being, unable to formulate its instincts, tocommunicate, to externalise itself.

An immobility

not organisedto establishliving relations, it endures
and

absorbs contacts, involuntarily

inflicts

but

cannot voluntarily impose them; the inconscienceis
still dominant, still works out everything by the
secret involved knowledgeby identity, it has not yet
developed the surface contactual means of a
conscious knowledge. This further development
begins with overtly consciouslife; what we see in
it is the imprisoned consciousness
struggling out to
the surface: it is under the compulsion of this
struggle that the separated living being strives,
however blindly at first and within narrow limits, to>
enter

into

conscious

relations

with

the

rest

of

the

world-being outside it. It is by the growing amount
of contactsthat it can receiveand respondto and by
the growing amount of contactsthat it can put out
from itself or impose in order to satisfy its needs
and impulsions that the being of living matterdevelops its consciousness,
grows from inconscience
or subconscienceinto a limited separativeknowledge.
We see then all the powers inherent in the
original self-existent spiritual Awareness slowly
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brought out and manifested in this growing separative consciousness;they are activities suppressed
but native to the secretand involved knowledge by
identity and they now emergeby degreesin a form
strangely diminished and tentative. First, there
emergesa crude or veiled sense which develops
into precise sensationsaided by a vital instinct or
concealed intuition; then a life-mind perception
manifests

and at its

back

an

obscure

consciousness-

sight and feeling of things; emotion vibrates out and
seeksan interchange with others; last arises to the
surface conception, thought, reason comprehending
and apprehending the object, combining its data of
knowledge. But all are incomplete, still maimed
by the separativeignorance and the first obscuring
inconscience; all are dependent on the outward
means, not empowered to act in their own right:
consciousness cannot act directly on consciousness;

there is a constructive envelopmentand penetration
of things by the mind consciousness,
but not a real
possession;there is no knowledge by identity. Only
when the subliminal is able to force upon the
frontal

mind

and

sense some of

its

secret

activities

pure and untranslated into the ordinary forms of
mental intelligence, does a rudimentary action of
the deepermethodslift itself to the surface; but such
emergences are still an exception, they strike
across the normality of our acquired and learned
knowledge with a savour of the abnormal and the
supernormal. It is only by an opening to our inner
being or an entry into it that a direct
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outer

indirect

awareness.It is only by our awakening to our inmost
soul or superconscient self that there can be a
beginning of the spiritual knowledge with identity
as its basis, its constituent power, its intrinsic
substance.
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is

this

world

and

other.

Katha

Upanishad*

Extended within the Infinite, . . . headless
and footless, concealing his two ends1.
Rig Veda.-\
He who has the knowledge "I am Brahman"
becomes all this that is; but whoever worships
another divinity than the One Self and thinks,
"Other

is he and I am other",

he knows

Brihadaranyaka

not.

Upanishad.*

This Self is fourfold-the Self of Waking who
has the outer intelligence and enjoys external
things, is its first part; the Self of Dream who
has the inner intelligence and enjoys things
subtle, is its second part; the Self of Sleep,
unified, a massed intelligence,
blissful and
enjoying bliss, is the third part . . . the lord of
all, the omniscient, the inner Control. That
which is unseen, indefinable, self-evident in itsone selfhood, is the fourth part : this is the
Self, this is that which has to be known.
Mandukya Upanishad.§
A conscious being, no larger
thumb,

stands

in the

centre

than a man's

of our self;

he is

master of the past and the present; ...
he is
today and he is tomorrow.
Katha Upanishad.il

IT is now possible to review in its larger lines this
Ignorance, or this separative knowledge labouring
towards identical knowledge, which constitutes our
*li.

6.

f iv.
i. 7, ii.
ji.
4. 10.
§ Verses 2-7.
(IIV.
12, 13.
1 Head and feet, the superconscient and the inconscient.
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human mentality and, in an obscurer form, all
consciousness
see that

in

that
us it

has evolved
consists

below

our

of a succession

level.
of waves

We
of

being and force, pressing from outside and rising
from within,

which become stuff of consciousness and

formulate in a mental cognition and mentalised
sensation of self and things in Time and Space.
Time presentsitself to us as a flow of dynamic movement, Spaceas an objective field of contents for the
experience of this imperfect and developing awareness. By immediate awarenessthe mental being
mobile in Time lives perpetually in the present;
by memory he savesa certain part of his experience
of self and things from streaming away from him
entirely into the past; by thought and will and
action, by mind energy,life energy, body energy he
utilises it for what he becomesin the present and is
yet to become hereafter; the force of being in him
that has made him what he is works to prolong,
develop and amplify his becoming in the future.
All this insecurely held material of self-expression
and experienceof things, this partial knowledge accumulated

in the succession of Time,

is co-ordinated

for him by perception, memory, intelligence and
will to be utilised for an ever-newor ever-repeated
becoming and for the mental, vital, physical action
which helps him to grow into what he is to be and
to expresswhat he already is. The present totality
of all this experience of consciousnessand output
of energy is co-ordinated for relation to his being,
gathered into consistencyaround an ego-sensewhich
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formulates the habit of responseof self-experience
to the contacts of Nature in a persistent limited
field of consciousbeing. It is this ego-sensethat
gives a first basis of coherence to what otherwise
might be a string or mass of floating impressions:
all that is so sensedis referred to a corresponding
artificial

centre

of mental

consciousness

in the under-

standing, the ego-idea. This ego-sensein the life
stuff and this ego-idea'in the mind maintain a
constructed symbol of self, the separativeego, which
doesduty for the hidden real self, the spirit or true
being. The surfacemental individuality is, in consequence, always ego-centric; even its altruism

is

an enlargementof its ego: the ego is the lynch-pin
invented to hold together the motion of our wheel
"of nature. The necessityof centralisation around
the ego continues until there is no longer need of
any such device or contrivance because there has

"emergedthe true self, the spiritual being, which is
at

once wheel

and

motion

and

that

which

holds

all

together, the centre and the circumference.

But the moment we study ourselves, we find
that the self-experiencewhich we thus co-ordinate
and consciouslyutilise for life, is a small part even
of our waking individual consciousness.We fasten
only upon a very limited number of the mental
sensationsand perceptions of self and things which
comeup into our surface consciousness
in our continual present: of these again memory savesup only
a scantypart from the oblivious gulf of the past; of
the storings of memory our intelligence utilises only
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a small portion for co-ordinated knowledge, will
utilises a still smaller percentage for action. A
narrow selection, a large rejection or reservation, a

miserly-spendthriftsystemof wasteof material and
unemployment of resources and a scanty and disorderly modicum of useful spending and utilisable
balance

seems

to

be

the

method

of Nature

in

our

consciousbecoming even as it is in the field of the
material universe. But this is only in appearance,
for it would

be a wholly

untrue

account to say

that all that is not thus saved up and utilised is
destroyed, becomes null and has passed away ineffectually and in vain. A great part of it has been
quietly used by Nature herself to form us and
actuates that sufficiently large mass of our growth
and becoming and action for which our conscious.
memory, will and intelligence are not responsible.
A still greater part is used by her as a store from
which

she draws

and which

she utilises,

while

we

ourselves have utterly forgotten the origin and
provenance of this material which we find ourselves
employing with a deceptive senseof creation; for we
imagine we are creating this new material of our
work, when we are only combining results out of
that which we have forgotten but Nature in us has
remembered. If we admit rebirth as part of her
system, we shall realise that all experience has its
use; for all experience counts in this prolonged

building and nothing is rejected exceptwhat has
exhausted its utility and would be a burden on the

future. A judgment from what appearsnow in our
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conscious surface is fallacious:

for when we study

and understand,we perceivethat only a little of her
action and growth in us is conscious;the bulk of it
is carried on subconsciouslyas in the rest of her
material life. We are not only what we know of ourselves but an immense more which we do not know;

our momentary personality is only a bubble on the
ocean

of our

existence.

A superficial observation of our waking consciousnessshows us that of a great part of our
individual being and becoming we are quite
ignorant; it is to us the Inconscient,just as much as
the life of the plant, the metal, the earth, the
elements. But if we carry our knowledge farther,
pushing psychological experiment and observation
beyond their

normal

bounds, we find how vast

is the sphere of this supposed Inconscient or
this

subconscient

in

our

total

subconscient, so seeming and
us because it

is a concealed

existence,-the

so called

by

consciousness,-and

what a small and fragmentary portion of our
being is covered by our waking self-awareness.We
arrive at the knowledge that our waking mind and
ego are only a superimposition upon a submerged,
a subliminal self,-for so that self appears to us,or, more accurately, an inner being, with a much
vaster capacity of experience; our mind and ego are
like the crown and dome of a temple jutting out
from the waveswhile the great body of the building
is submergedunder the surface of the waters.
This

concealed

self and consciousness
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real or whole being, of which the outer is a part and

a phenomenon,
a selectiveformationfor a surfaceuse.
We perceive only a small number of the contacts
of things which impinge upon us; the inner being
perceives all that enters or touches us and our
environment. We perceive only a part of the workings of our life and being; the inner being perceives
so much that we might almost supposethat nothing
escapesits view. We remember only a small selection from our perceptions, and of these even we
keep a great part in a store-roomwhere we cannot
.alwayslay our hand upon what we need; the inner
being retains everything that it has ever received
and has it always ready to hand. We can form into
co-ordinated understanding and knowledge only so

much of our perceptions and memories as our
trained intelligence and mental capacity can grasp
in their senseand appreciatein their relations: the
intelligence of the inner being needs no training,
but preservesthe accurateform and relations of all
its perceptions and memories and,-though this is
.a proposition which may be considered doubtful

or

difficult to concede in its fullness,-can grasp
immediately, when it doesnot possessalready, their
significance. And its perceptionsare not confined,
.asare ordinarily those of the waking mind, to the
scanty gleanings of the physical senses,but extend
far beyond and use, as telepathic phenomena of
many kinds bear witness, a subtle sense the limits

of which are too wide to be easily fixed.

The

relationsbetweenthe surfacewill or impulsionand
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the subliminal urge, mistakenly described as unconsciousor subconscious,have not been properly

studiedexceptin regardto unusualand unorganised
manifestations and to certain morbidly

abnormal

phenomena
of the diseased
human mind; but if we
pursueour observationfar enough, we shall find
that the cognition and will or impulsive force of the
inner being really stand behind the whole conscious
becoming; the latter representsonly that part of its
secret

endeavour

and

achievement

which

rises

successfullyto the surfaceof our life. To know our
inner being is the first step towards a real selfknowledge.
If we undertake this self-discovery and enlarge

our knowledge of the subliminal self, so conceiving
it

as to

include

in

it

our

lower

subconscient

and

upper superconscientends,we shall discover that it
is really this which provides the whole material of
our apparent being and that our perceptions, our
memories, our effectuations of will and intelligence
are only a selection from its perceptions, memories,
activities and relations of will and intelligence; our
very ego is only a minor and superficial formulation
of its self-consciousness
and self-experience. It is,
as it were, the urgent seaout of which the wavesof
our conscious becoming arise. But what are its
limits?

how far does it extend?

what

is its funda-

mental nature? Ordinarily, we speak of a subconscious existence and include

in this term all that is

not on the waking. surface. But the whole or the
greater part of the inner or subliminal
400
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hardly be characterisedby that epithet; for when
we saysubconscious,we think readily of an obscure
unconsciousness or half-consciousness

or else a sub-

merged consciousness
below and in a way inferior
to and less than our organisedwaking awarenessor,
at least, less in possessionof itself. But we find,.
when we go within, that somewherein our subliminal part,-though not co-extensivewith it since
it has also obscure and ignorant regions,-there is.
a consciousness much wider, more luminous,

more

in possessionof itself and things than that which
wakes upon our surface and is the percipient of
our daily hours; that is our inner being, and it is
this which we must regard as our subliminal self
and set apart the subconscient as an inferior,

a

lowest occult province of our nature. In the same
way there is a superconscientpart of our total
existence

in which

there

is what

we discover

to be

our highest self, and this too we can set apart as a
higher occult province of our nature.
But

what

then

is the

subconscient

and

where

does it begin and how is it related to our surface
being or to the subliminal of which it would seem

more properly to be a province? We are aware of
our body and know that we have a physical
existence,even very largely identify ourselveswith
it, and yet most of its operations are really subconsciousto our mental being; not only does the
mind take no part in them but, as we suppose, our
most physical being has no awarenessof its own
hidden operationsor, by itself, of its own existence;
26
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it knows or rather feels only so much of itself

enlightened by mind-senseand observab
intelligence. We are awareof a vitality worki

this bodily form and structure as in the pla

lower animal, a vital existence which is also fc

most part subconscious
to us, for we only ot

some of its movements and reactions. We are ]

aware of its operations,but not by any means
or most of them, and rather of those whic
abnormal than those which are normal; its

impress themselvesmore forcibly upon us th;
satisfactions,

its

diseases and

disorders

tha

health and its regular rhythm, its death is
poignant to us than its life is vivid: we kn

much of it as we can consciously observe an

or as much as forces itself upon us by pain

pleasure and other sensations or as a cau

nervous or physical reaction and disturbance
no more. Accordingly, we suppose that this
physical part of us also is not consciousof it
operations or has only a suppressedconscious
no-consciousnesslike the plant or an in<
consciousness
like the incipient animal; it be
consciousonly so far as it is enlightened by
and observableby intelligence.
This is an exaggeration and a con
due

to

our

identification

of

consciousness

mentality and mental awareness. Mind
itself

to

a certain

extent

with

the

ide
move

proper to physical life and body and ai
them to its mentality, so that all conscio
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But

if we draw

back,

if we separate the mind as witness from these
parts of us, we can discover that life and body
-even the most physical parts of life-have a
-consciousness
of their own, a consciousnessproper
to an obscurervital and to a bodily being, even such
an elemental awarenessas primitive animal forms
may have, but in us partly taken up by the mind
and to that extent mentalised.

Yet it has not, in its

independent motion, the mental awarenesswhich we
enjoy; if there is mind in it, it is mind involved
and implicit in the body and in the physical life:
there is no organised self-consciousness,
but only a
sense of action and reaction, movement, impulse
and desire, need, necessaryactivities imposed by
Nature, hunger, instinct, pain, insensibility and
pleasure. Although thus inferior, it has this awareness obscure, limited

and automatic;

but since it is

less in possessionof itself, void of what to us is the
stamp of mentality, we may justly call it the submental, but not so justly the subconsciouspart of
"our being.

For when we stand back from it, when

we can separate our mind from its sensations,we
perceive that this is a nervous and sensational and
automatically dynamic mode of consciousness, a

gradation of awarenessdifferent from the mind: it
has its own separate reactions to contacts and is
sensitiveto them in its own power of feeling; it does
not depend for that on the mind's perception and
response. The true subconsciousis other than this
vital or physical substratum; it is the Inconscient
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vibrating on the bordersof consciousness,
sending
up its motionsto be changedinto consciousstuff,
swallowing into its depths impressions of past

experienceasseedsof unconscious
habit and returning them constantly but often chaotically to the
surface consciousness,missioning upwards much
futile or perilous stuff of which the origin is obscure
to us, in dream, in mechanical repetitions of all
kinds, in untraceable impulsions and motives, in
mental, vital, physical perturbations and upheavals,
in dumb automatic necessities of our obscurest parts
of nature.
But

the

subliminal

self

has

not

at

all

this.

subconsciouscharacter: it is in full possessionof a
mind, a life-force, a clear subtle-physical sense of
things. It has the same capacities as our waking
being, a subtle senseand perception, a comprehensive extended memory and an intensive selecting
intelligence, will, self-consciousness;
but even though
the samein kind, they are wider, more developed,
more sovereign. And it has other capacities which
exceedthoseof our mortal mind becauseof a power
of direct awarenessof the being, whether acting in
itself or turned upon its object, which arrives more
swiftly at knowledge, more swiftly at effectivity of
will, more deeply at understanding and satisfaction
of impulse. Our surface mind is hardly a true
mentality, so involved, bound, hampered, conditioned is it by the body and bodily life and the

limitations of the nerve-system
and the physical
organs. But the subliminal self hasa true mentality
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superior to these limitations; it exceeds the
physical mind and physical organs although it is
aware of them and their

works and is, indeed,

in

a large degree their cause or creator. It is only
subconsciousin the senseof not bringing all or most
of itself to the surface, it works always behind the
veil:

it is rather

a secret intraconscient

and circum-

conscient than a subconscient;for it envelopsquite
as much as it supports the outer nature. This
description is no doubt truest of the deeper parts
of the subliminal;

in other layers of it nearer to

our surfacethere is a more ignorant action and those
who, penetrating within, pause in the zones of
lesser

coherence

or

in

the

No-man's-land

between

the subliminal and the surface, may fall into much

delusion and confusion: but that too, though
ignorant, is not of the nature of the subconscious;
the

confusion

of

these

intermediate

zones

has

no

kinship to the Inconscience.
We might saythen that there are three elements
in the totality of our being: there is the submental
and the subconscientwhich appearsto us as if it
were inconscient, comprising the material basisand
a good part of our life and body; there is the sub-

liminal, which comprisesthe inner being, taken in its
entirety of inner mind, inner life, inner physicalwith
the soul or psychic entity supporting them; there
is this waking consciousness
which the subliminal
and the subconscientthrow up on the surface, a
wave of their secret surge. But even this is not an
adequate account of what we are; for there is not
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only somethingdeep within behind our normal selfawareness,but something also high above it: that
too is ourselves,

other

than

our

surface

mental

personality, but not outside our true self; that too
is a country of our spirit. For the subliminal proper
is no more than the inner being on the level of
the Knowledge-Ignoranceluminous, powerful and
extended indeed beyond the poor conception of our
waking mind, but still not the supremeor the whole
senseof our being, not its ultimate mystery. We
becomeaware, in a certain experience,of a range of
being superconscientto all these three, aware too
of something, a supreme highest Reality sustaining and exceedingthem all, which humanity speaks
of vaguely as Spirit, God, the Oversoul: from these
superconscientranges we have visitations and in
our highest being we tend towards them and to that
supreme Spirit. There is then in our total range
of existencea superconscienceas well as a subconscienceand inconscience,overarching and perhaps
enveloping our subliminal and our waking selves,
but unknown to us, seemingly unattainable and
incommunicable.

But with the extension of our knowledge we
discover what this spirit or oversoul is: it is
ultimately our own highest deepestvastestSelf, it is
apparent on its summits or by reflection in ourselves
as Sachchidanandacreating us and the world by the
power of His divine Knowledge-Will, spiritual,
supramental, truth-conscious, infinite.

That is the

real Being, Lord and Creator, who, as the Cosmic
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Self veiled in Mind and Life and Matter,
has
descended into that which we call the Inconscient
and constitutes

and directs

its subconscient

by His supramental will
ascended

out

of the

Inconscient

existence

and knowledge, has
and

dwells

in

the

inner being constituting and directing its subliminal
existence by the samewill and knowledge, has cast
up out of the subliminal our surface existence and

dwells secretly in it overseeing with the same
supreme light and mastery its stumbling and groping movements. If the subliminal and subconscient

may be compared to a sea which throws up the
waves of our surface mental existence, the superconsciencemay be compared to an ether which
constitutes,
mines

contains,

the movements

overroofs, inhabits
of the

sea and

and deter-

its waves.

It

is there in this higher ether that we are inherently
and intrinsically consciousof our self and spirit, not
as here below by a reflection in silent mind or by

acquisition of the knowledge of a hidden Being
within us; it is through it, through that ether of
superconscience,that we can pass to a supreme
status, knowledge, experience. Of this superconscient existence through which we can arrive at
the highest status of our real, our supreme Self, we
are normally even more ignorant than of the rest
of our being; yet is it into the knowledge of it that
our being emerging out of the involution in
Inconscienceis struggling to evolve. This limitation
to our surface existence, this unconsciousness of our
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highest as of our inmost self, is our first, our capital
ignorance.

We exist superficially by a becoming in Time;
but here again out of that becoming in Time the
surface mind, which we call ourselves, is ignorant

of all the long past and the long future, aware only
of the

little

life

which

it

remembers

and

not

of all

even of that; for much of it is lost to its observation,

much to its memory. We readily believe,-for the
simple and compelling but insufficient reason that
we do not remember, have not perceived, are not
informed of anything else,-that we came into
existence first by our physical birth into this life
and shall ceaseto exist by the death of this body
and the cessationof this brief physical activity. But
while this is true of our physical mentality and
physical vitality, our corporeal sheath,for they have
been constituted at our birth

and are dissolved by

death, it is not true of our real becoming in Time.
For our real self in the cosmosis the Superconscient
which becomes the subliminal self and throws up
this apparent surface self to act out the brief and
limited part assignedto it between birth and death
as a present living and conscious self-formation of the

being in the stuff of a world of inconscient Nature.
The true being which we are no more dies by the
cessation

of

one

life

than

the

actor

ceases to exist

when he has finished one of his parts or/ the poet
when he has poured out something of himself in
one of his poems; our mortal personality is only
such a role or such a creative self-expression.
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Whether or no we accept the theory of many births
of the samesoul or psychic being in various human
bodies upon

this

earth, certain

it

is that

our

becoming in Time goesfar back into the past and
continues

far

on

into

the

future.

For

neither

the

superconscient nor the subliminal can be limited
by a few moments of Time: the one is eternal and
Time is only one of its modes; to the other, to the

subliminal, it is an infinite field of various experience and the very existenceof the being presupposes
all the past for its own and equally all the future.
Yet of this past which alone explains our present
being, our mind knows, if knowledge it can be
called, only this actual physical existence and its
memories: of the future which alone explains the
constant trend of our becoming, it knows nothing.

So fixed are we in the experienceof our ignorance
that we even insist that the one can be known only

by its vestiges and the other cannot be known,
because the future is not yet and the past is no
longer in existence; yet are they both here in us,

the past involved and active, the future ready to
evolve in the continuity of the secret spirit. This
is another limiting and frustrating ignorance.
But even here the self-ignorance of man does

not end; for not only is he ignorant of his superconscient

Self, of his subliminal

self, of his sub-

conscient self, he is ignorant of his world in which
he presently lives, which constantly acts on and
through him and on which and by which he has to
act. And the stamp of his ignorance is this, that
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he regards it as something quite separatefrom him,
as not-self

because

it

is other

than

his

individual

nature-formation and his ego. So too when he confronts his superconscientSelf, he thinks of it first
as something quite other than he, an external, even
extracosmic God; when he confronts and becomes
aware of his subliminal
self, it seems to him at first

another greater person or another consciousness
than his own which can support and guide him.
Of the world he regards only one little foambubble, his life and body, as himself. But when we
get into our subliminal

consciousness, we find it

extending itself to be commensuratewith its world;
when we get into our superconscientSelf, we find
that the world is only its manifestation and that all
in it is the One, all in it^is our self.

there is one indivisible
is a knot, one indivisible

an eddy, one indivisible

We see that

Matter of which our body
Life

of which

our life

is

Mind of which our mind

is a receiving and recording, forming or translating
and transmitting station, one indivisible Spirit of
which our soul and individual being are a portion or
a manifestation. It is the ego-sensewhich clinches
the division and in which the ignorance we superficially are finds its power to maintain the strong
though always permeable walls it has created to be
its own prison. Ego is the most formidable of the
knots which keep us tied to the Ignorance.
As we are ignorant of our existence in Time

except the small hour which we remember, so we
are ignorant of ourselvesin Spaceexcept the small
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span o£ which we are mentally and sensationally
conscious,the single body that moves there and the
mind

and life which

are identified

with

it, and we

regard the environment as a not-self we have to deal
with

and

use:

it

is

this

identification

and

this

conception that form the life of the ego. Space
according to one view is only the co-existenceof
things or of souls; the Sankhyaaffirms the plurality
of souls and their independent existence, and their
co-existence is then only possible by the unity of
Nature-force, their field of experience, Prakrit!:
but, even granting this, the co-existence is there and

it is in the end co-existencein one Being. Spaceis
the self-conceptive extension of that one Being; it
is the one spiritual Existence displaying the field
of

movement

of

its

Conscious-Force

in

its

own

self

as Space. Becausethat Conscious-Forceconcentrates
in

manifold

bodies,

lives,

minds

and

the

soul

presides over one of them, therefore our mentality
is concentrated in this and regards this as itself and

all the rest as not-self, just, as it regards its one life
on which it concentrates by a similar

ignorance as

its whole term of existence cut off from the past
and the future. Yet we cannot really know our own
mentality without knowing the one Mind, our own
vitality without knowing the one Life, our own body
without knowing the one Matter; for not only is
their nature determined by the nature of that, but

by that their activities are at every moment being
influenced

and determined.

But,

with

all

this sea

of being flowing in on us, we do not participate in
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its consciousness, but know of it only so much as

can be brought into the surface of our minds and
co-ordinated

there.

The world lives in us, thinks

in

us, forms itself in us; but we imagine that it is
we who live, think, becomeseparatelyby ourselves
and for ourselves. As we are ignorant of our time-

less, of our superconscient,of our subliminal and
subconscient selves, so are we ignorant
universal

self.

This

alone

saves us that

of our

ours

is an

ignorance which is full of the impulse and strives
irresistibly, eternally, by the very law of its being
towards the realisation of self-possessionand selfknowledge. A many-sided Ignorance striving to
becomean all-embracing Knowledge is the definition
of the consciousnessof man the mental being,-or,
looking at it from another side, we may say equally
that it is a limited separative awarenessof things
striving to becomean integral consciousness
and an
integral Knowledge.
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IT becomes necessary and possible, now that so
much has been fixed, to consider at close quarters

the problem of the Ignorance from the point, of view
of its pragmatic origin, the processof consciousness
which brought it into existence. It is on the basis
of an integral Onenessas the truth of existence that
we have to consider the problem and see how
far the different possible solutions are on this basis
applicable. How could this manifold ignorance or
this narrowly self-limiting and separativeknowledge
arise and

come

into

action

or maintain

itself

in

action in an absolute Being who must be absolute:
consciousnessand therefore cannot be subject to
* r.

i. g.
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ignorance? How is even an apparent division
effectively operated and kept in continuance in the
Indivisible? The Being, integrally one, cannot be
ignorant of itself; and since all things are itself,
consciousmodifications, determinations of its being,
it cannot either be ignorant of things, of their true
nature, of their true action.

But though we say

that we are That, that the Jivatman or individual
self is no other than the Paramatman,

no other than

the Absolute, yet we are certainly ignorant both of
ourselvesand things, from which this contradiction
results that what must be in its very grain incapable
of ignorance is yet capable of it, and has plunged
itself into it by some will of its being or some
necessity or possibility of its nature. We do not
easethe difficulty if we plead that Mind, which is
the seat of ignorance, is a thing of Maya, nonexistent,

not-Brahman,

and

that

Brahman,

the

Absolute, the sole Existence cannot in any way be
touched by the ignorance of mind which is part of
the illusory being, Asat, the non-existence. This is

an escapewhich is not open to us if we admit an
integral Oneness: for then it is evident that, in
making so radical a distinction and at the sametime
cancelling it by terming it illusory, we are using the
magic or Maya of thought and word in order to
concealfrom ourselvesthe fact that we are dividing
and denying the unity of the Brahman; for we have
erected two opposite powers, Brahman incapable of
illusion and self-illusive Maya, and pitchforked them
into an impossible unity. If Brahman is the sole
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existence, Maya can be nothing but a power o£
Brahman,

a force of his consciousness or a result

of

his being; and if the Jivatman, one with Brahman,
is subject to its own Maya, the Brahman in it is
subject to Maya. But this is not intrinsically or
fundamentally possible: the subjection can only be
a submission of something in Nature to an action
of Nature which is part of the consciousand free
movement of the Spirit in things, a play of its own
self-manifesting Omniscience. Ignorance must be
part of the movement of the One, a development
of its consciousnessknowingly adopted, to which it
is not forcibly subjected but which it usesfor its
cosmic purpose.

It is not open to us to get rid of the whole
difficulty by saying that the Jivatman and the
Supreme are not One, but eternally different, the
one subject to ignorance, the other absolute in being
and consciousnessand therefore in knowledge; for
this contradicts the supreme experience and the
whole experience which is that of unity in being,
whatever difference there may be in the action of

Nature. It is easier to accept the fact of unity in
difference which is so evident and pervasivein all
the building of the universe and satisfy ourselves
with

the statement that we are one, yet different,

one in essential being and therefore in essential
nature,

different

in

soul-form

and

therefore

in

active nature. But we thereby only state the fact,
leaving the difficulty raised by the fact unsolved,
how that which belongs in the essenceof its being
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to the unity of the Absolute and should therefore be
one with

it and with all

be divided

in consciousness, comes to

in its dynamic form of self and its

activity and subject to Ignorance. It is also to be
noted that the statement would not be wholly true,
since it is possible for the Jivatman to enter into
unity with the active nature of the One and not only
into a static essential oneness. Or we may escape
the difficulty by saying that beyond or above
existence and its problems there is the Unknowable
which is beyond or above our experience, and that
the action of Maya has already begun in the
Unknowable before the world began and therefore
is itself unknowable and inexplicable in its cause
and its origin. This would be a sort of idealistic as
opposed to a materialistic Agnosticism.
But all

Agnosticism is subject to this objection that it may
be nothing but our refusal to know, a too ready
embracing of an apparent and present restriction or
constriction of consciousness,a senseof impotence
which may be permitted to the immediate
limitations

of the mind but not to the Jivatman

who is one with the Supreme. The Supreme must
surely know himself and the causeof ignorance, and
therefore the Jivatman has no ground to despair of
any knowledge or deny his capacity of knowing the
integral Supreme and the original cause of his own
present ignorance.
The Unknowable,

if it

is at all,

may be a

supreme stateof Sachchidanandabeyond our highest
conceptions of existence, consciousnessand bliss;
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that is what was evidently meant by the Asat, the
Non-Existent of the Taittiriya Upanishad, which
alone was in the beginning and out of which the
existent was born, and possibly too it may be the
inmost

sense of the Nirvana

of the Buddha:

for

the

dissolution of our present state by Nirvana may be
a reaching to some highest state beyond all notion
or experience of self even, an ineffable

release

from our sense of existence. Or it may be the
Upanishad'sabsolute and unconditioned bliss which
is beyond expression and beyond understanding,
becauseit surpassesall that we can conceive of or
describe

as consciousness

and

existence.

This

is the

sensein which we have already acceptedit; for the
acceptation commits us only to a refusal to put a
limit

to the ascension of the Infinite.

Or, if it is

not this, if it is something quite different from
existence, even from

an unconditioned

existence, it

must be the absolute Non-Being of the nihilistic
thinker.

But out of absolute Nothingness nothing can
come, not even anything merely apparent, not
even an illusion;

and if the absolute Non-existence

is not that, then it can only be an absolute eternally

unrealised Potentiality, an enigmatic zero of the
Infinite out of which relative potentialities may at
any time emerge, but only some actually succeed in

emerging into phenomenal appearance. Out of
this Non-existenceanything may arise, and there is
no possibility of saying what or why; it is for all
practical purposes a seed of absolute chaos out of
27
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which by somehappy-or rather unhappy-accident
there has emerged the order of a universe. Or we
may say that there is no real order of the universe;
what we take for such is a persistent habit of
the sensesand the life and a figment of the mind
and

it

is useless

to seek for

an

ultimate

reason

of

things. Out of an absolute chaos all paradox and
absurdity

can be born, and the world

is such a

paradox, a mysterioussum of contraries and puzzles,
or, it may be, in effect,as somehave felt or thought,
a huge error, a monstrous,an infinite delirium. Of
.such a universe

Knowledge,

but

not

an absolute

an absolute

Consciousness

and

Inconscience

and

Ignorance may be the source. Anything may be
true in such a cosmos: everything may have been
born out of nothing; thinking mind may be only a
diseaseof unthinking Force or inconscient Matter;
dominant order, which we supposeto be existence
according to the truth of things, may be really the
mechanical law of an eternal self-ignoranceand not
the self-evolution of a supremeself-ruling conscious
Will; perpetual existence may be the constant
phenomenon of an eternal Nihil.
All opinions
about the origins of things become of an equal
force, since all are equally valid or invalid; for all
become equally possible where there is no sure
starting-point and no ascertainable goal of the
revolutions of the becoming. All these opinions
have been held by the human mind and in all there

has been profit, even if we regard them as errors;
for errors are permitted

to the mind because they
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"open doors upon truth, negatively by destroying
opposite errors, positively by preparing an element
in a new constructive hypothesis. But, pushed too
far, this view of things leads to the negation of
the whole aim of philosophy, which seeksfor knowledge and not for chaos and which cannot fulfil

itself if the last word of knowledge is the
Unknowable, but only if it is something, to use
the words of the Upanishad, which being known
all is known. The Unknowable-not absolutely
unknowable, but beyond mental knowledge-can
-only be a higher degree in the intensity of being of
that Something,a degree beyond the loftiest summit
.attainable by mental beings, and, if it were known
as it must be known to itself, that discovery would

not destroyentirely what is given us by our supreme
possible knowledge but rather carry it to a higher
fulfilment and larger truth of what it has already
.gainedby self-visionand self-experience. It is then
this Something, an Absolute which can be so known
that all truths can stand in it and by it and find there
their

reconciliation,

that

we must

discover

as our

starting-point and keep as our constant base of
thinking and seeingand by it find a solution of the
problem; for it is That alone that can carry in it
,a key to the paradoxesof the universe.
This Something is, as Vedanta insists and as we
have throughout insisted, in its manifest nature
Sachchidananda, a trinity of absolute existence,
consciousness
and bliss. It is from this primal truth
that we must start in approaching the problem, and
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it is evident then that the solution must be found in

an action of consciousness
manifesting itself as know-

ledgeand yet limiting that knowledgein such a way
as to create the phenomenonof the Ignorance,-and

sincethe Ignoranceis a phenomenonof the dynamic
action

of Force of Consciousness,

not

an essential

fact but a creation, a consequenceof that action, it
is this Force aspect of Consciousnessthat it will be
fruitful

to consider.

Absolute

consciousness

is in its.

nature absolute power; the nature of Chit is Shakti:
Force or Shakti concentrated

and

energised

for

cognition or for action in a realising power
effective or creative, the power of conscious being
dwelling upon itself and bringing out, as it were,
by the

heat of its

incubationx

the

seed and.

development of all that is within it or, to use a
languageconvenient to our minds, of all its truths.
and potentialities, has created the universe. If we
1 Tapas means literally
heat, afterwards
any kind of
energism, askesis, austerity of conscious force acting upon
itself or its object. The world was created by Tapas in the
form, says the ancient image, of an egg, which being broken,
again by Tapas, heat of incubation of conscious force, the
Purusha emerged, Soul in Nature, like a bird from the egg.
It may be observed that the usual translation
of the word
tapasya in English books, "penance", is quite misleadingthe idea of penance entered rarely into the austerities practised
by Indian ascetics. Nor was mortification of the body the
essence even of the most severe and self-afflicting austerities;
the aim was rather an overpassing of the hold of the bodily
nature on the consciousness or else a supernormal energising

of the consciousnessand will to gain some spiritual or other
object.
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consciousness, we shall

see that

this power of its energy applying itself to its object
is really the most positive dynamic force it has; by
that it arrives at all its knowledgeand its action and
its creation. But for us there are two objects on
which the dynamism within
internal

world,

and

can act, ourselves, the

others,

whether

creatures

or things, the external world around us. To
Sachchidananda

this

distinction

with

its

effective

and operative consequencesdoes not apply in the
same way as for us, because all is himself and within
himself and there is no such division as we make by
the limitations of our mind. Secondly, in us only a

part of the force of our being is identified with our
voluntary action, with our will engaged in mental
or other activity, the rest is to our surface mental
awareness involuntary in its action or subconscient

or superconscient, and from this division also a
great number of important practical consequences
emerge:

but in Sachchidananda this division too

and its consequencesdo not apply, since all is his
one

indivisible

self

are

movements

of

and

his

all

one

action

indivisible

and

will,

consciousness-forcein dynamic operation.
is

the

nature

of

action

of

his

result

consciousness

his

Tapas
as of

ours, but it is the integral Tapas of an integral
consciousness

in

an

indivisible

Existence.

But here a question may arise, since there is a

passivity in Existence and in Nature as well as an
activity, immobile status as well as kinesis, what is
the place and role of this Force, this power and its
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concentration in regard to a status where there is
no play of energy, where all is immobile. In
ourselves we habitually associate our Tapas, our
conscious

force,

with

active

consciousness,

with

energy in play and in internal or external act and
motion. That which is passive in us produces no
action or only an involuntary or mechanical action,
and we do not associate

it with

our

will

or conscious

force; still, since there too there is the possibility of
action or the emergence of an automatic activity,
it must have at least a passively responsive or
automatic

conscious force in it; or there is in it either

a secretly positive or a negative and inverse Tapas.
It may also be that there is a larger consciousforce,
power or will in our being unknown to us which
is behind this involuntary action,-if not a will,
at

least

a force

of some

kind

which

itself

initiates

action or else responds to the contacts, suggestions,
stimulations of the universal Energy. In Nature
also we know that things stable, inert or passiveare
yet maintained in their energy by a secret and
unceasingmotion, an energy in action upholding the
apparent immobility. Here too, then, all is due to
the presenceof Shakti, to the action of its power in
concentration, its Tapas. But beyond this, beyond
this relative aspectof status and kinesis, we find that
we have the power to arrive at what seemsto us an
absolute passivity or immobility of our consciousness
in which we cease from all mental and physical
activity. There seem, then, to be an active
consciousness

in

which

consciousness
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energy throwing up knowledge and activity out o£
itself and of which therefore Tapas is the character,

and a passiveconsciousness
in which consciousness
doesnot act as an energy, but only existsas a statusand of which therefore absenceof Tapas or force
in action is the character. Is the apparent absence
of Tapas in this statereal, or is there suchan effective
distinction

in

Sachchidananda?

It

is affirmed

that

there is: the dual status of Brahman, quiescent and
creative, is indeed one of the most important and
fruitful distinctions in Indian philosophy; it is
besidesa fact of spiritual experience.
Here let us observe,first, that by this passivity
in ourselveswe arrive from particular and broken
knowledge at a greater, a one and a unifying
knowledge; secondly,that if, in the stateof passivity,
we open ourselves entirely to what is beyond, we can

becomeaware of a Power acting upon us which we
feel to be not our own in the limited egoistic sense,
but universal or transcendental,

and that this Power

works through us for a greater play of knowledge,
a greater play of energy, action and result, which
also we feel to be not our own, but

that of the

Divine, of Sachchidananda,ourselvesonly its field
or channel. The result happens in both cases
because

our

individual

consciousness

rests

from

an

ignorant limited action and opens itself to the
supreme status or to the supreme action. In the
latter, the more dynamic opening, there is power
and play of knowledge and action, and that is
Tapas;

but

in

the

former
423
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consciousness,there is evidently a power for
knowledge and a concentration of knowledge or at
least a concentrationof consciousness
in immobility
and a self-realisation, and that too is Tapas.
Therefore it would seem that Tapas, concentration

of power of consciousness,
is the character of both
the passiveand the active consciousness
of Brahman,
and that our own passivity also has a certain
character of an unseen supporting or instrumentalising Tapas. It is a concentration of energy of
consciousness that sustains, while it lasts, all creation,
.all action and kinesis; but it is also a concentration

of power of consciousness
that supports inwardly or
informs all status,even the most immobile passivity,
"even an infinite

stillness

or an eternal

silence.

But still, it may be said, these are in the end

two different things, and this is shown by their
difference of opposite results; for a resort to the
passivity of Brahman leads to the cessation of this
existence

and

a resort

to its continuance.

this

distinction

to the active

Brahman

leads

But here too, let us observe that

arises by

a movement

of

the

individual soul from one poise to another, from the
poise of Brahman-consciousness
in the world, where
it is a fulcrum

for the universal action,

to or towards

the poise of Brahman-consciousnessbeyond the
world, where it is a power for the withholding of
energy from the universal action. Moreover, if it
is by energy of Tapas that the dispensing of force
of being in the world-action is accomplished, it is
equally by the energy of Tapas that the drawing
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back of that force of being is accomplished. The
passive consciousness of Brahman and its active

consciousness
are not two different, conflicting and
incompatible things; they are the sameconsciousness,
the same energy, at one end in a state of
self-reservation,

at the other cast into

a motion

of

self-giving and self-deploying,like the stillness of a
reservoir and the coursing of the channels which
flow from it. In fact, behind every activity there is
and must be a passivepower of being from which
it arises, by which it is supported, which even, we
seein the end, governsit from behind without being
totally identified with it-in

the sense at least of

being itself all poured out into the action and
indistinguishable

from

it.

Such a self-exhausting

identification is impossible; for no action, however
vast, exhausts the original power from which it
proceeds, leaving nothing behind it in reserve.
When we get back into our own conscious being,
when

we stand

back

from

our

own

action

and

see

how it is done, we discover that it is our whole being

which stands behind any particular act or sum of
activities, passivein the rest of its integrality, active
in its limited dispensation of energy; but that
passivity is not an incapable inertia, it is a poise of
self-reserved energy. A similar truth must apply
still more completely to the consciousbeing of the
Infinite, whose power, in silence of status as in
creation,

must also be infinite.

It is immaterial

for the moment to inquire
r ^hich all emerges is

whether the passivity o"J
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absolute or only relative to the observable action
from which it holds back. It is enough to note that,

thoughwe makethe distinctionfor the convenience
of our minds, there is not a passiveBrahman and an
active

Brahman,

but

one Brahman,

an Existence

which reservesIts Tapas in what we call passivity
and gives itself in what we call Its activity. For the
purposesof action, these are two poles of one being
or a double power necessaryfor creation; the action
proceeds on its circuit from the reservation and
returns to it, presumably, the energies that were
derived, to be again thrown out in a fresh circuit.
The passivityof Brahman is Tapas or concentration
of Its being dwelling upon itself in a self-absorbed
concentration of its immobile energy; the activity
is Tapas of Its being releasing what it held out of
that incubation into mobility and travelling in a
million waves of action, dwelling still upon each
as it travels and liberating in it the being's truths
and potentialities. There too is a concentration of
force, but a multiple concentration, which seemsto
us a diffusion.

But it is not really a diffusion, but

a deploying; Brahman does not cast its energy out
of Itself to be lost in some unreal exterior

void, but

keeps it at work within Its being, conserving it
unabridged and undiminished in all its continual
process of conversion and transmutation.
The

passivity is a great conservation of Shakti, of Tapas
supporting a manifold initiation

of movement and

transmutation into forms and happenings; the
activity is a conservationof Shakti, of Tapas in the
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As in ourselves, so>
to each other, both

simultaneously co-exist,pole and pole in the action
of one

Existence.

The Reality then is neither an eternal passivity
of immobile Being nor an eternal activity of Being
in

movement,

nor

is It

an alternation

in Time

between thesetwo things. Neither in fact is the sole
absolute truth of Brahman'sreality; their opposition
is only true of It in relation to the activities of Its

consciousness. When we perceive Its deployment
of the consciousenergy of Its being in the universal
action, we speakof It as the mobile active Brahman;
when we perceive Its simultaneous reservation of
the consciousenergy of Its being kept back from
the action, we speak of It as the immobile passive
Brahman,-Saguna and Nirguna, Kshara and
Akshara:

otherwise

the terms

would

have

no mean-

ing; for there is one reality and not two independent
realities,

one immobile,

the other mobile.

In the

ordinary view of the soul's evolution into the action,

pravrttiy and its involution into the passivity,
nivrtti, it is supposed that in the action the
individual soul becomes ignorant, nescient of its
passivewhich is supposedto be its true being, and
in the passivity it becomesfinally nescient of its
active which is supposed to be its false or only
apparent being. But this is because these two
movements take place alternately for us, as in our
sleep and waking; we passin waking into nescience
of our sleeping condition, in sleep into nescienceof
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iking being. But this happensbecauseonly
our being performs this alternative movement
* falsely think of ourselvesas only that partial
ice: but we can discover by a deeper
logical experiencethat the larger being in us
ectly aware of all that happens even in what
3ur partial and superficial being a state of
;ciousness;it is limited neither by sleep nor
dng. So it is in our relations with Brahman
s our real and integral being. In the
ace we identify ourselveswith only a partial
>usness,mental or spiritual-mental in its
, which

becomes nescient of its self of status

vement; in this part of us, when we lose the
lent, we lose at the same time our hold on our

: action by entering into passivity. By an
passivity the mind falls asleep or enters into
or else is liberated into a spiritual silence;
ough it is a liberation from the ignorance of
rtial being in its flux of action, it is earned
;ting on a luminous nescience of the dynamic

y or a luminous separation from it:

the

al-mental being remains self-absorbed in a
essential

status of existence

and

becomes

either

ble of active consciousness
or repugnant to all
y; this release of silence is a status through
the soul passesin its journey towards the
ite. But there is a greater fulfilment of our
nd integral being in which both the static
.e dynamic sides of the self are liberated and
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fulfilled in That which upholds both and is limited
neither by action nor by silence.

For Brahman does not pass alternately from
passivity to activity and back to passivity by
cessationof Its dynamic force of being. If that were
really true of the integral Reality, then, while the
universe continued, there would be no passive
Brahman in existence, all would be action, and, if
our universe were dissolved, there would be no
active Brahman,
all would become cessation and
immobile
stillness.
But this is not so, for we can

become aware of an eternal passivity and selfconcentrated calm penetrating and upholding all
the cosmic activity and all its multiple concentrated
movement,-and this could not be if, so long as any
activity continued, the concentratedpassivity did not
exist supporting it and within it. Integral Brahman
possesses
both the passivity and the activity simultaneously and doesnot passalternately from one to
the other as from a sleepto a waking: it is only some
partial activity in us which seemsto do that, and
we by identifying ourselves with that partial
activity have the appearanceof this alternation from
one nescience to another nescience; but our true, our

integral being is not subject to these opposites and
it does not need to become unaware of its dynamic

self in order to possess
its self of silence. When we
get the integral knowledgeand the integral liberation
of

both

soul

and

nature

free

from

the

disabilities

of the restricted partial and ignorant being, we too
can possessthe passivity and the activity with a
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simultaneouspossession,exceedingboth these poles
of the universality, limited by neither of these
powers of the Self in its relation or non-relation to
Nature.

The Supreme,it has been declared in the Gita,
exceeds both

the immobile

self and

the

mobile

being; even put together they do not represent all
he is. For obviously we do not mean, when we
speak of his possessingthem simultaneously, that
he is the sum of a passivity and an activity, an
integer made of those two fractions, passive with
three, fourths of himself, active with one fourth of

his existence. In that case, Brahman might be a
sum of nesciences,the passivethree fourths not only
indifferent

to but quite ignorant of all that the

activity is doing, the active one fourth quite unaware
of the passivity and unable to possessit except by
. ceasingfrom action. Even, Brahman the sum might
.amount to something quite different from his two
fractions, something, as it were, up and aloof,
ignorant of and irresponsible for anything which
some mystic Maya was at once obstinately doing and
rigidly abstaining from doing in the two fractions
of his existence.

But

it

is clear

that

Brahman

the

Supreme Being must be aware both of the passivity
and the activity and regard them not as his absolute

being, but as opposite,yet mutually satisfying terms
of

his

universalities.

It

cannot

be

true

that

Brahman, by an eternal passivity, is unaware,
entirely separatedfrom his own activities; free, he
contains them in himself, supports them with his
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eternal power of calm, initiates them from his
eternal poise of energy. It must be equally untrue
that Brahman in his activity is unaware of or
separatedfrom his passivity;omnipresent, he is there
supporting the action, possesses
it always in the
heart of the movementand is eternally calm and still
and free and blissful in all the whirl of its energies.
Nor

in

either

silence

or action

can

he

be

at

all

unaware of his absolute being, but knows that all
he expressesthrough them drawsits value and power
from the power of that absolute existence. If it
seemsotherwise to our experience,it is becausewe
identify with one aspectand by that exclusiveness
fail to open ourselvesto the integral Reality.
There necessarily follows an important first
result, already arrived at from other view-points,that
the Ignorance cannot have the origin of its existence
or the starting-point of its dividing activities in the
absolute Brahman or in integral Sachchidananda;it
belongs only to a partial action of the being with
which we identify ourselves,just as in the body we
identify ourselveswith that partial and superficial
consciousnesswhich alternates between sleep and
waking: it is indeed this identification putting
aside all the rest of the Reality behind us that is

the constituting cause of the Ignorance. And if
Ignorance is not an element or power proper to the
absolute nature of the Brahman or to Its integrality,
there can be no original and primal Ignorance.
Maya, if it be an original power of the consciousness
of the Eternal, cannot itself be an ignorance or in
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any way akin to the nature of ignorance, but must
be a transcendent and universal power of selfknowledge and all-knowledge; ignorance can only
intervene as a minor and subsequent movement,,

partial and relative. Is it then something inherent
in the multiplicity of souls? Does it come into
being immediately Brahman views himself in the
multiplicity, and doesthat multiplicity consist of a
sum of souls each in its very nature fractional and
divided

from

all the others in consciousness, unable

to become aware of them at all except as things
external to it, linked

at most by communication

from body to body or mind to mind, but incapable
of unity?

But we have seen that this is only what

we seem to be in our most superficial layer of
consciousness,
the external mind and the physical;
when we get back into a subtler, deeper,larger action
of our consciousness, we find the walls of division
becoming thinner and in the end there is left no

.

wall of division, no Ignorance.
Body is the outward sign and lowest basis of
the apparent division which Nature plunging into
ignoranceand self-nesciencemakesthe starting-point
for the recoveryof unity by the individual soul, unity
even in the midst of the most exaggeratedforms of
her multiple consciousness.Bodies cannot communicate with eachother except by external meansand
through a gulf of externality; cannot penetrate each
other except by division of the penetrated body
or by taking advantage of some gap in it, some
pre-existent division; cannot unite except by a
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breaking up and devouring, a swallowing and
absorption and so an assimilation, or at most a
fusion in which both forms disappear. Mind too,
when identified with body, is hampered by its
limitations;

but in itself it is more subtle

and two

minds can penetrate each other without hurt or
division, can interchange their substance without
mutual injury, can in a way becomeparts of each
other:

still

mind

too

has

its

own

form

which

is

separativeof it from other minds and is apt to take
its stand on this separateness.When we get back
to soul-consciousness the obstacles to unity

lessen

and finally ceaseto exist altogether. The soul can
in its consciousness identify itself with other souls,
can

contain

them

and

enter

into

and be

contained

by them, can realise its unity with them; and this

can take place, not in a featurelessand indistinguishable sleep, not in a Nirvana in which all distinctions
and individualities

of soul and mind and body are

lost, but in a perfect waking which observes and
takes

account

of all

distinctions

but

exceeds

them.

Therefore ignorance and self-limiting division
are not inherent and insuperablein the multiplicity
of souls,are not the very nature of the multiplicity
of Brahman. Brahman, as he exceedsthe passivity
and the activity,

so too exceeds the unity

and

multiplicity. He is one in himself, but not with a
self-limiting unity exclusive of the power of
multiplicity, such as is the separatedunity of the
body and the mind; he is not the mathematical

integer, one, which is incapable of containing the
28
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hundred and is therefore less than the hundred.
He
contains the hundred, is one in all the hundred.

One in himself, he is one in the many and the many
are one in him.

In other words, Brahman

in his

unity of spirit is aware of his multiplicity of souls
and in the consciousnessof his multiple souls is
aware of the unity of all souls. In each soul he, the
immanent Spirit, the Lord in each heart, is aware
of his oneness. The Jivatman illumined by him,
aware of its unity with the One, is also aware of its
unity with the many. Our superficial consciousness,
identified with body and with divided life and
dividing mind, is ignorant; but that also can be
illumined and made aware. Multiplicity, then, is
not the necessarycauseof the ignorance.
Ignorance, as we have already stated, comes in

at a later stage,as a later movement, when mind is
separatedfrom its spiritual and supramental basis,
.and culminates

in this earth-life

where

the individual

consciousnessin the many identifies itself by
dividing mind with the form, which is the only safe
basis of division.
But what is the form?
It is, at
least as we see it here, a formation of concentrated

energy, a knot of the force of consciousness in its

movement, a knot maintained in being by a
constant whirl

of action;

but whatever

transcendent

truth or reality it proceedsfrom or expresses,it is
not in any part of itself in manifestation durable
or eternal. It is not eternal in its integrality, nor
in its constituting atoms;for they canbe disintegrated
by dissolving the knot of energy in constant
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concentrated action which is the sole thing that
maintains their apparent stability. It is a concentration of Tapas in movement of force on the
form maintaining it in being which sets up the
physical basis of division. But all things in the
activity are, we have seen,a concentrationof Tapas
in movement of force upon its object. The origin
of the Ignorance must then be sought for in some
self-absorbedconcentration of Tapas, of ConsciousForcein action on a separatemovementof the Force;
to us this takes the appearanceof mind identifying
itself with the separatemovement and identifying
itself also in the movement separatelywith each of
the forms resulting from it. So it builds a wall of
separation which shuts out the consciousnessin each
form

from

awareness of its own total self, of other

embodied consciousnessesand of universal being.
It

is here

that

we must

look

for

the

secret

of

the

.apparent ignorance of the embodied mental being
as well as of the great apparent inconscience of
physical Nature. We have to ask ourselveswhat is
the nature of this absorbing, this separating, this
.self-forgetful concentration which is the obscure
miracle

of the universe.
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SINCEBrahman is in the essentiality of its universal
being a unity and a multiplicity aware of each
other and in each other and since in its reality it
is something beyond the One and the Many,

containing both, aware of both, Ignorance can only
come about as a subordinate phenomenon by some
concentration of consciousnessabsorbed in a part
knowledge or a part action of the being and
excluding the rest from its awareness. There may
be either

a concentration

of the One

in

itself

to

the exclusion of the Many or of the Many in their
own action

to the exclusion

of the all-awareness

of

the One, or of the individual being in himself to
the exclusion

both of the One and the rest of the

Many who are then to him separatedunits not
included in his direct awareness.Or again there
may be or there may intervene at a certain point
some general rule of exclusive concentration,
operative in all these three directions, a concentra*X.

190. 1.
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tion of separativeactive consciousness
in a separative
movement; but this takes place not in the true self,
but in the force of active being, in Prakriti.
This hypothesis we adopt in preference to the
others, because none of the others taken by itself will

hold or will square with all the facts of existence.
Integral Brahman cannot be in its integrality the
.sourceof the Ignorance, because its integrality is
in its very nature all-consciousness. The One cannot

in its integral conscious being exclude the Many
from itself, because the Many would not then at all
exist; at most it can stand back somewhere

in its

consciousnessfrom the cosmic play so as to enable
a similar movement in the individual being. The
Many in the integrality or in each self of the Many
cannot be really ignorant of the One or of others,
becauseby the Many we mean the same divine Self
in

all,

individualised

indeed,

but

still

one

in

consciousbeing with all in a single universality and
one too with the original and transcendent Being.
Ignorance is therefore not the natural character of
the consciousness of the soul, even of the individual

soul; it is the outcome of someparticularising action
in the executive

Conscious-Force

when

it is absorbed

in its works and forgetful of self and of the total
reality of the nature.

This action cannot be that

of the whole being or of the whole force of being,for the character of that completenessis whole
consciousness
and not partial consciousness,-it must
be a superficial or partial movement absorbed
in a superficial or partial action of the consciousness
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and the energy, concentrated in its formation^
oblivious

of all

else that

is not

included

formation or not there overtly operative.

in the

Ignorance

is Nature's purposeful oblivion of the Self and the
All, leaving them aside,putting them behind herself
in order to do solely what she has to do in some

outer play of existence.
In

the

infinity

of

being

and

its

infinite

awarenessconcentration of consciousness,Tapas, is
always present as an inherent power of Consciousness-Force:it is a self-held or self-gathereddwelling
of the

eternal

Awareness

in

itself

and

on

itself

or

on its object; but the object is always in some way
itself, its own being or a manifestation and movement of its being. The concentration may be
essential; it may be even a sole indwelling

or an

entire absorption in the essenceof its own being, a
luminous

or else a self-oblivious

self-immersion.

Or

it may be an integral or else a total-multiple or a
part-multiple concentration. Or it may be a single
separativeregard on one field of its being or movement, a single-pointed concentration in one centime
or an absorption in one objective form of its selfexistence.

The

first, the essential,

is at one end

the superconscientSilence and at the other end
the Inconscience; the second, the integral, is the
total consciousnessof Sachchidananda, the supramental concentration; the third, the multiple, is the
methodof the totalising or global overmental awareness;the fourth, the separative,is the characteristic
nature of the Ignorance. The supreme integrality
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of the Absolute holds all these states or powers of
its consciousnesstogether as a single indivisible
being looking at all itself in manifestation with a
simultaneous

self-vision.

Concentration in this senseof self-held dwelling
in itself or on itself as object may be said then
to belong to the very nature of conscious being.
For, although there is an infinite extension of
consciousness and a diffusion
is a self-held

self-contained

of

consciousness,

extension

it

or a self-held

self-containeddiffusion. Although there may seem
to be a dispersion of its energies, that is in
reality a form of distribution, and is only possible
in a superficial field because it is supported
by an underlying self-held concentration. An
exclusive concentration on or in a single subject
or object or domain of being or movement
is not a denial or departure from the Spirit's
awareness,it is one form of the self-gathering of the
power of Tapas. But when the concentration is.
exclusive, it brings about a holding back behind
it of the rest of self-knowledge. It may be aware
of the rest all the time, yet act as if it were not
aware of it;

that would

not

be a state or act of

Ignorance: but if the consciousnesserects by the
concentration a wall of exclusion limiting itself to
a single field, domain or habitation

in the move-

ment so that it is aware only of that or aware of
all

the

rest

as outside

itself,

then

we

have

a

principle of self-limiting knowledgewhich can result
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in a separative knowledge and culminate in a
positive and effective ignorance.
We can get some glimpse of what this means,
to what it amounts in action, when we look at the
nature of exclusive concentration
in mental man,
in our own consciousness. First of all, we must note

that what we mean ordinarily

by the man is not

his inner self, but only a sum of apparent continuous
movement of consciousnessand energy in past,
presentand future to which we give this name. It
is this that in appearancedoesall the works of the
man, thinks all his thoughts, feels all his emotions.

This energy is a movement of Consciousness-Force
concentrated on a temporal stream of inward and
outward workings. But we know that behind this
stream of energy there is a whole sea of consciousness which

is aware of the stream, but of which

the

stream is unaware; for this sum of surface energy
is a selection, an outcome from all the rest that
is invisible.
That sea is the subliminal
self, the

.superconscient,the subconscient,the intraconscient
.and circumconscient being, and holding it all
together the soul, the psychic entity. The stream
is the natural, the superficial man. In this superficial man Tapas, the being's dynamic force of
consciousness, is concentrated

on the surface

in a

certain massof superficial workings; all the rest of
itself it has put behind and may be vaguely aware
of it there

in the unformulated

back

of its conscious

existence, but is not aware of it in this superficial
absorbed movement in front. It is not precisely,
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at any rate in that back or in the depths, ignorant
of itself in any essentialsenseof the word, but for
the purposesof its superficial movement and within
that movement only it is oblivious of its real, its
greater self, by absorption, by exclusive concentration on what it is superficially doing. Yet it is
really the hidden seaand not the superficial stream
which is doing all the action: it is the sea that
is the source of this movement,

not the conscious

wave it throws up, whatever the consciousnessof
the wave, absorbedin its movement, living in that,
seeing nothing else but that, may think about the
matter. And that sea, the real self, the integral
consciousbeing, the integral force of being, is not
ignorant; even the wave is not essentially ignorant,
<-for

it

contains

within

itself

all

the consciousness

it has forgotten and but for that it could not act
or endure at all,-but

it is self-oblivious,

absorbed

in its own movement, too absorbed to note anything
else

than

the

movement

while

that

continues

to

preoccupy it. A limited practical self-oblivion, not
an essentialand binding self-ignorance,is the nature
of this exclusive concentration which is yet the root

of that which works as the Ignorance.
So too we see that man, though a really
indivisible stream of Tapas, of consciousenergy in
Time, capable of acting in the present only by the
sum of his past force of working, creating already
his future by his past and his presentaction, yet lives
absorbedin the present,moment, lives from moment
to moment, and is therefore in this superficial action
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of consciousness
ignorant of his future and ignorant
of his past except for that small part of it which at
any moment he may recall to him by memory. He
does not, however, live in the past; what he recalls
is not the past itself, but only the ghost of it, a
conceptual shadowof a reality which is now to him
dead, non-existent,no longer in being. But all this
is an action of the superficial ignorance. The true
consciousness
within is not unaware of its past; it
holds it there, not necessarily in memory but in

being, still active, living, ready with its fruits, and
sends it up from time to time in memory or more
concretely in result of past action or past causes
to the superficial consciousbeing,-that is indeed
"the true

rationale

of what

is called

can be aware too of the future,

Karma.

for

there

It

is or

is some-

where in the inner being a field of cognition open
to future knowledge, a prospective as well as a
retrospectiveTime-sense,Time-vision, Time-perception; something in it lives indivisibly

in the three

times and contains all their apparent divisions,
holds the future ready for manifestation within it.
Here, then, in this habit of living in the present^
we have a second absorption, a second exclusive
concentration which complicates and farther limits
the being, but simplifies the apparent course of the
action by relating it not to the whole infinite course
of Time,

but to a definite

succession of moments.

Therefore in his superficial consciousnessman
is to himself dynamically, practically, the man of
the moment, not the man of the past who once was
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but is no longer in existence, nor the man of the
future who is not yet in being; it is by memory
that he links himself with the one, by anticipation
with the other: a continuous ego-sense
runs through
the three times, but this is a centralising mental
construction,

not

an

essential

or

an

extended

existence containing what was, is and will be. An
intuition

of self is behind

it, but that is an under-

lying identity, unaffected by the changes of his
personality; in his surface formation of being he is
not
time

that

but

this

what

he is at the moment.

existence

in

the

moment

Yet all

is not

the

the
real

or the whole truth of his being, but only a practical
or pragmatic truth for the purposesof the superficial

movement

of his life and

within

its

limits.

It

is a truth, not an unreality, but a truth only in its
positive part; in its negative parts it is an ignorance,
and this negative ignorance limits and often distorts
even the practical truth, so that the consciouslife
of man proceeds according to an ignorance, a
partial, a half-true half-false knowledge, not according to the real truth of himself of which
oblivious.

Yet

because

his

real

self

is

the

he is
true

determinator and governs all secretly from behind,

it is after all a knowledge behind which really
determines

the formed

course of his existence;

the

superficial ignorance erectsa necessarylimiting outline and supplies the factors by which the outward
colour and turn neededfor his present human life
and his present moment are given to his consciousness and his action.

In the same way and for the
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same reason man identifies himself solely with

the

name and form he wearsin his present existence; he
is ignorant of his past before birth even as of his
future after death. Yet all that he forgets is
contained, present and effective, in the all-retaining
integral consciousnesswithin him.
There is a minor pragmatic use of exclusive
concentration on the surface which may also give
us an indication in spite of its temporary character.
The superficial man living from moment to moment
plays,as it were, severalparts in his present life and,
while he is busy with each part, he is capable of
an exclusive concentration, an absorption in it, by
which he forgets the rest of himself, puts it behind
him for the moment,

is to that extent

self-oblivious.

The man is for the moment the actor, the poet,
the soldier or whatever else he may have been

constituted and formed into by some peculiar and
characteristicaction of his force of being, his Tapas,
his past consciousenergy and by the action which
developsfrom it. Not only is he apt to deliver himself up to this exclusive concentration in a part
of himself for the time being, but his successin
the action very largely dependson the completeness
with which he can thus put aside the rest of himself
and live only in his immediate work.
time

we can

see that

it

is the

whole

Yet all the
man

who

is

really doing the action and not merely this particular
part of him; what he does, the way he does it,
the elements he brings into it, the stamp he gives
to his work dependson his whole character, mind,
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information, genius, all that the past of him has
made him,-and not his past in this life only, but
in other lives, and again not only his past, but the

past, the presentand the predestinedfuture both
of

himself

and

the

world

around

him

are

the

determinants of his work. The present actor, poet
or soldier in him is only a separativedetermination
of his Tapas; it is his force of being organised for
a particular kind of action of its energy,a separative
movement of Tapas which is able-and this ability
is not a weakness,a deficiency, but a great power
of the consciousness-to absorb itself in that particular working to the temporary self-oblivion of the
rest of itself, even though that rest is present all
the time

at the back of the consciousness and in

the work

itself

and

is active

or has its

influence

in

the shaping of the work. This active self-oblivion
of the man in his work and the part he plays, differs
from the other, the deeper self-oblivion, in that the
wall of separation is less phenomenally and not at
all enduringly complete; the mind can dissolve its
concentration and go back from its work at any time

to the consciousness
of the larger self of which this
was a partial action. The superficial or apparent
man cannot so go back at will to the real man
within him; he can only do it to some extent

abnormally or supernormally in exceptional conditions of his mentality or, more permanently and
completely, as the fruit of a long and arduous
self-training, self-deepening, self-heightening, selfexpansion. Still he can go back; therefore the
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difference is phenomenal only, not essential: it is,
in essence, in both cases the same movement of

exclusive concentration,of absorption in a particular

aspectof himself,action,movementof force,though
with different

circumstances

and another

manner

of

working.

This power of exclusive concentration is not
confined to absorption in a particular character or
type of working of one's larger self, but extends to
a complete self-forgetfulnessin the particular action
in which we happen at the moment to be engaged.
The actor in moments of great intensity forgets that
he is an actor and becomes the part that he is
playing on the stage;not that he really thinks himself Rama or Ravana, but that he identifies

himself

for the time being with the form of character and
action which the name representsand so completely
as to forget the real man who is playing it. So the
poet forgets himself, the man, the worker, in his
work and is for the moment only the inspired
impersonal energy which works itself out in formation of word and rhythm; of all else he is oblivious.

The soldier forgets himself in the act and becomes
the charge and the fury and the slaying. In the
same way the man who is overcome by intense

anger, forgets himself as it is commonly said, or as
it hasbeen still more aptly and forcibly put, becomes
anger: and these terms express a real truth which
is not the whole truth of the man's being at the
time, but a practical fact of his consciousenergy in
action. He does forget himself, forgets all the rest
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of himself with its other impulses and powers of
self-restraint and self-direction,so that he acts simply
as the energy of the passionwhich preoccupieshim,
becomes that energy for the time being. This is
as far as self-forgetfulnesscan go in the normal
active human psychology;for it must return soon to
the wider

self-aware consciousness of which

this self-

forgetfulness is only a temporary movement.
But in the larger universal consciousness
there
must be a power of carrying this movement to its
absolute point, to the greatestextreme possible for
any relative movement to reach, and this point is
reached, not in human unconsciousness which is not

abiding

and always refers back to the awakened

consciousbeing that man normally and characteristically

is, but

Nature.

This

in

the inconscience of material

inconscience

is no

more

real

than

the ignorance of exclusive concentration in our
temporary being which limits the waking consciousness of man; for as in us, so in the atom, the metal,

the plant, in every form of material Nature, in every
energy of material Nature, there is, we know, a

secret soul, a secret will, a secret intelligence at
work, other

than the mute self-oblivious

form,

the

Conscient-conscient even in unconsciousthings-

of the Upanishad,without whosepresenceand
informing conscious-forceor Tapas no work of
Nature

could

is the Prakriti,

be done.

What

the formal,

is inconscient

the motional

there

action

of

the energy absorbedin the working, identified with
It, to such an extent

as to be bound
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trance or swoon of concentration, unable to go back,

while imprisoned in that form, to its real self, to
the integral consciousbeing and the integral force
of consciousbeing which it has put behind it, of
which in its ecstatic trance of mere working and
energy it has become oblivious. Prakriti, the
executive

Force, becomes unaware

of Purusha,

the

ConsciousBeing, holds him hidden within herself
and becomes again slowly aware only with the
emergenceof consciousness
from this swoon of the
Inconscience.

Purusha

indeed

consents

to assume

the apparent form of itself which Prakriti constructs
for

it;

it

seems to become

the

Inconscient,

the

physical being, the vital being, the mental being:
but in all these it remains still in reality itself:

the

light of the secret conscious Being supports and
informs the action of the inconscient or emergingly
consciousenergy of Nature.
The inconscience is superficial like the
ignorance of the waking human mind or the
inconscienceor subconscienceof his sleeping mind,
and within it is the All-conscient; it is entirely
phenomenal, but it is the complete phenomenon.
So complete is it that it is only by an impulsion
of evolutionary

consciousness emerging

into other

forms less imprisoned by this inconscient method
of working that it can come back to itself, recover
in the animal a partial awareness,then in man at
his highest some possibility of approach to a first
more complete though still superficial initiation of
a truly consciousworking. But still, as in the case
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ot the superficial and the real man where there is
also a similar though lesserinability, the difference
is phenomenal only. Essentially, in the universal
order of things, the inconscienceof material Nature
is

the

same

exclusive

concentration,

the

same

absorption in the work and the energy as in the
self-limitation of the waking human mind, or the
concentration of the self-forgetting mind in its
working; it is only that self-limitation

carried to a

farthest point of self-forgetfulnesswhich becomes,
not a temporary action, but the law of its action.

Nesciencein Nature is the complete self-ignorance;
the partial knowledgeand general ignorance of man
is a partial self-ignorance marking in her evolutionary order a return towards self-knowledge: but.
both are and all ignorance is, when examined, a

superficially exclusive, self-forgetful concentration
of Tapas, of the conscious energy of being in a
particular line or section of its movement of which
alone

it

is aware

or which

alone

it

seems to be

on

the surface. The ignorance is effective within the
bounds of that movement and valid for its purposes,
but phenomenal, partial, superficial, not essentially
real, not integral. We have to use the word "real"
necessarilyin a quite limited and not in its absolute
sense; for the ignorance is real enough, but it is
not the whole truth of our being and by regarding
it by itself even its truth is misrepresentedto our
outer

awareness.

In

that

true

truth

of itself

it

is an

involved Consciousnessand Knowledge evolving
29
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back to itself, but it is dynamically effective as an
Inconscience and an Ignorance.

This being the root-nature of the Ignorance, a
practical truth of a phenomenally but not really
dividing, of a limiting and separative conscious
-energyabsorbedin its works to the apparent forgetfulness of its integral and real self, we may answer
the questions that arise of the why, the where and
the

how

of

this

movement.

The

reason

for

the

Ignorance, its necessity, becomes clear enough once

iv e have seen that without it the object of the
manifestation of our world would be impossible,
could not be done at all, or not completely, or not
in the way in which it should be and is done. Each
side of the manifold Ignorance has its justification,
which is only a part of the one general necessity.
Man, living
thrown

in his timeless being, could not have

himself

into

the

stream

of Time

with

that

movement of subjection to its flux from moment to
moment which is the nature of his present living.
Living in his superconscientor subliminal self, he
"could

not

individual
ravel

have

worked

out

from

the

knot

of

his

mentality the relations which he has to

and unravel

with

the

world

about

him,

or

"would have to do it in a radically different fashion.

Living in the universal self and not in the egoistic
-separative consciousness, he could not evolve that

-separateaction, personality, outlook from himself as
the sole or the initial centre and point of reference
which is the contribution of the ego-senseto the
world-workings. He has to put on the temporal,
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the psychological,the egoistic ignorance in order to
protect himself against the light of the infinite and
the largenessof the universal, so as to developbehind
this defencehis temporal individuality in the cosmos.
He has to live as if in this one life and put on
the ignorance of his infinite past and his future:
for otherwise, if the past were present to him, he
could not work out his present selected relations
with his environment in the way intended; his
knowledge would be too great for him, it would
necessarilyalter the whole spirit and balance and
form

of

his

action.

He

has

to

live

in

the

mind

absorbed by this bodily life and not in the supermind; for otherwise all these protecting walls of
ignorancecreatedby the limiting, dividing, differentiating power of mind would not be built or would
become too thin and transparent for his purpose.

That purpose for which all this exclusive
"concentration we call the Ignorance is necessary, is
to trace the cycle of self-oblivion and self-discovery

for the joy of which the Ignorance is assumedin
Nature by the secret spirit. It is not that
.all

cosmic

manifestation

would

otherwise

become

impossible; but it would be a quite different
manifestation

from

the one in which

we live;

it

would be confined to the higher worlds of the divine
Existence or to a typal non-evolving cosmoswhere
each being lived in the whole light of its own law of
nature, and this obverse manifestation, this evolving

^cycle,would be impossible. What is here the goal
would

be then the eternal

condition;

what is here
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would be the perpetuated type of existence.
find himself in the apparent opposites of his
nd his nature

that Sachchiclanaiida

descends.

i material Nescienceand puts on its phenognorance as a superficial mask in which he
mself from his own consciousenergy, leaving
>rgetfuland absorbedin its works and forms.
thoseforms that the slowly awaking soul has.
pt the phenomenal action of an ignorance
s really knowledge awaking progressively out
original nescience, and it is in the new
>nscreated by these workings that it has to

reritself and divinely transformby that light
which is thus labouring to fulfil the purpose
sscent

into

the Inconscience.

Not

to return

lily as may be to heavenswhere perfect light
are eternal or to the supracosmic bliss is
>ct of this cosmic cycle, nor merely to repeat
>seless
round in a long unsatisfactory groove
>rance seeking for knowledge and never
it perfectly,-in that case the ignorance
>eeither an inexplicable blunder of the Allit or a painful and purposeless Necessity
inexplicable,-but to realise the Ananda of
: in other conditions than the supracosmic,
ic being, and to find its heaven of joy and
ren in the oppositions offered by the terms.
cibodiedmaterial existence,by struggle therevards the joy of self-discovery,would seem
te true object of the birth of the soul in the
body and of the labour of the human race
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in the series of its cycles. The Ignorance is a
necessary,though quite subordinate term which
the universal Knowledge has imposed on itself that

that movementmight be possible,-not a blunder
and a fall, but a purposeful descent,not a curse, but
a divine opportunity. To find and embody the AllDelight in an intense summary of its manifoldness,
to achieve a possibility of the infinite Existence
which could not be achieved in other conditions, to

create out of Matter a temple of the Divinity would
seem.to be the task imposed on the spirit born into
the

material

universe.

The ignorance, we see,is not in the secretsoul,
but in the apparent Prakriti; nor does it belong to
the whole

of that

Prakriti,-it

cannot,

is the action of the All-conscient,-but

for

Prakriti

arises in some

development from its original integrality of light
and power. Where does that development take
place, in what principle of being does it find its
opportunity and starting-point? Not, certainly, in
the infinite being, the infinite consciousness,the
infinite delight which are the supreme planes of
existence

and from

which

all else derives

or descends

into this obscurer ambiguous manifestation. There
it can have no place. Not in the supermincl; for
in the supermind the infinite light and power are
always present even in the most finite workings, and
the consciousnessof unity embraces the consciousnessof diversity. It is on the plane of mind that
this putting back of the real self-consciousness
becomespossible. For mind is that power of the
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consciousbeing which differentiates and runs along
the lines of differentiation

with the sense of diversity

prominent and characteristic"and the senseof unity
behind it only, not characteristic, not the very stuff
of its workings. If by any chance this supporting
senseof unity could be drawn back,-it is possessed
by mind not in its own separateright, but becauseit
has the supermind behind it, becauseit reflects the
light of the supermind of which it is a derivative
and secondarypower,-if a veil could fall between
rnind and supermind shutting off the light of the
Truth

or letting

diffused,

it

scattered,

come through

reflected

but with

only

in

distortion

rays
and

division, then the phenomenon of the Ignorance
would

intervene.

Such a veil

exists, says the

Upanishad, constituted by the action of Mind itself: it is in Overmind a golden lid which hides
the face of the supramental Truth but reflects
its image; in Mind it becomes a more opaque
and

smoky-luminous

coverture.

That

action

is

the absorbed looking downward of Mind on the
diversity

which is its characteristic movement

and

away from the supreme unity which that diversity
expresses, until

it forgets altogether

to remember

and support itself by the unity. Even then the unity
supports it and makes its activities possible, but the
absorbed Energy is unaware of its own origin and
greater, real self. Since Mind forgets that from
which it derived, becauseof absorption in the workings of formative Energy, it becomes so far identi-

fied with that Energy as to lose hold even on itself,
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to become totally oblivious in a trance of work which

it still supports in its somnambulist action, but of
which it is no longer aware. This is the last stageof
the descent of consciousness,an abysmal sleep, a
fathomless

trance

of

consciousness

which

is

the

profound basis of the action of material Nature.
It must be remembered,

however, that when we

speak of a partial movement of Consciousness-Force
absorbed in its forms and actions, in a limited

field

of its working, this does not imply any real division
of its integrality. The putting of the rest of itself
behind it has only the effect of making all that rest
occult to the frontal immediately active energy in
the limited field of movement, but not of shutting

it out of the field; in fact the integral Force is
there though veiled by the Inconscience, and it is

that integral Force supported by the integral selfbeing which through its frontal energy does all the
work and inhabits
movement.

It

is

all
to

the forms created by the

be

noted

also

that

in

order

to remove the veil of the Ignorance the conscious
Force of being in us uses a reverse action of its
power of exclusive concentration; it quiets the
frontal

movement

of

Prakriti

in

the

individual

consciousness and concentrates exclusively

on the

concealedinner being,-on the Self or on the true
inner, psychic or mental or vital being, the
Purusha,-to

disclose

it.

But

when

it

has done

so, it need not remain in this opposite exclusiveness; it can resume its integral consciousness or a

global consciousnesswhich includes both being of
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of Prakriti,

the

soul

and

its

instruments, the Self and the dynamisms of the
Self-Power, atmasakti:

it

can then

embrace

its

manifestation with a larger consciousnessfree from

the previous limitation, free from the results of
Nature's forgetfulnessof the indwelling Spirit. Or
it may quiet the whole working it has manifested,
concentrate on a higher level of Self and Nature,

raise the being to it and bring down the powers
of the higher level to transform the previous
manifestation:

all

that

is so transformed

is still

included, but as a part of the higher dynamism

and its higher values, in a new and greater selfcreation. This is what can happen when the
Consciousness-Force
in our being decides to raise its
evolution from the mental to the supramental level.
In each caseit is Tapas that is effective, but it acts
in a different manner according to the thing that
has to be done, according to the predetermined
process,dynamism, self-deploying of the Infinite.
But

still,

even if this is the mechanism

of the

Ignorance, it may be asked whether it does not
remain

a mystery how the

All-conscieiit

could,

though in only a partial action of his conscious
energy, succeedin arriving at even this superficial
ignorance and inconscience.
would

be worth while

Even if it were so, it

to fix the exact action

of this

mystery, its nature, its limits, so that we may not

be appalledby it and misledfrom the real purpose
it serves and the opportunity it gives. But the
mystery is a fiction of the dividing intellect which,
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because it finds or creates a logical opposition
between two concepts,thinks there is a real opposition

of

the

two

facts

observed

and

therefore

an

impossibility of co-existence and unity between
them. This Ignorance is, as we have seen, really
a power of the Knowledge to limit itself, to
concentrate

itself on the work

in hand, an exclusive

concentration in practice which does not prevent
the full existence and working of the whole
conscious being behind, but a working in the
conditions chosen and self-imposed on the nature.
All consciousself-limitation is a power for its special
purpose, not a weakness; all concentration is a force

of consciousbeing, not a disability. It is true that
while the Supermind is capable of an integral,
comprehensive, multiple, infinite self-concentration,
this is dividing and limited; it is true also that it
createsperverseas well as partial and, in so far, false
or only half-true values of things: but we have seen
the object of the limitation and of this partiality of
knowledge; and the object being admitted, the
power to fulfil

it

must be admitted

also in

the

absolute force of the absolute Being. This power
of self-limitation for a particular working, instead of
being incompatible with the absolute conscious-force
of that Being, is precisely one of the powers we
should expect to exist among the manifold energies
of

the

Infinite.

The Absolute is not really limited by putting
forth in Itself a cosmos of relations;

it is the natural

play of Its absolute being, consciousness,force,
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self-delight. The Infinite is not limited by building
up in itself an infinite series of interplaying finite
phenomena;rather that is its natural self-expressionThe One is not limited by its capacity for multiplicity in which it enjoys variously its own being;
rather that is part of the true description of an
infinite as opposedto a rigid, finite and conceptual
unity. So too the Ignorance, consideredas a power
of manifoldly self-absorbed and self-limiting

concen-

tration of the consciousbeing, is a natural capacity
of variation in his self-consciousknowledge, one of
the possible poisesof relation of the Absolute in its
manifestation,

of the Infinite

in its series of finite

workings, of the One in its self-enjoyment in the
Many. The power by self-absorption to become
unaware of the world which yet at the same time

continues in the being, is one extreme of this
capacity of consciousness;the power by absorption
in the cosmic workings to become ignorant of the
self which all the time is carrying on those workings,.
is the reverseextreme. But neither really limits the
integral

self-aware existence of

Sachchidananda

which is superior to these apparent oppositions;
even in their opposition they help to express and
manifest

the

Ineffable.
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ERROR,

WRONG

OF FALSEHOOD,

AND

EVIL

The Lord accepts the sin and the virtue of
none; because knowledge is veiled by ignorance,
mortal

men

are

deluded.
Gita*

They live according to another idea of self
than the reality, deluded, attached, expressing
a falsehood, - as if by an enchantment they see
the

false

as

the

true.

Maitri
They live
go

round

UpanisJiad.-f

and move in the Ignorance

and

round,

battered

and

and

stumbling,

like blind men led by one who is blind.
IMundaka Upanishad.Z
One whose intelligence has attained to Unity,
casts away from him both sin and virtue.

He

who

has

found

the

bliss

of

the

Eternal

is afflicted no more by the thought, "Why have
I not done the good? Why have I done evil?"
One

both

who

knows

these

the

self

extricates

himself

from

things.

Taittirlya

Upanishad. !l

These are they who are conscious of the
much falsehood in the world; they grow in the
house of Truth, they are the strong and invincible

sons of Infinity.
Rig

' V. 15.

t VII.

I II.

11II. 9.

50.
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The first and the highest are truth; in the
middle there is falsehood, but it is taken
between

the

truth

on both

sides

of

draws its being from the truth.1
Brihadaranyaka

it

and

it

Upanishad.*

IF Ignorance is in its nature a self-limiting
knowledge oblivious of the integral self-awareness
and

confined

to

an

exclusive

concentration

in

a

single field or upon a concealing surface of cosmic
movement,

what,

in this view, are we to make

of

the problem which most poignantly preoccupies the
mind of man when it is turned on the mystery of
his

own

existence

problem of evil?

and

of

cosmic

existence,

the

A limited knowledge supported

by a secret All-Wisdom as an instrument for wrorking

out within the necessarylimitations a restricted
world-order may be admitted as an intelligible
processof the universal Consciousness
and Energy;
but the necessityof falsehoodand error, the necessity
of wrong and evil or their utility in the workings
of the omnipresent Divine Reality is less easily
admissible. And yet if that Reality is what we have
supposedit to be, there must be some necessityfor
the appearanceof these contrary phenomena, some
significance, some function that they had to serve
*v.

5.

i.

1 The truth of the physical reality and the truth of the
spiritual and superconscient reality.
Into the intermediate
subjective and mental realities which stand between them,
falsehood can enter, but it takes either truth from above or
truth

from

below

as the

substance

out

of which

it

builds

and both are pressing upon it to turn its misconstructions
truth of life and truth of spirit.
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in the economyof the universe. For in the complete
and inalienable self-knowledge of the Brahman
which is necessarily all-knowledge, since all this
that is is the Brahman, such phenomena cannot
have come in as a chance, an intervening accident,
an involuntary forgetfulness or confusion of the
Consciousness-Force

of the All-Wise

in the cosmos or

an ugly contretemps for which the indwelling Spirit
was not prepared and of which it is the prisoner
erring in a labyrinth with the utmost difficulty of
escape. Nor can it be an inexplicable mystery of
being, original and eternal, of which the divine AllTeacher is incapable of giving an account to himself
or to us. There must be behind it a significance
of the All-Wisdom itself, a power of the AllConsciousnesswhich permits and uses it for some
indispensable function in the present workings of
our self-experience and world-experience. This
aspect of existence needsnow to be examined more
directly and determined in its origins and the limits
of its reality and its place in Nature.
This problem may be taken up from three
points of view,-its

relation

to the Absolute, the

supreme Reality, its origin and place in the cosmic
workings, its action and point of hold in the
individual being. It is evident that these contrary
phenomena have no direct root in the supreme
Reality itself, there is nothing there that has this
character; they are creations of the Ignorance and
Inconscience, not fundamental or primary aspects
of the Being, not native to the Transcendence or
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to the infinite power of the Cosmic Spirit.

It is

sometimes

have

reasoned

that

as Truth

and

Good

their absolutes, so Falsehood and Evil must also
have their absolutes, or, if it is not so, then both

must belong to the relativity only; Knowledge and
Ignorance, Truth and Falsehood, Good and Evil
exist only in relation to each other and beyond the
dualities here they have no existence. But this is
not

the fundamental

truth

of the relation

of

these

opposites;for, in the first place, Falsehoodand Evil
are, unlike Truth and Good, very clearly results of
the Ignorance and cannot exist where there is no
Ignorance: they can have no self-existencein the
Divine Being, they cannot be native elements of the
Supreme Nature. If, then, the limited Knowledge
which is the nature of Ignorance renounces its
limitations, if Ignorance disappearsinto Knowledge,
evil and falsehoodcan no longer endure: for both
are fruits of unconsciousness and wrong consciousness and,

if

true

or whole

consciousness

is there

replacing Ignorance, they have no longer any basis
for

their

absolute

existence.

There

of falsehood,

can

therefore

no absolute

of

be

evil;

no

these

things are a by-product of the world-movement: the
sombre flowers of falsehood and suffering and evil
have

their

root

in

the black

soil of the

Inconscient.

On the other hand, there is no such intrinsic
to

the

relativity

absoluteness

of

Truth

and

obstacle

Good:

the

of truth and error, good and evil is a fact

of our experience, but it is similarly a by-product,
it is not a permanent factor native to existence; for
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it. is true only of the valuations made by the human

consciousness,true only of our partial knowledge
and partial ignorance.
Truth

is relative to us because our knowledge

is surrounded by ignorance. Our exact vision stops
short at outside appearances which are not the
complete truth of things, and, if we go deeper, the
illuminations we arrive at are guessesor inferences
or intimations, not a-sight of indubitable realities:
our conclusions are partial, speculative or constructed,

our

statement

of

them,

which

is

the

expression of our indirect contact with the reality,

has the nature of representations or figures, wordimages of thought perceptions that are themselves
images, not embodiments of Truth itself, not directly

real and authentic. These figures or representations
are imperfect and opaque and carry with them
their shadow of nescience or error; for they seem
to deny or shut out other truths and even the truth

they express does not get its full value: it is an
end or edge of it that projects into form and the
rest is left in the shadow unseen or disfigured or

uncertainly visible. It might almost be said that no
mental statement of things can be altogether true;
it is not Truth bodied, pure and nude, but a draped
figure,-often it is only the drapery that is visible.
But this character doesnot apply to truth perceived
by a direct action of consciousness or to the truth

of knowledge by identity; our seeing there may be
limited,

but so far as it extends, it is authentic,

and

authenticity is a first step towards absoluteness:
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error may attach itself to a direct or identical vision
of things by a mental accretion, by a mistaken or
illegitimate extension or by the mind's misinterpretation, but it does not enter into the substance.

This authentic or identical vision or experience o£
things is the true nature of knowledge and it is selfexistent within the being, although rendered in our
minds by a secondaryformation that is unauthentic
and derivative. Ignorance in its origin has not this
self-existence or this authenticity;

it

exists by a

limitation or absence or abeyance of knowledge,
error by a deviation from truth,
distortion

of

truth

or its

contradiction

falsehood by a
and

denial.

But it cannot be similarly said of knowledge that in
its very nature it exists only by a limitation

or

absence or abeyanceof ignorance: it may indeed
emerge in the human mind partly by a process of
such limitation or abeyance, by the receding of
darkness from a partial light, or it may have the
aspect of ignorance turning into knowledge; but in
fact, it rises by an independent birth from our
depths where it has a native existence.
Again, of good and evil it can be said that one
exists by true consciousness,
the other survives only
by wrong consciousness:if there is an unmixed true
consciousness,
good alone can exist; it is no longer
mixed with evil or formed in its presence. Human
values of good and evil, as of truth and error, are
indeed uncertain

and relative:

what is held as truth

in one place or time is held in another place or
time to be error; what is regarded as good is else464
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where or in other times regarded as evil. We find
too that what we call evil results in good, what
we call good results in evil. But this untoward outcome of good producing evil is due to the confusion
and mixture of knowledge and ignorance, to the
penetration of true consciousness by wrong consciousness, so that there is an ignorant or mistaken
application of our good, or it is due to the inter-

vention of afflicting forces. In the opposite caseof
evil producing good, the happier and contradictory
result

is due

to the

intervention

of some

true

con-

sciousness and force acting behind and in spite of
wrong consciousness and wrong will or it is due to
the intervention of redressing forces. This relativity,.
this mixture is a circumstance of human mentality
and the workings of the Cosmic Force in human
life; it is not the fundamental truth of good and
evil. It might be objected that physical evil, such
as pain and most bodily suffering, is independent of
knowledge and ignorance, of right and wrong
consciousness, inherent in physical Nature:
but,.
fundamentally, all pain and suffering are the result
of an

insufficient

being

which

with

self

and

to

and

consciousness-force

makes it

unable

Nature

harmonise

or

itself

in

to

unable
with

the

surface

deal

rightly

to
the

assimilate
contacts

of

the universal Energy; they would not exist if in us
there were an integral presence of the luminous
Consciousness and the divine Force of an integral
Being. Therefore the relation of truth to falsehood, of good to evil is not a mutual dependence^
30
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of

a contradiction

as of

light and shadow;a shadowdependson light for
its existence, but light does not depend for its
existence on the shadow. The relation between the
Absolute and these contraries of some of its funda-

mental aspects is not that they are opposite
fundamentalaspectsof the Absolute; falsehoodand
-evil have no fundamentally, no power of infinity
or eternal being, no self-existenceeven by latency
in the Self-Existent, no authenticity of an original
inherence.

It is no doubt a fact that once truth or good
manifests, the conception of falsehood and evil
becomes a possibility; for whenever there is an
affirmation, its negation becomes conceivable. As
the

manifestation

of

existence,

"delight made the manifestation
inconscience,

insensibility

consciousness

and

of non-existence,

conceivable

and,

because

-conceivable,therefore in a way inevitable, for all
possibilities push towards actuality until they reach
it, so is it with thesecontraries of the aspectsof the
Divine Existence.

It may be said on this ground

that theseopposites,since they must be immediately
perceivable by the manifesting Consciousness on
the very threshold of manifestation,

can take rank

.as implied absolutes and are inseparable from all
"cosmic

existence.

But

it

must

first

be

noted

that

it is only-in cosmic manifestation that they become
possible; they cannot pre-exist in the timeless
being, for they are incompatible with the unity and
bliss that are its substance. In cosmos also they
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"cannot come into being except by a limitation of
truth and good into partial and relative forms and
by a breaking up of the unity of existence and
"consciousnessinto separative consciousnessand
separative being. For where there is onenessand
"complete mutuality of consciousness-force
even in
multiplicity and diversity, there truth of selfknowledge and mutual knowledge is automatic and
"error of self-ignorance and mutual ignorance is
impossible. So too where truth exists as a whole on
a basis of self-aware oneness, falsehood cannot enter

and evil is shut out by the exclusion of wrong
"consciousnessand wrong will and their dynamisation

of falsehood and error.

As soon as separateness

enters, these things also can enter; but even this
simultaneity is not inevitable. If there is sufficient
mutuality, even in the absence of an active sense

"of oneness, and if the separate beings do not
transgressor deviate from their norms of limited
knowledge, harmony and truth can still be sovereign
.and evil will have no gate of entry. There is,
therefore,
falsehood

no authentic
and

evil

even

inevitable
as

there

cosmicity
is

no

of

absolute-

ness; they are circumstances or results that arise

"only at a certain stage when separativeness
"culminates in opposition and ignorance in a
primitive unconsciousness of knowledge and a
resultant wrong consciousness
and wrong knowledge
with its content of wrong will, wrong feeling,
wrong action and wrong reaction. The question
is at what juncture of cosmic manifestation the
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opposites enter in; for it may be either at some
stage of the increasing involution of consciousness
in separative mind and life or only after the plunge
into

inconscience.

This

resolves

itself

into

the

question whether falsehood, error, wrong and evil
exist originally in the mental and vital planes and
are native to mind and life or are proper only tothe

material

manifestation

because

inflicted

on

mind and life there by the obscurity arising from
the Inconscience. It may be questioned toowhether, if they do exist in supraphysical mind and
life, they were original and inevitable there; for
they may rather have entered in as a consequence
or a supraphysical extension from the material
manifestation.

Or, if that is untenable,

it may be-

that they arose as an enabling supraphysical affirmation in the universal Mind and Life, a precedent.
necessityfor their appearance in that manifestation
or to which they more naturally belong as an:
inevitable

outcome

of the creative

Inconscience.

It was for a long time held by the human mind
as a traditional knowledge that when we go beyond'.
the material plane, these things are found to exist
there also in worlds beyond us. There are in these
planes of supraphysicalexperience powers and forms.
of vital mind and life that seem to be the prephysical foundation of the discordant, defective or
perverse forms and powers of life-mind and lifeforce

which

we

find

in

the

terrestrial

existence.

There are forces, and subliminal experience seems,
to show that there are supraphysical beings embody468
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ing those forces, that are attached in their rootnature to ignorance, to darkness of consciousness, to

misuse of force, to perversity of delight, to all the
causesand consequencesof the things that we call
evil. These powers, beings or forces are active to
impose their adverse constructions upon terrestrial
creatures; eager to maintain their reign in the
manifestation, they oppose the increaseof light and
truth and good and, still more, are antagonistic to
the progressof the soul towards a divine consciousness

and

divine

existence.

It

is

this

feature

of

existence that we seefigured in the tradition of the
conflict between the Powers of Light and Darkness,
Good and Evil, cosmic Harmony and cosmic
Anarchy, a tradition universal in ancient myth and
in religion and common to all systems of occult
knowledge.
The theory of this traditional knowledge is

perfectly rational and verifiable by inner experience,
and it imposesitself if we admit the supraphysical
and do not cabin ourselves in the acceptation of
material being as the only reality. As there is a
a cosmic Self and Spirit pervading and upholding
the universe and its beings, so too there is a cosmic
Force that moves all things, and on this original
cosmic Force depend and act many cosmic Forces
that are its powers or arise as forms of its universal
action.

Whatever

is formulated

in

the universe

has

a Force or Forces that support it, seek to fulfil or
further it, find their foundation

in its functioning,

their account of successin its successand growth
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their

self-fulfilment

or

their

prolongation of being in its victory or survival. As
there are Powers of Knowledge or Forces of the
Light, so there are Powers of Ignorance and
tenebrous

Forces

of

the

Darkness

whose

work

is to-

prolong the reign of Ignorance and Inconscience,
As there

are Forces of Truth,

so there

are Forces.

that live by the Falsehood and support it and work
for its victory; as there are powers whose life is
intimately bound up with the existence, the idea
and the impulse of Good, so there are Forces whose
life is bound up with the existence and the idea and
the impulse of Evil. It is this truth of the cosmic
Invisible that was symbolised in the ancient belief
of a struggle between the powers of Light and
Darkness, Good and Evil for the possessionof the
world and the government of the life of man;-this
was the significance of the contest between the
Vedic Gods and their opponents, sons of Darkness
and Division, figured in a later tradition as Titan
and Giant

and

the

tradition

same

Demon,
is

Asura,
found

Rakshasa,
in

the

Pisacha;

Zoroastrian

Double Principle and the later Semitic opposition
of God and his Angels on the one side and Satan
and his hosts on the other,-invisible

Personalities

and Powers that draw man to the divine Light and
Truth and Good or lure him into subjection to the
undivine principle of Darkness and Falsehood and
Evil. Modern thought is aware of no invisible
forces other than those revealed or constructed by

Science; it does not believe that Nature is capable
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of creating any other beings than those around us
in the physical world, men, beasts, birds, reptiles,
fishes,insects, germs and animalculae. But if there
are invisible cosmic forces physical in their nature
that act upon the body of inanimate objects, there
is no valid reason why there should not be invisible
cosmic forces mental

and vital

in their

nature

that

yact upon his mind and his life force. And if Mind

and Life, impersonal forces, form conscious beings
or use persons to embody them in physical forms
and in a physical world and can act upon Matter
and through Matter, it is not impossible that on
their own planes they should form consciousbeings
whose

subtler

substance

is

invisible

to

us

or

that

they should be able to act from those planes on
beings in physical Nature. Whatever reality or
mythical unreality we may attach to the traditional
figures of past human belief or experience, they
would then be representations of things that are
true in principle. In that case the first source of
good and evil would be not in terrestrial life or in
the evolution

from

the

Inconscience,

but

in Life

itself, their source would be supraphysical and they
would be reflected here from a larger supraphysical
Nature.

This is certain that when we go back into
ourselves very deep away from the surface
appearance, we find that the mind, heart and
sensational being of man are moved by forces not
under

his

instrument

own

control

and

that

he can

become

an

in the hands of Energies of a cosmic
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character without knowing the origin of his actions.

It is by steppingback from the physicalsurfaceinto
his inner being and subliminal consciousnessthat
he becomesdirectly aware of them and is able to
know directly and deal with their action upon him.
He grows aware of interventions which seek to lead
him in one direction or another, of suggestionsand
impulsions which had disguised themselves as
-original movements of his own mind and against
which

he had

to

battle.

He

can

realise

that

he is

not a consciouscreature inexplicably produced in
an

unconscious

world

out

of a seed

of

inconscient

Matter and moving about in an obscure selfignorance, but an embodied soul through whose
action cosmic Nature is seeking to fulfil itself, the
living ground of a vast debate between a darkness
of Ignorance out of which it emerges here and a
light of Knowledge which is growing upwards
towards

an

unforeseen

termination.

The

Forces

which seek to move him, and among them the
Forces of good and evil, present themselvesas powers
of universal Nature; but they seem to belong not
only to the physical universe, but to planes of Life
and Mind beyond it.

The first thing that we have to note of
importance to the problem preoccupying us is that

these Forcesin their action seemoften to surpass
the measuresof human relativity; they are in their
larger action superhuman, divine, titanic or
demoniac, but they may create their formations in
him in large or in little, in his greatnessor his small472
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ness,they may seizeand drive him at momentsor for
periods, they may influence his impulses or his acts or
possesshis whole nature. If that possessionhappens,
he may himself be pushed to an excessof the normal
humanity of good or evil; especially the evil takes
forms

which

shock

the

sense of human

measure,

"exceedthe bounds of human personality, approach
the gigantic, the inordinate,

the immeasurable.

It

may then be questioned whether it is not a mistake
to deny absoluteness to evil; for as there is a drive,

an aspiration, a yearning in man towards an absolute
truth, good, beauty, so these movements-as also the
transcending intensities attainable by pain and
suffering-seem to indicate the attempt at selfrealisation

of an absolute

evil.

But the immeasurable

is not a sign of absoluteness: for the absolute is not

in itself a thing of magnitude; it is beyond measure,
not in the sole sense of vastness, but in the freedom

of its essential being; it can manifest itself in the
infinitesimal

as well

as in

the

infinite.

It

is true

that as we passfrom the mental to the spiritual,and that is a passagetowards the absolute,-a subtle
wideness and an increasing intensity of light, of
power, of peace, of ecstasy mark our passing out
of our limitations: but this is at first only a
sign of freedom, of height, of universality, not
yet
which

of an inward
is

the

absoluteness of

essence

of

the

matter.

self-existence
To

this

absolutenesspain and evil cannot attain, they are
bound to limitation and they are derivative. If pain
becomes immeasurable,

it
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in which it manifests,or collapsesinto insensibility
or, in rare circumstances, it

ecstasy of Ananda.

may turn

into an

If evil became sole and

immeasurable, it would destroy the world or destroy

that which bore and supported it; it would bring
things and itself back by disintegration into
non-existence. No doubt the Powers that support
darknessand evil attempt by the magnitude of their
self-aggrandisement to reach an appearance of
infinity, but immensity is all they can achieve and
not infinity; or, at most, they are able to represent
their element as a kind of abysmal infinite
commensurate

infinite.

with the Inconscient,

but it is a false

Self-existence, in essenceor by an eternal

inherence in the Self-Existent,
is the condition
of
absoluteness:
error, falsehood,
evil
are cosmic

powers, but relative in their nature, not absolute,
since they dependfor existenceon the perversion or
contradiction of their opposites and are not like
truth

and good self-existent absolutes, inherent

aspectsof the supremeSelf-existence.
A secondpoint of questioning emergesfrom the
evidencegiven for the supraphysicaland prephysical
existenceof these dark opposites: for that suggests
that they may be after all original cosmicprinciples.
But it is to be noted that their appearancedoesnot
extend higher than the lower supraphysical lifeplanes; they are "powers of the Prince of Air",-air
being in the ancient symbolism the principle of life
and

therefore

of

the

mid-worlds

where

the

vital

principle is predominant and essential. The adverse
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oppositesare not, then, primal powersof the cosmos,
but

creations

of

Life

or

of

Mind

in

life.

Their

supraphysical aspectsand influences on earth-nature
can be explained by the co-existenceof worlds'of a
descending involution with parallel worlds of an
ascending evolution, not precisely created by earthexistence,but createdas an annexe to the descending
world-order and a prepared support for the evolutionary terrestrial formations; here evil may appear,
not as inherent in all life, but as a possibility and a
pre-formation that makes inevitable its formation in

the evolutionary emergenceof consciousness
out of
the Inconscient. However this may be, it is as an
outcome

of the

Inconscience

that

we can best watch

and understand the origin of falsehood,error, wrong
and

evil,

for

it

is in

the return

of

Inconscience

towards Consciousnessthat they can be seen taking
their formation and it is there that they seemto be
normal

and

even

inevitable.

The first emergence from the Inconscient is
Matter,

and in Matter

it would

seem that falsehood

and evil cannot exist, because both are created by a

divided and ignorant surface consciousnessand
its

reactions.

There

is

no

such

active

surface

organisation of consciousness, no such reactions in

material forces or objects: whatever indwelling
secret consciousness there may be in them seems to
be one, undifferentiated, rnute; inertly inherent and

intrinsic in the Energy that constitutes the object, it
effectualises and maintains the form by the silent

occult Idea in it, but is otherwise self-rapt in the
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form of energy it has created,uncommunicating and
inexpressive. Even if it differentiates itself according
to the form of Matter In a corresponding form of
self-being, rupam rupam pratirupo babhuva,1there
is no psychological organisation, no system of
conscious actions or reactions. It is only by
contact with
conscious beings that
material

objects exercise powers or influences wliich
can be called good or evil:

but that good or

evil is determined by the contacted being's sense

of help or harm, of benefit or injury

from

them; these values do not belong to the material

object but to some Force that uses it or they are
created by the consciousnessthat contacts it. Fire
warms

a

man

or

burns

him,

but

that

is

as

involuntarily he meets it or voluntarily uses it; a
medicinal herb cures or a poison kills, but the value
of good or evil is brought into action by the user:

it is to be observedtoo that a poison can cure as
well as kill,

a medicine

kill

or harm as well as cure

or benefit. The world of pure Matter is neutral,
irresponsible; thesevalues insisted on.by the human
being do not exist in material Nature: as a superior
Nature transcendsthe duality of good and evil, so
this inferior Nature falls below it. The question
may begin to assume a different aspect if we go
behind physicalknowledgeand acceptthe conclusions
of an occult inquiry,-fot
here we are told that
there are conscious influences
1 Katha Upanishad, V. 9.
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to objectsand thesecan be good or evil; but it might
still be held that this does not affect the neutrality

of the object which doesnot act by an individualised
consciousnessbut only as it is utilised for good or
for evil or for both together: the duality of good
and evil is not native to the material principle,
it

is absent

from

the

world

of Matter.

The duality begins with conscious life and
emerges fully with the development of mind in
life;

the vital

mind,

the

mind

of

desire and

sensation, is the creator of the sense of evil and of

the fact of evil.

Moreover, in animal life, the fact

of evil is there, the evil of suffering and the sense
of suffering, the evil of violence and cruelty and
strife and deception, but the senseof moral evil is
absent; in animal life there is no duality of sin or
virtue, all action is neutral and permissible for the
preservation of life and its maintenance and for the
satisfaction

of

the

life-instincts.

The

sensational

values of good and evil are inherent in the form of
pain and pleasure, vital satisfaction and vital
frustration, but the mental idea, the moral response
of

the

mind

to

these

values

are

a creation

of

the

human being. It does not follow, as might be
hastily inferred, that they are unrealities, mental
constructions only, and that the only true way to
receive

the

activities

of

Nature

is either

a neutral

indifference or an equal acceptanceor, intellectually,
an admission of all that she may do as a divine or a

natural law in which everything is impartially
admissible.

That

is indeed
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truth

of Life

and Matter

which is impartial and neutral and admits all
things as facts of Nature and serviceable for the

creation, preservation or destruction of life, three
necessarymovementsof the universal Energy which
are all connectedly indispensable and, each in its
own place, of equal value. There is too a truth of
the

detached

reason

thus admitted

which

by Nature

can

look

on

all

that

is

as serviceable to her

processesin life and matter and observe everything
that is with an unmoved neutral impartiality and
acceptance;this is a philosophic and scientific reason
that

witnesses

and

seeks to understand

but

considers

it futile to judge the activities of the cosmic Energy.
There is too a suprarational truth formulating itself
in spiritual experience which can observe the play
of universal possibility, accept all impartially as the
true and natural features and consequencesof a

world*of ignoranceand inconscienceor admit all
with calm and compassionas a part of the divine
working,

but,

while

it

awaits

the

awakening

of a higher consciousness and knowledge as
the sole escape from what presents itself as evil,
is ready with help and intervention where that is
truly helpful and possible. But, nonetheless,there
is

also

this

other

middle

truth

of

consciousness

which awakens us to the values of good and evil
and the appreciation of their necessity and
importance; this awakening, whatever may be the

.sanctionor the validity of its particular judgments,
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is one of the indispensable steps in the processof
evolutionary Nature.
But from what then does this awakening
proceed? what is it in the human being that
originates and gives its power and place to the sense

of good and evil? If we regard only the process,
we may agree that it is the vital mind that makes
the distinction.

Its first valuation

is sensational

and

individual,-all that is pleasant,helpful, beneficial
to the life-ego is good, all that is unpleasant,malefic,
injurious

or destructive is evil.

Its next valuation

is utilitarian and social: all that is consideredhelpful
to the associated life, all that it demands from the
individual
in order to remain in association and to

regulate

association

for

the

best

maintenance,

satisfaction, development, good order of the associated life and its units, is good; all that has in the
view of the society a contrary effect or tendency is
evil. But thinking mind then comes in with its
own

valuation

and strives

to find

out

an intellectual

basis,an idea of law or principle, rational or cosmic,
a law of Karma perhaps or an ethical system
founded

on reason or on an aesthetic,

emotional

or

hedonistic basis. Religion brings in her sanctions;
there is a word or law of God that enjoins righteousness even though Nature permits or stimulates its
opposite,-or perhaps Truth and Righteousnessare
themselves God and there is no other Divinity,

But,

behind all this practical or rational enforcement of
the human ethical instinct,

there is a feeling that

there is something deeper: all these standards are
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either too narrow and rigid or complex and confused,.
uncertain, subject to alteration by a mental or a
vital change or evolution; yet it is felt that there is
a deeper abiding truth and something within us
that can have the intuition

of that truth,-in

other

words, that the real sanction is inward, spiritual and
psychic. The traditional account of this inner
witness is conscience,a power of perception in us
half mental, half intuitive;

but this is something

superficial, constructed,unreliable: there is certainly
within us, though less easily active, more masked by
surface elements,a deeper spiritual sense,the soul's
discernment, an inborn light within our nature.

What then is this spiritual or psychic witness
or what is to it the value of the senseof good and
evil? It may be maintained that the one use of the
sense of sin and evil is that the embodied being may
become

aware

of

the

nature

of

this

world

of

inconscience and ignorance, awake to a knowledge

of its evil and suffering and the relative nature of
its good and happiness and turn away from it to
that which is absolute. Or else its spiritual use may
be to purify the nature by the pursuit of good and
the negation of evil until it is ready to perceive the
supreme good and turn from the world
God, or, as in the Buddhistic

ethical

towards

insistence,

it

may serveto prepare the dissolution of the ignorant
ego-complex and the escapefrom personality and
suffering. But also it may be that this awakening is
a spiritual necessityof the evolution itself, a step
towards the growth of the being out of the Ignorance
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into the truth of the divine unity and the evolution
of a divine consciousness and a divine being. For
much

more

than

the

mind

or life

which

can

turn

either to good or to evil, it is the soul-personality,.
the psychic being, which insists on the distinction,
though in a larger sense than the mere moral
difference. It is the soul in us which turns always
towards Truth, Good and Beauty, becauseit is by
these things that it itself grows in stature; the rest,.
their oppOF1"*0"
~re a necessarypart of experience,.
but have t^ ^ outgrown in the spiritual increase
of the being. The fundamental psychic entity in
us has the delight of life and all experience as part
of the progressive manifestation of the spirit, but
the very principle of its delight of life is to gather
out of all contacts and happenings their secret
divine senseand essence,a divine use and purpose
so that by experience our mind and life may grow
out of the Inconsciencetowards a supreme consciousness, out of the divisions of the Ignorance towards-

an integralising consciousnessand knowledge. It is
there for that and it pursues from life to life its
ever-increasingupward tendency and insistence; the
growth of the soul is a growth out of darkness into
light, out of falsehood into truth, out of suffering
into its own supreme and universal Ananda. The
soul's perception of good and evil may not coincide
with

the mind's

artificial

standards,

but

it

has a

deeper sense,a sure discrimination of what points
to the higher Light and what points away from it.
It is true that as the inferior light is below good
31
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and evil, so the superior spiritual light is beyond
good and evil; but this is not in the sense of
admitting all things with an impartial neutrality or
of obeying equally the impulses of good and evil,
but in the sensethat a higher law of being intervenes
in which there is no longer any place or utility for
these values. There is a self-law of supreme Truth
which is above all standards;there is a supreme and
universal Good inherent, intrinsic, self-existent, self-

aware, self-movedand determined, infinitely plastic
with the pure plasticity of the luminous consciousness of the supreme Infinite.
If, then, evil and falsehoodare natural products
of

the

Inconscience,

automatic

results

of

the

evolution of life and mind from it in the processus
of the Ignorance, we have to seehow they arise, on
what they depend for their existenceand what is the
remedy or escape. In the surface emergence of
mental

and

vital

consciousness

from

the

Incon-

science is to be found the processby which these
phenomena come into being. Here there are two
determining factors,-and it is these that are the
efficient cause of the simultaneous emergence of
falsehoodand evil. First, there is an underlying, a
still occult consciousnessand power of inherent
knowledge, and there is also an over-lying layer
of what might be called indeterminate or else
ill-formed stuff of vital and physical consciousness;
through this obscure difficult medium the emerging

mentalityhasto forceits wayandhasto imposeitself
on it by a constructed and no longer an inherent
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knowledge, because this stuff is still full of
nescience, heavily burdened and enveloped with
the inconscieiice of Matter. Next, the emergence
takes place in a separated form of life which
has to affirm itself against a principle of inanimate material inertia and a constant pull of
that material inertia towards disintegration and a
relapse into the original inanimate Inconscience.
This separated life-form has also to affirm itself,
supported only by a limited principle of association,
against an outside world

which

is, if not hostile

to its existence, yet full of dangers and on which it
lias to impose itself, conquer life-room, arrive at
"expressionand propagation, if it wishes to survive.
The result of an emergenceof consciousness
in these
"conditionsis the growth of a self-affirming vital and
physical individual,

a construction of Nature of life

.andmatter with a concealedpsychic or spiritual true
individual

behind it for which Nature

is creating

this outward means of expression. As mentality
increases, this vital and material

individual

takes the

more developed form of a constantly self-affirming
mental, vital and physical ego. Our surface consciousnessand type of existence, our natural being,
has developed its present character under the
compulsion of thesetwo initial and basic facts of the
"evolutionary emergence.
In its first appearance consciousnesshas the
semblanceof a miracle, a power alien to Matter that
manifests unaccountably

in a world of inconscient

Nature and grows slowly and with
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Knowledge is acquired, created out of nothing as*
it

were, learned,

increased, accumulated

by an

ephemeral ignorant creature in whom at birth it isentirely absent or present only, not as knowledge,
but in the form of an inherited capacity proper tothe stage of development of this slowly learning
ignorance. It might be conjectured that conscious-

nessis only the original Inconsciencemechanically
recording the facts of existenceon the brain-cells,
with a reflex or responsein the cells automatically
reading the record and dictating their answer; the

record, reflex, responsetogether constitute what
appearsto be consciousness.But this is evidently not
the whole truth, for it might account for observation
and mechanical action,-although it is not clear how
an unconsciousrecord and responsecan turn into a
consciousobservation,a conscioussenseof things and
sense of self,-but does not credibly account for

ideation, imagination,speculation,the free play of
intellect

with

its observed material.

The

evolution

of consciousness
and knowledgecannotbe accounted
for unlessthere is already a concealedconsciousness,
in things with its inherent and native powers.
emerging little by little. Further, the facts of animal
life and the operations of the emergent mind in life
impose on us the conclusion that there is in this.
concealedconsciousness
an underlying Knowledge or
power of knowledgewhich by the necessityof the lifecontacts

with

the environment

comes

to the

surface.

The individual animal being in its first
consciousself-affirmation has to rely on two sources,
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"ofknowledge. As it is nescient and helpless,a small
modicum
world

of uninformed

unknown

surface consciousness in a

to it,

the

secret

Conscious-Force

sendsup to this surface the minimum of intuition
necessaryfor it to maintain its existence and go

through the operationsindispensableto life and
survival. This intuition is not possessedby the
animal, but possesses
and moves it; it is something
that manifestsof itself in the grain of his vital and

physicalsubstanceof consciousness
under pressure
of a need and for the needed occasion:
same

time

a

accumulates
instinct

surface

and

which

result

takes

works

recurs; this instinct

the

of

form

whenever

of
the

but at the

this

intuition

an

automatic

occasion

for

it

belongs to the race and is

imparted at birth to its individual members. The
intuition,

when it occurs or recurs, is unerring; the

instinct is automatically correct as a rule, but can
err, for it fails or blunders

when

the surface con-

sciousnessor an ill-developed intelligence interferes
or if the instinct continues to act mechanically when,

owing to changed circumstances, the need or the
necessarycircumstancesare no longer there. The
secondsource of knowledge is surface contact with
the world outside the natural individual

being; it is

this

a conscious

contact

which

is the

cause

first

of

sensation and sense-perception and then of intelligence. If there were not an underlying
consciousness, the contact would

not create any

perception or reaction; it is because the contact
stimulates into a feeling and a surface responsethe
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subliminal of a being already vitalised by the
subconsciouslife-principle and its first needs and
seekingsthat a surfaceawarenessbegins to form and
develop. Intrinsically the emergence of a surface
consciousnessby force of life contacts is due to the
fact that in both subject and object of the contact
consciousness-forceis already existent in a subliminal latency: when the life-principle is ready,
sufficiently sensitive in the subject, the recipient of
the contact, this subliminal consciousness
emergesin
a responseto the stimulus which begins to constitute
a vital

or life

mind,

the mind

of the animal,

and

then, in the course of the evolution, a thinking
intelligence. The secret consciousnessis rendered
into surface sensation and perception, the secret
force into surface impulse.
If this underlying subliminal consciousnesswere
to come itself to the surface, there would

be a direct

meeting between the consciousnessof the subject
and the contents of the object and the result would
be a direct knowledge; but this is not possible, first
because

of

the

science and,

veto

or

obstruction

of

secondly, because the

the

Incon-

evolutionary

intention is to develop slowly through an imperfect
but growing surface awareness. The secret consciousness-force

has

therefore

to

limit

itself

to

imperfect renderings in a surface vital and mental
vibration and operation and is forced by the
absence,holding back or insufficiency of the direct
awarenessto develop organs and instincts for an
indirect knowledge. This creation of an external
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knowledgeand intelligence takesplace in an already
prepared indeterminate conscious structure which
is the earliest formation

on the surface.

structure is only a minimum

At first this

formation of conscious-

ness with a vague sensational perception and a
response-impulse;but, as more organised forms of
life appear, this grows into a life-mind and vital
intelligence largely mechanical and automatic in
the beginning and concerned only with practical
needs, desires and impulses. All this activity
is

in

its

initiation

intuitive

and

instinctive;

the underlying consciousnessis translated in the
surface

substratum

into

automatic

movements

conscious stuff of life and body:

of the

the mind move-

ments, when they appear, are involved in these
automatisms, they occur as a subordinate mental

notation within
notation.

But

the predominant vital
slowly

mind

starts its

sensetask of

disengagingitself; it still works for the life-instinct,
life-need and life-desire, but its own special
characters emerge, observation, invention, device^
intention, execution of purpose, while sensationand
impulse add to themselves emotion and bring a
subtler and finer affective urge and value into the
crude

vital

reaction.

Mind

is still

much

involved

in life and its highest purely mental operations are
not in evidence; it accepts a large background of
instinct and vital intuition as its support, and the
intelligence developed, though always growing as
the animal life-scalerises, is an added superstructure.
When human intelligence
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animal basis, this basis still remains present and
active, but it is largely changed,subtilised and uplifted by consciouswill and intention; the automatic
life

of instinct

and vital

intuition

diminishes

and

cannot keep its original predominant proportion to
the self-awaremental intelligence. Intuition becomes
less purely intuitive: even when there is still a
strong vital intuition, its vital character is concealed
by mentalisation, and mental intuition is most often

a mixture, not the pure article,for an alloy is added
to make it mentally current and serviceable. In the
animal

also the surface consciousness can obstruct

or

alter the intuition but, becauseits capacity is less, it
interferes
instinctive

less with the automatic,
mechanical
or
action of Nature:
in mental man when

the intuition rises towards the surface, it is caught
at once before

it reaches

and is translated

into

terms

of mind-intelligence with a gloss or mental interpretation added which conceals the origin of the
knowledge. Instinct also is deprived of its intuitive
character by being taken up and mentalised and
by that change becomes less sure, though more
assisted,when not replaced, by the plastic power of
adaptation of things and self-adaptation proper to
the intelligence. The emergence of mind in life
brings an immense increase of the range and capacity of the evolving consciousness-force;
but it also
brings an immenseincreasein the range and capacity
of error. For evolving mind trails constantly error as
its shadow, a shadow that grows with the growing
body of consciousnessand knowledge.
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surface

consciousness

were alwaysopen to the action of intuition, the intervention of error would not be possible. For
intuition is an edge of light thrust out by the secret
supermind, and an emergent truth-consciousness,
however limited, yet sure in its action, would be
the consequence. Instinct, if it had to form, would
be plastic to the intuition and adapt itself freely to
evolutionary change and the change of inner or
environing circumstance. Intelligence, if it had to
form,

would

be subservient

to intuition

and would

be its accurate mental expression; its brilliancy
would perhaps be modulated to suit a diminished
action serving as a minor, not, as it is now, a major
function

and movement,

but it would

not be erratic

by deviation, would not by its parts of obscurity sink
into the false or fallible.
But this could not be,
because the hold of Inconscience
on the matter,
the surface substance, in which
mind and life

have to express themselves, makes the surface
consciousnessobscure and unresponsive to the
light within; it is impelled moreover to cherish
this defect,

to substitute

more

and more

its

own

incomplete but better grasped clarities for the unaccountable inner intimations, because a rapid
development of the truth-consciousnessis not the
intention in Nature. For the method chosenby her
is

a slow

and

difficult

evolution

of

Inconscience

developing into Ignorance and Ignorance forming
itself into a mixed, modified and partial knowledge
before it can be ready for transformation into a
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higher truth-consciousness and truth-knowledge.
Our imperfect mental intelligence is a necessarystage of transition before this higher transformation
can be made possible.
There are, in practical fact, two poles of the
conscious being between which the evolutionary
processworks, one a surface nesciencewhich has to
change gradually into knowledge, the other a secret
Consciousness-Force
in which all power of knowledge
is and which has slowly to manifest in the nescience.
The surface nescience full of incomprehension and
inapprehension can change into knowledge because
consciousness

is there

involved

in

it;

if

it

were

intrinsically an entire absence of consciousness,the
change would be impossible: but still it works as
an inconsciencetrying to be conscious;it is at first a
nescience compelled by need and outer impact to
feeling and responseand then an ignorance labouring to know. The means used is a contact with the
world and its forces and objects which, like the
rubbing of tinders, createsa spark of awareness;the
responsefrom within is that spark leaping out into
manifestation.

But

the

surface

nescience

in

receiving the responsefrom an underlying source of
knowledge subdues and changes it into something
obscure and incomplete; there is an imperfect
seizure or a misprision of the intuition that answers
to the contact: still by this process an initiation
of responsive consciousness,a first accumulation
of ingrained or habitual instinctive knowledge
begins, and there follows upon it first a primitive
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and then a developed capacity of receptive awareness, understanding, reply of action, previsional
initiation of action,-an
evolving consciousness
which is half-knowledge, half-ignorance. All that is
unknown

is met on the basis of what is known;

but

as this knowledge is imperfect, as it receives
imperfectly and respondsimperfectly to the contacts
of things, there can be a misprision of the new
contact as well as a misprision or deformation of the
intuitive response,a double source of error.
It is evident,

in these conditions,

that Error

is

a necessary accompaniment, almost a necessary
condition and instrumentation, an indispensable
step or stage in the slow evolution towards know-

ledge in a consciousnessthat begins from nescience
and works in the stuff of a general nescience. The
evolving consciousnesshas to acquire knowledge by
an indirect means which does not give even a
fragmentary certitude; for there is at first only a
figure or a sign, an image or a vibration physical in
character created by contact with the object and a
resulting vital sensation which have to be interpreted by mind and sense and turned into a
corresponding mental idea or figure. Things thus
experiencedand mentally known have to be related
together; things unknown have to be observed,
discovered, fitted into the already acquired sum of
experience and knowledge. At each step different
possibilities of fact, significance, judgment, interpretation, relation present themselves; some have
to be tested and rejected, others accepted and
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confirmed: to shut out error is impossible without
limiting the chances of acquisition of knowledge.
Observation

is the first instrument

of the mind,

but

observation itself is a complex processopen at every
step to the mistakes of the ignorant observing
consciousness;misprision of the fact by the senses
and the sense-mind, omission, wrong selection and
putting together, unconscious additions made by a
persona] impression or personal reaction create a
false or an imperfect composite picture; to these
errors are added the errors of inference, judgment,
interpretation of facts by the intelligence: when
even the data are not sure or perfect, the conclusions

built

on

them

must

also

be

insecure

and

imperfect.

Consciousnessin its acquisition of knowledge
proceeds from the known to the unknown; it builds
a structure of acquired experience, memories,
impressions,judgments, a composite mental plan of
things which is of the nature of a shifting and ever
modifiable fixity. In the reception of new knowledge, what comes in to be received is judged in
the light of past knowledge and fitted into the
structure; if it cannot properly fit, it is either dovetailed in anyhow or rejected: but the existing
knowledge and its structures or standards may not
be applicable to the new object or new field of
knowledge, the fitting may be a misfitting or the
rejection may be an erroneous response. To
misprision and wrong interpretation of facts, there
is added misapplication of knowledge, miscombina492
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tion, misconstruction, misrepresentation, a complicated machinery of mental error. In all this enlightened obscurity of our mental parts a secret intuition
is at work, a truth-urge that corrects or pushes
the intelligence to correct what is erroneous, to
labour towards a true picture of things and a true

interpretative knowledge. But intuition itself is.
limited in the human mind by mental misprision
of

its

intimations

and

is unable

to

act

in

its

own

right; for whether it be physical, vital or mental
intuition, it has to present itself in order to be
received, not nude and pure, but garbed with a
mental coating or entirely enveloped in an ample
mental vesture; so disguised, its true nature cannot

be recognisedand its relation to mind and its office
are not understood, its way of working is ignored
by the hasty and half-aware human intelligence.
There are intuitions of actuality, of possibility, of
the determining truth behind things, but all are
mistaken by the mind for each other. A great
confusion of half-grasped material and an experimental building with it, a representation or mental
structure of the figure of self and things rigid and
yet chaotic, half formed and arranged half jumbled,

half true half erroneous,but always imperfect, is
the character of human knowledge.
Error by itself, however, would not amount to

falsehood;it would only be an imperfection of truth,
a trying, an essayof possibilities: for when we do
not know, untried and uncertain possibilities have
to be admitted and, even if as a result an imperfect
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or inapt structure of thought is built, yet it may
justify itself by opening to fresh knowledge in
unexpected directions and either its dissolution and
rebuilding or the discovery of some truth it
concealed might increase our cognition or our
experience. In spite of the mixture created the
growth of consciousness,intelligence and reason
could arrive through this mixed truth

to a clearer

and truer figure of self-knowledge and worldknowledge. The obstruction of the original and
enveloping

inconscience would

diminish,

and an

increasingmental consciousness
would reach a clarity
and

wholeness

which

would

enable

the

concealed

powers of direct knowledge and intuitive processto
emerge,utilise the prepared and enlightened instruments and make mind-intelligence their true agent
and truth-builder on the evolutionary surface.
But

here

the second

condition

or factor

of the

evolution intervenes; for this seeking for knowledge
is not an impersonal mental processhampered only
by the general limitations of mind-intelligence: the
ego is there, the physical ego, the life ego bent, not
on self-knowledgeand the discovery of the truth of
things and the truth of life, but on vital selfaffirmation; a mental ego is there also bent on its
own personal self-affirmation and largely directed
and used by the vital urge for its life-desire and lifepurpose. For as mind develops,there develops also
a mental individuality with a personal drive of mindtendency, a mental temperament, a mind formation
of its own. This surface mental individuality is
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ego-centric; it looks at the world and things and
happenings from its own stand-point and seesthem
not as they are but as they affect itself: in observing
things it gives them the turn suitable to its own
tendency and temperament, selects or rejects,
arranges truth according to its own mental preference and convenience; observation, judgment,
reason are all determined or affected by this mindpersonality

and

assimilated to the needs of the

individuality and the ego. Even when the mind
aims most at a pure impersonality of truth and
reason, a sheer impersonality is impossible to it;
even the most trained, severe and vigilant intellect
fails, to observe the twists and turns it gives to truth
in the reception of fact and idea and the construction of its mental knowledge. Here we have an
almost inexhaustible
source of distortion
a cause of falsification,
an unconscious

of truth,
or half-

conscious will to error, an acceptance of ideas or
facts not by a clear perception of the true and the
false, but by preference, personal suitability,
temperamental choice, prejudgment. Here is a
fruitful seed-plot for the growth of falsehood or a
gate or many gates through which it can enter by
stealth or by an usurping but acceptable violence.
Truth too can enter in and take up its dwelling,
not by its own right, but at the mind's pleasure.
In the terms of the Sankhyapsychologywe can
distinguish three types of mental individuality,that which is governed by the principle of obscurity
and inertia,

first-born

of the Inconscience,
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that which is governed by a force of passion and

activity, kinetic, rajasic; that which is cast in the
mould of the sattwic principle of light, harmony,
balance. The tamasic intelligence has its seat in

the physicalmind: it is inert to ideas,-except to
those which it receives inertly, blindly, passively
from a recognisedsource or authority,-obscure in
their reception, unwilling to enlarge itself, recalcitrant

to new stimulus,

conservative

and immobile;

it clings to its received structure of knowledge and
its one power is repetitive practicality, but it is a
power limited by the accustomed,the obvious, the
established and familiar and already secure; it
thrusts away all that is new and likely to disturb it.

The rajasic intelligence hasits main seat in the vital
mind

and

is of

two

kinds:

one

kind

is

defensive

with violence and passion, assertive of its mental
individuality and all that is in agreement with it,
preferred by its volition, adapted to its outlook,
but aggressiveagainst all that is contrary to its
mental ego-structureor unacceptable to its personal
intellectuality;

the other kind

is enthusiastic

for

new things, passionate,insistent, impetuous, often
mobile beyond measure, inconstant and ever restless,

governed in its idea not by truth and light but by
the zest of intellectual

battle

and

movement

and

adventure. The sattwic intelligence is eager for
knowledge, as open as it can be to it, careful to
consider and verify and balance, to adjust and adapt
to

its

view

whatever

confirms

itself

receiving all that it can assimilate, skilful
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truth in a harmonious intellectual structure: but,
because its light is limited, as all mental light must

be, it is unable to enlarge itself so as to receive
equally all truth and all knowledge; it has a mental
ego, even an enlightened one, and is determined

by it in its observation,judgment, reasoning,mental
choice and preference. In most men there is a
predominance of one of these qualities but also a
mixture; the same mind can be open and plastic
and harmonic

in one direction,

kinetic

and vital,

hasty and prejudiced and ill-balanced in another,
in yet another obscure and unreceptive. This
limitation by personality, this defenceof personality
and

refusal

to receive

what

is unassimilable,

is

necessary for the individual being because in its
evolution, at the stage reached, it has a certain self-

expression,a certain type of experienceand use of
experience which must, for the mind and life at
least, govern nature; that for the moment is its law

of being, its dharma. This limitation of mindconsciousnessby personality and of truth by mental
temperament and preference must be the rule of
our nature so long as the individual has not reached
universality, is not yet preparing for mindtranscendence.

But

it is evident

that

this condition

is inevitably a source of error and can at any
moment be the cause of a falsification of knowledge,

an unconsciousor half-wilful self-deception,a refusal
to admit

true

knowledge,

a readiness to assert

acceptable wrong knowledge as true knowledge.
This is in the field of cognition, but
the same
>
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law appliesto will andaction. Out of ignorance
a
wrong consciousnessis created which gives a
wrong dynamic reactionto the contactof persons,
things, happenings: the surface consciousness

developsthe habit of ignoring,misunderstanding
or rejecting the suggestions
to action or against
action that come from the secret inmost conscious-

ness, the psychic entity; it answersinstead to
unenlightenedmentaland vital suggestions,
or acts
in accordancewith the demandsand impulsionsof
the vital ego. Here the secondof the primary
conditions of the evolution, the law of a separate
life-beingaffirmingitself in a world which is not-self
to it, comes into prominence and assumesan
immense importance. It is here that the surfacevital
personality

or life-self asserts its dominance, and

this dominance of the ignorant vital being is a
principal active sourceof discord and disharmony, a
cause of inner and outer perturbations of the life, a
mainspring of wrong-doing and evil. The natural
vital

element

in us, in so far as it is unchecked

or

untrained or retains its primitive character, is not
concerned with truth or right consciousness
or right
action;

it

is concerned

with

self-affirmation,

with

life-growth, with possession,with satisfaction of
impulse, with all satisfactionsof desire. This main
need and demand of the life-self seemsall-important
to it; it would readily carry it out without any regard
to truth or right or good or any other consideration:
but becausemind is there and hastheseconceptions,
becausethe soul is there and has these soul-percep498
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tions, it tries to dominate mind and get from it by
dictation

a sanction

and order

of execution

for its own

will of self-affirmation, a verdict of truth and right
and good for its own vital assertions,impulses,desires;.
it is concerned with self-justification in order that
it may have room for full self-affirmation. But if it
can get the assentof mind, it is quite ready to ignoreall thesestandardsand set up only one standard, the
satisfaction, growth, strength, greatnessof the vital
ego. The life-individual needs place, expansion,
possessionof its world, dominance and control of
things and beings; it needslife-room, a spacein the
sun, self-assertion, survival. It needs these things for
itself and for those with whom it associates itself, for

its own ego and for the collective ego; it needs them
for its ideas, creeds, ideals, interests, imaginations:
for it has to assert these forms of I-ness and my-ness

and impose them on the world around it or, if it is.
not strong enough to do that, it has at least to defend
and maintain

them against others to the best of its

power and contrivance. It may try to do it by
methods it thinks or choosesto think or represent
as right; it may try to do it by the naked use of
violence, ruse, falsehood, destructive aggression,
crushing of other life-formations: the principle is.
the same whatever

the means

or the moral

attitude.

It is not only in the realm of interests, but in the

realm of ideas and the realm of religion that the
vital being of man has introduced this spirit and
attitude of self-affirmation and struggle and the use
of violence, oppressionand suppression,intolerance,.
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aggression;
it hasimposed
theprincipleof life-egoism
on the domain of intellectual truth and the domain

of the spirit. Into its self-affirmation the selfasserting life brings in hatred and dislike towards

all that standsin the way of its expansionor hurts

its ego;it develops
asa meansor as a passionor
reactionof the life-naturecruelty, treacheryand all

kindsof evil: its satisfaction
of desireand impulse
takesno accountof right and wrong, but only of
the fulfilment of desire and impulse. For this
satisfactionit is ready to face the risk of destruction

and the actualityof suffering;for what it is pushed
by Nature to aim at is not self-preservationalone,
but life-affirmation

and life-satisfaction, formulation

of life-force and life-being.
It does not follow

that this is all that the

vital

personality is in its native composition or that evil
is its very nature. It is not primarily concerned with
truth and good, but it can have the passionfor truth
.and good as it has, more spontaneously,the passion
for joy and beauty. In all that is developed by the
life-force there is developed at the same time a
secret delight somewherein the being, a delight in
goqd and a delight in evil, a delight in truth and a
"delight in falsehood,a delight in life and an attraction
to death, a delight in pleasureand a delight in pain,
in one'sown sufferingand the suffering of others, but

alsoin one'sownjoy andhappiness
and goodand the
joy and happiness
and goodof others. For the force
of life-affirmation affirms alike the good and the

evil: it has its impulsesof help and association,of
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"generosity,affection, loyalty, self-giving; it takes up
altruism as it takes up egoism,sacrificesitself as well
.as destroys others; and in all its acts there is the

same passion for life-affirmation, the same force of
action and fulfilment. This character of vital being
and

its

trend

of

existence

in

which

what

we

term

good and evil are items but not the mainspring, is
evident in subhuman life; in the human being, since
there a mental, moral and psychic discernment has
developed, it is subjected to control or to camouflage,
but it doesnot changeits character. The vital being
.and

its

affirmation

life-force

are, in

and

their

of soul-power and spiritual
Nature's

drive

towards

the absence of an overt

self-

action

power, Atmashakti,

chief means of effectuation,

and without

its

support neither mind nor body can utilise their
possibilities or realise their aim here in existence. It
is only if the inner or true vital being replaces the
outer life-personality that the drive of the vital ego
can be wholly overcome and the life-force become

the servant of the soul and a powerful instrumentation for the action of our true spiritual being.
This then is the origin and nature of error,
falsehood,wrong and evil in the consciousnessand
will

of

the

individual;

a limited

consciousness

growing out of nescienceis the source of error, a
personal attachment to the limitation and the error
born of it the source of falsity, a wrong consciousness

governedby the life-ego the source of evil. But it is
evident

that

their

relative

existence is only

a

phenomenon thrown up by the cosmic Force in its
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drive towards evolutionary self-expression,and it is.
there that we have to look for the significance of the

phenomenon. For the emergenceof the life-ego.
is, as we have seen,a machinery of cosmic Nature
for

the

affirmation

of

the

individual,

for

his.

self-disengagement from the indeterminate mass
substanceof the subconscient,for the appearanceof
a conscious being on a ground prepared by the
Inconscience; the principle of life-affirmation of the
ego is the necessaryconsequence. The individual
ego is a pragmatic and effective fiction, a translation
of the secret

self into

the terms

of surface

conscious-

ness, or a subjective substitute for the true self in
our surface experience: it is separatedby ignorance
from other-self and from the inner Divinity, but it
is still pushed secretly towards an evolutionary
unification in diversity; it has behind itself, though
finite, the impulse to the infinite. But this in the
terms of an ignorant consciousnesstranslates itself
into the will to expand, to be a boundlessfinite, totake everything it can into itself, to enter into everything and possessit, even to be possessed
if by that
it can feel itself satisfied and growing in or through
others or can take into itself by subjection the
being and power of others or get thereby a help or
an impulse for its life-affirmation, its life-delight, its
enrichment of its mental, vital or physical existence.
But becauseit does these things as a separate
ego for its separateadvantage and not by conscious
interchange and mutuality, not by unity, lifediscord, conflict, disharmony arise, and it is the
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products of this life-discord and disharmony that we
call wrong and evil. Nature acceptsthem because
they are necessarycircumstancesof the evolution,
necessaryfor the growth of the divided being; they
are products of ignorance, supported by an ignorant
consciousnessthat founds itself on division, by an
ignorant will that works through division, by an
ignorant delight of existence that takes the joy of
division. The evolutionary intention acts through
the evil as through the good; it has to utilise all
because confinement to a limited good would
imprison and check the intended evolution; it uses
any available material and does what it can with it:

this is the reason why we see evil coming out of
what we call good and good coming out of what
we call evil; and, if we seeeven what was thought
to be evil coming to be acceptedas good, what was
thought to be good acceptedas evil, it is because
our standards of both are evolutionary, limited
and mutable. Evolutionary Nature, the terrestrial
cosmic

Force,

seems

then

at

first

to

have

no

preference for either of theseopposites,it usesboth
alike for its purpose. And yet it is the sameNature,
the

same

Force

that

has

burdened

man

with

the

senseof good and evil and insists on its importance:
evidently, therefore, this sense also has an evolutionary purpose; it too must be necessary,it must
be there so that man may leave certain things
behind him, move towards others, until out of good
and evil he can emerge into some Good that is
eternal

and

infinite.
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evolutionary

intention

in

to fulfil itself, by what power, means,
i, what principle and process of selection
nonisation? The method adopted by the
man through the ages has been always a
of selection and rejection, and this has
* forms of a religious sanction, a social or
lie

of life

rical

means

oblem

or

an

ethical

which

because

it

ideal.

does not

But

touch

has no vision

this
the

is

root

of the cause

n of the malady it attempts to cure; it deals
* symptoms, but deals with them pery, not knowing what function they servein
>ose of

Nature

and

what

it

is in

the

mind

:hat supports them and keepsthem in being.
r, human good and evil are relative and the
s erected by ethics are uncertain as well as

what is forbidden by one religion or
what is regarded as good or bad by social
what is thought useful to society or
to it, what some temporary law of man
r disallows, what is or is consideredhelpful
ful to self or others, what accords with

this

deal, what is prompted or discouragedby an
which we call conscience,-an amalgam of
e view-points is the determining heteroidea, constitutes the complex substance,of
; in all of them there is the constant mixture

and half-truth and error which pursues all
vities of our limiting mental Knowledgece.

A

mental

control
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physicaldesiresand instincts,over our personaland
social action, over our dealings with others is
indispensable
to us as humanbeings,and morality
createsa standard by which we can guide ourselvesand establish a customary control; but the control
is always imperfect and it is an expedient, not a
solution: man remains always what he is and has
ever been, a mixture of good and evil, sin and
virtue, a mental ego with an imperfect command
over his mental, vital and physical nature.
The

endeavour

to select, to retain

from

our

consciousness
and action all that seemsto us good
and reject all that seems to us evil and so to re-form

our being, to reconstitute and shape ourselves into
the image of an ideal, is a more profound ethical
motive,

because it conies nearer

to the true

issue;

it rests on the sound idea that our life is a becoming
and that there is something which we have to become
and be. But the ideals constructed by the human

mind are selectiveand relative; to shape our nature
rigidly according to them is to limit ourselves and
make a construction where there should be growth
into larger being. The true call upon us is the
call of the Infinite and the Supreme; the selfaffirmation and self-abnegation imposed on us by
Nature are both movements

towards

that, and it is

the right way of self-affirmation and self-negation
taken together in place of the wrong, because
ignorant, way of the ego and in place of the conflict
between the yesand the no of Nature that we have
to discover.

If we do not discover
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push of life will be too strong for our narrow ideal
of perfection, its instrumentation will break and
it will fail to consummate and perpetuate itself, or
-at best a half result will

be all that we shall obtain,

or else the push away from life will present itself
.as the only remedy, the one way out of the otherwise invincible grasp of the Ignorance. This indeed
is the way out usually indicated by religion; a
"divinely enjoined morality, a pursuit of piety,
righteousnessand virtue as laid down in a religious
"code of conduct, a law of God determined by some

human inspiration, is put forward as a part of the
means, the direction, by which we can tread the
way that leads to the exit, the issue. But this exit

leaves the problem where it was; it is only a way of
escape for the personal being out of the unsolved
perplexity of the cosmic existence. In ancient
Indian spiritual thought there was a clearer
perception of the difficulty; the practice of truth,
virtue, right will and right doing was regarded as
a necessity of the approach to spiritual realisation,
but in the realisation itself the being arises to the
greater consciousnessof the Infinite and Eternal and
shakes away from itself the burden of sin and virtue,

for that belongs to the relativity and the Ignorance.
Behind this larger truer perception lay the intuition
that a relative good is a training imposed by
World-Nature upon us so that we may passthrough
it

towards

the

true

Good

which

is absolute.

These

problems are of the mind and the ignorant life, they
do not accompany us beyond mind; as there is a
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cessation of the duality of truth and error in an
infinite

from

Truth-Consciousness,

the duality

Good,

so there is a liberation

of good and evil

in an infinite

there is transcendence.

There can be no artificial escape from this
problem which has always troubled humanity and
from which it has found no satisfying issue. The
tree of the knowledge of goodand evil with its sweet
and bitter fruits is secretly rooted in the very nature

of the Inconscience from which our being has
emergedand on which it still standsas a nether soil
and basis of our physical existence; it has grown
visibly on the surface in the manifold branchings
of the Ignorance which is still the main bulk
and

condition

of

our

consciousness

in

its

difficult

evolution towards a supreme consciousnessand an
integral awareness. As long as there is this soil with
the unfound roots in it and this nourishing air and
climate of Ignorance,the tree will grow and flourish
and put forth its dual blossomsand its fruit of mixed
nature.

It

solution

until

would

follow

that there

we have turned

our

can

be no final

inconscience

into

that greater consciousness,
made the truth of self and
spirit our life-basis and transformed our ignorance
into a higher knowledge. All other expedients will
only be makeshifts or blind issues;a complete and
radical transformation of our nature is the only
true solution. It is becausethe Inconscience imposes

its original obscurity on our awarenessof self and
things and becausethe Ignorance bases it on an
imperfect and divided consciousness
and becausewe
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live in that obscurity and division that wrong
knowledge and wrong will are possible: without
wrong knowledge there could be no error or falsehood, without error or falsehood in our dynamic
parts there could be no wrong will in our members;
without wrong will there could be no wrong-doing
or evil:

while

these causes endure,

the effects also

will persist in our action and in our nature. A
mental control can only be a control, not a cure; a

mental teaching, rule, standard can only impose an
artificial groove in which our action revolves
mechanically or with difficulty
a curbed

and

limited

formation

and which imposes
on

the

course

of

our nature. A total change of consciousness,a
radical change of nature is the one remedy and the
sole issue.

But since the root of the difficulty is a split,
limited and separative existence, this change must
consist in an integration, a healing of the divided
consciousness of our being, and since that division

is complex and many-sided,no partial changeon one
side of the being can be passed off as a sufficient
substitute for the integral transformation. Our first
division is that createdby our ego and mainly, most
forcefully, most vividly by our life-ego, which divides
us from all other beings as not-self and ties us to our
ego-centricity and the law of an egoistic selfaffirmation.

It is in the errors of this self-affirmation

thai wrong and evil first arise: wrong consciousness
engenders wrong will in the members, in the
thinking mind, in the heart, in the life-mind and
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the sensationalbeing, in the very body-consciousness;
wrong will engenders wrong action of all these
instruments, a multiple error and many-branching
crookedness of thought and will and sense and
feeling. Nor can we deal rightly with others so long
as they are to us others, beings who are strangersto
ourselves

and of whose inner

consciousness,

soul-

need, mind-need,heart-need,life-need, body-needwe
know little or nothing. The modicum of imperfect
sympathy, knowledge and good-will that the law,
need and habit of associationengender, is a poor
quantum of what is required for a true action. A
larger mind, a larger heart, a more ample and
generous life-force can do something to help us or
help others and avoid the worst offences,but this
too is insufficient and will not prevent a mass of
troubles and harms and collisions of our preferred
good with the good of others.

By the very nature

of our ego and ignorance we affirm ourselves
egoistically even when we most pride ourselveson
selflessnessand ignorantly even when we most
pride ourselves on understanding and knowledge.
Altruism

taken as a rule of life does not deliver

us;

it is a potent instrument for self-enlargement and
for correction of the narrower ego, but it does not
abolish

it

nor

transform

it

into

the

true

self

one

with all; the ego of the altruist is as powerful and
absorbing as the ego of the selfish and it is often

more powerful and insistent becauseit is a selfrighteous and magnified ego. It helps still less if
we do wrong to our soul, to our mind, life or body
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with the idea of subordinating our self to the self of
others. To affirm our being rightly so that it may
become one with all is the true principle, not to
mutilate

or immolate

it.

Self-immolation

may be

necessary at times, exceptionally, for a cause, in
answer to somedemand of the heart or for someright
or high purpose but cannot be made the rule or
nature of life; so exaggerated, it would only feed
and exaggerate the ego of others or magnify some
collective ego, not lead us or mankind to the
discovery and affirmation of our or its true being.
Sacrifice and self-giving are indeed a true principle
and a spiritual necessity, for we cannot affirm our
being rightly without sacrifice or without self-giving
to something larger than our ego; but that too
must be done with a right consciousnessand will
founded on a true knowledge. To develop the
sattwic part of our nature, a nature of light, understanding, balance, harmony, sympathy, good-will,
kindness, fellow-feeling, self-control, rightly ordered
and harmonised

action,

is the best we can do in the

limits of the mental formation, but it is a stageand
not the goal of our growth of being. These are
solutions by the way, palliatives, necessarymeansfor
a partial dealing with this root difficulty, provisional
standards and devices given us as a temporary help
and guidance because the true and total solution is

beyond our present capacity and can only come
when we have sufficiently evolved to seeit and make
it our

main

endeavour.

The true solution can intervene only when by
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growth we can become one self with

all beings, know them as part of our self, deal with
them as if they were our other selves; for then
the division is healed, the law of separate selfaffirmation leading by itself to affirmation against or
at the expenseof others is enlarged and liberated by
adding to it the law of our self-affirmation for others

and our self-finding in their self-finding and selfrealisation. It has been made a rule of religious
ethics to act in a spirit of universal compassion,to
love one's neighbour as oneself, to do to others as
one would have them do to us, to feel the joy and
grief of others as one'sown; but no man living in
his ego is able truly and perfectly to do these things,
he can only accept them as a demand of his mind,
an aspiration of his heart, an effort of his will to live
by a high standard and modify by a sincere
endeavour his crude ego-nature. It is when others
are known and felt intimately as oneself that this
ideal can becomea natural and spontaneousrule of
our living and be realised in practice as in principle.
But evenonenesswith others is not enough by itself,
if it is a onenesswith their ignorance; for then the
law of ignorance will work and error of action and
wrong action will survive even if diminished in
degree and mellowed in incidence and character.
Our

oneness with

others must be fundamental,

not

a oneness with their minds, hearts, vital selves, egos,

-even
our

though these come to be included in

universalised

consciousness,-but

a

oneness

in the soul and spirit, and that can only come
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into

soul-awareness and

self-

knowledge. To be ourselves liberated from ego
and realise our true selves is the first necessity;all
else

can

be achieved

as a luminous

result,

a

necessaryconsequence. That is one reason why a
spiritual call must be accepted as imperative and
take precedenceover all other claims, intellectual,
ethical, social, that belong to the domain of the

Ignorance. For the mental law of good abides in
that domain and can only modify and palliate;
nothing

can be a sufficient

substitute

for

the

spiritual change that can realise the true and
integral good becausethrough the spirit we come to
the root

of action

and

existence.

In the spiritual knowledge of self there are
three steps of its self-achievementwhich are at the
same time three parts of the one knowledge. The
first is the discovery of the soul, not the outer soul

of thought and emotion and desire, but the secret
psychicentity, the divine element within us. When
that

becomes

dominant

over

the

nature,

when

we are consciously the soul and when mind, life
and body take their true place as its instruments,
we are aware of a guide within that knows the truth,
the good, the true delight and beauty of existence,
controls heart and intellect by its luminous law and

leads our life and being towards spiritual completeness. Even within the obscure workings of the
Ignorance we have then a witness who discerns, a

living light that illumines, a will that refuses to be
misled and separatesthe mind's truth from its error,
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the heart's intimate responsefrom its vibrations to
a wrong call and wrong demand upon it, the life's
true ardour and plenitude of movement from vital
passionand the turbid falsehoodsof our vital nature
and its dark self-seekings. This is the first step of
self-realisation,

to

enthrone

the

soul,

the

divine

psychic individual in the place of the ego. The next
step is to become aware of the eternal self in us
unborn and one with the self of all beings. This
self-realisation

liberates

and universalises;

even if

our action still proceeds in the dynamics of the
ignorance, it no longer binds or misleadsbecauseour
inner being is seatedin the light of self-knowledge.
The third step is to know the Divine Being who
is at once our supreme transcendent Self, the
Cosmic Being, foundation of our universality, and
the Divinity within of which our psychicbeing, the
true evolving individual in our nature, is a portion,
a spark, a flame growing into the eternal Fire from
which

it

was lit

and

of which

it

is the witness

ever

living within us and the consciousinstrument of its
light and power and joy and beauty. Aware of the
Divine as the Master of our being and action, we
can

learn

to

become

channels

of his Shakti,

the

Divine Puissance,and act according to her dictates
or her rule of light and power within us. Our
action will not then be masteredby our vital impulse
or governed by a mental standard, for she acts
according to the permanent yet plastic truth of
things,-not that which the mind constructs,but the
higher, deeper and subtler truth of each movement
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and circumstance as it is known to the supreme
knowledge and demanded by the supreme will in
the

universe.

The

liberation

of

the

will

follows.

upon the liberation in knowledge and is its-dynamic
consequence;it is knowledge that purifies, it is truth
that liberates: evil is the fruit of a spiritual
ignorance and it will disappear only by the growth
of a spiritual consciousness
and the light of spiritual
knowledge. The division of our being from the
being of others can only be healed by removing the
divorce of our nature from the inner soul-reality,

by abolishing the veil between our becoming and
our self-being, by bridging the remoteness of our
individuality in Nature from the Divine Being who
is the omnipresent Reality in Nature and above
Nature.
But

the

last

division

to

be

removed

is

the

scissionbetween this Nature and the Super-Nature
which

is

the

Self-Power

of

the

Divine

Existence.

Even before the dynamic Knowledge-Ignorance is
removed, while it still remains as an inadequate
instrumentation of the spirit, the supreme Shakti
or Supernature can work through us and we can
be aware of her workings; but it is then by a
modification of her light and power so that it can
be received and assimilated by the inferior

nature

of the mind, life and body. But this is not enough;
there is needed an entire remoulding of what we
are into a way and power of the divine Supernature.
The integration of our being cannot be complete
unless there is this transformation

of the dynamic

ORIGIN

OF

FALSEHOOD

AND

action; there must be an uplifting

EVIL

and change of

the whole mode of Nature itself and not only some
illumination and transmutation of the inner ways

of the being. An eternal Truth-Consciousnessmust
possessus and sublimate all our natural modes into

its own modes of being, knowledge and action; a
spontaneoustruth-awareness,truth-will, truth-feeling,
truth-movement,

truth-action

integral law of our nature.

can then

become

the

